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THE UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE
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A.

History of Recent Reform Efforts

TN THE name of discipline,1 the armed services of our country have

for many years been operating under rules and regulations issued
both by the Congress and by the executive branch of the Government.
The rules and regulations have been different for the different services.
The actions of the executive branch and the regulations which it has

promulgated purport to be in accordance with the laws laid down by
the Congress and with the provisions of the Federal Constitution. The

operation of the court-martial system, however, has been a source of
considerable criticism. Whether that criticism was justified is a question
in dispute, but whether or not it was warranted, efforts have been made

tending toward the establishment of better rules and regulations for the

government of our armed forces in the future.
The Army early in 1947 prepared a list of amendments to the Articles

of War, which was introduced in the 80th Congress.2 It was amended in
the House of Representatives to provide a separate corps in the Army

* Associate Professor of Law, University of San Francisco School of Law; Brigadier
General, U. S. M. C, retired; former Chief of the Military Law Division, Office of the

Judge Advocate General of the Navy; member of the Bars of the Territory of Hawaii and
of the United States Supreme Court. The opinions or assertions in this article are the

private ones of the author and are not to be construed as official or as reflecting the views
of the Department of the Navy or of the naval service at large.

1 Both the Army and the Navy view the court-martial as simply an instrumentality
of the executive power for the enforcement of discipline. 1 Winthrop, Military Law and

Precedents S3-S4 (2d ed. 1896) ; War Powers and Military Jurisdiction 17 (Army Judge
Advocate General's School Text No. 4, 1943); Naval Courts and Boards (1937), � 327;
Betts (who became the Army's senior legal general in the European theater in World War

II), Constitutional Powers and Limitations Respecting the Military, The Alabama Lawyer
432-34 (1941).

2 H.R. 2S7S, 80th Cong., 1st Sess. (1947).
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to administer military justice, over the vigorous protest of the top echelon
in the Department of the Army.3 The bill, containing desirable require
ments concerning the qualifications of defense counsel and some other
reforms but leaving courts-martial subject to command control, went

to the Senate and was pigeonholed in committee. Meanwhile, the Navy
drew up a bill to reform naval justice,4 which went further and deeper
into modern reform and provided for depriving the officer who ordered
a court martial of his power to review and act judicially upon its pro
ceedings. No hearings were ever held on this bill and it died in committee
with the adjournment of the 80th Congress. The issue of universal mili

tary training was then being heatedly debated; but this innovation was

never adopted. Congress did, however, pass the country's first peacetime
draft law.5 At the time, veterans' organizations were still plugging for
the reform of military justice,6 an issue on which the non-veteran public
was beginning to slumber. When the draft law came up for a vote, a
surprise move was made. Senator Kem proposed to tack the Army's
justice bill to the draft law. Over the frenzied but ineffective objections
of the members of the by-passed Senate committee, the Army bill was
thus rescued from its deathbed and became law on June 24, 1948, effec
tive the following February. The Navy's bill was not rescued. The
elixir of unification was in the melting pot, and the ultimate addition of
an ingredient of justice reform seemed indicated. The innocuous dosage
of such reform which was added to the draft law was viewed as a col
lateral experiment.
The following month, the Secretary of Defense appointed a committee

to draft a code uniform in substance and in construction, to be equally
applicable to all of the armed services.7 The committee labored for seven
months and brought forth a Uniform Code of Military Justice composed
of 140 articles. Extensive hearings, which lasted a month and piled up

3 U. S. Congress, House, Armed Services Committee, Uniform Code of Military Justice,
hearings on H.R. 2S7S, 80th Cong., 1st Sess. 2153 (1947). See also War Dept. Press Re
lease of February 20, 1947, and comment in Note 36, Geo. L. J. 614, 623 (1948).

4 H.R. 3687, 80th Cong., 1st Sess. (1947), discussed in Snedeker, Developments in the
Law of Naval Justice, 23 Notre Dame Law. 1, 13 (1947).

5 62 Stat. 604 (1948), SO U. S. C. App. � 4S1 (Supp. 1948) (Selective Service Act of

1948).
6 See Keeffe, Universal Military Training With or Without Reform of Courts Martial?, 33

Cornell L. Q. 46S (1948).
7 The Secretary of Defense was the late James Forrestal, and the chairman of the com

mittee was Professor Edmund M. Morgan of the Harvard Law School. For further details,
see Larkin, The Uniform Code of Military Justice, 32 J. Am. Jud. Soc'y 171 (1949).
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a record of 742 printed pages, were held by a House committee,8 and on

May 5, 1949, the Code, with some amendment, was passed by the House.
It then went to the Senate committee, which, after considerable delay,
made some two-score further amendments. The Senate passed the bill
and at the time of this writing the Code was in the hands of the House-
Senate conferees. Meanwhile, unification was progressing slowly in other

fields; the air transport of the services had been amalgamated; ship
transport had been centralized; Army and Navy medical personnel had
been interchanged and mixed where found desirable; and students from
all services were attending the schools set up by each service. Moreover,
the experiment in justice reform in the Army seemed to be working out

without meeting any insuperable obstacles.9
What does the Uniform Code10 purport to do? As the name implies,

it is designed to secure uniformity among the services. According to

the report of the House committee,11 it provides for the following:
1. Offenses made punishable are identical for all the armed forces;
2. The same system of courts with the same jurisdictional limits is

set up for all.
3. Identical general court-martial procedure, including that for pre

trial investigation and post-trial review, applies to all.
4. Modes of proof are equally applicable to all.
5. Uniform rules of procedure for Boards of Review in each of the

three Departments must be set up by the three separate Judge Advocates
General.

6. Qualifications for members of courts-martial, law officer, and coun

sel are the same for all services.
7. One Court of Military Appeals is the court of last resort for each

of the armed services.
All this is eminently desirable. But uniformity did not give birth

either to the impetus or to the goal of reform. The nature and content of
the tonic that is being given in such evenly measured doses merits our

inquiry. Is it designed to cure the major ailments�symptoms of which
have been observed? Even if it is, would not the treatment be more

uniform and would not its cost be reduced if it were administered by the

same doctor at a central clinic?

8 U. S. Congress, House, Armed Services Committee, Uniform Code of Military Justice,
hearings on H.R. 2498, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. (1949).

9 See Alyea, Military Justice Under the 1948 Amended Articles op War (1949).
10 It is the bill H.R. 4080, in the form in which it passed the Senate, upon which this

article is predicated.
n H.R. Rep. No. 491, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 3 (1949).
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B.

Ailments of Military Justice
The ailments of military justice have been thoroughly and adequately

diagnosed. In the Army , the McCook survey, the Clemency Board headed
by Justice Minton, and the Vanderbilt Committee had their opportunity
to examine the patient and suggest treatments. In the Xavy, the Ballan-
tine Committee, the Clemency Board headed by Admiral Taussig, the
McGuire Cornmittee, the White Report, the Keeffe Board, and the
Ballantine Board had pointed out defects and recommended remedies.
The ailments seemed to fall roughly into five general categories:

1. Command control;
2. Insufficient trained legal supervision;
3. Lack of assurance of constitutional guarantees;
4. Jurisdictional problems; and
5. Procedural problems.

1. Command Control

"Command control" is a tag which has been affixed to the influence
exercised over a court-martial by the officer in command, but the reports
indicate that it encompasses the influence exercised by officers in the
command echelon who have not been legally trained over the personnel
administering military justice, all the way to the top of the ladder. There
was ample evidence that such control existed,12 although the frequency
of its illegal exercise was disputed.13 It manifested itself in caustic

reprimands to members of courts-martial,14 in the promulgation of local

policies concerning high mirnn-mm penalties for certain offenses,13 in the
transfer to other duties of a successful defense counsel.16 The power

12 Report of the War Department Advisory Committee ox Military JrsncE 7

(1946) ; Report op the General Court-Martial Sentence Review Board to the Secre
tary of the Navy 199-205 (1947) ; U. S. Congress, House, Armed Services Committee,
Uniform Code of Military Justice, hearings HJt. 2575, 80th Cong., 1st Sess. 2065 (1947) ;
Note, 36 Geo. L. J. 614, 619-622 (1948) ; Note. 62 Harv. L. Rev. 1379-1382 (1949) ; Com
ments. 35 Cornell L. Q. 151, 156-7 (1949).

13 White, A Study of Five Hundred Naval Prisoners and Naval Justice 19, 24 (1946).
14 U. S. Congress, House, Armed Services Committee, Uniform Code of Military Justice,

hearings on ER. 2575, 80th Cong., 1st Sess. 2065 (1947) ; Note, 36 Geo. L. J. 614. 619

(1948).
15 S. Morgan, Army Courts-Martial; The Double Standard, Ail. Monthly, 99 (Dec

1946) ; Holtzoff, Administration of Justice in the United States Army, 22 X. Y. U. L. Q. 1,
9 (1947).

16 U. S. Congress, House, Armed Services Committee, Uniform Code of Military Justice
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of the commander over the official fitness reports of his officers, over

transfers, and over leaves of absence hangs like a sword of Damocles
over those whose duty it is to try impartially the persons ordered by
that commander to be tried. Coercion by the commander need not be as

direct and blatant as in the instance reported by Representative Norblad
of Oregon;17 it may be so indirect and subtile as never to come to the
attention of his own superiors.18 What makes such illegal coercion possi
ble is the power given to the officer who convened the court-martial to
review the record of proceedings of that body, act judicially upon the

findings, and exercise clemency as to the punishment imposed. The fact
that the clemency power is a jealously guarded prerogative of the com

mander has led to the widely prevalent custom for the court-martial
to impose, not the sentence which in its judgment fits the crime and the
criminal, but a much more severe sentence, leaving to the commander a

great latitude for the exercise of his power.19 The excessive sentences
which caused such a public clamor toward the close of World War II
were the product of this custom.20' They were not symptoms of a sep
arate ailment; they constituted but another manifestation of command
control. The disease could be torn out by its roots by the establishment
within the armed services of a legally-trained group which would be

officially independent of troop commanders. One of the tenets upon
which our country was founded was that of an independent judiciary.
That basic concept can be moulded to fit the armed services of our

country. The commander could arrest an offender, investigate the

offense, order the offender tried, and control the prosecution. The ad
ministration of military justice should be in the hands of a legally-
trained corps concerning the duties of which the troop commander makes
no reports, gives no comments, and exercises no control whatsoever. The
members of the court-martial could be appointed by the area represen-

hearings on H.R. 2498, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 68S (1949).
17 U. S. Congress, House, Armed Services Committee, Uniform Code of Military Justice,

hearings on H.R. 2575, 80th Cong., 1st Sess. 2065 (1947), quoted in Note, 36 Geo. L. J.
614, 619 (1948).
is Comment, 35 Cornell L. Q. 151, 158 (1949).
19 Report of the War Department Advisory Committee on Military Justice 7

(1946) ; Report of the General Court-Martial Sentence Review Board to the Secre
tary of the Navy 191-194 (1947) ; Note, 36 Geo. L. J. 614, 621-622 (1948) ; Note, 62

Harv. L. Rev. 1381-1382 (1949); Comment, 35 Cornell L. Q. 151, 161-162 (1949).
20 U. S. Congress, House, Armed Services Committee, Uniform Code of Military Justice,

hearings on H.R. 2575, 80th Cong., 1st Sess. 1986 (1947) ; Fratcher, Appellate Review in
American Military Law, 14 Mo. L. Rev. 15 (1949).
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tative of the Judge Advocate General from a panel of available officers
and men in the area.21 The defense counsel could be chosen from mem

bers of the legal corps. The work of the members of the court-martial
and of the defense counsel should never be allowed to come to the atten

tion of the troop commander. Good justice never has had a bad effect
on discipline. The two do not even overlap. Discipline delivers the ac

cused for trial; justice then takes over for the trial and possible punish
ment.

2. Insufficient Trained Legal Supervision
Trained legal supervision of the court-martial system demands an

integrated body of legal specialists devoted exclusively to the administra
tion of legal problems. There never has been and is not now sufficient
trained legal supervision in the armed forces. The Army, prior to 1949,
had a Judge Advocate General's Department into which officers of other
branches of the Army were fed and from which many were from time
to time transferred. While serving with that Department, however, its
members were given full-time legal assignments. During World War I,
the strength of the Department grew from 17 to 42 6,22 but after the

assignment of one legal adviser to each general court-martial convening
authority few were left over for use in the proper conduct of the courts-
martial themselves. In World War II, the Army relied on the hope that
500 legally trained reserves would be a sufficient augmentation, but its
needs were grossly underestimated.23 More than 25,000 lawyers applied
for commissions in the Judge Advocate General's Department, but the
applications were not received with favor 24 As a result the Army's legal
branch was starved, and officers with no legal training were frequently
used as law members and as counsel even in general courts-martial.25
The Vanderbilt Committee's strong recommendation that a separate
Corps be created26 was flatly rejected by the Army,27 but over the pro-

21 This general remedy has been suggested since 1919. S. 64, H.R. 367, 66th Cong., 1st

Sess. (1919) (The Chamberlain bill) ; Report of the War Department Advisory Com
mittee on Military Justice 9 (1946) ; Report of the General Court-Martial Sentence
Review Board to the Secretary of the Navy 195 (1947) ; U. S. Congress, House, Armed
Services Committee, Uniform Code of Military Justice, hearings on H.R. 2498, 81st Cong.,
1st Sess. 728.
22 Fratcher, Appellate Review in American Military Law, 14 Mo. L. Rev. 15 (1949).
23 Report of the War Department Advisory Committee on Military Justice 5 (1946) .

2* Ibid.
25 Id. at 3, 1.
26 Id. at 10.
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tests of the Secretary of the Army and of the Chief of Staff, was adopted
in part by Congress. A separate promotion list was provided for the

Corps, but the Judge Advocate General was not given authority which
would make him independent of the Secretary of the Army, and the

strength of the Corps was left to the determination of the Secretary of
the Army.28 In the Navy, there has never been even a Judge Advocate
General's Department. The Navy Judge Advocate General is not re

quired to be a lawyer, and, prior to 1938, the incumbents of that office
never held a law degree.29 A few line officers were sent to law school
each year to study law as an avocation. Many were sent back to sea

after graduation, and were given assignments which had no relation to
their legal training. Some were recalled for a two-year tour of legal duty,
the first half of which was largely occupied with refreshing themselves in
the law and bringing their learning up to date. When World War II

came, the Navy had 75 line officers who were legally trained, but only
15 of them were available for legal duties.30 Some civilian lawyers were

commissioned in the reserve as LDO (legal duty only) officers, but there
were not enough of them to insure even one for each general court-

martial. At the war's end, there were over 12,000 reserve officers who
held law degrees, but few of them were assigned legal duties.31 The

Navy has had an even stronger aversion than that of the Army to the
formation of a permanent law group, and has bitterly and successfully
resisted every suggestion that would provide an integrated full-time legal
corps. The greatest concession was the inclusion of legal specialists in a

a group of miscellaneous specialists provided for in a plan conceived by
the Ballantine Board,32 which became a part of the Officer Personnel
Act of 1947.33 The Act, however, placed a limit on the total number of

27 War Dept. Press Release 6, 7, Feb. 20, 1947. See Note, 36 Geo. L. J. 614, 622-625

(1948).
28 62 Stat. 643 (1948), 10 U. S. C. � 65 (Supp. 1948), amending � 8 of the National

Defense Act, 60 Stat. 925, 10 U. S. C. � 61 (1946). See Note, 36 Geo. L. J. 614, 623-

625 (1948).
29 Snedeker, Why the Navy Needs a Law Corps, 72 U. S. Naval Institute Proceedings

19 (1946).
so Id. at 20.
31 Id. at 22.
32 Report of the Ballantine Board to the Secretary of the Navy 9 (1946). A minor

ity of the members, including Judge McGuire, dissented and advocated a law corps. See

Pasley and Larkin, The Navy Court-Martial: Proposals for its Reform, 33 Cornell L. Q.
195, 231 (1947).

33 61 Stat. 795 (1947), 34 U. S. C. � 211(b) (Supp. 1948).
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specialists of all types of 2V2 percent of Xavy line officer strength, under
which limit there will be less than 300 legal specialists in the Xavy and
none in the Marine Corps. Moreover, the top legal job of Judge Advocate
General was not restricted to legal specialists,34 and a consistent policy
of filling that position with a line officer leaves little prospect that any
legal specialist can ever reasonably expect to reach the top of the ladder.
The fact that, as a practical matter, the two top rungs of the ladder have
been removed, will certainly not be an inducement which would attract
the kind of legal talent the Xavy sorely needs. Thus, the problem of
trained legal supervision is still a disease which must be recognized and
treated 35

3. Lack of Assurance of Constitutional Guarantees
A review of a batch of court-martial records will convince any fair-

minded reader of the need for positive assurance of constitutional guar
antees in the armed sendees. A very small fraction of the cases in which
such rights have been denied reach the federal courts, but those cases

which do are symptomatic. Most of the criticism regarding the general
lack of assurance of adherence to those rights has come from within the
services, and is unpublished. But Father White, a commodore in the

Xavy Chaplains' Corps, inserted a list of constitutional guarantees in a

draft of a proposed revision of the Articles for the Government of the

Xavy which he submitted in 1946, stating that several of the basic rights
required strengthening in the light of war-time experience and that a

basic disciplinary statute remains incomplete and inadequate if it is silent

upon such a vitally important subject 36 Judges McGuire and Holtzoff
concurred that �"the rights of the individual accused are to be scrupu
lously respected and safeguarded�as they ought to be�which is em

phatically not done under the present system of naval justice."37 That
such rights axe not always respected in the Army is attested by the
recent cases which show a denial of fundamental fairness, including re-

3- The Judge Advocate General of the Navy opposed the provision inserted by House
members as Section 13 in H.R. 40S0 which would require the incumbent of his position
to be a law specialist. Army, Navy, and Air Force Register, February IS, 1950, p. 8.
35 see arguments for and against a law corps in U. S. Congress, House, Armed Services

Committee, Uniform Code of Military Justice, hearings on H.R. 2498, 81st Cong., 1st Sess.

679-6S0, 6SS, 1298 (1949).
36 White, Study No. 2 ox a Suggested New Draft of the Articles for the Govern

ment of the Navy 21 (1946). Article 12 of Father White's draft contains nine specific
guarantees.
3" Report of the McGuire Committee to the Secretary of the Navy 4 (1945).
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fusal to give time for preparation of the defense, incompetent defense

counsel, failure to call witnesses in the accused's behalf, denial of the
right of confrontation, intimidation of defense witnesses, use of an in

voluntary confession, and conviction of one crime when charged with
another.38 The denial of such basic rights is not always due to wilful and
malicious transgression. It is often due to the fact that those who ad
minister military justice do not know what the rights of the man in uni
form are or should be.39 This ignorance is often excusable in view of the
facts that the judges of our federal courts have often disagreed40 and that
the slow process of getting authoritative judicial decisions has not to

date yielded the full and satisfactory answers. Who, then, should enun

ciate the constitutional guarantees applicable to courts-martial? The
executive branch of the government? It would be expecting too much to

have that branch voluntarily declare the limits of its own powers. The

judicial branch? Its powers extend only to the cases and controversies

brought before it, so that any judicial enumeration would necessarily be
dictum. The legislative branch? Of course. It has both the power and
the duty.
The Federal Constitution provides that the Congress shall have power

to make rules for the government and regulation of the land and naval

forces, and to make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for

38 Schita v. King, 133 F. 2d 283 (8th Cir. 1943), cert, denied, sub nom Schita v. Pescor,
322 U. S. 750 (1944); Brown v. Sanford, 170 F. 2d 344 (Sth Cir. 1944); Hicks v. Hiatt,
64 F. Supp. 238 (M. D. Pa. 1946) ; Shapiro v. United States, 69 F. Supp. 205 (Ct. CI.
1947), Note 35 Geo. L. J. 558 (1947) ; Beets v. Hunter, 75 F. Supp. 825 (D. Kan. 1948).
Although the Supreme Court ruled that mere non-compliance with the requirement of

old Article of War 70 (now A. W. 46b) for a pre-trial investigation did not deprive a

subsequent court-martial of jurisdiction, Humphrey v. Smith, 336 U. S. 695 (1949), it
should not be assumed that an actual deprivation of the opportunity for the accused to

assemble evidence to prove his innocence would not be a deprivation of due process of law,
making the subsequent trial unfair and unconstitutional. Antieau, Courts-Martial and the

Constitution, 33 Marq. L. Rev. 25, 30-31 (1949).
39 Army law members and defense counsel were often incompetent. Report of the War

Department Advisory Committee on Military Justice 4, 7 (1946). Naval officers
have no continuity in their legal assignments, do not devote full time to the law, and
cannot hope to compete on an equal basis with other legal practitioners. U. S. Congress,
House, Armed Services Committee, Uniform Code of Military Justice, hearings on H.R.

2498, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 680 (1949).
40 The protection against double jeopardy, for example, has been held applicable to

courts-martial, Sanford v. Robbins, 115 F. 2d 435, 438 (Sth Cir. 1940), and not applicable
to courts-martial, In re Wrublewski, 71 F. Supp. 143 (S. D. Cal. 1947). And note the
wide split of the justices of the Supreme Court in Wade v. Hunter, 336 U. S. 684 (1949) and
in Humphrey v. Smith, 336 U. S. 695 (1949).
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carrying that power into execution.41 The Constitution also provides,
however, that the executive power shall be vested in the President, who
shall be commander-in-chief of the army and navy of the United States.42
The scope of these two broad powers is not clearly defined, and there has
been interminable conflict between them. Usually Congress, which has
not enacted adequate rules for the government of the armed forces, has
been loathe to make any changes in the prior laws premised upon an

encroachment by the executive authority until that encroachment had
become a source of public criticism. The President's function as com

mander-in-chief authorizes him to issue, personally or through his

military subordinates, such orders as are necessary and proper to en

force discipline in the armed forces.43 His function as executive em

powers him personally or through the Secretary of Defense or the
Secretaries of the Army, Navy, or Air Force to provide regulations when

required for the proper execution of statutes relating to the armed forces.44
Such regulations, which require no sanction from Congress, relate to

enforcement and execution. They cannot encompass matters of a legis
lative nature. They cannot create offenses or confer jurisdiction upon a

court-martial. They cannot, without prior legislative authority, cover

judicial acts related to courts-martial45 or establish judicial procedures
which affect the substantive rights of the accused. The executive branch
of the government has, however, on many occasions overstepped the
bounds of its executive authority and encroached upon the legislative
field.46 The office of commander-in-chief is a source of considerable and

41 U. S. Const. Art. I, � 8, d. 14 and 18.
42 U. S. Const. Art. H, � 1 and 2. For the distinction between the powers of the King

of England and of the President of the United States as commanders-in-chief, see The

Federalist, No. LXTX (1788), as published by George F. Hopkins, two volumes (1802),
voL 2, pages 148-149.

43 Dynes v. Hoover, 20 How. 65 (TJ. S. 1857) ; 6 Ops. Att't Gen. 10, 15 (1853). See
also Swain v. United States, 165 U. S. 553 (1896).

44 See Myers v. United States, 272 U. S. 52 (1926).
43 Except the pardoning power conferred by the Constitution.
46 In 1853, a whole code of 46 chapters, filling 229 printed pages, covering rules for the

entire Navy, defining crimes, specifying punishments, and regulating the method of trial

by courts-martial, was issued as a general order of the President. Within two months, the
Attorney General of the United States held that this code was in derogation of the legis
lative power of Congress and was therefore invalid. 6 Ops. Att'y Gen. 10 (1853). The

Army exercises, without legislative authority, the power to revoke a discharge and subject
to court-martial an honorably discharged veteran upon an administrative determination
that the discharge was procured by fraud JAG Army, IV Btnx. 237 (1945) ; War Dept
letter, file AG 220.8 (31 Aug. 1944) B-S-A-SPGAM-M of Sept. 10, 1944; Files JAGA-
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undefined powers.47 It has eluded precise description by the Supreme
Court, which often refers to questions concerning that office as "political".
The Supreme Court has avoided entanglements in contests between the
President and Congress for the direction of military policy.48 This be
came a further self-imposed restriction on the general policy of the court
to avoid decisions.49 As a result, we have few clear-cut decisions on the

power of the President as commander-in-chief, unaided by legislation, to
prescribe the type of regulations which presently governs the adminis
tration of military justice.50
The judicial attitude of the federal courts toward the court-martial

system is extremely important because it defines, as a practical matter,
though slowly and piecemeal, the boundaries beyond which executive ac

tion may not go. These courts are accessible only through a few re

stricted remedies.51 Since courts-martial are not courts of the regular
federal judicial system,52 the remedy of regular appeal which would be
available from a lower civil court is not available from a court-martial.
What are the possible remedies? If the accused has by an invalid court-
martial sentence involving dismissal, discharge, or loss of pay, suffered
a monetary loss, he may bring suit in the United States Court of Claims.53
But this court cannot do full justice, for it lacks powers to restore the
suitor to his former military status; and it has no jurisdiction to relieve
from illegal restraint.54 To correct an injustice which transcends the

pocketbook, the victim looks to the federal district courts. There he
finds four possible remedies�mandamus, certiorari, writ of prohibition,

1947/4691, JAGA-1946/6570, SPJGA-1945/4523. The Navy's practice of enlarging the

jurisdiction of courts-martial by executive authority was ended recently by the Supreme
Court in Hirshberg v. Cooke, 336 U. S. 210 (1949). For abuse of executive power generally,
see 2 Ops. Att'y Gen. 223, 243 (1829) ; Koenig, The Presidency and the Crisis 44 (1944).

47 Corwtn, The President: Office and Powers (3d rev. ed. 1948) ; National Emergencies
and the President's Inherent Powers, 2 Stan. L. Rev. 303 (1950).

48 See Post, The Supreme Court and Political Questions (1936) ; Field, The Doctrine

of Political Questions in the Federal Courts, 8 Minn. L. Rev. 485 (1924).
49 "Justice Holmes, the Voltaire of our bench, once frankly said in an opinion that the

Supreme Court never decided anything that could be avoided." Hough, Due Process of Law
Today, 32 Harv. L. Rev. 218, 230 (1918-19).

50 See Fairman, The Supreme Court on Military Jurisdiction, 59 Harv. L. Rev. 833 (1946).
61 Stein, Judicial Review of Determinations of Federal Military Tribunals, 11 Brooklyn

L. Rev. 30 (1941).
52 Dynes v. Hoover, 20 How, 65 (U. S. 1857).
53 Shapiro v. United States, 69 F. Supp. 205 (Ct. CI. 1947).
54 Wilkinson, The United States Court of Claims: Where Uncle Sam Is Always the De

fendant, 36 A. B. A. J. 89 (1950).
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and writ of habeas corpus, but he finds that for relief from military or

naval tribunals neither mandamus,55 certiorari,56 nor the writ of pro
hibition37 is available. The sole remaining remedy is that of habeas

corpus. But he finds that even this last hope is hedged about by ancient

concepts which deny him a forum�except in a few restricted circum
stances. These concepts were carried over from the laws of England,58
and have only recently been dented by the consciousness that our coun

try has a written constitution.59 To understand a writ of habeas corpus,
its purpose of protection from unlawful restraint of personal liberty, its
application to the enforcement of constitutional guarantees, and the
reluctance of the courts to extend it to victims of our court-martial system,
it would be necessary to trace the development of the writ.60 Suffice it
to say here, however, that the federal courts were for many years re

stricted by procedural limitations carried over from the common law.61
A court in a hearing on a writ of habeas corpus could not go outside the
record of the trial court or court-martial. The record as presented had to

be accepted in its entirety and imported absolute veracity. Extrinsic evi
dence could not be introduced to disprove or attack the record. The au

thority to correct this defect was contained in the Act of February 5,
1867,62 which broadened the procedure on habeas corpus and permitted
the introduction of evidence dehors the record. The federal courts, how
ever, continued to limit the extent of their inquiry to the want of juris
diction of the trial court or court-martial over the person and the offense
and to the question whether the court had exceeded its powers in the

55 United States ex rel. French v. Weeks, 259 U. S. 326 (1922).
56 In re Yidal, 179 U. S. 126 (1900).
57 Wales v. Whitney, 114 U. S. 564 (1885) ; Smith v. Whitney, 116 U. S. 167 (1886).

See United States v. Maney. 61 F. 140 (C. C. D. Minn 1894).
58 For an outstanding example, see KirVman v. McClaughry, 160 F. 436, 438 (Sth Cir.

190S), quoting from and following the doctrine of the Supreme Court of Bombay in Porret's
case, Perry's Oriental Cases 414, 419 (1844), that the principle of non-interference of
courts of law with the procedure of courts-martial was sound because that procedure was

founded upon regulations issued by the King and upon customs and practice in the British

army.
39 See Note, 41 III. L. Rev. 260 (1946).
60 See Rqt.tts" Hurd, Habf^s Corpus 131 (2nd ed. 1876) ; Guy Lee, Historical Juris

prudence 229 (1900) ; Pollock and Mattland, 1 History of English Law 586-587, 593
(.d ed. 1899) ; Holdsworth, 9 History of English Law 105-106 (3d ed. 1944) ; Edward
Jenks, Story of Habeas Corpus, 8 L. Q. Rev. 64-65 (1902).

61 Ex parte Bollman and Ex parte Swartout, 4 Cranch 75 (U. S. 1807).
62 14 Stat. 385 (1867), 28 TJ. S. C. � 461 (1940), as revised, 28 U. S. C. � 2243 (Supp.

1948).
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sentence imposed.63 The concept that the writ of habeas corpus will lie
only in case the judgment is shown to be absolutely void for want of

jurisdiction was rigidly adhered to. It was not until 1915, in the non-

military case of Frank v. Mangum,6i that the Supreme Court gave birth
to the theory that jurisdiction once acquired may be "lost in the course of

proceedings" by a denial of constitutional rights. At the same time the
court, nevertheless, adhered to the concept previously stated and gave it

lip service. 65 It was not until 1943 in the case of Schita v. King66 that
the theory was applied to courts-martial.
As late as 1911, it was quite generally denied by the executive branch

that the guarantees found in the Federal Constitution were applicable
to our men in uniform.67 Since that time it has been admitted that some
of the guarantees are applicable.68 The effort to bring the constitutional
guarantees within the scope of the old rule limiting habeas corpus to

jurisdictional questions has resulted, however, in a fallacious concept.
An honest rule would admit that habeas corpus is a proper remedy for
denial of constitutional rights�even in cases where the trial court had

jurisdiction. Such a rule has never been established. Since 1943, how
ever, the judicial attitude toward the exercise of jurisdiction by courts-

martial is nonetheless becoming more parental, and some of the funda
mental rights of the man in uniform are being respected by the more

63 Ex parte Reed, 100 U. S. 13 (1879); Carter v. Roberts, 177 U. S. 496 (1900). Some
courts showed great deference to courts-martial, terming them courts of honor. Fletcher
v. United States, 26 Ct. CI. S41, 563 (1891).

64 237 U. S. 309 (1915). This doctrine, that if the judicial process be merely a formal

one, the courts on a writ of habeas corpus will not hesitate to look behind the facade to

determine if petitioner was deprived of his constitutional rights, was reaffirmed in Ex parte
Hawk, 321 U. S. 114 (1944).

�5 Frank v. Mangum, 237 U. S. 309, 327 (1915).
66 133 F. 2d 283, 287 (8th Cir. 1943). It was again applied in Shapiro v. United States,

69 F. Supp. 205 (Ct. CI. 1947) .

67 File 26260-1392, 697, J. A. G., Navy, of June 29, 1911, p. 29, as cited in Navy C. M. O.

48-1920, 10, 11; I Winthrop, Military Law and Precedents 241 n. 2 (2d ed. 1896) ; id.
at 430 n. 3. For an old case of double jeopardy in an Army court-martial, which was sus

tained by the executive branch, see Howe's Case, 6 Ops. Att'y Gen. 506 (1854).
68 In the Navy it was not until 1920 that it was made clear that certain constitutional

guarantees applied in letter as well as in spirit to naval courts-martial. Navy C. M. O.

48-1920, p. 10. The Naval Digest, issued nine years after the Supreme Court in Grafton
v. United States, 206 U. S. 333 (1907), decided that the guarantee against double jeopardy
applied to courts-martial, perpetuated the view that double jeopardy before a naval court-
martial could not be directly claimed under the Constitution. Naval Digest 297 (1916).
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enlightened jurists.69 This is in paxt due to the dissemination of infor
mation concerning the procedures and results of trials by courts-martial,
and a changing attitude toward them by a public which in ever increasing
numbers has made their acquaintance. This somewhat more liberal atti
tude on the part of the courts has had the unfortunate effect, however,
of delaying the day when Congress would be forced to give to the armed
forces a definitive set of rights applicable to the individuals of those
forces.
It is not too difficult to set out the constitutional guarantees applicable

to those in the armed forces and there is a crying need for doing so.

All of the rights enumerated in the Constitution do not apply in courts-

martial. Some are specifically excepted, and some are by their history
inapplicable in whole or in part. The fundamental rights which apply
to an accused in court-martial procedure include the following:

a. Right to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation;
b. Right to have the assistance of counsel for his defense;
c. Right to a speedy trial;
d. Right to a public trial;
e. Right to be confronted with the witnesses against him;
f. Right to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his

favor;
g. Protection against being compelled by legal process to testify

against himself;
h. Due process of law;
i. Prohibition of cruel and unusual punishments, and excessive fines;
j. Protection against double jeopardy; and
k. Other rights retained by the people and not delegated to the

Federal Government.
The right to protection against unreasonable searches and seizures, and
the prohibition of warrants other than upon probable cause, supported
by oath, and being specific as to place, persons, and things, are not appli
cable to the armed forces in the same manner as to the civilian public.
The prohibition of prosecution for a capital or otherwise infamous crime

except upon presentment or indictment of a grand jury, the right to a

jury trial, the right to a trial in the State where the crime was committed,
and the protection against excessive bail are not applicable to court-

martial procedure.
69 Note, 41 III. L. Rev. 260 (1946). See cases cited in Antieau, Courts-Martial and the

Constitution, 33 Marq. L. Rev. 25 (1949).
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a. Right to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation

The right of the accused to be informed of the nature and cause of
the accusation against him entitles him to insist that the charges and

specifications apprise him, in advance of trial, of the offense charged
with such reasonable certainty that he can make his defense and protect
himself, after the findings, against another prosecution for the same

offense.70 The recognition of this right insures that statutes are not so

construed as to embrace offenses which are not within their intention or

terms. This does not mean that all the elements of an offense must be
set out in the applicable statute, but such elements must in some way
be declared by the legislative power and cannot be construed by the
executive or judicial power from any supposed intention of the legis
lature which the statute fails to state. It has been held that this right,
as well as the right to due process of law, requires that penal laws
enacted by Congress fix a readily ascertainable standard of the conduct

prohibited and made punishable thereby,71 since the absence of such a

standard prevents the accused from knowing in advance with what he
is being charged. While a copy of the charges and specifications is always
furnished to an accused prior to his trial by court-martial, the right of
an accused charged under the vague and indefinite articles making
punishable "conduct to the prejudice of good order and discipline"72
and "conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman"73 has been consis

tently violated.

b. Right to have the assistance of counsel for his defense
The right to have the assistance of counsel is recognized as essential

to any fair trial of a case prosecuted by the Federal Government and

applies to courts-martial.74 Assistance of counsel means not only the

right to have counsel, but to have qualified counsel and the right to an

opportunity for such counsel to acquaint himself with the facts and law

70 See United States v. Simmons, 96 U. S. 360 (1877).
71 United States v. L. Cohen Grocery Co., 255 U. S. 81 (1921) ; Atlantic Refining Co.

v. Trumbull, 43 F. 2d 1S4 (D. Conn. 1930) ; United States v. Durst, 59 F. Supp. 891 (S. D.
W. Va. 194S).

72 Articles of War 96 and Articles for the Government of the Navy 22(a). Hereinafter

Articles of War will be cited A.W. and Articles for the Government of the Navy will be

cited A.G.N.
73 A.W. 95 and Naval Courts and Boards � 99 (1937). See note 102 infra.
7* Johnson v. Zerbst, 304 U. S. 458 (1938) ; Shapiro v. United States, 69 F. Supp. 205

(Ct. CI. 1947) ; 35 Geo. L. J. 558, 5 Nat. B. J. 348, 36 Geo. L. J. 620 (1948), 35 Cornell

L. Q. 160 (1949).
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of the case and to a reasonable time to prepare the defense.75 The right
may be waived by the accused, but it must appear that he affirmatively
and intelligently waived it;76 otherwise, the failure to provide counsel
for an accused who is unable to obtain counsel, or forcing the accused to

trial in the absence of his counsel constitutes a denial of a guaranteed
right.77 The rejection of a request for a continuance which denies to the
accused a reasonable time for the preparation of his defense is substantial

prejudice."8 The affirmative statement of this right is important because
some judges still deny that it applies to courts-martial,79 and because it
is still often denied with impunity.
c. Right to a speedy trial
The right to a speedy trial is necessarily relative, and must be applied

in the light of the circumstances of the individual case. It is consistent
with delays and does not preclude the rights of public justice.80 Unjus
tified delays, however, which, by depriving the accused of the attendance
of material defense witnesses, or by otherwise prejudicing his defense,
violate his right to a speedy trial, and he is entitled to be discharged or

to have the prosecution quashed.si Recent cases which approve lengthy
delays after servicemen are arrested and detained without being charged
or brought to trial82 point to the necessity for a restatement of this right
in terms which will prevent the giving of mere lip-service to it. The

right to a speedy trial is one personal to the accused, and cannot be used
to force him to trial before he has had time to prepare his defense.83

75 Shapiro v. United States, 69 F. Supp. 205 (Ct. CL 1947), where non-lawyer counsel
was given less than SO minutes to prepare the defense in a general court-martial case;
Beets v. Hunter, 75 F. Supp. 825 (D. Kan. 1948), where counsel undertook his duties only
because ordered to do so, and admitted that he was wholly incompetent to represent the
accused.

<� Johnson v. Zerbst, 304 U. S. 458 (1938).
"

House v. Mayo, 324 U. S. 42 (1945).
�s Shapiro v. United States, 69 F. Supp. 205 (Ct CL 1947).
� In Ex parte Benton, 63 F. Supp. 808 (N. D. Cat 1945), it was held that an allegation

that assigned counsel was unqualified, incompetent, inefficient, negligent and unfaithful
afforded no basis for holding that the basic doctrine of fairness was violated

50 Beavers v. Haubert, 198 U. S. 77, 86 (1905).
si Daniels v. United States, 17 F. 2d 339 (9th Cir. 1927).
82 Kronberg v. White, 84 F. Supp. 392 (N. D. Cal. 1949) (Army's 74 day delay held

"not excessive") ; Ex parte Webb, 84 F. Supp. 568 (D. Hawaii 1949) (Navy's 117 day delay
held not to violate seaman's "right to a prompt trial").

S3 See Shapiro v. United States, 69 F. Supp. 205 (Ct, CI. 1947).
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d. Right to a public trial
The right to a public trial is a right to have the court-martial sit "with

open doors" during the presentation of evidence. The right can be waived

by a request of the accused that the trial be conducted in closed session,
and the right is not violated by a suggestion by the court-martial or by
trial counsel that those persons not connected with the trial, or certain
classes of such persons, should withdraw because of the nature of ex

pected testimony. A compulsory exclusion of the general public without
the consent of the accused ordinarily constitutes a denial of the right,84
but the right does not require the unrestricted admittance to the trial of
all persons wishing to attend to the full capacity of the courtroom.85
Noisy and boisterous persons may be excluded,86 and, in cases involving
morals or public decency, young people may be excluded, provided that
the accused is not thereby deprived of the presence, aid, or counsel of

any person whose attendance might have been of advantage to him.87

e. Right to be confronted with the witnesses against him
The right of confrontation was a common law right having certain

exceptions, and it was purpose of the provision in the Sixth Amend
ment to continue and preserve that right, and not to broaden it or disturb
the exceptions. Dying declarations, and former sworn testimony of a

witness now deceased are among the exceptions.88 Outside of the excep

tions, this right secures to the accused the assurance of a trial, so far as

facts provable by witnesses are concerned, with only such witnesses as

meet him face to face at the trial, who give their testimony in his presence,
and give to the accused an opportunity of cross-examination.89 It is

intended to prevent the conviction of the accused upon ex parte affidavits,
and particularly to preserve the right of the accused to test the recol

lection of witnesses through cross-examination. That this right applies
to courts-martial has been assumed in several federal decisions.90 It would

84 United States v. Kobli, 172 F. 2d 919 (3rd Cir. 1949) ; Davis v. United States, 247

F. 394 (8th Cir. 1917). See Radin, The Right to a Public Trial, 6 Temp. L. Q. 381 (1932) ;

35 Cornell L. Q. 395 (1950).
85 See Reagan v. United States, 202 F. 488 (9th Cir. 1913).
so See United States, v. Buck, 24 Fed. Cas. 1289, 1293, No. 14680 (E. D. Pa. 1860).
87 See United States v. Kobli, 172 F. 2d 919, 922 (3rd Cir. 1949).
88 Kirby v. United States, 174 U. S. 47 (1899) ; Mattox v. United States, 156 U. S. 237

(1895).
89 Mattox v. United States, 156 U. S. 237 (1895).
90 Schita v. King, 133 F. 2d 283 (8th Cir. 1943) ; Hicks v. Hiatt, 64 F. Supp. 238 (M. D.

Pa. 1946).
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seem that the use of deposition evidence by the prosecution in a criminal

trial, where the accused has not seen the witness face to face, heard him

mouth his testimony, or had any opportunity to cross-examine him in his

presence, would be an unconstitutional deprivation of the right of con

frontation.91 Yet the Army and the Navy do just that, under statutory
authority.92 The right, if any, should be clarified and affirmatively set

forth.

/. Right to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor
The right to compulsory process for obtaining witness in the accused's

favor is not an absolute right,93 but one which must not be denied unless
the demand for witnesses is unreasonable. Such a demand may be un

reasonable where the expected testimony of a defense witness is im
material to the issue, or unnecessary, or merely cumulative. Since the ex

penses of defense witnesses in a court-martial are defrayed by the govern
ment, the question of reasonableness should be determined in the first
instance by an impartial judicial officer94 such as the law officer of a

general court-martial, and not by the convening authority, the prosecutor,
or the members of the court-martial. A determination adverse to the
accused should be made the subject of objection and correction at the

trial, and, if such objection be overruled, the ground for a motion for a

new trial. If no such objection or motion be made, the reasonableness
of the denial may be considered to be admitted and the right waived.
If such objection be made and overruled, and either no motion be made
for a new trial or such motion be made and refused, and the demand for

91 So viewed in Dowdell v. United States, 221 U. S. 325 (1911) ; Diaz v. United States,
223 U. S. 442 (1912). This is the view taken by the American Legion. U. S. Congress,
House, Armed Services Committee, Uniform Code of Military Justice, hearings on H.R.

2498, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 685 (1949).
92 A.W. 25 and A.G.N. 68. For an argument that these provisions are unconstitutional,

see Antieau, Courts-Martial and the Constitution, 33 Marq. L. Rev. 25, 34 (1949). In

Weaver, Constitutional Law and Its Administration 453 (1946), it is said that the

primary object of the constitutional guarantee on confrontation was to prevent depositions
or ex parte affidavits being used against an accused in lieu of a personal examination and
cross-examination of witnesses.

93 It was not a common law right, and the constitutional guarantee does not compel
the prosecution to secure the attendance of the defense witnesses. Kellar v. State, 123 Ind.

110, 23 N. E. 1138, 18 Am. St. Rep. 318 (1890).
94 It is the duty of the federal judge in a federal criminal case to issue the subpoenas

or to send for the defense witnesses wherever they may be found within the jurisdiction of
the court and, if the accused is unable to bear the cost, at the expense of the government.
United States v. Kenneally, 26 Fed. Cas. 760, No. 15,522 (N. D. LI. 1870).
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defense witnesses be found upon review not unreasonable, a conviction
upon any offense to which the expected testimony of such witnesses re

lated should be set aside because of the denial of a fundamental right.
There is no such rule prescribed or followed in the armed services. The
issuance of subpoenas for distant witnesses is dependent upon the state
of the budget, and requests for such witnesses have been denied, not on
the basis of the materiality of their testimony, but for the reason that
current fiscal appropriations had run low at the time such request was
made. Congress needs to express the right and to provide sufficient funds
to assure it.

g. Protection against compulsory self-incrimination
The rule against compulsory self-incrimination is aimed at physical

or moral compulsion to extort communications which would expose to
criminal prosecution the person from whom they are extorted.95 It is
not limited to oral testimony, but protects against the use of legal process
to compel production in evidence of written communications, such as

books and papers, of an incriminating character.96 It applies not only
to the accused but also to any witness. The violation of the rule as to a

witness other than the accused in a case, however, does not affect the

rights of the accused. The accused cannot be compelled to testify at his
own trial, and if he becomes a witness it must be at his own request.
When one of two or more accused persons jointly charged and tried re

quests that he be examined as a witness, either for the prosecution or

for the defense, he is competent to testify; but without such request, he
cannot be called as a witness even to testify against the other accused

persons. It is not compulsory self-incrimination to introduce into evi
dence a confession or admission voluntary when made,97 or to force a

person to undergo an intoxication test which does not puncture the skin,
or to disrobe for the purpose of displaying identifying marks or features
on his body, or to try on clothing to determine the fit, or to assume a spe-

95 Holt v. United States, 218 U. S. 245 (1910). If, by virtue of the running of the
statute of limitations, or the granting of a pardon, or a guarantee of immunity, the person
would not be exposed to prosecution by the testimony sought, the right does not apply.
Hale v. Henkel, 201 U. S. 43 (1906). The test as to the adequacy of immunity is com

pleteness of the immunity within the realm of the sovereignty to which the court belongs.
If complete, the right to refuse to testify does not apply, Brown v. Walker, 161 U. S. 591

(1896) ; if incomplete, the right applies, Counselman v. Hitchcock, 142 U. S. 547 (1892).
96 Boyd v. United States, 116 U. S. 616 (1886).
97 Bram v. United States, 168 U. S. 532 (1897).
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cified stance or position.98 The constitutional right is covered in the
statutes now governing the Army and Navy,99 and is upheld if a violation
reaches a federal court.100

h. Right to due process of law
Due process of law in the administration of military justice is the

recognition and respect of the substantial rights, other than the specific
fundamental rights separately enumerated in the first eight Amendments,
to which the accused is entitled. Such substantial rights may include
those legally prescribed by rules and regulations, as well as those generally
recognized by Anglo-American jurisprudence as essential to a fair trial.
When any of these rights are denied to the accused, and the denial sub

stantially prejudices him in his defense, there has been a defiance of due

process. The denial of each mdividual right may not create substantial
prejudice, and yet the totality of the denial of several of such rights may
have the cumulative effect of defying due process of law.101
Among such substantial rights are the following:
(1) Right to have criminal liability depend upon a standard of con

duct readily ascertainable in advance by men of ordinary intelligence.102
95 These axe not communications of the person within the test laid down for federal

courts by Holt v. United States, 218 U. S. 245 (1910). State decisions in this field are,

however, conflicting.
99 A.W. 24 and A.G.N. 42 (a) and (c).
100 Brown v. Sanford, 170 F. 2d 344 (Sth Cir. 1948). There seems a tendency of court-

martial reviewing authorities to discount the influences, short of torture, at work in com

pelling confessions from subordinates. See Prof. Keeffe's description of the Navy's "Sugar
Cane Rape Cases" in Hawaii, in 35 Cornell L. Rev. 164 (1949). Colonel Winthrop, of
the Army, long ago recommended that, in view of the authority and influence of superior
rank, confessions made by military subordinates, especially when ignorant or held in con

finement, should be regarded as incompetent unless very clearly shown not to have been

unduly influenced. Wlnthrop, Military Law and Precedents 329 (1920 reprint of 2nd ed.).
!0i Schita v. King, 133 F.2d 283 (8th Cir. 1943), cert, denied, sub nom. Schita v. Pescor,

322 U.S. 761 (1944).
102 United States v. L. Cohen Grocery Co., 255 U.S. 81 (1921); Connally v. General

Construction Co., 269 U.S. 385 (1926). The charge "Conduct Unbecoming an Officer and
a Gentleman" (A.W. 95 and Naval Courts and Boards � 99 (1937)) has been mdiscrimi-
nately used. It is used for acts of ''lawlessness", which means violation of any law. Naval
Courts and Boards I 99 (1937). In the Navy it has been used against an officer to allege
the instigating, through an attorney, of a letter dunning a superior officer for a debt of
S57 which the superior officer had claimed was not a just debt (Navy C.M. O. 5-1917, 1),
failure to pay a civil court judgment secured against him personally for athletic goods
bought by him in his capacity as athletic officer for the enlisted men of his ship (Navy
CM.O. 7-1927, 3), being found nude in the privacy of his own quarters by a female
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(2) Right to have an impartial investigation prior to being tried by
court-martial.103

Army nurse who entered uninvited (Navy C.M.O. 2-1944, 262), occupying a hotel room

jointly with an ex-enlisted man (Navy C.M.O. 7-1933, 6), and removing his necktie and

outer shirt at a bar in Hawaii (Navy C.M.O. 1-1944, SI). While some of these were set

aside, for one reason or another, upon review in the Navy Department, they indicate the

vagueness of the offense, a doubt that the basic "custom" upon which the offense is based

is either consistent or well known, and a dependence upon the individual concepts of the

pleader for its interpretation. The offense certainly fixes no clear standard of conduct.
The charge "Conduct to the Prejudice of Good Order and Discipline" is, as applied,

boundless. It falls under the general article (A.W. 96 and A.G.N. 22(a)). It has been

viewed in the Navy as authority for the creation of offenses based upon acts which no

law, order, or regulation expressly prohibits, and which may not depend in any way upon
their relation to the internal functioning of the naval service. They are, in fact, punished
by naval courts without regard to the place where they are committed, or to the local
law of the place. Such offenses include some which are federal crimes only when committed

in certain places and under certain conditions, as extortion (limited by federal law to officers,
clerks, agents, and employees of the United States, but applied by the Navy to enlisted

men) and seduction (limited by federal law to persons employed on board American vessels

who, during the voyage, seduce female passengers, but applied by the Navy to the seduction
of any female on shore). Other acts under the general article are not based, even in part,
upon statute, such as blackmail (Naval Courts and Boards � 93 (1937)), breaking quar
antine (Id. � 9S), carelessly endangering the lives of others (Id. � 97), and embezzlement
of private property (Id. � 100). In practice, the acts are made punishable merely by a

description in the Navy's manual and statement that the acts constitute an offense under

the general article. Embezzlement of private property is an offense of statutory origin. Prior
to 1937, the Navy held that statutory authority in the place where it was committed was

necessary to bring the offender to trial by court-martial. Navy C.M.O. 12-1923, 8. This
view was overcome by the simple expedient of incorporating into the next edition of the
manual a charge of embezzlement. Thus new offenses cognizable by courts-martial are

created by purely executive action. A penal statute so vague as to allow this sort of

expansion seems an unconstitutional delegation of legislative authority, or appears in itself

a violation of due process because it fixes no readily ascertainable standard of conduct.

,
The greatest extent to which federal courts have gone, however, is to say that the general
article does not give courts-martial jurisdiction over all state or federal offenses not specifi
cally enumerated in the other articles, and to intimate that the offenses created by the

general article must bear some relation to the internal order and discipline of the service.
Ex parte Mulvaney, 82 F. Supp. 743 (D. Hawaii 1949) ; Powers v. Hunter, 178 F. 2d 141

(10th Cir. 1949). "One of the most common complaints voiced in naval circles is that
the present Articles fail to tell anyone in language which the ordinary person can under
stand what acts are punishable offenses and what are not." Pasley and Larkin, The Navy
Court-Martial: Proposals for its Reform, 33 Cornell L. Q. 195, 201 (1947).

103 Some people think that this right does not exist. All that the Supreme Court decided
in Humphrey v. Smith, 336 U.S. 695 (1949), was that the remedy for violation of the

statutory mandate (then A.W. 70, now A.W. 46b) for a thorough and impartial investi
gation was not to be found in the overthrow of a subsequent court-martial found to be
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(3) Right in a court-martial to be tried by a properly constituted
and properly organized court.104

fairly conducted. Mr. Justice Black, in the majority opinion, said, "We cannot assume

that judicial coercion is essential to compel the Army to obey this Article of War.'' Id at

700. No mention was made of due process or of prejudice to the accused because of the

Army's disregard of the law. Prior cases in lower courts had held the statutory mandate

jurisdictional, and in some of these cases there were flagrant abuses which actually preju
diced the rights of the accused. Anthony v. Hunter, 71 F. Supp. 823 (D. Kan. 1947);
Smith v. Hiatt, 170 F. 2d 61 (3rd Cir. 1948); Benjamin v. Hunter, 169 F. 2d 512 (10th
Cir. 1948); Henry v. Hodges, 76 F. Supp. 968 (S.D. N Y. 1948). The danger of resting
these decisions on the mere failure of the Army to comply with a statute, rather than upon

a defiance of due process of law was pointed out in an article that was being printed at

the time that the Supreme Court was deciding the Humphrey case, Antieau, Courts-Martial
and the Constitution, 33 Marq. L. Rev. 25, 30-31 (1949). Compare, too, the Supreme
Court's reasoning in Wolf v. Colorado, 338 U.S. 25 (1949), where the due process clause

of the 14th Amendment was emphatically held to embrace the protection against unreason-
ble searches and seizures, knd in the same breath the judicial coercion by way of the

exclusionary rule was withheld on the theory that other remedies were adequate.
104 Loopholes in statutes prescribing the composition of courts-martial have been used

to circumvent this right. A requirement that 13 members of a general court-martial be

appointed if it can be done "without injury to the service", applicable to the Army until

February 1949 and still applicable to the Navy, resulted in courts habitually being consti

tuted with less than 13 members. A recitation of compliance in the precept convening the

court-martial is held final and conclusive. Wooley v. United States, 20 Law Rep. (o.s.) 631

(Ct. CI. 1858), digested 5 Fed. Dig. 635; Mullan v. United States, 140 U.S. 240 (1891);
In re Crain, 84 F. 788 (C. C. D. Mass. 1897) ; Bishop v. United States, 197 U. S. 334 (1905),
and any offer to prove its falsity is rejected. Kahn v. Anderson, 255 U.S. 1 (1921). A re

quirement that not more than one half of the members be junior to the accused contained the

same type of loophole, and was treated the same way. The discretion of the convening au

thority is absolute, Martin v. Mott, 12 Wheat. 19 (U. S. 1827), and his decision conclusive.

Wooley v. United States, supra. The Army, during the last half of the 19th century circum

vented the operation of a statute prohibiting regular Army officers from sitting in courts-

martial for the trial of U. S. Volunteers by giving such officers an indefinite leave of absence

from the regular Army and investing them with a commission in the Volunteers. This practice
was condemned as clearly illegal in United States v. Brown, 206 U. S. 240 (1907), and was

brought to a halt by Walsh v. United States, 43 Ct. CI. 225 (1908). A requirement that
a JAGD officer be appointed as law officer if "available" has been disregarded with

impunity. Henry v. Hodges, 76 F. Supp. 968, 976 (S. D. N. Y. 1948) ; Hiatt v. Brown,
70 Sup. Ct. 495 (1950). The accused has a right to be tried by members who are under

oath, and a court-martial is not organized until its members have been sworn. 13 Ops.

Att'y Gen. 374 (1871). Today, there is a right under A.W. 4 for an enlisted accused in

the Army to have enlisted members of his court-martial to the number of at least one-

third of the total membership. The right is conditioned upon the making of a written

request by the accused, but once such a request is made, there is no loophole which gives
discretionary power to the convening authority.
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(4) Right to have a reasonable time for the preparation of his
defense.105

(5) Right to challenge for cause.106
(6) Right to have all testimony given under oath or affirmation.

(7) Right to cross-examine witnesses against him.107
(8) Right to a fair trial free from intimidation, domination, and

illegal coercion or influence.108

(9) Right to acquittal unless guilt is established beyond a reasonable
doubt.109
(10) Right to the prescribed review of his case.110

i. Prohibition of cruel and unusual punishments and excessive fines
The Constitution forbids the infliction of cruel and unusual punish-
105 This right exists whether or not the accused has the assistance of counsel. Shapiro

v. United States, 69 F. Supp. 205 (Ct. CI. 1947).
106 This right is allowed in both Army and Navy, but no method of challenging the

array is provided for, and a challenge is ruled upon by the other members of the court,
some or all of whom may be biased and subject to challenge themselves. The failure to

place the determination of challenges in the power of an impartial and disinterested person,
such as the non-voting law officer of the new Army courts-martial, has been a subject of
criticism ever since the Chamberlain bill containing such provisions was defeated in 1919.

See Note, 62 Harv. L. Rev. 1377 (1949).
10T "phis is a necessary corollary to the right of confrontation, the purpose of which was

to make the right of cross-examination available.
108 This right has long been recognized. Powell v. Alabama, 287 U.S. 45 (1932). What

has been said about command control and its exercise in illegally influencing the decisions

of courts-martial applies to this right. The right to a fair trial precludes the prosecution
from knowingly using perjured testimony and from suppressing the true facts. Mooney v.

Holohan, 294 U.S. 103 (1935); Berger v. United States, 295 U.S. 78 (1935); Viereck v.

United States, 318 U.S. 236 (1943). In courts-martial, the right is recognized, but no

adequate remedy to the accused seems to have been provided for its violation.
109 This right is recognized in the actual trial of a court-martial case, but after a

conviction it is often lost sight of in review procedures. This is understandable in the

light of conflicting views in the federal courts on the question, "What evidence will sustain

a conviction?" Rules of Proof Employed by Federal Appellate Courts in Reviewing Crim
inal Convictions, 38 Geo>. L.J. 285 (1950). It points to the desirability, however, of a

clear expression from Congress on the rule to be applied in court-martial review.
110 While there seems to be no constitutional provision which gives to the accused a

right to appeal a conviction, and such right has been held not to be an essential element
of due process, McKane v. Durston, 153 U. S. 684 (1894) ; District of Columbia v. Clawans,
300 U. S. 617 (1937) ; the right to the appellate procedures affirmatively prescribed by
Congress for the armed services should obviously be a part of due process within such
services. A capricious denial or arbitrary abridgment of the prescribed review should result
in making void the finding and sentence of a court-martial in any case where the opportunity
to get a reversal is affected.
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ments and excessive fines. Punishments are cruel when they involve tor

ture or a lingering death, or are inhuman and barbarous.111 Punishments
of flogging,112 keelhauUng, and confinement in irons, which were not

unusual at the time of the inception of our armed forces, are today cruel

and unusual punishments, as are branding, marking, or tattooing on the

body.113 The punishment of death is not cruel, nor is hanging, shooting,
or electrocution as a mode of the death penalty.114 The fact that one

accused tried in joinder with another accused receives a sentence more

severe than that of the other accused is not a violation of the prohibition.
Loss of pay witltin the limits prescribed by the President or provided for
as a fine by statute is not excessive. Confinement on a bread and water

diet, common in the past,115 is beginning to shock the moral sense of the

community more and more.116

Protection against double jeopardy
The rule against double jeopardy forbids that any person be subject

for the same offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb. The
civil courts have for many years liberally construed the rule to embrace
all cases wherein a second prosecution is attempted for the same offense,
whether or not the punishment related to fife or limb.117 The constitu-

m Weems'v. United States, 217 U.S. 349 (1910). See State v. Main, 69 Conn. 123, 37

AtL 80, 36 L.R. A. 623, 61 Am. St. Rep. 30 (1S97) ; People v. Elliott, 272 Til. S92, 112

N. E. 300, Ann. Cas. 191SB 391 (1916).
112 Flogging was abolished in the Navy by a law of 18S0. 9 Stat. SIS (18S0). It was

not abolished in the Army, however, until eleven years later. 12 Stat. 317 (1861).
113 Congress has added these to the prohibition of cruel and unusual punishments in the

laws governing the Army and Xavy. A.W. 41 and A.G.N. 49. In the final analysis, what
punishments are cruel and unusual are for the legislature to define. Bailey v. United States,
74 F. 2d 451 (10th Cir. 1934). But some obsolete forms of barbaric punishment are univer

sally considered cruel and unusual. In re Birdsong, 39 F. 599, 4 L. R. A. 628 (S. D. Ga.

1889).
In re Kemmlar, 136 U.S. 436 (1S90); State v. Gee Jon, 46 New 418, 211 P. 676,

30 A. L.R. 1443 (1923).
115 It was upheld as not a cruel and unusual punishment for a civilian court to inflict

in 1507. Spencer v. State, 132 Wis. 509, 112 N.W. 462, 122 Am. St. Rep. 989 (1907).
116 It has been abolished in the armies and navies of the leading civilized countries of

the world, mduding the U. S. Army. Only the U. S. Xavy retains it. A.G.X. 24. Prof.
Keefie of Cornell Law School views it today as a cruel and unusual punishment. Comment,
35 Corneix L. Q. 156 (1949). So does the New York County Lawyers' Association. U.S.

Congress, Senate, Armed Services Committee, Uniform Code of Military Justice, hearings
on H.R. 4080 81st Cong., 1st Sess. (1949).

11T Ex parte Lange, 18 Wall. 163 (U.S. 1S74).
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tional guarantee applies to courts-martial.118 Double jeopardy does not
refer to double punishment alone, but to the subjection more than once

to the possibility of punishment for the same offense.119 An accused is

truly in jeopardy when he is arraigned before a court properly organized
and competent to try him.120 If proceedings are arrested before arraign
ment, there is no jeopardy. If proceedings are arrested after arraignment
and before a finding, for a reason other than urgent or imperious neces

sity,121 the accused is deprived of his right to have the trial proceed to a

finding, and if, being represented by counsel, he fails to object, he thereby
waives his right to protection against another trial for the same offense.122
If a trial proceeds to a conviction or acquittal on the merits of the case,
even upon a fatally defective charge or specification, jeopardy is com-

"8 Grafton v. United States, 206 U.S. 333, 352 (1907); Sanford v. Robbins, 115 F. 2d

435, 438 (5th Cir. 1940). See Crane, Double Jeopardy and Courts-Martial, 3 Minn. L. Rev.
181 (1919). But note that some judges still deny that protection against double jeopardy
applies to courts-martial. In re Wrublewski, 71 F. Supp. 143 (S. D. Cal. 1947), denounced
as an unsound decision in Antieau, Courts-Martial and the Constitution, 33 Marq. L. Rev.
25, 26 (1949).

119 Ex parte Lange, 18 Wall. 163 (U.S. 1874), the doctrine of which was extended by
Kepner v. United States, 195 U.S. 100 (1904), laying down the rule that "a person has
been in jeopardy when he is regularly charged with a crime before a tribunal properly
organized and competent to try him". Id. at 128.

120 For an argument that the traditional military plea of autrefois acquit is completely
inadequate to safeguard the constitutional right of a soldier or sailor who has been exposed
to successive trials, none of which resulted in judgment, and that the doctrine of Kepner
v. United States, 105 U. S. 100 (1904) should be followed in courts-martial, see Antieau,
Courts-Martial and the Constitution, 33 Marq. L. Rev. 25, 26-27 (1949).

121 United States v. Perez, 9 Wheat. 579 (U. S. 1824) ; Wade v. Hunter, 336 U. S. 684

(1949). The latter case, decided on the ground that a reviewing authority's statement that
tactical conditions made continuation of the first trial impossible was conclusive, made it
apparent to all students of military law that this loophole should be plugged by Congress.
In that case, Wade was charged with another soldier, the other soldier was acquitted, and
it became obvious that Wade, too, would be acquitted. When the evidence was all in, the
court-martial expressed a desire to hear some additional witnesses. Because these witnesses
were not immediately available, the trial was terminated. Later, Wade was tried again by
a different court-martial and convicted. The lower federal court found that the absence
of witnesses, rather than an emergency due to the military situation, was reason for the
withdrawal of the case from the first court-martial. This points up the necessity for a

clarification by Congress that the actual existence of imperious necessity and not a state
ment of its existence is the basis of the exception, and that such actual imperious necessity
must be the proximate cause of the abandonment of the first trial.
i22 Amrine v. Tines, 131 F. 2d 827 (10th Cir. 1942). See Shoener v. Pennsylvania, 207

U.S. 188 (1907); Housel & Walser, Defending and Prosecuting Federal Criminal
Cases, � 316 (2nd ed. 1946).
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plete.123 Any contrary theory must be based upon the infallibiUty of
the courts and the reviewing authorities, an assumption not applied in

any other situation.124 The 40th Article of War, nevertheless, states that
if an accused is found guilty, the court-martial is not to be considered
a trial until after final action on review.125 The protection against double
jeopardy is, however, a right whch the accused may waive, and an appeal
made by the accused to set aside a conviction constitutes a waiver.126
The second offense is the same as the first offense, within the meaning

of the double jeopardy rule, if the two alleged offenses either (1) have
an offense in common, or (2) bear such a relation to each other that,

123 The effect of a trial based upon a fatally defective indictment has passed a difficult

legal problem. The rationale of the Supreme Court in United States v. Ball, 163 U. S. 662

(1896) is compelling: "
. . although the indictment was fatally defective, yet, if the

court had jurisdiction of the cause and of the party, its judgment is not void, but only
voidable by writ of error; and, until so avoided, cannot be collaterally impeached. If the

judgment is upon a verdict of guilty, and unreversed, it stands good, and warrants the

punishment of the defendant accordingly, and he could not be discharged by a writ of

habeas corpus." See 15 Am. Jtjr. � 378; 23 L. R. A. (n.s.) 597 ; Housel & Walser, Defend
ing axd Prosecuting Federal Criminal Cases � 315 (2nd ed. 1946). In Amrine v. Tines,
131 F. 2d 827, 834 (10th Cir. 1942), the court said, "Generally, second jeopardy does not

attach unless the first indictment, information, or complaint is valid, or unless the accused

is tried and convicted or acquitted on the first indictment.'' This rule has been adopted
by some states. See, for example, Iowa Code � 777.20 (1946).

124 "in Commonwealth v. Purchase, 2 Pick. 521, 526, Chief Justice Parker, speaking of
the doctrine which allows a man to be tried again after being acquitted on an indictment

substantially bad, said that 'ingenuity has suggested that he never was in jeopardy, because

it is to be presumed that the court will discover the defect in time to prevent judgment';
but that this 'is bottomed upon an assumed infallibility of the courts, which is not admitted

in any other case.'" United States v. Ball, 163 U.S. 662, 668 (1896).
123 Mr. Justice Holmes did not agree with the majority of the Supreme Court in Kepner

v. United States, 195 U. S. 100 (1904) . His dissenting view was that the constitutional

guarantee protects an accused against a new trial in a new and independent case after he

has once been tried, but that several trials in one and the same case constitute one jeopardy
only. It is Holmes' minority view which has become Army law under Article of War 40.

Sanford v. Robbins, 115 F. 2d 435 (5th Cir. 1940). The Army's ordering that a convicted
accused be tried again for the same offense is upheld as resulting in no double jeopardy.
Ex parte Steele, 79 F. Supp. 428 (M. D. Pa. 1948). The Navy quoted and followed the

Supreme Court's theory in World War I (Navy C.M.O. 141-1918, 17-21; 39-1919, 17), but
in 1921 reversed its position (Navy C.M.O. 5-1921, 13) and thereafter refused to sustain
a plea of former jeopardy where the specification was fatally defective, even though the
first trial had proceeded to a conviction. Navy C.M.O. 8-1921, 14, 15; 5-1922, 8-9; 5-1928,
11; 1-1930, 12; 2-1930, 11, 12; 2-1930, 13; etc.

12<3 Trono v. United States, 199 U.S. 521 (1905); Stroud v. United States, 251 U.S. 15

(1919); Pratt v. United States, 102 F. 2d 275 (D. C. Cir. 1939).
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by law or precedent, the court is authorized upon a trial for one offense
to convict of the other, or (3) contain allegations which could have been
pleaded in a single specification without duplication other than of persons
or things.127

Offenses alleged have an offense in common when (1) the offenses are

identical, or (2) one offense is included in the other 128 or (3) some ele
ments common to both offenses constitute a criminal offense. A court-
martial may, in a trial for murder, find the accused guilty of man

slaughter, and therefore these offenses bear such a relation to each other
as to constitute the "same offense" within the meaning of the double
jeopardy rule.129 Merely because one element of a single criminal act
embraces two or more things, separate offenses cannot be alleged.130
Thus where in one transaction several articles are stolen, there is but one
theft, and where in one collision several persons are killed through gross
negligence, there is but one manslaughter.131

127 None of the tests evolved, such as the "same evidence" test of Morey v. Common

wealth, 108 Mass. 493 (1871), and the "same transaction" test advocated in 1 Bishop Crim
inal Law � 1051, (7th ed. 1882), have proved either complete or satisfactory. Courts and
text writers are still groping for a test. The one here given seems to fit the decisions in
the best of the decided cases. United States v. Michener, 331 U. S. 789 (1947), leaves
the theory of "same offense" doubtful. Some writers are critical of any attempt to decide
"sameness" by tests, and advocate a "utilitarian approach" Note, 57 Yale L.J. 132 (1947).

128 There is one well-recognized exception to the included offense doctrine. If the lesser
offense is tried first, it is not a bar to trial for the greater offense (which includes the
lesser) if, at the time of the first trial, the events embodied in additional, non-common

elements of the greater offense had not been consummated. Thus, if, after trial for assault
and battery, the victim dies, a trial for homicide is allowed. The second offense was not

available against the accused at the time of the first trial. This result is supported by Diaz
v. United States, 223 U.S. 442 (1912), though the reasoning of the decision, that a new

element, death, made the homicide a distinct offense, is not compelling. See 1 Bishop,
Criminal Law, � 1058(4) (9th ed. 1923).

129 Naval Courts and Boards � 53 (1937). See Wallace v. United States, 162 U.S. 466

(1896); United States v. Leonard, 2 Fed. 669 (C. C. S. D. N. Y. 1880). Where an act is
made punishable if done either wilfully or negligently, a court might very properly be given
authority, under a specification alleging that the act was wilfully done, to convict the
accused of having negligently done the act, where the proof showed negligence instead of
intent. Where such authority exists, the offense based upon negligence, although not by
any stretch of theory a necessarily included offense, is the "same offense" within the spirit
of the double jeopardy rule.

13<) Robinson v. United States, 143 F. 2d 276 (10th Cir. 1944) ; Bozel v. United States,
139 F. 2d 153 (6th Cir. 1943). See Sims v. Rives, 84 F. 2d 871 (D. C. Cir. 1936).

131 1 Bishop, Criminal Law � 1061 (9th ed. 1923) ; State v. Wheelock, 216 Iowa 1428,
250 N.W. 617 (1933) ; Comment, 40 Yale L.J. 462, 465 (1930). Contra: State v. Fredlund,
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The rule against double jeopardy applies not only as between two

courts-martial, but also as between a court-martial and any other court

deriving its authority from the federal government.132 It does not apply,
however, to disciplinary actions and nonjudicial punishments taken by
company commanders ashore or by ship commanders at sea, because the

proceedings are not trials and the actions taken by such commanders
are not convictions. An act or omission which constitutes the same offense
under federal criminal law and under military law cannot be made the
basis for trial first in the one court and again in the other, even though
the offense be called by different names under two bodies of law.133 Since
state courts derive their authority from a sovereign source different from
that of federal courts-martial, protection against double jeopardy as be
tween state courts and federal courts-martial is not now a legally recog
nized right, but could be made so by Congress.134 The present view is
reached "by a process of syllogistic reasoning based upon the broad

premises of 'dual sovereignty' " and cannot be justified by the language
or history of the Constitution.135 If a wrongdoer has been once tried for
an offense by any competent court, domestic or foreign, he should not

be continually harrassed with repeated trials. A number of states have

repudiated the "dual sovereignty" distinction by statute,136 and as a

matter of policy, the Army and, to a lesser extent, the Navy, have given
it expression.137 For uniformity and basic fairness, it should be made
the law by Congress.
200 Minn. 44, 273 N. W. 353, 113 A. L.R. 215 (1937). The Navy follows the view given
in the text. Navy C.M.O. 5-1930, 16-17; 1-1943, 39, 157; 4-1947, 79.

132 Grafton v. United States, 206 U.S. 333 (1907). See Crane, Double Jeopardy and

Courts-Martial, 3 Mrxx. L. Rev. 181 (1919).
133 Grafton v. United States, 206 U. S. 333 (1906) ; United States v. Bayer, 156 F. 2d

964, 970 (2d Cir. 1946), rev'd on other grounds, 331 U. S. 532 (1947), rehearing denied,
332 U. S. 785 (1947). See Crane, Double Jeopardy and Courts-Martial, 3 Mum. L. Rev. 181

(1919).
13* Comment, 35 Corneix L. Q. 151, 154 (1949).
135 See Mr. Justice Black's compelling dissent in Feldman v. United States, 322 U. S.

487, 498 (1944).
136 About twenty states, enumerated in 12 Corneix L. Q. 212 (1926), have extended

protection against trial in state courts after trial for the same offense under federal authority.
137 The Navy protection applies, not to those who have been placed in jeopardy, but to

those who have been convicted and punished by a state court for offenses identical with
those for which they could legally be tried again by court-martial. Navy CM.O. 5-1945,
203. The policy has not been extended to acquittals or to cases of suspended sentences

by state courts. For Army practice, see Carter, Former Jeopardy as a Defense Before
Military Tribunals, 16 Oexa. B. A. J. 72 (1945).
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k. Other rights reserved
The Ninth Amendment is designed to dispel any theory that the rights

enumerated in the Constitution form a complete and closed list. It pre
serves to the people those safeguards which accompany the Anglo-Saxon
idea of justice. Thus the principle that a person is presumed innocent
until proved guilty creates an enforceable right.138 The presumption ap
plies to courts-martial, but the effect of the illegal exercise of command
control is sometimes to defeat the right.
The protection against unreasonable searches and seizures applies fully

to the private homes and property of persons subject to military law
which are located outside the limits of areas under military control. A

commanding officer has no authority to search or seize such homes or

property. The protection applies also to quarters and property inside
areas under military control, but a search which would be unreasonable
elsewhere might well be reasonable within such areas, considering the

degree of impending danger and the responsibility of the commanding
officer for safety, order, and discipline in such areas. Knapsacks, sea

bags, suitcases, and lockers on board our public vessels or within a mili

tary or naval shore establishment may be inspected and searched without
the basis of an oath by the commanding officer. If a search or seizure
be shown to be unreasonable, however, evidence thereby discovered is
inadmissible in federal courts-martial to the same extent as it would be
in federal courts under the exclusionary rule.139 Evidence seized as an

incident to a lawful arrest is admissible.140

4. Jurisdictional Problems

The fourth class of ailments of military justice relates to jurisdictional
problems. Among the most important are those concerned with juris
diction over persons, particularly civilians. The outer limits of the power
to confer jurisdiction over civilians upon courts-martial has been exhaus-

138 There are certain rights of so fundamental a character that no free government may
trespass upon them, whether they are enumerated in the Constitution or not. Weems v.

United States, 217 U.S. 349 (1910). But, as pointed out in Corwtn, The Constitution
and What it Means Today 179 (1948), "the course of our constitutional development has
been to reduce fundamental rights guaranteed by the sovereign, from the natural rights
which they once were�a development reflected especially in the history of the 'due process
of law' clause".

139 Major Fenton J. Mee, U.S.M.C., Search and Seizure, Navy JAG Journal Mar. 1948,
p. 2 and Apr. 1948, p. 9.

140 Harris v. United States, 331 U.S. 145 (1947) ; United States v. Rabinowitz, 70 Sup.
Ct. 430, 18 U. S.L. Week 4157 (1950), overruling Trupiano v. U.S., 334 U.S. 699 (1948).
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tively covered elsewhere.141 Civilians serving with or accompanying an

armed force outside the reach of our federal courts can be subjected to

courts-martial by Congress.142 If a civilian is in a status giving him such
a connection or association with our armed forces as to create an obli

gation on his part directed toward the military mission of the forces,
he may be subjected to courts-martial even in the United States.143 This
is because he becomes part of the forces excepted from the requirement
of indictment in the Fifth Amendment and from the guarantee of trial

by jury in the Sixth Amendment.144 If he is serving with or merely accom

panying without any obligation to the military mission, his right to jury
trial cannot constitutionally be denied in the United States or in the

organized territories. Doubt arises when Congress confers jurisdiction
over civilians accompanying Army forces "in the field",145 without men
tion of the obligation-giving status. A similar obligation arises in a

draftee prior to his induction into the armed services, and it is a question
of national policy whether to subject him to the civil courts or to the

military courts for offenses committed prior to actual induction. In

World War I, military courts had jurisdiction,146 whereas in World War

II, civil courts had jurisdiction.147 Officers dismissed by order of the

President, which could only occur in wartime, are thereafter civilians,148

141 Snedeker, The Jurisdiction of Naval Courts-Martial Over Civilians, 24 Notre Dame

Law. 490 (1949).
142 A.W. 2 (d) has apparently been held constitutional in its entirety. Ex parte Gerlach,

247 F. 616 (S. D. N. Y. 1917) ; Ex parte Falls, 251 F. 415 (D. N. J. 1918) ; Ex parte Jochen,
257 F. 200 (S.D. Tex. 1919). See In re Di Bartolo, SO F. Supp. 929 (S.D. N.Y. 1943).

143 Ex parte Jochen, 2S7 F. 200 (S.D. Tex. 1919). Where the association is too loose

and weak, so that the obligation does not exist, the civilian cannot be subjected to courts-

martial. See Ex parte Weitz, 256 F. 58 (D. Mass. 1919).
144 By judicial construction, the right to jury trial given by the Sixth Amendment is

limited to those persons who were subject to indictment or presentment in the Fifth

Amendment. Ex parte Milligan, 4 Wall. 2, 123, 138 (U.S. 1866).
145 A.W. 2 (d) . No such jurisdiction within the areas in which the constitutional guar

antee of a jury trial applies has been given to the Navy.
"6 By A.W. 2(a), 41 Stat. 787 (1916), 10 U.S.C. � 1473(a) (1946).
i47 The Selective Training and Service Act of 1940, 54 Stat. 885 (1940), 50 U.S.C. Apr.

� 311 (1946), superseded, during the life of that Act, A.W. 2(a). Billings v. Truesdell, 321

U.S. 542 (1944). See Note, 32 Geo. L. J. 385, 393 (1944). The present peacetime draft

law, subjecting violators to the jurisdiction of the federal courts rather than to that of

courts-martial, is constitutional. See Warren v. United States, 177 F. 2d 596 (10th Cir.

1949); Gara v. United States, 178 F.2d 38 (6th Cir. 1949).
i4� See United States v. Corson, 114 U. S. 619 (1885) ; Wallace v. United States, 55

Ct. CL 396 (1920), afd, 2S1 U.S. S41 (1922).
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but have been given a right to demand trial by court-martial.149 A prob
lem arises as to the possible action of a court-martial "dismissing" the
dismissed officer, and another problem as to reinstatement of the former
officer to his rank and position in the event of acquittal by the court-
martial.150 Cases of this kind are rare, and the problems have not been
worked out. Discharged and separated enlisted men are also civilians.
Can they be arrested and tried by military authorities for subsequently
discovered offenses committed while in service? Congress had provided
they could be if the offense was a pecuniary fraud against the Govern
ment,151 but not for other offenses. The provision is of very doubtful
constitutionality,152 at least so long as the discharges granted are un

conditional. Congress has a limited power to make discharges condi
tional,153 and perhaps should exercise that power so as to make dis
charged offenders liable, within a prescribed period of time, for serious
offenses which cannot be tried in the federal civil courts. One of the most
obnoxious practices of the military services is that of arresting an honor
ably discharged veteran on a charge of having procured his discharge
by fraud, and then, either by administrative determination or by decision
of a court-martial, substituting a dishonorable discharge for the honorable
one.154 No statutory authority exists for such practice, and there is need
for Congress to establish a legal means for determination of the status,
military or civilian, of the veteran so accused.

i� Rev. Stat. � 1230 (187S), 10 U.S.C. � 573 (1946).
150 Once a successor to the dismissed officer has been appointed, no favorable action by

a court-martial could have the effect of restoring the former officer to his office. Blake v.

United States, 103 U.S. 227 (1880).
151 A. W. 94 and A.G.N. 14.
152 Winthrop, Military Law and Precedents 93 (2d ed. 1896, 1920 reprint) ; Sne-

deker, Jurisdiction of Naval Courts-Martial Over Civilians, 24 Notre Dame Law. 490,
534 (1949).
i53 Limited by the requirement of its action being "necessary and proper" for the carry

ing into execution of its other powers. U. S. Const. Art. I, � 8, cl. 18. It has been sug
gested that Congress either make all discharges conditional for one year, or give the federal
courts jurisdiction over former servicemen for offenses, not exclusively military, com

mitted by them anywhere while in service. Myers and Kaplan, Crime Without Punishment,
35 Geo. L. J. 303, 326-327 (1947).

154 J. A. G. Army, IV Bull. 237 (1945). An Army Dept. letter of Sept. 10, 1944, di
rected commanding generals of service commands to make administrative determinations
when questions arise regarding discharges alleged to have been procured by fraud. The

Navy asserts the power to revoke a discharge in order that the alleged offender may be tried

by court-martial. J. A. G. Navy, file MM/L 16-4(340612) of Jan. 14, 1939. See Navy
CM. O. 151-1920, 10, 11.
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There are problems of jurisdiction over the person of servicemen too.

A deserter who fraudulently enlists and receives a discharge from the
fraudulent enlistment has been held protected by that discharge from
trial by court-martial for the prior desertion.155 Clearly this situation
needs correction. Where men of various services are serving together
under a unified command, as they were in many situations in World War

II, the commander frequently could not subject men of services different
from his own to courts-martial. Unification makes the solution of this

problem more imperative. Many persons believe there is no justification
for the continued jurisdiction of military law over retired personnel who
are not on active duty. Today, retired regulars are subject to court-

martial in all services; retired reserve officers are so subject in the Navy,
but not in the Army.
There are problems of jurisdiction over offenses. No statute gives

authority to try an enlisted man for a non-fraudulent offense committed
in a prior enlistment from which he has been discharged, although the
statute of limitations has not run. The Navy assumed to grant such

jurisdiction by executive regulation, and was slapped down by the Su

preme Court.156 Such jurisdiction is necessary unless a discharge is to
be given the effect of a pardon for all undiscovered offenses committed
in the enlistment which the discharge terminates, and the Navy should
have asked Congress for corrective legislation. The time may come when
the mobilization of our armed forces will be of such paramount impor
tance that the expeditious trial by court-martial of offenses committed

by inductees prior to the time they were drafted will be preferred to the
slower operation of our civil courts on such offenses.157 Certain aspects
of the international situation invite a solution of this future problem now,
as a time-saving measure of advance planning. The offenses for which
civilians admittedly subject to military law can be tried should be
clarified. In modern war, many civilian technicians, whose work is just
as important to the military mission as that of the uniformed men under

arms, form part of our integrated task forces. They should be triable
for absence from their posts of duty, disobedience of lawful orders, and
certain other purely military offenses, but the extent of their liability

155 Ex parte Drainer, 65 F. Supp. 410 (N. D. Cal. 1946), affd on appeal, 158 F. 2d 981

(9th Cir. 1947), 59 Harv. L. Rev. 1156 (1946).
156 Hirshberg v. Cooke, 336 U. S. 210 (1949).
157 That Congress has power to grant jurisdiction over such ofienses was suggested in

Ex parte Joly, 290 F. 858 (S. D. N. Y. 1922).
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for such offenses is not made clear.158 The solution of this problem is

logically a part of any code designed to fit the future. Offenses against
the laws of foreign countries committed in those countries by our military
personnel have been tried by naval courts-martial on the theory that
non-violation of any law was a custom of the naval service, and that
breach of this custom was punishable without regard to the act in
volved.159 It is preposterous to believe that Congress intended to dele
gate to foreign lawmakers the power to make laws the violation of
which would be punishable by our courts-martial; and if Congress did
so intend, its attempt is void as an unconstitutional delegation of purely
legislative authority. Outside of the naval service, nobody is punished
by one sovereignty for the mere violation of the law of another sover

eignty, although it may punish him for the identical act if the act is also

prohibited by the law of its sovereignty 160 Some brake on this type of
fallacious reasoning needs to be applied to bring naval administrators
within constitutional limits.

Jurisdiction as to time needs revision. In the Navy, there is a two-year
limit on murder and on mutiny,161 and the statute of limitations runs

out on desertion in time of war before it does on desertion in time of

peace.162 In the Army, the statute is tolled only by the arraignment of
the accused,163 which means that the accused must first be apprehended,
while in the Navy the mere issuing of the order for trial, which can be
done while the accused is still a fugitive, is sufficient.164 The purpose of
the statute has been served when the charges have been drawn, and any
further benefit of time is a gift to the accused. A problem arises, however,
where a public trial would disclose an official secret to the detriment of

158 It has been held that a civilian was triable by an Army court-martial for attempting
to desert, Ex parte Falls, 251 F. 415 (D. N. J. 1918), and for disobedience of orders,
Ex parte Gerlach, 247 F. 616 (S. D. N. Y. 1917). But there are other offenses, like failure

to salute an officer, which civilians could not commit.
159 Naval Courts and Boards �� 59 and 98 (1937).
1(50 See United States v. Arjona, 120 U. S. 479 (1887) ; Grafton v. United States, 206 U.

S. 333 (1907) ; Crane, Double Jeopardy and Courts-Martial, 3 Minn. L. Rev. 181, 183

(1919).
161 A.G.N. 61.
!62 Compare A.G.N. 61 with A.G.N. 62.
163 A.W. 39.
164 A.G.N. 61, upheld as proper and effective to toll the Statute. United States ex rel.

Salvatore Montalto v. Commanding Officer, U. S. Naval Receiving Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
unreported, E. D. N. Y. March 11, 1947; United States ex rel. Hartley v. Malanaphy, 81

F. Supp. 316 (E. D. N. Y. 1948) ; Ex parte Williams, 84 F. Supp. 177 (D. Hawaii 1949).
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national security. Since a secret trial cannot be compelled,165 the accused
should be asked to waive his right to a public trial. If he refuses, the
statute of limitations should be extended until the time that no danger
to national security would be involved in the disclosure. This problem
has not been satisfactorily solved either in the civil courts or in courts-

martial.

Finally, there is the problem whether to allow the accused to refuse
trial by a one-officer court and to demand trial by a multiple-officer court.
This is permitted in the Navy because its one-officer deck court was

originally created, not as a third link in the chain of courts-martial, but
as an alternative court for the trial of three-officer court cases which
were either guilty cases or involved simple offenses.166 It was designed
to take the load off the three-officer court in matters that could be handled

expeditiously, and its jurisdiction over persons and offenses was the same

as the three-officer court. The Army's summary court was conceived as

a separate link in the chain of Army courts-martial,167 and the accused
had no right to refuse trial by any type of court. But the Army allowed
the accused to refuse the nonjudicial punishment meted out by the com

pany commander and to demand a trial by a court-martial,168 a procedure
not in effect in the Navy. The Army procedure seems more in accord
with fundamental justice, but the problem of adapting it to the Navy
presents considerable difficulty, not the least impediment to which is the
fact that the Navy's scale of nonjudicial punishments is a great deal
more severe than that of the Army.169
5. Procedural Problems

A goodly number of procedural problems have made their appearance.
In pre-trial activity, some provision should be made for mforming an

apprehended person of the nature of the complaint against him at the
earliest possible moment, and before formal charges are preferred.170

165 United States v. Kobli, 172 F. 2d 919 (3rd Cir. 1949).
!�� 35 Stat. 621 (1909), 34 U. S. C. � 1200, Art. 64 (1946); A.G.N. 64.
I" 26 Stat. 648 (1890).
168 A.W. 104.
169 Compare A.G.N. 24, with A.W. 104. Another difficulty is that, in the Navy, the one-

officer court might consist of the very officer whose non-judicial punishment had just been

rejected.
i"o Abnormal delays often occur before the apprehended person is informed of the

nature of the charges. Kronberg v. White, 84 F. Supp. 392 (N. D. Cal. 1949), a delay of
74 days by the Army; Ex parte Webb, 84 F. Supp. 586 (D. Hawaii 1949), a delay of 118

days by the Navy.
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There is need, too, for more assurance of a preliminary investigation
than is afforded by the mere statutory mandate to the Army171 or the
executive regulations of the Navy.172 At such an investigation the person
investigated should be offered counsel in order to develop the legal merits
of his view of the acts complained of, in order that his reputation be not

besmirched by a subsequent trial ordered on insufficient facts.
The greatest need in trial procedure is for an impartial officer trained

in the law to act as a judge, with power to rule on all questions of law,
including challenges to the members of the court-martial and motions
for a finding of not guilty. The judge advocate of a Navy court-martial
lacks power to rule on anything, and the law member of an Army court-

martial cannot be strictly impartial as long as he must cast a vote for
or against the accused after ruling on the interlocutory questions affecting
the accused's case. Besides, the law member cannot rule on challenges,
and his ruling on motions can be overruled by the court, despite the fact
that he is probably the only legally trained officer in the courtroom.
There is a great need for a rule that the court is bound by the law as

laid down in instructions given to it by the law officer. Qualified prose
cutors and defense counsel should be mandatory. In a general court-
martial, they should be members of a bar and have some proficiency in

military law; in a special court-martial, they should be members of a

bar or be experienced in military law. Even with the best of counsel,
however, cross-examination becomes a sham unless it can be conducted
with effective rapidity. The absence of a court reporter in most courts-

martial proceedings actually deprives the accused of the benefits of his

right to cross-examination. A provision for qualified court reporters has

long been a "must" in the reformer's catalog. Finally, the voting by the
court should be conducted by secret written ballot in order to offset the

disparity in rank and influence among the members of the court-martial.
The most crying need in post-trial procedure is for a simplified and

speedier review of the court-martial record. Some internal progress was

made on this in the Navy during the late war,173 but the elapsed time is
still too long. In the Army, review is unbelievably complicated and un-

wieldly.174 In neither service has provision been made for representation
"1 A.W. 46b.
172 United States Navy Regulations, Art. 197(2), 213, and 902 (1920), and Naval

Courts and Boards � 342 (1937).
173 The average elapsed time for general court-martial cases was reduced from about

100 days to about 26 days.
174 A.W. S0-S3. See Chart No. 1 appended to U. S. Congress, Senate, Armed Services
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for the accused during review. The Government is necessarily repre
sented, and the accused should be provided with appellate counsel.175
Decisions of one service are sometimes at variance with those of other
services on the meaning of the same law, or of the language describing
a punishable offense. There is need for an appellate court common to
all services, the final decisions of which would be binding precedent on
all. Finally, there is need for preventing the reimposition of a suspended
serious punishment when a probationer commits only a minor infraction
of discipline. In the past, a prison term which hung over the head of a

man who has been restored to duty on condition of good behavior could
be brought down upon him with full weight by the simple act of his

commanding officer revoking the probation because the probationer was

late to a formation, or was in a dirty uniform, or for some other minor
infraction of regulations. For the imposition of such serious consequences,
a hearing should be provided, a record made, and the action of the revok

ing officer subjected to a process of review and approval by legal author
ities high enough in the reviewing echelon to insure uniformity in dealing
with violations of probation.

C.

Remedial Effects of the Uniform Code

How far does the Uniform Code go in achieving its purpose? What
is the impact of the Code upon the ailments of military justice?

One purpose of the Code was to make its provisions uniformly appli
cable to four armed services.176 With respect to courts-martial, it does
this very well, but with respect to nonjudicial punishments it fails entirely.
Since no agreement by the services could be reached on a scale of such

punishments, the Code resorts to the expedient of enumerating all the
different punishments traditionally used in the Army and in the Navy,
and then providing that the various Secretaries might choose from these
the ones which will be applied in their respective departments.177 This

Committee, Uniform Code of Military Justice, Hearings on S. 857 and H.R. 4080, 81st

Cong., 1st Sess. (1949).
175 It has been recommended that appellate counsel assigned to represent accused persons

during the review of their cases in Washington, D. C. be placed under a Chief Defense

Counsel, and that the latter, and not the Judge Advocate General, be given the responsi
bility for appealing cases to the highest appellate court. Report of the General Court

Martial Sentence Review Board to the Secretary of the Navy 2S4 (1947) ; Comment,
35 Cornell L. Q. 165 (1949).
its Sen. Rep. No. 486. 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 1 (1949).
177 Art. 15. See note 10 supra.
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legislative camouflage fools nobody, and it is apparent that each depart
ment will choose its existing types of punishments so that no substantial

change will have been made by the new law. It is also provided that a

Secretary may permit a rejection of nonjudicial punishment and an elec
tion to be tried by court-martial.178 The Army will utilize this authority
and the Navy will not. The result will be that although the present
practices are listed together as options, there will be no practical change
made in any service and no uniform practice will result.

1. Command Control

On the ticklish question of command control, Congress went far enough
to recognize the evil but not so far as to deprive troop commanders of
the power to coerce courts-martial or even to provide an effective remedy
for an accused prejudiced thereby. The Code allows the commander
to appoint the members of the court,179 law officer,180 and counsel,181 to

disapprove findings and sentence and order a rehearing,182 to approve
some of the findings or part of the sentence,183 and to remit or suspend
the sentence.184 He must get the advice of his staff legal officer,185 but
he need not follow it. After admittedly leaving command control in the

position which it occupied during the last war,186 Congress then injected
some "restrictions" on its application. The Code issues a mandate to

the convening authority that he shall not censure, reprimand, or admonish
those performing judicial functions, and that neither he nor anyone else

subject to the Code shall attempt to coerce or, by any unauthorized

means, influence judicial action 187 This seems like putting a loaded gun
into the hands of a big game hunter and telling him not to fire it. The

"8 Art. IS (b).
"8 Art. 22, 23, 24.
180 Art. 26.
181 Art. 27.
182 Art. 63.
183 Art. 64.
184 Art. 74.
185 Art. 34 and 61.
186 "Perhaps the most troublesome question which we have considered is the question

of command control. . . . We have preserved these elements of command in this bill."

H. R. Rep. No. 491, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 7 (1949). "Departmental witnesses opposed these

amendments [to deprive commanders of the power of appointment of the members of

courts-martial] ... on the ground that the military has a legitimate concern with military
justice and the responsibility for operating it. ..." Sen. Rep. No. 486, 81st Cong., 1st

Sess. S (1949).
�7 Art. 37.
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Code further provides that noncompliance, if knowingly and intentionally
resorted to, is a punishable offense.188 This seems like warning the big
game hunter that if he fires the gun, his followers (who depend upon him
for all the good things in life) can make complaint about it. It is naive
to believe that subtle influence will be eliminated, or that subordinates
will risk making an official complaint against their commander. And
even if they did, and the offender punished, there is no affirmative remedy
provided for the accused whose trial has been thus influenced. Experience
indicates that the accused will be guilty and that the coercion will relate
to an excessive but lawful punishment. The evidence will support the
finding, and there will be no error of law upon which a reversal can be

predicated, unless some further correctional rule not now in the Code
is formulated. The Code relies heavily upon its procedural improve
ments to reduce the effect of the command control it embraces,189 but
the provisions for a non-voting law officer, and for qualified trial and
defense counsel, and for reference of court records to a staff legal officer
can scarcely be effective for that purpose so long as all these persons
are directly under the control of the commander himself.

2. Insufficient Trained Legal Supervision
The Code fails to provide sufficient trained legal supervision. It leaves

the Army with its Judge Advocate General's Corps, but provides no

similar integrated body for the Air Force, Navy, or Coast Guard. It
does provide that judge advocates general be members of the bar with

eight years cumulative experience in legal duties,190 but whereas the
House version would have required them to be members of their service's

legal group, the Senate version eliminates this requirement. For the Navy,
this means that high caliber legal talent will be difficult to recruit because
the two top legal jobs are not likely to be filled from the ranks of legal
specialists until Congress specifically so requires.191 The same situation

188 Art. 98.
189 H.R. Rep. No. 491, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 7-8 (1949) ; Sen. Rep. No. 486, 81st Cong.,

1st Sess. 5-6 (1949).
190 Sec. 13 of H. R. 4080. This is the first time that any legal qualifications have been

required by law for judge advocates general. The eight-year provision is not intended to

include the years spent in obtaining a legal education. Sen. Rep. No. 486, 81st Cong., 1st

Sess. 35-36 (1949).
191 "It is to be hoped, however, that neither the Navy nor the Air Force will continue

to relegate their legal personnel to positions of lesser importance and dignity than their

counterparts in the line. We think it entirely sound and proper that the Judge Advocates

General be chosen from those who have sacrificed the prerogatives of the line officer in
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appears to be applicable to the Air Force.192 The number of trained

lawyers now in the services is inadequate to provide the legal supervision
envisioned by the Code. The Army probably needs about 1250, the

Navy about 750. As usual, the number needed has been underestimated.
The Army, with about 700 lawyers thinks it can get along with 300

more; the Navy, with less than 300, believes that 287 additional legal
specialists can carry out Code requirements.193 Long delays in awaiting
the availability of qualified legal personnel can be expected unless a

system of travelling courts-martial using speedy means of transport, not
now envisioned by the Code, is devised.

3. Constitutional Guarantees

The Code fails to enumerate the constitutional guarantees applicable
to the man and woman in uniform. No list anywhere appears, for the

easy reference of the soldier or sailor, the defense counsel, the law officer,
the court-martial member, the convening and reviewing authorities, and
last but not least, the federal judges. Yet some of them are covered,
more or less adequately, by Code provisions. An arrested person is to

be immediately informed of the specific wrong of which he is accused,
again informed of the charges against him as soon as practicable after

they are formally drawn, advised of such charges when a pre-trial inves
tigation is ordered, and served with a copy of the charges prior to trial.194
An accused is to have a right to be represented by counsel at the pre
trial investigation, during the trial, and, if his case goes to a board of
review or to the Court of Military Appeals, before those bodies upon

appellate review.195 If he cannot procure his own choice of counsel,
counsel will be provided for him. Defense counsel provided for a general
court-martial must be either a member of the bar or a JAG man who
is a law school graduate; and in either event must be certified by the

Judge Advocate General as competent to perform his duties as defense

order to follow a legal career in the services. We hope to see some revised thinking on

this subject and will view future developments with interest." H. R. Rep. No. 491, 81st

Cong., 1st Sess. 9 (1949).
192 See testimony of Maj. Gen. R. C. Harman, Judge Advocate General of the Air Force,

U. S. Congress, Senate, Armed Services Committee, Uniform Code of Military Justice,
Hearings on S. 857 and H.R. 4080, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 292 (1949).

193 U. S. Congress, Senate, Armed Services Committee, Uniform Code of Military Justice,
Hearings on S. 857 and H.R. 4080, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 278, 281, 283 (1949).
i94 Art. 10, 30(b), 31(b), 35.
i�5 Art. 32(b), 38(b) and 70(c) and (d).
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counsel.196 Defense counsel provided for a special court-martial, how
ever, need have no legal qualifications whatever unless the Government's
trial counsel is a JAG man or a member of the bar, in which event defense
counsel must be either a JAG man or a member of the bar.197 As a prac
tical matter, it will not often be possible to spare a JAG man for duty
as trial counsel in a special court-martial, and such courts-martial, which
can impose a bad-conduct discharge, can lawfully proceed with no law
yers in attendance. The right to a speedy trial is recognized by a mandate
that immediate steps be taken to try the accused or to dismiss the

charges and release him, and by a requirement that general court-martial
charges be forwarded to the convening authority within eight days after
arrest.198 This latter requirement contains the loophole, "if practicable",
but forces the reduction to writing of the excuses for delay when the

loophole is penetrated. There is, however, no remedy provided by the
Code for violation of this right, and resort will still have to be had in
habeas corpus. The right to a public trial is not mentioned. The right
of confrontation is denied, the Code providing that the prosecution may,
upon notice to the accused, take and admit into evidence a deposition
of a witness who lives more than 100 miles away, or of a witness who
is unable or refuses to appear in person.199 No provision is made for the
accused or his counsel to be present at the taking of the deposition;
instead, an officer to represent the defense for this purpose alone is to

be appointed by the convening authority, who is the very officer at whose
instance the accused is to be tried. The right to have compulsory process
issue to secure witnesses for the defense is limited to the extent to which
the prosecution may be allowed to subpoena witnesses for the government.
The Code provides that the trial counsel and defense counsel shall have

"equal opportunity" under such regulations as the President may pre
scribe.200 If the prosecution is denied one distant witness because of a

dwindling appropriation for the payment of witnesses' fees and mileage,
does this mean that the defense can then be denied one distant witness?
Such a defense witness may be the only one who can prove the accused's
innocence. What the limitation means must await the decision of the
Court of Military Appeals in a case where the constitutional right has
been denied.

190 Art. 27(b).
197 Art. 27(c).
198 Art. 10, 33.
199 Art. 49.
200 Art. 46.
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The protection against compulsory self-incrimination is adequately
covered, and the Code goes even further by prohibiting persons subject
to the Code from interrogating or taking any statement from the accused
before the accused is informed of the nature of the accusation and cau

tioned concerning his right to refuse to make any statement.201 The right
is coupled with the effective remedy of exclusion of all statements ob
tained in violation of the right. For extra measure, protection against
compulsory degrading statements immaterial to the issue is added. If the
Code accorded to other constitutional rights the treatment it has given
this one, the boards of review could take an eleven month vacation each

year.
The guarantee of due process of law is not so well covered. The

readily ascertainable standard of conduct which every criminal statute
should embody is still missing in some of the punitive articles. What
conduct is "unbecoming an officer and a gentleman", after 175 years of
military justice experience in the armed forces of the United States, is
still dependent subjectively upon the moral intuition of the convening
authority,202 and its vague and undefined scope still leaves a considerable
penumbra in which a conscientious officer must operate at his peril. The

language of the general article,203 taken from the Army's Article of War

96, is far too broad to set a standard of conduct. It permits the Navy
to view it as a ratification of all the varied "crimes and offenses" for
which naval personnel have been subjected to courts-martial in the past,
including foreign laws and laws passed by the state legislatures subse

quent to the time Congress had spoken.
The requirement for an impartial pre-trial investigation recognizes a

right to such investigation prior to being tried by a general court-

martial 204 but no remedy is provided for its violation. In fact, the obser
vation of the Supreme Court in Humphrey v. Smith205 that Congress had
apparently not intended to make compliance with old Article of War 70

a jurisdictional prerequisite, was taken to indicate that such remedy was

unnecessary,206 rather than as a challenge to so modify the statute as

clearly to show an intent to provide that remedy. There is, of course,
no other effective remedy available, and the violation of his right to an

20! Art. 31.
202 Art. 133. See note 102 supra.
203 Art. 134.
20* Art. 32.
205 336 U. S. 695, 697 (1949).
206 Art. 32(d).
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investigation leaves the accused helpless. The right to a properly consti
tuted court remains as unenforceable as ever. The requirement that no
one shall be tried by his juniors is limited by the possibility that such
cannot be avoided; and the requirement providing for enlisted members
when an enlisted accused so requests is limited by the possibility that

physical conditions may prevent it. The federal courts, with one notable
exception,207 have always refused to go behind the executive decision on

such possibilities, on the theory that an absolute discretion was vested
in the deciding officer. No language in the Code would guide a court to

any different result today. The right to sufficient time to prepare the
defense is not specifically mentioned, although a minimum period of

delay between the service of charges and the beginning of trial is assured
in time of peace. The period is five days in general court-martial cases
and three days in special court-martial cases,208 but these periods bear
no relation to the difficulty of preparing the defense in various situations.
The court-martial is given a discretionary power to grant continuances,209
but no criterion is established upon which a right to such a continuance

may be based, and no remedy for an arbitrary refusal to grant a continu
ance is provided.
The right to challenge for cause is stated, but is rendered largely in

effective by the provision that challenges are to be decided, not by an

impartial law officer, but by the members of the court, any or all of
whom might be subject to challenge themselves.210 No challenge to the

array is provided, and the Code specifically forbids the challenging of
more than one person at a time. The right to have the testimony given
under oath is provided for 211 The right to cross-examine the witnesses

against the accused at his trial is not mentioned in the Code, but is left
to be provided for by the President in his prescription of procedure,
including modes of proof.212 The Code leaves the application of the

principles of law and the rules of evidence as recognized in federal district
courts to the discretion of the President, and not only authorizes him
to delegate that authority, but also to provide for its sub-delegation.213
The right of cross-examination is necessarily denied, however, where the

207 Hiatt v. Brown, 175 F. 2d 273 (Sth Cir. 1949), unfortunately reversed by the Supreme
Court, 70 Sup. Ct. 495 (1950).

208 Art. 35.
209 Art. 40.
210 Art. 41.
2H Art. 42(b).
212 Art. 36.
213 Art. 36, 140.
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right of confrontation is not accorded, as is the case of depositions ad
mitted into evidence against the accused.214 It is not denied by the admis
sion of former testimony taken before a court of inquiry involving the
same issue and to which the accused was a party, because the accused
had, at that time, an opportunity to cross-examine the now unavailable
witness.215
The right to a fair trial free of illegal influence is sufficiently eclipsed

by the Code's retention of command control. The right to have guilt
proved by a quantum of legal and competent evidence equivalent to
that "beyond reasonable doubt" is recognized by the Code as a part of
the trial procedure,216 but no measure is provided for the guidance of
reviewing authorities in determining whether or not to reverse a convic
tion for a failure of such proof. A right of the accused to the prescribed
review of his case is implicit in the provisions for review,217 but no

remedy seems to have been provided in the event of its denial, and it
seems unlikely that relief could be found in the federal courts.
The right to be protected against cruel and unusual punishments is

enunciated through their prohibition.218 The Code still authorizes con

finement on bread and water, but limits its imposition as a nonjudicial
punishment to three consecutive days and to offenders attached to or

embarked in a vessel 219 Since this punishment, in the present state of
our civilization, is not yet to be classed as cruel and unusual, the door
to its extensive use as a court-martial punishment, under the blanket
authorization of "any punishment not forbidden", is wide open, subject
only to such limitations as the President may deem desirable.220
The right to protection against double jeopardy is abrogated in the

same article of the Code in which it is recited.221 The power of military
authorities to disapprove a conviction and order the accused retried an

indefinite number of times in subsequent court-martial proceedings tech

nically called "rehearings" is specifically granted, and applies to cases

where the accused has not in any manner waived his constitutional

right 222 The Senate has added one paragraph to deny the power to

2" Art. 49.
215 Art. SO.
216 Art. 51(c)(1).
2" Art. 59-76.
218 Art. 55.
219 Art. 15(a)(2)(F).
220 Art. 18, 19, 20.
221 Art. 44.
222 Art. 44(b), 63.
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subject the accused to second jeopardy in the one situation where the

prosecution of a case is abandoned prior to a finding because of the
failure of available evidence or witnesses for the prosecution.223 This
affords somewhat more protection to the accused than present laws, but
does not take care of the situation where the convening authority, faced
with difficulty in securing witnesses, puts his abandonment of the prose
cution on other grounds.224 There is no attempt to clarify what consti
tutes jeopardy in court-martial proceedings, or to establish tests for the
determination of identity of offenses. In this respect the Code misses a

wonderful opportunity to turn a spotlight on the present confused reason

ing, and allows the military to continue working in the dark in a manner

completely unpredictable by the persons the Constitution was designed
to protect.
The presumption of innocence is expressly mentioned by the Code,

which provides for its being brought to the attention of a court-martial
in every case before a vote is taken as to the accused's guilt or inno
cence.225 The burden of proof is similarly handled.226

4. Jurisdictional Problems

The jurisdictional problems are, in general, somewhat better solved,
although some of them are left unanswered. Jurisdiction over civilians
is fairly well covered. Civilians serving with, employed by, or accompany
ing the armed forces, or in a leased or reserved area used by the armed

forces, beyond the reach of the federal courts are subject to the Code
in peace or war.227 A provision for wartime jurisdiction over civilians

serving with or accompanying an armed force "in the field"22S is deficient
in failing to limit such jurisdiction to those civilians whose connection
or association with the armed force is such as to create an obligation on

their part directed toward the military mission of the armed force. In
the absence of such an obligation, it is unconstitutional to subject civil
ians "in the field" within the United States and its organized territories
to trial by courts-martial. The system used in World War II of with

holding jurisdiction over draftees from the military authorities until after

223 Art. 44(c).
224 This was the situation in Wade v. Hunter, 336 U. S. 684, 691 (1949), where the Su

preme Court viewed the reviewing authority's discretionary power of decision as absolute
and conclusive.

223 Art. 51(c)(1) and (2).
226 Art. 51(c)(4).
22T Art. 2(11) and (12).
22S Art. 2(10).
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actual induction is wisely retained.229 The trial of former officers who
have been dismissed by the President is given fuller treatment than is
done by present laws. Provision is made for "affirmance" of the dis
missal, thereby obviating the anomaly of dismissing a dismissed officer.230
But the treatment to be accorded a dismissed officer who is exonerated
by an acquittal is wholly unfair and unjust. The Code provides, not that
the former officer shall be reinstated to his rank and position without
loss of precedence, but that an administrative discharge shall be substi
tuted for the unwarranted order of dismissal. While the President "may"
reappoint the former officer, under authority granted by the Code,231
he is under no legal duty to do so, and, if he considers that his judgment
was superior to that of the subsequent court-martial, will probably not
be inclined to invoke his discretionary power.
The troublesome problem of handling discharged veterans whose

offenses committed while in service were discovered after discharge is
very well handled. In effect, discharges are made conditional during a

period equal to the statute of limitations, and the condition is that the
offense must be a serious one (punishable by confinement of five years
or more) not triable by state or federal courts. Only if this condition
is fulfilled and the statute of limitations has not run can veterans be
subjected to courts-martial.232 This is a wise and fair provision which
solves the problem in a constitutional manner and at the same time sets
at rest the controversy over former provisions aimed solely at pecuniary
frauds against the Government. The even more difficult problem of pro
viding a method for the legal determination of the present status of a

discharged serviceman who was subsequently charged with having ob
tained his discharge by fraud has been satisfactorily solved. The Code
provides that a court-martial shall be the agency for the determination
of his status, and limits its authority to the trial of a fraud charge brought
within the period of the statute of limitations.233 Until this issue is de

cided, the veteran is not subject to trial for any alleged offense com

mitted prior to his discharge. This solution is perhaps not as acceptable
as a provision for a status determination by a federal court upon the
Government's request for a declaratory judgment, but it serves, never-

229 Art. 2(1).
230 Art. 4(a).
231 Art. 4(c).
232 Art. 3(a).
233 Art. 3(b).
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theless, to put a stop to the unilateral, administrative determination of
the veteran's status by the military authorities themselves.
Jurisdiction over deserters is settled in a commendable way. No

additional jurisdiction is given, but the effect given by federal courts to

a discharge from a subsequent period of service is obviated.234 Thus a

peacetime deserter from the Navy who enlists in, serves with, and is

discharged from the Marine Corps or the Army, is triable by a naval

court-martial, notwithstanding the discharge, if the charges are drawn
within three years of the date of desertion. To take care of task forces

composed of various elements from the armed services, each armed
force is wisely given court-martial jurisdiction, as a matter of law, over
all persons subject to the Code, and the exercise of that jurisdiction by
one service over the personnel of another service is left to be spelled
out by the President.235 Only the trial and initial review of the record

by the convening authority will be under the control of the service order

ing such trial. The departmental review will proceed as if the trial had
been ordered and conducted by the service to which the accused

belongs.236 Unfortunately, retired regulars are still kept within court-

martial jurisdiction, even when. not on active duty;237 but retired reserves

of the Navy are released from their present amenability. The Code

provides that retired reserves who are receiving hospitalization are the

only ones subject to the Code.288
The problems of jurisdiction over offenses were not isolated in the

Congressional laboratory and were therefore not clearly seen. Some
times they were inextricably mixed with problems of jurisdiction over

persons. For example, as a solution to the situation presented by the

Hirshberg case,239 the Senate offered a provision that also applies, and
applies well, to an offender whose connection with the service has been

completely severed.240 The problems are very different. Continuing
jurisdiction over offenses can be given in situations where there is no

excuse for continuing jurisdiction over persons. The simple answer to

the Hirshberg problem, where the offender at the time he is charged and
tried is unquestionably subject to court-martial jurisdiction, is to give to

234 Art. 3(c).
235 Art. 17(a).
236 Art. 17(b).
23T Art. 2(4).
238 Art. 2(S).
239 United States ex rel. Hirsbberg v. Cooke, 336 U. S. 210 (1949).
240 Art. 3(a). See H.R. Rep. No. 491, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. 5 (1949).
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the armed services authority to try a person subject to Code for any
offense against the Code committed while he was in a status in which
he was subject to the Code, provided only that the statute of limitations
has not run. The Code makes no distinction between offenses com

mitted in a prior enlistment by a present serviceman and offenses com

mitted in a former enlistment by a present civilian. It therefore does
not adequately remedy the deficiency in statutory authority brought
pointedly to attention by the Supreme Court. Congress has not provided
for the future by making offenses committed by inductees against federal
criminal laws (other than the draft law itself) summarily triable by
courts-martial after actual induction. Such a provision might serve to

speed up mobilization and quickly dispose of offenses discovered after
induction to have been committed before the offender was drafted.
Offenses that might be committable by civilians subject to the Code have
not been clearly appreciated. A civilian radar technician who is repairing
military radar equipment near the front lines can leave his place of duty
without authority and with intent to quit in the face of an enemy attack
or air raid without being chargeable with desertion,241 or even with ab
sence without leave.242 In the presence of the enemy he can run away,
or intentionally endanger the safety of the unit, or cause false alarms
without being guilty of misbehavior before the enemy�an offense which
would subject his uniformed assistant to the possibility of a death sen

tence.243 Exemption of civilians who have an obligation toward the mili

tary mission from punishment for such acts seems to leave the Code

open to the criticism of being rather shortsighted. Offenses against the
laws of foreign countries and offenses against state laws which do not

come within the Assimilative Crimes Act244 are hot mentioned, as indeed

they need not be because their inclusion would be unconstitutional, but
no brake is applied to the Navy's long-held theories which embrace such

offenses, and there is danger that the adoption of the Army's general
article245 will be interpreted as a sanction of those theories.

241 Art. 85 makes desertion committable only by members of the "armed forces", which
presumably is intended to mean "armed services" since most of the punitive articles are

committable by "any person subject to this code."
242 Art. 86. The House version of the Code made absence without leave committable

by any person subject to the Code, but this was changed by the Senate to limit its applica
bility to members of the armed forces.

2� Art. 99.
244 62 Stat. 683 (1948), 18 U.S.C. � 13 (Supp. 1948).
245 A.W. 96, adopted as Art. 134 of the Uniform Code.
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Jurisdiction as to time is much better handled. Murder, mutiny, aiding
the enemy, and wartime desertion and absence without leave have been

properly removed from the statute of Limitations.246 Peacetime desertion,
the major felonies, and a few other crimes (mostly serious, but includ
ing simple assault) have a three-year limitation, and the remaining of
fenses a two-year limitation.247 The Code makes the receipt of sworn

charges and specifications by the officer exercising summary court-martial

jurisdiction the event which tolls the statute, which is a practical solution.
An automatic extension of the statute is effected by a wartime certifica
tion to the President that the trial of an offense will be detrimental to
the prosecution of the war or inimical to national security. The period
of limitation then will not terminate until six months after the end of
hostilities.248 This is a partial answer to the problem of the public trial
of an issue involving secret matter. It does not, however, solve the prob
lem if it arises in peacetime. The disclosure of vital secrets may then
be just as inimical to national security as they would be in wartime, but
the only course open to the Government is to let the offender go untried
and to act to prevent further offenses.
The problem of whether to allow an accused to refuse trial by a sum

mary court-martial was encountered but not met. The Code provides
that no offender shall be tried by a summary court-martial if he objects
(the old Navy rule), unless he has been permitted and has elected to

refuse nonjudicial punishment (the old Army rule).249 Obviously, no

real jurisdictional change has been made by the Code, and the Army and
the Navy will proceed under the "uniform" rule in exactly the same

manner as they previously had done under their respective and different
rules.

5. Procedural Problems

The procedural problems have been disposed of extremely well. The
Code provides in at least four places for the conveyance of information
to an alleged offender as to the wrongs he is alleged to have done.250 A
counsel is provided for him at the preliminary investigation.251 At the

246 Art. 43(a).
247 Art. 43(b) and (c). The two-year limitation applies also to punishability by the

commanding officer without resort to courts-martial.
248 Art. 43(e).
249 Art. 20.
250 Art. 10, 30(b), 31(b), 35.
251 Art. 32(b).
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trial, the law officer will in many respects take on the aspect of a judge,252
a great novelty to naval courts-martial. He will be divorced from the

responsibilities of the members of the court, and can act impartially as

between trial counsel and defense counsel. Counsel will, at least in general
courts-martial, be qualified to perform their duties,253 and the art of cross-
examination may be saved by the provision for qualified court reporters.254
The use of an unsigned ballot in voting upon finding and sentence may
preserve to each court-martial member who does not have a unique hand

writing or use green ink an equal opportunity to influence the decision
of the court.255
The outstanding accomplishment of the Code is in its procedural ar

rangements for a relatively simplified review. Boards of review in the
offices of the judge advocates general will review the serious cases and
have power to determine law and fact and to weigh the evidence.256 No
dishonorable or bad-conduct discharge is to be executed until affirmed
on such review.257 A single, new Court of Military Appeals of three
civilian judges holding eight-year appointments, divorced from military
command, will be the final arbiter of the law in all services.258 It must
review all death sentence cases, cases affecting generals and admirals,
and board of review cases which a judge advocate general orders for
warded to it. In addition, any accused may petition this high court for
a review and the court may, on good cause shown, grant a review. Ap
pellate defense counsel will be available upon request to represent the
accused before this court or before boards of review, a new procedure
not previously provided for.259 In addition, an accused whose sentence

extends to death, separation from the service, or confinement for one year
or more may within one year petition for a new trial on grounds of

newly discovered evidence or fraud on the court.260 The conception of

252 Art. 26(b), 39, 51(b) and (c).
253 Art. 27(b).
254 Art. 28.
255 Art. 51(a).
256 Art. 66(b) and (c).
257 Art. 71(c).
258 Art. 67. But uniformity of law, which requires uniformity of construction as well

as uniformity of enactment, can never be achieved with three separately administered offices

of Judge Advocates General, despite the ironing out of a relatively few major points in

the relatively few cases which are likely to be reviewed by the Court of Military Appeals.
See Rossman, Uniformity of Law: An Elusive Goal, 36 A. B. A. J. 175 (1950).

259 Art. 70.
260 Art. 73. There is a danger, however, that the petition to the Judge Advocate Gen-
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this review procedure is excellent, and if only it is implemented by
sufficient legally trained personnel, could result in great expedition in
the judicial process within the armed services. Even the probationers
are protected by it, because the record of the hearing on the violation
of probation must be reviewed, and a reinstated discharge or confine
ment for one year or more cannot be executed until affirmed by a board
of review and, in cases reviewed by it, the Court of Military Appeals.261

D.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the Uniform Code of Military Justice provides fairly
well for the minor ailments which have been diagnosed. It does not pro
vide adequately for the major ailments, although the testimony of the

many non-government witnesses before the committees of Congress
afforded nearly all the information that could be desired as to the
existence of those ailments and as to suggested methods of treatment.

Why did Congress not resent the encroachments upon its legislative power
by the executive departments? Why did not the courts protect the
constitutional rights of soldiers and sailors? Why did not the press and

public raise a sufficient hue and cry to force their representatives in

Congress to correct the major evils of the court-martial system? There
is but one answer. The number of persons involved was too small to

present a national issue or even to awaken the citizens to a conscious
ness of the problem.
In the Revolution, when the colonies were enflamed with the desire

for independence and the colonists were aware that their lives must

be risked to attain it, only three and one quarter percent of the popula
tion were in the armed forces. The public was impressed with the

danger rather than the advantage of a standing national army. Nine
months after the Treaty of Paris had recognized the independence of
the United States, a law declared,

eral, being a part of the appellate review, will be considered a further restriction upon

the right to relief from illegal restraint through habeas corpus. It has already been held

that compliance with A.W. 53, upon which Articles 73, 75 and 76 of the Uniform Code

are based, is a condition precedent to the institution of habeas corpus proceedings, except
in "exceptional circumstances where the need for the remedy afforded by the writ of

habeas corpus is apparent." Whelchel v. McDonald, 176 F. 2d 260 (5th Cir. 1949), quoting
Bowen v. Johnston, 306 U. S. 19, 27 (1937) ; Sinclair v. Hiatt, 86 F. Supp. 828 (N. D.
Ga. 1949).

261 Art. 72.
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"Standing armies in time of peace are inconsistent with the principles of
Republican Government, dangerous to the liberties of a free people, and gener
ally converted into destructive engines for establishing despotism . . . the com

manding officer is hereby directed to discharge the troops now in the service of
the United States except twenty-five privates to guard stores at Fort Pitt and
fifty-five to guard stores at West Point. . . .

"262

During the naval war with France, our armed forces included only two

persons per thousand of our population, the Navy was composed of small
gunboats, and our country was paying tribute to the Barbary Pirates.
This figure dropped to one per thousand by the end of the war with
Tripoli. At the height of the War of 1812, it was only eight per thousand,
and this slipped back to two per thousand for the Mexican War some

thirty-five years later. During the Civil War, the United States forces
contained a little over four percent of the population, but in accordance
with our military policy, most of them returned to civil pursuits after
the conflict.
In 1881 the United States Navy reached what Professor Alden, naval

historian, called "the lowest point to which the Navy has ever sunk since
the days when the United States had to pay ransom to Algiers."263 A
naval review arranged for President Garfield in that year managed to
have in line just twelve of the one hundred and forty ships listed�

among which were a side-wheeler and the U.S.S. Constitution, a relic of
War of 1812 wearing a new coat of paint as evidence of its readiness for
combat. Not an iron-clad was included, even though Europe, reading
the lesson of the Monitor and the Merrimac, had turned to steel 264 In
the Spanish-American War, of which the public read in the newspapers,
about one third of one percent of the population was in the armed forces,
and many of the men in uniform saw no action. Then came World War

I, with many civilians drafted into the Army. Yet the percentage of the

population in uniform, about four and one half percent, was only slightly
above the Civil War figure. Some hue and cry was raised following this

war, and the public became somewhat conscious of the impact of military
justice upon civilian soldiers. A few minor changes were made in the
Articles of War, the proponents of radical reform were suppressed, the
citizen soldiers were demobilized, and the public relaxed with the assur

ance that the war just won had been a war to end wars.265 The nation

262 27 Encyclopedia Americana 552 (1948).
263 id. at 553d.
26* ibid.
265 xhe same was true in England. In 1938, a committee appointed by the Secretaries
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disarmed as an example to the world�an example which was not followed.
World War II arrived with the label of "all out" war. Civilians were

drafted, not only into the Army, but also into the Navy. Some people
termed it a "total war", but at the height of the conflict less than nine

percent of the population of our country was in uniform. One third of
our fighters were in the naval sendee, for this was, to a greater extent
than before, a naval war. More people than ever before felt the impact
of military and naval justice. The press publicized the effect of that

impact, members of Congress found it in their mail, and a few judges
began to take a greater interest in the constitutional rights of men in
uniform. When the enemy surrendered and rapid demobihzation was

under way, the hue and cry for reforms in military, and to a lesser extent
in naval, justice was louder and more sustained. The Army and Navy
Departments appointed boards to study the subject, and a number of
bills were introduced in Congress. The clamor rapidly subsided, how
ever, and the 127,000,000 people who were not in uniform have almost

forgotten the issues involved. The public began to relax again. The

mirage of eternal peace had vanished. The beautiful dream of a war to

end wars had terminated with a rude awakening. But the pressure to

prepare for the next war is slow in forming, and the voter is more con

cerned with reduction of his taxes than with the hazards of an accused
in a court-martial.
The Uniform Code represents little change in the present Army sys

tem.266 It is a great improvement over the antiquated Navy system.
It is better to take it than not to have it. But the need for a new and
modern code for the administration of justice in the armed services
remains. The opportunity to provide one in the fresh memory of World
War II has been lost, and will likely not come again until another war

of State for War and Air to determine whether the British system of courts-martial did
substantial justice reported:

"The very meagre response to this publicity [in Parliament and in the Press] made it

early apparent that there was no wide public interest in the Committee's deliberations,
from which it seemed to follow that there was no widespread discontent with the

existing system." Report of the Army and Air Force Cotjrts-Martial Committee,
4 (1938).

Nevertheless, it recommended complete separation of the Judge Advocate General from
the Ministries of War and Air, selection of competent legal personnel from the Judge Ad

vocate General, and trial in the civil courts, except in extraordinary situations, of offenses

against the persons or property of rdvuians. Ibid.
266 See Larkin, The Uniform Code of Military Justice, 32 J. Am. Jtjd. Soc'y 171 (1949),

a summary based upon the original draft submitted to Congress as H.R. 2498.
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has driven the uncorrected evils of the court-martial system deeper into
the public consciousness, and affected the lives of a greater percentage
of our articulate voters. In this age of atomic bombs and guided missies,
will the next war put fifty percent of our population in uniform? In the

next age of hydrogen bombs and bacteriological warfare, will seventy-
five percent of the population be in the services? When the era of radio

active atmospheres and guided cosmic radiation arrives, with all except
children under the age of ten subjected to the law of the armed forces,
will the public then be aroused? At some point along this pessimistic
path to the future, the public will awaken to the necessity of really re

forming that law. I hope it will not be too late.



THREE YEARS OF THE FEDERAL ADMINISTRATIVE
PROCEDURE ACT � A STUDY EN LEGISLATION

Pat McCakran*

rJ,HE new federal Administrative Procedure Act,1 after passing both
Houses of Congress without opposition, was signed by the Presi

dent on June 11, 1946. Its various provisions became operative three

months, six months, and a year thereafter. More than three years have

passed since most of its terms became law, and it will soon be three years
since � 11 respecting the selection of examiners was due to be effective.
Of course three years is not much in the life of a federal statute. The

Sherman Antitrust Act slept for a generation before its implications began
to be felt and, if we may judge by some of the recent literature, its de
bated features appear to increase with its age. To be sure, that was a

law relating to substance in the main rather than to procedure. Turn

then, if you prefer, to the Judicial Code which obviously relates to modes
of practice and procedure. The deliberate and majestic course of its

history begins with the founding of the federal government in 1789.2
With few additions, that first Judiciary Act survived a hundred years,
until the present system of Circuit Courts of Appeals was established.3
Another generation was to pass before courts and lawyers had the first

Judicial Code* It took still another generation or more and a "Judges
Bill" to give the nation the main outlines of its present judicial system.5
The Administrative Procedure Act is comparable in many respects6
* Senator (D. Xev.). Chairman, Senate Judiciary Committee; Chairman, Joint Con

gressional Committee on Foreign Economic Cooperation; member, Senate Committee on

Appropriations and Chairman of the subcommittee for the Department of State, Justice,
Commerce, and the Judiciary. M.A., University of Nevada. LLD., Georgetown Uni

versity, 1943, and University of Nevada, 1943. Member, Nevada Legislature, 1903 ; repre
sented Nevada in Irrigation Congress, 1903 ; District Attorney, Nye County. New, 19O6-0S :

Associate Justice, 1913-16, and Chief Justice, 1917-18, Supreme Court of Nevada; President.
Nevada State Bar Association, 1920-21; Vice-President, American Bar Association, 1922-23;
Chairman, Nevada State Board of Examiners. 1951-32; elected to the U. S. Senate, 1932.

Member of the California, Utah, Arizona, Nevada, and the Supreme Court Bars.
1 60 Stat. 237, 5 U.S.C. 1001 (1946). Hereinafter the Administrative Procedure Act

shall be cited as A. P. A.
2 I Stat. 73 (1789).
3 26 Stat. 826 (1891).
4 Judicial Code of 1911, 28 U.S.C. � 1 (1946). Thirty-seven years later, in 1948, it

was revised again. 28 U. S. C. � 1 (Supp. 1948) .

5 43 Stat. 936 (1925), 48 U.S.C. I 645 (1946).
6 "For our day [the Administrative Procedure Act] is in many ways as important as
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for it, too, is a fundamental enactment.7 Three years are therefore very
little in its history, and even less in the history of administrative law.
But they are important years. They may not foreshadow all that is to

come; it would be strange if they did or could. But they appear to do
two things : They show how the Act is beginning to operate and be treated
and, in the larger field of legislative study, they demonstrate something
of the natural pulling and hauling which ensue upon the adoption of
important statutes.
The remaining portions of this article undertake a discussion of the

operation of the statute during its initial three years, commentary on

some of its implications for the future, and concluding remarks respecting
the more general significations of the subject to date. In discussing the
operation of the statute itself, separate treatment will be helpful in con

nection with several of the major subjects of the Act�public informa
tion, administrative procedure, the creation of a worthy corps of exam
iners for the trial and decision of formal administrative cases, and ju
dicial review.

I.

One of the great and admitted defects in administrative justice has
been a simple lack of public information as to its substance and pro
cedures. A masterly presentation of this phase of the subject constitutes
the second chapter of the Report of the so-called Attorney General's
Committee on Administrative Procedure.8 There has therefore been

very little open dissent from the requirements of the Administrative Pro
cedure Act in this respect.9 The Act thus places a duty upon every fed
eral administrative agency, in respect of its regulatory functions, to state

the Judiciary Act of 1789 was in the founding of the Federal Government.'' Willis Smith,
President of the American Bar Association, quoted at 32 A. B.A.J. 377 (1946).

7 The Administrative Procedure Act "is a bill of rights for the hundreds of thousands
of Americans whose affairs are controlled or regulated in one way or another by agencies
of the Federal Government." Statement of the writer during the Senate debate on the bill,
as reprinted in the official legislative history in Sen. Doc. No. 248, 79th Cong., 2d Sess.
298 (1946). "I do not believe a more important piece of legislation hasbeen or will be

presented to the Congress of the United States . . . because it deals with something which

touches the most lowly as well as the most elevated and lofty citizen in the land. It touches

every phase and form of human activity. ..." Id. at 311.
8 Sen. Doc. No. 8, 77th Cong., 1st Sess. 25 (1941).
9 A.P.A. � 3 (a) . But see Blachly, Critique of the Federal Administrative Procedure

Act, Federal Administrative Procedure Act and the Administrative Agencies, 48-52

(1947). Compare id. at 60-62.
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and publish its (a) organizational set-up, (b) procedural methods and
rules of practice, and (c) generally applicable rules of substance.
Initial compliance with these requirements resulted in a monster edition

of the Federal Register in September 1946, at least as large as the New
York City telephone directory, publicizing the required information.10
Of course much of it had been previously published, but agencies deemed

republication desirable in order to include necessary additions, and much

required by the Act was not then published. However, this being a

practical world, it was to be expected that formulation, compilation, and
publication of the mass of information necessary to inform a diversely
interested public about diverse federal administration could not be ac

complished with any great degree of perfection in the mere three months
allotted. From time to time interesting supplementary materials come

to light in the Federal Register, particularly when agencies get ready
to exercise some unused and seemingly forgotten power.11
More important, however, are the detailed omissions which citizens

and lawyers constantly find in their attempted pursuits of the maze

of administrative procedures which a bureaucracy, admittedly fruitful in
this respect, has devised by chance as well as design largely in our gen
eration.12 The cure here probably must lie with the private parties con

cerned�who must, in such cases of consequence, rely upon the statutory
provision to the effect that "No person shall in any manner be required
to resort to organization or procedure not . . . published" in the Federal

Register.13
A more general and significant development in this regard is the con

certed movement which has resulted, administratively, in the removal of

10 11 Fed. Reg. 177A-1 (1946). See Sellers, Administrative Procedure Act�Extent of
Agency Compliance with Section 3, 33 A. B. A. J. 7 (1947).

11 See, for example, the Federal Trade Commission's rules respecting the formulation and

promulgation of "quantity limits" under � 2(a) of the Clayton Act which became law in
its present form in 1936. 14 Fed. Reg. 200 (1949), followed nine months later by its
first notice of a specific proceeding thereunder at 14 Fed. Reg. 6044 (1949).

12 Some omissions, of course, are due to agency interpretations which, on one ground
or another, discover that they are not covered by the procedural requirements of the Admin
istrative Procedure Act. A good example is the fraud order function of the Post Office
Department. Compare its procedural statesments, 39 Code Fed. Regs. � 151.4 et seq. (1949),
with the requirements of �� 5, 6, 7, and 8 of the Act.
!3 A.P.A. � 3(a). See Federal Crop Ins. Corp. v. Merrill, 332 U. S. 380 (1947) ; United

States v. Morton Salt Co., 338 U. S. 632 (1950). Of course the difficulty with private
enforcement in this connection is that, though the provision may relieve parties of liabilities,
omissions to publish may still fail to inform them of avenues to secure statutory privileges.
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organizational statements from the Code of Federal Regulations.14 Thus
the design of the Act, to make available in official government regulations
the outlines of the internal organization of federal agencies, has been de
feated to the extent that they are no longer carried in the official Code.
As mere notices in current issues of the Federal Register, of course, they
are more confused and of less value. Technically, the Act provides only
that they be published in the Register, the original assumption being
that they would thence be carried automatically into the Code.15
Thus the publication requirements of the Administrative Procedure

Act have been partially successful. Undoubtedly there has been real

improvement in agency publication of information useful to those af
fected by agency operations.16 Undoubtedly, also, there may be further

improvements in that respect. On the other hand, it may be expected
that practice will not be uniform since some agencies will develop a

studied policy of minimum publication while others (and those likely to

be of lesser public interest) will tend to inflate their published statements

beyond even the intent of the Act.17

14 From September 11, 1946, until sometime in 1948 the descriptions of agency organiza
tion, delegations of authority, and places and methods whereby the public may secure

information were published in the Federal Register in codified form and included in the

supplements to the Code of Federal Regulations. In 1948, however, in conjunction with

the preparation of the 1949 edition of the latter, the Administrative Committee of the

Federal Register decided to discontinue including these materials in the Code. They are

still published in the Federal Register as required by � 3(a) of the Administrative Pro

cedure Act but in uncodified form in the "notices" section. See 1 Code Fed. Regs. � 1.45(a)
(1949), 13 Fed. Reg. 5931 (1948). Digests of these statements are published in the U.S.
Government Organization Manual, issued "annually or at such times as may be deter

mined by the Administrative Committee", which constitutes the official organization hand
book of the federal government.

15 The Code is required to be composed of materials "which, in the opinion of the

agency, have general applicability and legal effect ..." 50 Stat. 304 (1937), 44 U. S. C.

� 311 (1946). Manifestly statements of organization have that "general applicability and

legal effect" both inherently and because � 3(a) of the Administrative Procedure Act so

recognizes.
16 Compare: "Whether the new rules . . . will carry out the objectives of the Adminis

trative Procedure Act remains to be seen. . . . There probably will continue to be careful

scrutiny by the bench and bar as to the operation of these administrative tribunals, to be
sure that they do not gradually slip into the road towards absolute despotism. . . . The

passage of the act marks the accomplishment but not necessarily the end of a long road
towards procedural reform. Perhaps further steps may be necessary to insure complete pro
tection against the abuses mentioned. But certainly the act itself represents a long step
in the right direction, and that is why the Federal commissions adopted new rules. Haines,
Why Did Federal Commissions Adopt New Rules?, 38 P. U. Fort. 593 (1946).

17 See the reference to one situation in which a minor federal agency felt it necessary
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II.

On the procedural side, the Administrative Procedure Act contains
numerous provisions. These relate to both "informal" and "formal"
administrative procedures, to rule making as well as adjudication. Under
the heading of "ancillary matters" the Act contains provisions designed
to aid private parties in both informal and formal administrative pro
ceedings. Partly because of their nature and the nature of informal pro
ceedings, and partly because of the greater interest in formal proceedings,
utilization of these provisions in informal proceedings has tended to be

ignored or minimized. Nevertheless they stand as potentially useful.18
Statutory rights of this nature are bound to be important�such as

the rights (1) to appear "before any agency or its responsible officers
or employees for the presentation, adjustment, or determination of any
issue, request, or controversy", (2) to have an agency "proceed with
reasonable dispatch", and (3) to have the agency, at the same time,
give "due regard ... for the convenience and necessity of the parties
or their representatives."19 Similarly, "Prompt notice ... of the denial
in whole or in part of any written application, petition, or other request
of any interested person made in connection with any agency proceeding"
is a valuable right, as is the companion requirement that such notices
"shall be accompanied by a simple statement of procedural or other

grounds."20 The provisions respecting investigations and subpoenas may
have had more immediate effect, although court decisions do not as yet
disclose that they have been in major controversy 21

to restate, in the form of its rules, the whole of the statute under which it operated. U. S.

Congress, Senate, The Judiciary Committee, Administrative Procedure, hearings on S. 674,
S. 67S, and S. 918, 77th Cong., 1st Sess. (1941).

18 See Sellers, "Informal" Dispositions under the Administrative Procedure Act, 32 A. B.

A. J. 646 (1946).
19 A.P.A. � 6(a). Important and useful explanations of these provisions are to be found

in the legislative history. See op. (At. supra note 6.
20 A.P.A. � 6(d). Apart from the obvious desirability of agencies giving notice of ad

verse action promptly, the requirement that grounds be stated is of real utility. For ex

ample, statement of grounds of denial may disclose that an agency is relying upon an

erroneous legal theory, so that the party adversely affected may secure thereon effective

judicial review. [See such long standing precedents as Miguel v. McCarl, 291 U. S. 442, 4S1

(1934) ; United States v. McLaughlin, 249 U. S. 440, 442-443 (1919) ; United States v.

Hvoslef, 237 U. S. 1, 10 (1915) ; McLean v. United States, 226 U. S. 374, 378 (1912) ;

Medbury v. United States, 173 U. S. 492, 495 (1899).
21 See the discussion in the recent Morton Salt opinion, 338 U. S. 632 (1950). See also

Maggio v. Zeitz, 333 U. S. 56, 68 (1948), in which reference to A.P.A. � 6(c) is made in

support of the proposition that court orders are "increasingly resorted to, especially by stat-
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Greater interest attaches to the requirements in "formal" proceedings
where there are hearings, transcripts, and some form of post-hearing or

decision procedure.22 Here, however, concern to date has centered not
so much on the details�notice, evidence, separation of functions, and
the making of the decision�as on the very applicability of these sections.
Whether the function be rule making or adjudication, the application of
these sections hinges upon the provisions of other statutes where the
authorized rules or orders "are required by [such] statute to be made
on the record after opportunity for an agency hearing".23 Shortly after
the adoption of the Act it came to be widely assumed among agencies
that, unless the statute authorizing an administrative function expressly
required a hearing, the Administrative Procedure Act did not apply.
Some went further and assumed that sections 5, 7, and 8 of the Act did
not apply unless there was express statutory requirement not only of a

"hearing" but of decision "on the record" as well. Still another form of
contention was that, although hearings might be required by "law" in
the sense that constitutional requisites could not be met without a hearing
at the administrative level, such situations were to be distinguished from
those in which statutes themselves plainly stated the hearing prerequisite.
But all of these arguments were simply forms of words whereby it was

sought to distinguish between statutory hearings and hearings supposedly
otherwise somehow required by law.24 Of course Congress not only made
no such distinction in the Administrative Procedure Act, but had no rea

son to do so. It was also a piece of hypertechnical legalism to so attempt
to distinguish between "express" and "implied" statutory requirements,
to say nothing of statutory language between those extremes. More

plausible was the notion that there could be "constitutional" hearings as

ute, to coerce performance of duties under sanction of contempt." The issue there was

whether, in a contempt proceeding for failure to turn over property in bankruptcy, the

basis of the order allegedly disobeyed should be open to reconsideration. Section 6(c) of
the Administrative Procedure Act provides that, after determining the legality of an admin

istrative subpoena, a court may order compliance on pain of contempt "in case of con

tumacious failure to comply."
22 The last sentence of AP.A. � 4(b) and the whole of �� 5, 7, and 8 relate to formal

or "hearing" procedures. The legislative history is replete on these subjects.
23 See the last sentence of AP.A. � 4(b) and the introductory clause of � 5. The legis

lative history explains repeatedly that the Administrative Procedure Act itself requires
no hearings that are not already required under the basic laws pursuant to which the
several federal agencies operate.

24 See the Attorney General's Manual on the Administrative Procedure Act 32-35,
41-43 (1947).
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distinguished from statutory ones except that in our system the prescrip
tion of methods of administration�whether by formal hearings or sum

mary "non-hearing" procedures�is traditionally the function of Con

gress.25 Generally speaking the Constitution forbids; it does not prescribe
what statutes omit.26 Unfortunately the art of legislative drafting is not

so precise that the words "hearing" or "record" are always used even

where Congress intends to require them and, knowing that, Congress
would not assume to distinguish hearing functions on the grounds sug

gested. Nevertheless for three years the issue was whether Congress did

just that in prescribing the applicability of the Administrative Procedure
Act's important provisions.
In the main the lower federal courts adopted these administrative views

in a variety of situations.27 On February 20 last, however, the Supreme
Court set the issue at rest on broad grounds in the Sung case where it

held the Administrative Procedure Act applicable even in those cases

in which the hearing requirement "has been read into a statute ... in

order to save the statute from invalidity."28 A fortiori, it would seem, the

25 Moreover, in rule making, since "Congress would have been under no necessity to give
notice and provide a hearing before it acted," it "need not make that requirement when it
delegates the task to an administrative agency." Bowles v. Willingham, 321 U. S. 503, 519

(1944). Hence there is no constitutional requirement of a hearing in rule making. See also

Porter v. Investors Syndicate, 286 U. S. 461 (1932), involving a state case.

26 In adjudication cases, where federal statutes do not require a hearing, the issue is
whether Congress may validly enact such statutes. See Phillips v. Comm'r Int. Rev., 283

U. S. 589 (1931). The same is true of state legislation when attacked on federal grounds.
See Bourjois Inc. v. Chapman, 301 U. S. 183 (1937).

27 No purpose would be served by enumerating these decisions, or even the fewer re

ported ones. Some are cited in the opinion in Wong Yang Sung v. McGrath, 70 Sup. Ct. 445
(1950). All are characterized by a paucity of rationale and ready assumption of technical
distinctions. Thus one court disposed of the issue upon the cryptic statement that certain
statutes "do not in terms require a hearing"�which, of course, assumes much, explains
nothing, and adopts outmoded techniques for the reading of legislation. See Bersoff v.

Donaldson, 174 F. 2d 494 (D. C. Cir. 1949).
28 Wong Yang Sung v. McGrath, supra note 26. This was a deportation case. Lawyers

will be quick to note, therefore, that the Court was taking the "liberal" view in protecting
individuals from summary justice. The Government did not oppose certiorari.
For an earlier allusion to the hearing requirement, and presumably the applicability of

the Administrative Procedure Act, see Eccles v. Peoples Bank, 333 U. S. 426, 429 n. 1 (1948),
involving a Federal Reserve Board case.

It was held unnecessary to determine the applicability of the Administrative Procedure
Act in the immigration case involved in Johnson v. Shaughnessy, 336 U. S. 806, 815 (1949).
There, although the lower courts had sustained the Immigration Service on an issue respect
ing the sanity of an immigrant, the Supreme Court held that the special medical board
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Act will apply where statutes do not use the magic word "hearing" but
refer to "evidence", or "record", or some other equally plain indicia of a
hearing. Moreover, those indicia need not indicate a need for both
"hearing" and decision "on the record thereof". In other words, the
Administrative Procedure Act has survived academic and hair-splitting
theories as to the source and statutory specification of hearing require
ments.

III.

The decision in the Sung case relates, in addition, to another problem
which is as yet, to say the least, sadly unsettled under the Administrative
Procedure Act. The issue in that case was really whether the hearing
should be conducted by an "examiner" regularly selected and holding
office pursuant to the Act. Unless the head or heads of an agency hold
the required hearings, the Act provides that only two classes of persons
may do so�either "examiners appointed as provided in this Act" or

"boards or other officers specially provided for by or designated pursu
ant to statute."29 Obviously there is nothing "special" about a statutory
provision authorizing subordinate hearing officers by other names. The

purpose of the Act was to provide that, where hearings are conducted by
subordinates generally, they would have to be replaced by those duly
qualified after the Act became operative. It happened that, under the

Immigration Act, so-called "immigrant inspectors" are the general class
of subordinates to whom the taking of evidence had theretofore been
authorized to be delegated.30 In the Sung case the Supreme Court has
now held that mere reference to immigration inspectors in the Immigra
tion Act does not mean that Congress "has specially constituted them
or provided for their designation as hearing officers in deportation pro
ceedings" notwithstanding the Adminstrative Procedure Act.31
But still, who are to be these examiners? The Administrative Pro

cedure Act provides that, pursuant to the Civil Service laws, "there shall

summoned for the purpose had not performed its statutory function. Hence the judgment
was reversed and the Court felt no need to pass on the further question of the applicability
of the Administrative Procedure Act.

29 AP.A. � 7(a). The statutory language here is designed to require a special type of
subordinate as a hearing officer, an "examiner" with special protections as to tenure and

compensation, except where statutes provide for hearings by officials who contribute

something more than examiners. An example would be statutory permission for a state

official to participate. See op. cit. supra note 6, at 216.
30 39 Stat. 874, 885, as amended, 8 U. S. C. � 152 (1946).
31 Wong Yang Sung v. McGrath, 70 S. Ct. 445, 455 (1950).
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be appointed by and for each agency as many qualified and competent
examiners as may be necessary for proceedings" in which statutes re

quire a hearing. These hearing officers are to "perform no duties in
consistent with their duties and responsibilities as examiners. ... be
removable . . . only for good cause established and determined by the
Civil Service Commission" after hearing, and '"receive compensation pre
scribed by the Commission independently of agency recommendations
or ratings."32 On paper at least they are to be very nearly the equivalent
of judges, albeit operating witiin the federal system of administrative

justice.
Here again the administrative history has been disappointing. The

new examiner system was to be operative by June 11, 1947; but it is still
largely a mere paper system and in important respects it has not been
made effective at all. The Civil Service Commission moved so slowly
that, when the critical date arrived, it had to resort to the making of
"conditional" appointments of both incumbent examiners and new per
sonnel to fill vacancies.33 It deliberately chose to appoint a group of

judges and lawyers as consultants in the task of making permanent ap
pointments.34 But it soon found that unsuccessful incumbents and ap

plicants could provoke more of an uproar than the Commission cared
to withstand. The consultants resigned. The Commission qualified all,
or nearly all, incumbent examiners. But still no "register" of persons
qualified and available to fill vacancies has been announced, positions
meanwhile being filled presumably by more "conditional" or "temporary"
appointments.
This unlovely situation is one that holds little promise of betterment

under the Administrative Procedure Act and present Civil Service admin
istration. It would have been far better if the Commission had "covered

32 APA. � 11. The idea of this section was not only to require the Civil Service Com

mission and the several agencies to seek fit persons but "to make examiners largely inde

pendent in matters of tenure and compensation." Op. at. supra note 6, at 215, 280.
33 The Civil Service regulation on the subject reads: "Pending promulgation of final

regulations . . incumbents of positions that are hearing examiner positions on June 11,
1947, may be reappointed conditionally on that date." 12 Fed. Reg. 3507 (1947).
34 Formal regulations are at 12 Fed. Reg. 6321 (1947). The consultants were mentioned

only in a press release of September 22-23, 1947. They were thus not only merely advisors,
but they were not even officially recognized in the regulations. Moreover, one standard

("eminently qualified") was stated in the release while a less rigorous one ("competent and

qualified") was buried in the regulations. Examining Circular EC-17, however, was again
a statement of rigorous requirements. Undoubtedly these distinctions were deliberate and

studied
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in" all incumbents, thereby avoiding controversy it could not cope with,
and had really used its position to make sure of a superior panel of new
personnel to fill vacancies. It would even have been much better if,
wholly apart from appointments, it had vigorously enforced the provisions
of the Act respecting the tenure and compensation of whoever might be
an examiner�for in so doing it would at least have tended to try out the

provisions of the Act designed to make examiners a separate and in

dependent corps of hearing officers worthy of judicial traditions. But,
apparently, the Commission did not and has not done so.35 Members of
Congress are importuned both by those who wish to be examiners, but
are not, and by those who are examiners but wish to have the tenure and

security that Congress declared should be theirs and yet is not.
The problem of examiners has been one of long standing. The Attorney

General's Committee on Administrative Procedure recommended an

elaborate system of special short-term appointments and separate super
vision.36 The Administrative Procedure Act sought a simpler system
and unlimited tenure, but even then the Senate Committee noted that

supplementary legislation might be needed.37 Apparently something
different must be devised, perhaps in the form of Presidential appoint
ments with Senate confirmation unless examiners are to remain "inferior
Officers" as section 2 of article II of the Constitution quaintly but aptly
puts it.

35 See the somewhat technical discussion of this subject, as it presently stands, by Wood-

all, The Appointment and Compensation of Federal Hearing Examiners, 10 Fed. B. J. 391

(1949).
36 Op. cit. supra note 7, at 45 et seq. But see the somewhat different suggestions of the

minority of that Committee. Id. at 221-223, 237-240.
37 Op. cit. supra note 6, at 215-216. See also the statement by the Chairman of the House

subcommittee. Id. at 371. Not only may the Act require legislation to effectuate its terms,
but there is considerable room for supplemental legislation to further general objectives.
The writer has introduced bills to secure uniform rules of administrative procedure, S. 527,
81st Cong., 1st Sess. (1949), and for the establishment of an administrative court to which

parties may (but are not required to) resort for expedited judicial review of administrative

action, S. 684, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. (1949) . Other legislation, originating in the House of

Representatives, has advanced there with respect to the regulation of practice and prac
titioners in the form of a proposed Administrative Practitioners Act. See H. R. Rep. No.

905, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. (1949), respecting H.R. 4446, now awaiting action on the House
floor. The writer has heretofore discussed the related nature of all these proposals, with
respect to each other and to the Administrative Procedure Act. 35 A. B.A.J. 379 (1949).
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IV.

In the field of judicial review, developments under the Administrative
Procedure Act have been less significant to date. The Act accords a

right of review to "any person suffering legal wrong" but such wrongs
must be shown in such categories as (1) arbitrariness, (2) constitution

ality, (3) statutory construction, (4) due procedure, or (5) supporting
evidence. In determining such questions the reviewing court must review
"the whole record or such portions thereof as may be cited by any
party."38 If the statutes under which agencies function

". . are drawn in such broad terms that in a given case there is no law to

apply, courts of course have no statutory question to review. That situation
cannot be remedied by an administrative procedure act but must be treated by
the revision of the statutes conferring administrative powers."39

The judicial review provisions of the Act therefore mainly do two things :

First, a right of review of legal wrongs is acknowledged and granted.
Second, the courts are given certain directions as to how they shall ap
proach their task. But Congress necessarily made no attempt to re

write the federal statutes in their provisions of substance as to securities,
labor relations, fair trade, railroad rates and all the other things in the
statute books.
In the nature of things the making of a proper case for judicial review

depends primarily upon counsel. The Administrative Procedure Act
contains many aids to the parties, both private and official, in that re

gard. Consider the rights available to private counsel. They include
such things, mentioned above, as the rights to notice of methods and

procedures [section 3 (a) ] and to appear before responsible officers as well
as have a statement of the grounds of any denial of a petition or other

request [sections 6(a) and (d)]. In formal or "hearing" cases private
parties have rights to depositions and pre-trial simplification of issues

[section 5(b)], to a decision based on "reliable, probative, and sub
stantial evidence" as well as opportunity for appropriate cross examina
tion [section 5(b)], to see the exclusive record on which decision must
be based [section 5 (d) ] , to see in most cases what proposals are officially

3S A. P. A. � 10(a) and (e). Other subsections relate to forms and venue of actions

[� 10(b)], reviewable acts [� 10(c)], and interim relief [� 10(d)]. For a detailed dis

cussion, in which the language last quoted in the text is viewed as most important, see

Dickinson, The Judicial Review Provisions of the Federal Administrative Procedure Act,
in op. cit. supra note 8, at S46 et seq.

39 Senate Judiciary Committee Report, op. cit. supra note 6, at 212; see also the similar
statement in the Report of the House Judiciary Committee, id. at 275.
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formulated after the hearing [section 8(a)], and to rulings and findings
[section 8(b) ] . All of these things are effective and necessary in the mak

ing of a case for judicial review.40 If client or counsel feels that there
is or may be demonstrable injustice, it is obviously and necessarily up to

them to see that the situation is made plain on the record by the exer

cise of rights such as these in the Act.
It is therefore difficult, and misleading, to attempt to discuss or ap

praise judicial review solely in terms of the provisions of section 10 of
the Administrative Procedure Act. Prior to its opinion in the Sung case,
the Supreme Court had mentioned these provisions of the Act as demon

strating or aiding the validity of conclusions resting mainly on other
considerations. Thus the scope of judicial review, as embracing con

stitutional issues, is a subject for which the Act has been cited.41 It has
also been referred to in connection with rights of judicial review not

withstanding the absence of statutory provisions therefore in the statutes

under which agencies operate42 or in the face of language indicating ad
ministrative finality.43 Reference has been made to the fact that Con-

40 Not only are these provisions designed to afford parties opportunity to make a case

but, conversely, failure to take advantage of them may be held to be a failure to exhaust

administrative remedies. See the dissenting opinion in Johnson v. Shaughnessy, 336 U. S.

806, 819 n. S (1949).
41 Oklahoma v. United States Civil Service Commission, 330 U. S. 127, 138 n. 13 (1947).

Justice Frankfurter, concurring, objected on the ground that the Act had not yet become

operative and hence should not be used even for illustrative purposes. But � 10 of the Act

had become effective on September 11, 1946, and the decision of the Court was not ren

dered until February 10, 1947. If that was the reason the Act was used as illustrative,
rather than dispositive, apparently the justices misconceived the operative dates specified
in � 12. The latter provides that it is only a "procedural requirement" that does not become
operative prior to the effective date of such requirements in the Act. It would not appear

that the availability and scope of review is a "procedural" requirement. In a more direct

reference, the Court later held the Act applicable in judicial review proceedings even though
the legislation was adopted after the agency had issued the order in question. NLRB v.

Pittsburgh Steamship Co., 337 U.S. 6S6, 661 (1949).
42 See Fahey v. Mallonee, 332 U.S. 245, 2S6 (1947), in which the judicial review

provisions of � 10 of the Administrative Procedure Act are cited for the proposition that
"the absence from the statute of a provision for court review has sometimes been held not

to foreclose review." Of course one of the main purposes of � 10(a) of the Administrative
Procedure Act was to provide judicial review notwithstanding the absence of provisions
therefor in statutes under which agencies otherwise operate. Op. cit. supra note 6, at 368.

Indeed the terms of all of � 10 apply, expressly, "except so far as . . . statutes preclude
review." Id. at 212, 275.

43 United States v. Interstate Commerce Commission, 337 U.S. 426, 433-434 n. 4 (1949),
involved the effect of a statutory provision permitting reparation claimants to institute

proceedings either before the Commission or in a federal district court "but such . . . persons
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gress has "explicitly recognized" in the Administrative Procedure Act

that "some" statutes "preclude judicial review."44 The Act has also
been quoted at length in a Supreme Court opinion as illustrating the

pattern of review with respect to the record on which review may be

had, the forms of review actions, and the limitation of the authority of

reviewing courts to remands after a finding of errors of law.45
Some of the decisions of the lower federal courts tend to be confused

or inadequate. Significant decisions have held that a deportation order
was not only reviewable despite the statutory provision to the effect
that "the decision of the Attorney General shall be final", but that an

action for review might be brought immediately such order was issued
rather than�as heretofore�only in the form of habeas corpus after
the deportee is taken into custody.46 The Administrative Procedure Act
makes reviewable "every final agency action for which there is no other

adequate remedy in any court."47 The issue has been, therefore, whether
a deportation order, which is a "final agency action," is immediately re

viewable or whether the traditional later and more hurried habeas corpus

shall not have the right to pursue both of said remedies, and must in each case elect which

one of the two methods of procedure ... he will adopt." The Commission and carriers
contended that, having instituted proceedings before the Commission, no judicial review

was permissible respecting an adverse adniinistrative ruling. Citing and quoting from the

Administrative Procedure Act, the Court held that "such a sweeping contention for admin
istrative finality is out of harmony with the general legislative pattern of administrative
and judicial relationships." There the United States itself was the unsuccessful party and
was seeking judicial review.

44 Ludecke v. Watkins, 335 U.S. 160, 163 (1948). But, in passing the Act, Congress
also recognized that such statutory preclusion was "very rare." Op. cit. supra note 6, at

212, 275. Moreover, since that case involved Presidential discretion respecting enemy aliens,
the Court might with equal propriety have referred to the fact that the judicial review
provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act do not apply "so far as . . . agency action
is by law committed to agency discretion." (See the introductory qualifying clause of

� 10.)
45 United States v. Jones, 336 U.S. 641, 672 (1949). There the issue was whether the

Court of Claims should try de novo, and render a judgment for money, in a railway mail

pay case.

46 The first decision was United States v. Carusi, 166 F. 2d 457 (3rd Cir. 1948), which
however abated because of failure to seek the requisite substitution of parties. United States

v. Carusi, 168 F. 2d 1014 (1948). Recently, however, the same result has been reached in
another case. Kristensen v.- McGrath, 18 U.S.L. Week 2277 (D. C. Cir. Dec. 19, 1949);
but see the Kaminer case infra. The earlier action may have to be brought in the District
of Columbia, where the Commisioner of Immigration resides, whereas habeas corpus may
be brought where the arrest and confinement occur. However, a right of election seems

to be denied in Kaminer v. Clark, 177 F. 2d 51 (D.C. Cir. 1949).
47 A. P. A. � 10(c).
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action after arrest is another "adequate remedy" and therefore exclusive.
In this narrow setting, the question is no doubt arguable. But the de
cisions upholding review immediately upon the issuance of a final order
would appear to be more in keeping with general ideas of fairness and
at least the spirit of the Administrative Procedure Act. No reason ap
pears, moreover, why the private party should not have his choice.

V.

What conclusions are we to draw from the experience of these three
years of the Administrative Procedure Act? Of course difficulties, and
even strained constructions, are to be expected in a statute which is not

only sweeping in its terms and import but deals with one of the most

highly charged sectors of modern government. Also the processes of the
law must be given time to operate in case-to-case fashion just as they
have operated to culminate in the Sung decision mentioned above.48 Yet
there are lessons to be learned even in this brief history�lessons of imme
diate importance in the field of administrative law, and of larger im
portance in the field of legislation generally.

So far as the Administrative Procedure Act itself is concerned, it is
plain that agencies may be expected to engage in hypertechnical dis-

48 Of course that decision will not settle the issue beyond question in the future, for the
technicalities and distinctions will undoubtedly recur again and again. A good example
from the non-administrative field may be drawn from the provisions of the Judicial Code

providing for three-judge courts where injunctions are sought against the enforcement of
statutes averred to be unconstitutional, or in certain instances where administrative orders
are challenged. These statutes provide that the "applications'' shall be heard by three

judges, 28 U.S.C. �� 2281, 2282 (1948), who shall "hear and determine the action or

proceeding" 28 U.S.C. � 2284(1) (1948). One of the three judges may perform some

functions "except as to the trial" but is specifically forbidden to enter a judgment. 28 U. S. C.
� 2284(5) (1948). Yet two judges have assumed to act. Ayrshire Collieries v. United
States, 331 U.S. 132 (1947). Three judges have questioned their right to act where, though
the suit involves such constitutional questions, other justiciable questions are also involved.

Query v. United States, 316 U.S. 486 (1942). It has been doubted whether they may
determine state or local questions. Louisville & Nash R.R. Co. v. Garrett, 231 U. S. 298,
303-304 (1913) ; Water Service Co. v. Redding, 304 U.S. 252, 256 (1938). One judge has
assumed that he might uphold the statute in question, although admitting that three are

necessary for a contrary result. Ex parte Metropolitan Water Co., 220 U.S. 539 (1911).
Of course such distinctions are impossible. Sovereign Camp, W. O. W. v. Murphy, 17 F.

Supp. 650, 652 (S. D. Ia. 1936) ; Modern Woodmen of America v. Casados, 15 F. Supp. 483,
486 (D.N. Mex. 1936). Yet the fact that they are not only raised, but persist as grounds
of decision even in matters solely of judicial competence and in such a fundamental matter
as the composition and jurisdiction of courts, demonstrates the gauntlet that statutes must

continue to run.
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tinctions in order to avoid its necessarily general language. If this is a

fair prediction, the eminent lawyer, educator, and judge who comprised
the three-man minority of the Attorney General's Committee on Ad
ministrative Procedure were certainly optimistic when, in urging an even

more general form of administrative procedure statute than the one Con

gress finally adopted, they said :

"Administrative agencies are peculiarly sensitive to procedural and substantive

provisions of statute, however general their terms�far more than to the state

ments of courts."49

On the contrary, so long as government lawyers appear to regard the

application of legislation as a sort of chess board on which they may play
games with private interests, the effect of statutes is bound to be at least
deferred.

Such delayed operative effect will be due, however, not merely to the

approach and tactics of government counsel, but also to other exigencies
of litigation. In the first place, it will take time for American lawyers to
learn to handle the esoteric subject of federal administrative law.30 Id
the second place, it will take time for litigants to appear who find it

possible to spend the time and money, and do the other lliings, necessary
to enter an unequal contest with "the government."51 Thus the case law
will be built up not only piecemeal but only in the course of years. In
the third place, the precedents thus accumulated will themselves depend
upon the nature of the cases, will shed but a brief light on contemporary

49 Messrs. Carl McFarland, E. Blythe Stason, and Arthur T. Vanderbilt. Op. cit. supra
note 7, at 215. Of course, in a broad sense, the minority of that Committee was correct

so far as it meant that there should be more clearly recognized legal guides than judicial
precedents afford. See the second paragraph of the Report of the Senate Judiciary Com
mittee on the Act. Op. cit. supra note 6, at 187.

50 See op. cit. supra note S, at 28-29, where the following statement is made: "This

statute will not fulfill its full function until the bar has become just as familiar with the
field of administrative law as it is with other fields of the law. The bar will serve itself

as a profession and lawyers will serve themselves individually if they will attempt to learn

the subject. When that happens, the clamor will quiet down. People will ask what all the

shouting was about back between 1930 and 1950. And it will become a footnote in some

larger legal history when the American Holdsworth appears in a century or so." Although
Mr. McFarland, who made this statement, is nationally prominent in this field and hence

may be assumed to speak from experience and with authority, it may be doubted that the
"clamor" will cease with 1950. Elsewhere he has noted the strange lapses of legal literature
on this subject since 1890. McFarland, Administrative Law and Codification of Statutes,
Field Centenary Essays 204, 212-213 (N.Y.U. Law School, 1947).

51 Congress, of course, knows this. "Judicial review is of utmost importance, but it can

be operative in relatively few cases because of the cost and general hazards of litigation."
op. cit. supra note 6, at 217.
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administrative operations, and will be the subject of lawyers' distinctions
in later cases and future generations.
And yet, such a deliberate course of legal development and history is

inherent in the nature of our institutions. The totalitarians have a

different view, and less palatable results to show. In the English-speaking
world, at least, a less swift measuring of justice has survived the social
storms of hundreds of years. In the process both legislation and adjudi
cation play indispensable parts. It is true, however, that judicially cog
nizable controversies in the field of administrative law inevitably tend
to favor the official party at the expense of private interests. The usual
case-by-case progress will therefore be a slower one than we have been
accustomed to in private litigation�a factor which emphasizes the need
for legislation to guide and (it may be hoped) speed the judicial process.
We have it on excellent authority that legislation and administration

are the outstanding legal developments of the last century or more.52
In the view of the late Chief Justice of the United States :

"... it has become increasingly .our habit to look for the formulation of

legal doctrine suited to new situations not to the courts, as through most of the
life of the common law, but to the legislatures, and the primary record of the
most important changes in the law in our time is to be found in the statute
books."83

The Administrative Procedure Act has undertaken to break new ground.
In the recent Sung decision the Supreme Court has well stated its import
in the following words :

"The Act thus represents a long period of study and strife; it settles long
continued and hard-fought contentions, and enacts a formula upon which
opposing social and political forces have come to rest. It contains many compro
mises and generalities and, no doubt, some ambiguities. Experience may reveal
defects. But it would be a disservice to our form of government and to the
administrative process itself if the courts should fail, so far as the terms of the
Act warrant, to give effect to its remedial purposes where the evils it was aimed
at appear."54

To those who have labored to fit the modern state into our traditional

society of free men, these are heartening words. More significantly,
however, they light up our democratic processes at a time when we need
to know that our system continues to function despite gathering dark
ness on other continents.

32 See the introductory sentences by Chief Justice Arthur T. Vanderbilt in his Cases and

Materials on Administrative Law p. v (1947) ; and the statement of the immediate
relation between legislation and administration by Judge Joseph C. Hutcheson, Jr., A Case

for Three Judges, 47 Harv. L. Rev. 795, 813-814 (1934).
53 Stone, The Common Law in the United States, 50 Harv. L. Rev. 4, 12 (1936).
M Wong Yang Sung v. McGrath, 70 S. Ct. 445, 450 (1950).



ECONOMIC PROTECTIVE POWERS OF STATES
UNDER THE COMMERCE CLAUSE

Henry J. Bison, Jr.*

I

Introduction

TTFLE extensive expansion in federal supervision and regulation over

nearly every phase of economic activity now seems constitutionally
secured through the powers of Congress "To regulate Commerce with

foreign Nations, and among the several States. . . .

,n Judicial control
over Congressional power to regulate interstate commerce as exemplified
by Hammer v. Dagenhart2 has been replaced by the doctrine of Wickard
v. Filburn3 wherein the reach of this power is made primarily a matter

for the discretion of Congress.
It is clear beyond reasonable doubt that the line of restrictive authority

placed on this federal power beginning with Panama Refining Company
v. Ryan4 and ending with United States v. Butler5 is not likely to be
revived. Undoubtedly the transition thus produced is a product of the
time which has overthrown the economic and political dogmas of Adam
Smith and John Stuart Mill for the theories popularized by John May-
nard Keynes.
The considerable extent by which the constitutional powers of the

National Government have been broadened in response to the great em
phasis for federal intervention in economic affairs has, for the time being,
shifted major interest concerning the Commerce Clause from its affirma
tive exercise by Congress to its negative operation in preventing state

activities that burden or obstruct interstate commerce.

In the process, we have returned to well-traveled ground. For nearly
the entire first century of the Constitution's operation the influence of
the Commerce Clause was focused almost solely on its negative aspects.
Until 1887, when the Interstate Commerce Act was enacted, its affirma
tive exercise was a subject of very little interest outside of academic

* B.S., Miami University, 1941; MA., Ohio State University, 1942; LL.B., George
town University, 1946. Member of the District of Columbia Bar.
i U. S. Const. Art. I, � 8.
2 247 U. S. 251 (1918).
3 317 U. S. Ill (1942).
* 293 U. S. 388 (1935).
5 297 U. S. 1 (1936).
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circles. And even after this momentous event, over forty years went by
before the positive operation of Congressional power over commerce oc

cupied a commanding position.
The great amount of attention during the early years of the Republic

devoted to the limitations and restrictions placed on the states by the
Clause arose from the fact that prior to the Constitution, the several
states possessed the powers granted by each as an inseparable attribute
of their sovereignty. As a natural result of economic and political circum
stances, the chief task in applying the Commerce Clause was to reconcile
the existence and need of state police powers over local affairs with the
commercial demands and necessities of a growing nation.

Literally hundreds of cases reached the Supreme Court challenging the

validity of state laws operating in some manner on interstate and foreign
commerce. The Court grappled with each case in the light of individual
circumstances and existing conditions, and it is perhaps not at all surpris
ing to find general agreement that the opinions thus expressed are often,
in the words of Justice Stone, "doing little more than using labels to
describe results rather than a trustworthy formula. . . .

"6 The task of

differentiating between a permissible exercise of state police power and a

prohibited regulation of commerce is seldom one of black or white. The
selections in between very often make close decisions.7
A few important principles, however, may be derived from a review of

the opinions rendered. The first, about which there is universal agree
ment, though occasions for its application have been few, is that a state

law which operates in actual conflict with a lawful regulation of com

merce by Congress must fall. The result cannot be in doubt since the

sovereignty of the Federal Government, though limited to specific ob

jects, is plenary.8
But the conflict must be real and substantial, for as a general rule the

Court will usually look to see if both federal and state action can be
reconciled so that each sovereign can act in its own sphere.9 In general,
it has refused to displace local laws by inference unless called for by
consideration having to do with the statutory purpose.10

6 DiSanto v. Pennsylvania, 273 TJ. S. 34, 44 (1927).
7 Compare Clark v. Paul Gray, 306 U. S. 583 (1939), with Ingles v. Morf, 300 U. S.

290 (1937).
8 U. S. Const. Art. VI, � 2.
9 See Kelly v. Washington, 302 TJ. S. 1, 10 (1937).
10 In the field of labor relations, potential conflicts between federal and state policies

have assumed considerable importance of late. The Labor Management Relations Act
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State laws which operate to discriminate against interstate commerce

have also been subject to rather consistent disapproval.11
An interesting adjunct to this rule against states singling out interstate

commerce for hostile action was recently settled by the decision in
Prudential Insurance Co. v. Benjamin}2 In that case the Court upheld
a South Carolina tax imposed only on foreign insurance companies doing
business in the state, and computed without reference to the local or
interstate character of the transactions taxed. The sole basis for the
Court's decision was an act of Congress13 declaring that uniform state

regulation and taxation of the business of insurance is not required by
national public interest.14 This unusual measure was enacted following
the South-Eastern Underwriters Association case15 which held insurance
transactions stretching across state lines subject to regulation by Con

gress under the Commerce Clause. The Act's purpose was to remove the
barrier against state regulation and taxation founded on the judicial
presumption that where Congress has failed to regulate a part of com
merce over which it has jurisdiction, such failure to act is equivalent to
a declaration that such commerce is to remain free.
This doctrine first appeared in Welton v. Missouri16 and prior to that

time the silence of Congress was generally thought to have the opposite
effect of allowing state regulation until Congress occupied the field.17
Within more recent times the Court seems to have followed both views,

depending on its assumed premise.18
of 1947 contains a provision which specifically disclaims any intention on the part of

Congress to authorize compulsory union membership agreements where they are forbidden

by state or territorial law. 61 Stat. 1S1 (1947), 29 U. S. C. � 164 (Supp. 1947). See Lin-

coin Union v. Northwestern Co., 335 U. S. 525 (1949) ; A. F. of L. v. American Sash Co., 335
U. S. 538 (1949).

11 E.g., Nippert v. City of Richmond, 327 U. S. 416 (1946) ; Pennsylvania v. West

Virginia, 262 U. S. 553 (1923) ; Oklahoma v. Kansas Natural Gas Company, 221 U. S.
229 (1911); Welton v. Missouri, 91 U. S. 275 (1875). But cf. Hudson Water Co. v. Mc-

Carter, 209 U. S. 349 (1908) ; Geer v. Connecticut, 161 U. S. 519 (1896).
12 328 U. S. 408 (1946).
13 59 Stat. 33 (1945), 15 U. S. C. � 1011 et seq. (1946) (McCarran-Ferguson Insurance

Regulation Act).
14 The 21st Amendment has been held to accomplish the same result with regard to in

toxicating liquors. Indianapolis Brewing Co. v. Liquor Commission, 305 U. S. 391 (1939).
15 322 U. S. 533 (1944).
!6 91 U. S. 275 (1875).
17 E.g., Wilson v. Black Bird Creek Co., 2 Pet. 245 (U. S. 1829) ; Cooley v. Board of

Wardens, 12 How. 299 (U. S. 1851) ; Gilman v. Philadelphia, 3 Wall. 713 (U. S. 1865) ;
Ex parte McNiel, 13 WaU. 236 (U. S. 1871).
!8 Compare Morgan v. Virginia, 328 U. S. 373 (1946), with Bob-Lo Excursion Co. v.

Michigan, 333 U. S. 28 (1948).
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The rule which prohibits states from enforcing their laws in a way
which either conflicts with a permissible regulation of commerce by Con

gress or discriminates against interstate commerce, is the only sign-post
affording a guide of reasonably certain application in the negative effect
of the Commerce Clause. If state action runs counter to either of these
requirements, it is more than likely to be nullified when challenged in
court. But the fact that it passes this test is by no means assurance that
it will be upheld as a proper exercise of local police power.
There remains to be considered a number of formulae which are found

expressed in the cases on the subject. But here one encounters a diver

gency of viewpoint characterized by a number of varying precepts, most
of which call for a wide degree of subjective evaluation by the Court.
Before examining these views, however, it is perhaps desirable to briefly

review the longstanding controversy concerning the application of the
Commerce Clause and the policy which the Court should follow in ad
judicating cases arising under it.
Chief Justice Marshall started the ball rolling in Gibbons v. Ogden19

where he argued against the theory, then widely held, that the power to

regulate commerce among the several states is one which the states may
exercise concurrently with Congress. In this case Marshall used a

metaphysical basis to distinguish between the powers of the union and
the states over commerce,20 and held that the regulation of commerce

under the Commerce Clause is the exclusive prerogative of the National
Government.

Twenty-four years later, Justice Taney in the License Cases21 gave
renewed vigor to the states' rights theory by contending that the power
of Congress over commerce was concurrent, not exclusive. And four years
after this, Cooley v. Board of Wardens22 came along as a compromise
to both contending viewpoints, saying that the powers of the Federal
Government over commerce may be either exclusive or concurrent, de

pending on whether or not the subject of the power is in its nature na

tional, and therefore admits of only one uniform system or plan of regu
lation, or is local and best provided for by the states.

19 9 Wheat. 1 (TJ. S. 1824) /
20 "It is obvious that the government of the Union, in the exercise of its express powers,

. . . may use means that may also be employed by a State, in the exercise of its acknowl

edged powers. . . . All experience shows that the same measures, or measures scarcely dis

tinguishable from each other, may flow from distinct powers; but this does not prove that
the powers themselves are identical." Id. at 204.

21 S How. 504 (U. S. 1846).
22 12 How. 299 (U. S. 1851).
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Despite the great amount of attention which has been given to these

opposing views, there appears to be ample support for the view that the

controversy over the nature of the commercial power of Congress was in

reality little more than a facade for the more important issue of the

Supreme Court's jurisdiction in checking state action challenged under
the Commerce Clause.

Marshall, who never overlooked an opportunity to fashion the founda
tion for a strong central Government, desired the Court to assume wide

authority in protecting interstate commerce from state interference.

Taney, strongly opposing the wisdom of Marshall's philosophy of Gov

ernment, wished to reserve for Congress the function of restraining state

action by means of legislation displacing local laws and leave to the
Court the duty to enforce Congressional policy by preventing states from

acting in disharmony with such policy.
The issues represented by these contending views are as much alive

today as they were over a century ago. The only difference being that
the underlying dispute has shifted from one of the rightful powers of
the Federal Government to that of how to adjust the competing economic
interests of nation and state in the absence of any affirmative action by
Congress controlling the matter.23 The predominance of federal right
of action under the Commerce Clause is a presently recognized fact, but
the growth of this authority has been so rapid and so extensive that

Congress has had neither the time nor the inclination to seek its full

application. It has quite understandably acted with some restraint. And
one of the foremost examples of this policy has been its failure to curtail
numerous so-called state trade barriers, despite considerable criticism of
their social and economic justification.24
The apparent disposition of Congress to avoid taking an active interest

in this delicate problem has unquestionably served to increase the pres
sure for more severe checks on state action by the Supreme Court. Mr.

Justice Jackson, perhaps more than any member of the Court, reflects
the feeling of those who fear the consequences of a liberal policy in favor
of the commercial power of states. The specter of "Balkanizing Ameri
can commerce", in Jackson's view, demands close control on the states,

23 Mr. Justice Black asserts that involved also is the controversy between believers in

governmental regulation of business and a laissez faire economy. See Mr. Justice Black's
dissent in Hood v. DuMond, 336 U. S. 525, 554 (1949).

24 See collection of material on the subject in The Proceedings of the National Con
ference on Interstate Trade Barriers (1939) ; 9 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 155 (1941) ; 16

Ind. L. J. 144 (1940).
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and his opinion written for the Court in Hood & Sons v. DuMond,25 a

recent case which will be reviewed later in this article, represents the

highwater mark in the acceptance of this contention.

Completely antagonistic to such views, Mr. Justice Black has, in
numerous dissenting opinions since 1938, reasserted the Taney doctrine
that Congress and not the Court must have the major part in deciding
when and how national interests should take precedence over competing
state interests.26 Weighing the balance of these interests, it is contended,
involves broad problems and requires a wide scope of action not available
to the Court in deciding unrelated and isolated cases.

The unsettled opinion which now exists within the Court over this
matter has its roots deeply embedded in the past. The case history of
adjudications differentiating between a permissible exercise of state police
power and a prohibited regulation of commerce reveal widely varying
bases for determination.
A statute may be characterized on the basis of its subject matter, its

operative effect, or its intent or purpose. All three of these aspects have

provided the keynote for one or more tests used by the Court to decide
the scope of state powers under the Commerce Clause.
Under the so-called Cooley doctrine, emphasis is placed on the subject

matter of the power to be exercised. Subjects found to be local in nature,
such as the transportation of diseased animals,27 deleterious foods,28 and
tobacco warehouse charges,29 are matters over which states may exercise

controlling authority. Whereas, charges for rail transportation,30 or the

imposition of license taxes on transient salesmen,31 are examples of sub

jects which admit "only of one uniform system, a plan of regulation . . ,"32
and which may justly be said to be of such a nature as to require
exclusive legislation of Congress.
Probably the most significant influence which the Cooley decision had

on the trend of decisions interpreting the Commerce Clause was the added

25 336 U. S. 525 (1949).
26 E.g., Southern Pacific Co. v. Arizona, 325 U. S. 761, 784 (1945) ; McCarroll v. Dixie

Lines, 309 U. S. 176, 183 (1940) ; Gwin v. Henneford, 305 U. S. 434, 442 (1939) ; Adams

Manufacturing Co. v. Storen, 304 U. S. 307, 316 (1938).
27 Clason v. Indiana, 306 U. S. 439 (1939).
28 Plumley v. Massachusetts, 155 TJ. S. 461 (1894).
29 Townsend v. Yeomans, 301 U. S. 441 (1937).
30 Wabash Ry. v. Illinois, 118 TJ. S. 557 (1886).
31 Robbins v. Shelby County Taxing District, 120 TJ. S. 489 (1887).
32 Cooley v. Board of Wardens, 12 How. 299, 319 (TJ. S. 1851).
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emphasis it gave to the desirability of balancing national and state in
terests in deciding its jurisdictional application. An evaluation of this
nature is made implicit under the Cooley rule since this is the most prac
tical method for the Court to decide which subjects are likely to be best

provided for by one system and which require the legislative discretion
of the several states.
A second test frequently used to measure state powers over commerce

lays the emphasis on the operative effect of the regulation. Justice Taney,
in the License Cases33 believed that this objective measurement provided
the best means of reconciling the commercial power of Congress and the
reserved power of the states over their internal affairs.

Taney's view, as we have seen, was completely favorable to the states'

rights theory, for he held that only a conflict with the exercised power
of Congress can nullify a state act under the Commerce Clause. Appar
ently under this view states were free to discriminate against interstate
commerce until Congress passed prohibiting legislation.34
While the cases show very little acceptance of this position, operative

effect has been an important criteria. In a great many decisions, the
Court talks of direct and indirect burdens on commerce, allowing the
latter35 and forbidding the former.36 The opinions using these ambiguous
terms afford little light as to where the line of demarcation is, but they
do to some extent at least consider the operation and effect of the act

or regulation challenged.37
Objective, aim, or intent have also been significant factors which the

courts have used in their decisions. Under Marshall's nationalistic doc

trine, this particular test is of primary importance unless the state action
was found to be repugnant or in conflict with a federal enactment. If
no such finding could be made, the issue resolved itself into one of dis

covering if the motive of the state legislature was to interfere with or

discriminate against interstate commerce for the purpose of producing
that effect.

33 S How. 504 (U. S. 1847).
34 Mr. Justice Black would not go quite so far. See his dissenting opinion in Gwin v.

Henneford, 305 U. S. 434, 455 (1939). Mr. Justice Douglas and the late Mr. Justice
Murphy have taken the position that as to a tax measure, consideration ought to be given
to whether the discrimination appears on its face. See their dissenting opinion in Nippert
v. City of Richmond, 327 U. S. 416, 435 (1946).

35 Atlantic Lumber Co. v. Comm'r, 298 U. S. 553 (1936).
36 Shafer v. Farmers Grain Co., 268 U. S. 189 (1925).
37 U. S. Glue Co. v. Oak Creek, 247 U. S. 321 (1918).
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II

The Hood Case

The economic protective powers of the states under the Commerce
Clause was very recently reviewed by the Supreme Court in Hood &
Sons v. DuMond.38 In many respects this case is the most important one
on this subject to come from the Supreme Court in a long time. Since
it is so important, and since this article is largely devoted to an inter

pretative analysis of the Court's opinion, it is desirable to state the

controlling facts of the case.

Hood & Sons, the petitioner, was a large milk dealer selling its products
in New England. For many years he purchased milk in New York State
for shipment to the Boston market.39 It operated for this purpose three
milk receiving stations in that state and early in 1946 applied to DuMond,
Commissioner of Agriculture and Markets of New York, for a license
to operate an additional receiving station at Greenwich, New York.40
This application was made under the provisions of Article 21 of the

Agriculture and Markets Law of New York41 which required milk dealers
to obtain a license before they could "buy milk from producers or others
or deal in, handle, sell or distribute milk" within the state.42
The pertinent provisions of this law with regard to the granting of

this license are as follows:

38 336 TJ. S. 525 (1949).
39 Boston depends on sources outside Massachusetts for 90% of its fluid milk, but for

the period 1937-1947 only 7 to 10% of its outside supply came from New York. Brief for

Petitioner, pp. 20-21, Hood & Sons v. DuMond, 336 TJ. S. S2S (1949).
New York, however, consumes most of its own milk, shipping out about 8% of its

production. See Mr. Justice Frankfurters' dissenting opinion in Hood & Sons v. DuMond,
336 U. S. S2S, 571 (1949).

40 Petitioner's entire New York business both actual and contemplated was composed
of purchasing and shipping milk in fluid form, without processing, to Boston. Brief for

Petitioner, p. 5, Hood & Sons v. DuMond, 336 TJ. S. 525 (1949).
41 Laws of 1934, c. 126.
42 The Commissioner had the authority to classify the business done under a particular

license and specify the place or places where milk may be received from producers. N. Y.
Agriculture and Market Law � 258.

Applicants for a license were required to file such information concerning their circum
stances and the nature of the business to be conducted as the Commission requires. A

yearly fee, based on the amount of certain sales of milk received or handled within the

state, and running from a minimum of S25 to a maximum of $5000 was also required.
In addition each dealer had to file a bond with the Commissioner in a sum fixed by him
and conditioned upon the prompt payment of all amounts due to producers for milk sold

by them to such licensee. N. Y. Agriculture and Market Law �� 258-a, 258-b.
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"... no license shall be granted to authorize the extension of an existing
business by the operation of an additional plant or other new or additional facility,
unless the Commissioner is satisfied that the applicant is qualified by character,
experience, financial responsibility and equipment to properly conduct the pro

posed business, tliat tJie issuance of the license will not tend to a destructive

competition in a market already adequately served, and that the issuance of the
license is in tlie public interest."*3 (Emphasis supplied.)

After an administrative hearing, the Commissioner renewed the peti
tioner's existing license but refused to extend it so as to allow purchases
to be made at Greenwich. The grounds for his action he stated as follows :

"If applicant is permitted to equip and operate another milk plant in this

territory, and to take on producers now delivering to plants other than those
which it operates, it will tend to reduce the volume of milk received at the plants
which lose those producers, and will tend to increase the cost of handling milk

in those plants.
"If applicant takes producers now delivering milk to local markets such as

Troy, it will have a tendency to deprive such markets of a supply needed during
the short season.
"There is no evidence that any producer is without a market for his milk.

There is no evidence that any producer not now delivering milk to applicant
would receive a.ny higher price were they to deliver their milk to applicant's pro
posed plant.
"The issuance of a license to applicant which would permit it to operate an

additional plant, would tend to a destructive competition in a market already
adequately served, and would not be in the public interest."44

The Cornmissioner found that petitioner expected to buy from twenty
or thirty new producers at Greenwich who were then delivering to dealers
in the area and that if this were allowed to take place the conditions
alluded to above would tend to arise. The character, experience, financial
responsibility, and equipment of Hood & Sons were not questioned at all.
On petitioner's appeal, the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court

of New York sustained the detennination in a per curiam opinion.45 Up
to this point, the constitutional issue as to whether respondent's order
violated the Commerce Clause was not raised. After proceedings in the

43 N. Y. AGMCTTLTLTtE AND MARKET LAW � 2S8-C.
44 Hood & Sons v. DuMond, 336 U. S. 525, 528 (1949). Eight dealers competing with

Hood & Sons in the purchase of milk near Greenwich opposed granting the license exten

sion. They contended among other things that petitioner was not subject to the same

health regulations imposed on those who sold in New York and that OJP_A. ceiling prices
favored the petitioner. Transcript of Record, pp. 43-44, 53-54, 62, 64-65, 70-75; Hood &

Sons v. DuMond, 336 U. S. 525 (1949).
� Hood & Sons v. DuMond, 271 App. Div. 394, 66 N. Y. S. 2d 732 (1946).
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Appellate Division, petitioner requested permission to appeal solely on

this constitutional ground. The Court of Appeals granted the request
and later upheld the Commissioner's ruling.46
The Supreme Court granted certiorari47 and reversed the judgment

of the lower court 48 holding that the law as applied violated the Com
merce Clause. The Court split five to four, with Justices Black and
Murphy joining in one dissent and Justices Frankfurter and Rutledge
in another. Mr. Justice Jackson wrote the majority opinion.
As we have seen, the Court had three possible approaches in deciding

this case. It could view the application of the New York statute on the
basis of the subject matter to be regulated, weighing the advisability or

necessity for uniform control. Or it could consider the operative effect
of the regulation imposed by the state by examining into the extent to
which it interferes with interstate commerce. And lastly, it could direct
its attention to the purpose or aim of the statute's provisions and their
application.
The Court in a most positive manner selected the third approach. It

found that the provisions of the statute requiring the Commissioner to
be satisfied

"that the issuance of a license will not tend to a destructive competition in a

market already adequately served, and that the issuance of the license is in the
public interest,"49 were "imposed for the avowed purpose and with the practical
effect of curtailing the volume of interstate commerce to aid local economic
interests. . . .

"50

The majority opinion laid repeated emphasis on its finding that New
York was attempting to protect local economic interests and that states
may adversely affect interstate commerce with such ends in mind. It
recognized the "broad power in the State to protect its inhabitants against
perils to health or safety, fraudulent traders and highway hazards . . .

"51

but distinguished these purposes from an attempt by the state to promote
its own economic interests.
Under this doctrine, therefore, what a state may do in the way of

curtailing or burdening commerce to protect its citizens from health and

safety hazards, it cannot do to protect them from dangers of an economic

4f5 297 N. Y. 209, 78 N. E. 2d 476 (1948).
47 Hood & Sons v. DuMond, 335 U. S. 808 (1948).
4� 336 U. S. 525 (1949).
49 N. Y. Agriculture and Market Law � 258-c.
50 Hood & Sons v. DuMond, 336 U. S. 525, 530 (1949).
51 Id. at 531.
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nature. And it should be noted here that the opinion of the Court may
be fairly taken as holding that the ban against states acting in defense
of their "economic" interest is absolute, regardless to what extent such
action may adversely affect interstate commerce.

The Court's formulization of the rule that the reserve power of the
states may not extend to the regulation of local aspects of interstate

commerce, regardless of the reasonableness of the interference that it

produces, if the object of such regulation is the protection of local eco
nomic interests has, potentially at least, muddled the already obscure

interpretation of the Commerce Clause's negative operation.

Ill

Fitting the Facts

"The boundary at which the conflicting interests balance cannot be determined
by any general formula in advance, but points in the line, or helping to establish

it, are fixed by decisions that this or that concrete case falls on the nearer or

farther side."52

If the Court and not Congress is to assume the major responsibility
for accommodating the interdependent concerns of the states and nation,
then it would seem that the wisdom of these words by Oliver Wendell
Holmes has an abiding and enduring importance.
The search for an experimental formula the application of which can

readily compartmentalize each case on the basis of a few simple facts
has never been very successful. The history of the Commerce Clause
has not been written on the tablets of logic; it has been developed
through many years, guided principally by the prevailing economic and
social needs.
This is not to say that generalized formulas serve no useful purpose

in applying the Commerce Clause in its negative aspects. But it does

emphasize the hazards of an undue reliance on them. It explains as

clearly as possible why the mechanistic application of announced prin
ciples by means of syllogistic reasoning has served to be an ineffectual
and confusing instrument for reconciliating the conflicting claims of state
and national power. So often in the process of inferring the appropriate
decision from an assumed premise, facts tend to become subjugated to

the purpose of drawing a parallel.
In the Hood case we have a syllogism which warrants particular

consideration. It may be stated thus: States are precluded under the

52 Hudson Water Co. v. McCarter, 209 U. S. 349, 355 (1908).
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Commerce Clause from curtailing or burdening interstate commerce for
the purpose of aiding or protecting local economic interests. The Agri
culture and Markets Law of New York was applied in this case for the

purpose and with the effect of curtailing interstate commerce to aid and

protect local economic interests. Therefore the statute as applied violates
the Commerce Clause.
It will be noted that the conclusion reached by this means of deductive

reasoning is contained within its premises. Some independent evaluation
of each of these premises is therefore a prime necessity for judging the

validity of the conclusion.

Considering first the contention that the challenged New York regu
lations were imposed by the Commissioner "for the avowed purpose and
with the practical effect of curtailing the volume of interstate commerce

to aid local economic interests . . . ,

"53 it is necessary to have some

appreciation of the marketing conditions for fluid milk then existing in
and around Greenwich, the proposed site of Hood's additional receiving
plant.
The situation can best be understood by visualizing Greenwich as being

in a milk shed area serving consumers in both New York State and the
Boston area, and closely surrounded by at least five other plants. Two
of these were operated for some time by Hood & Sons, and he had no

difficulty in securing from the Commissioner a renewal of the necessary
license to continue their operation. The three remaining plants were run

by domestic processors serving inhabitants of New York State.
One of these local processors had previously given up operating the

plant at Greenwich to consolidate farm and plants in the interests of

making milk available on direct delivery to city markets in the area.54
Hood & Sons became interested in the Greenwich location for three
reasons. One, to enable it to alleviate a difficulty it had during the flush
season of handling all milk delivered to it in accordance with Boston's
health requirements. Two, to afford more convenient facilities for approx
imately one hundred producers who were delivering to its other two

plants. Three, to allow for possible future expansion of its entire opera
tion by taking on additional producers at Greenwich.65
The last purpose was the one which caused the Commissioner to refuse

the application.56 The record clearly indicates that no hindrances or

53 Hood & Sons v. D-uMond, 336 U. S. 525, 530 (1949).
5* Transcript of Record, pp. 49-50, Hood & Sons v. DuMond, 336 TJ. S. 525 (1949).
55 Transcript of Record, p. 26, Hood & Sons v. DuMond, 336 U. S. 525 (1949).
56 The Commissioner was concerned because additional milk could only come from
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restrictions were placed on the amount of milk Hood & Sons could ship
from its existing plants. It had previously expanded by nearly fifty per
cent the capacity of one plant57 and there was apparently no legal
barrier to further expansion in facilities and supply at either of its

existing plants.58
The opinion of the Court rejected this argument against the contention

that interstate commerce was not actually and unreasonably burdened
and noted that the Commissioner had not established "that petitioner can
obtain such additional supplies through its existing facilities. . . .

"59

This does not seem to weaken the force of the State's assertion that all
it denied was amatter of local convenience, since Hood & Sons by expand
ing the capacity of its existing plants (located only a short distance from

Greenwich) could have handled additional quantities.
Admittedly, the issue is not settled as to whether Hood & Sons, if

restricted to its present site of operations, could find sellers willing to

transfer their business from competing plants in the vicinity. The fact
of the matter, however, is that record of testimony before the Commis
sioner fails to throw any light on this question. Hood & Sons did not

allege, as a reason for establishing additional facilities, an inability to

secure a greater number of milk producers from whom it could purchase
its needs. Indeed, it admitted that it looked for fully a third of the pro
ducers delivering to its surrounding plants to transfer their deliveries
to the proposed Greenwich facilities. Presumably it also hoped to be
able to find new producers to take the place of those formerly delivering
to existing plants.

neighboring plants which were operating at less than capacity. He took judicial notice of
studies showing the volume of milk received at individual plants was by far the most

important factor affecting cost per hundred pounds. Transcript of Record, p. 12, Hood &
Sons v. DuMond, 336 U. S. S2S (1949).

57 Brief for Respondent, p. 4, note 1, Hood & Sons v. DuMond, 336 U. S. S2S (1949).
58 Hood & Sons' unlimited license to ship and receive milk at its existing plant was

renewed by the Commissioner on the basis of the same facts and evidence produced at the

hearing and proceedings wherein his request for an extension was denied. Petitioner's brief
states that the primary reason for seeking the extension was because the volume of milk

received at two of his plants was (during flush seasons) in excess of their cooling capacity.
It was not shown that the locality of these plants made it impractical or uneconomic
for Hood to meet this difficulty by expanding its cooling facilities. There was no showing
that Hood was placed at a geographical disadvantage with his competitors or that the

Commissioner dismminated against him in refusing the license extension. Brief for Peti

tioner, p. IS, Transcript of Record, pp. 8-9, Hood & Sons v. DuMond, 336 U. S. S2S (1949).
59 Hood & Sons v. DuMond, 336 U. S. S2S, 540 (1949).
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Plainly, whether the Commissioner's ruling had the practical effect of
restricting the interstate shipment of Hood & Sons' milk was not clearly
established. The record offers little but speculation on the matter.

This basic blunt fact is not altered by the import of the Commissioner's
conclusions that permitting Hood & Sons to operate another plant at
Greenwich would have a tendency to deprive local markets of needed

supply and to destructive competition in a market already adequately
served.
It is quite possible that involved here was not the right of Hood &

Sons to ship in commerce all the milk it wished to buy, but to choose its
own method of doing so without supervision or control over the area of
its operations.60
To be sure, it is not clear from the record whether such a conclusion

may be properly drawn from the facts. Operating on the principle, how
ever, that the decision of the Commissioner ought to be accepted unless
it plainly and palpably encroaches upon the exercise of some authority
delegated to the United States, there would seem to be considerable merit
in the view of Mr. Justice Frankfurter that the case should be remanded
to the lower court.61

IV

Genesis of the Clause

Remaining for further consideration is the primary premise of the
Court's opinion, namely, that states are precluded under the Commerce
Clause from curtailing or burdening interstate commerce for the purpose
of aiding or protecting local economic interests.62

60 Theoretically it would be possible for a state to obstruct the outflow of goods to other

states by means of regulations governing the location of plants and facilities necessary to

the freedom of such commerce. If states are not to be unnecessarily hampered in preventing
economic waste, the question of whether regulations of this nature impose undue burdens
on interstate commerce should be answered with careful regard as to whether the matter,
because of its local character and practical difficulties involved, may never be adequately
dealt with by Congress. Parker v. Brown, 317 U. S. 341 (1943); cf. Union Brokerage v.

Jensen, 322 U. S. 202 (1944); Townsend v. Yeomans, 301 U. S. 441 (1937).
61 See Mr. Justice Frankfurter's dissent in Hood & Sons v. DuMond, 336 U. S. S2S, 564

(1949). Undoubtedly the poor condition of the hearing record can be attributed in large
measure to the fact that the constitutional issue in this case was not raised before the
Commissioner. In cases such as this one, where the Court is asked to strike down a

state statute because it burdens and interferes with interstate commerce, it seems advisable
for the Court to require that the record on which it is asked to make its decision be one

in which the actualities pertaining to the question at issue be fully and completely presented.
62 Local economic interests, giving the term "economic" its ordinary and natural signifi-
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Standing alone this proposition could be construed as denoting a

completely nationalistic interpretation of commerce. The majority opin
ion, however, does not go quite that far. It makes some distinctions which
limit the application of the doctrine that protecting or advancing local
economic interests is an insufficient reason for permitting the operation
of state measures adversely affecting interstate commerce.

Measures supported by health or safety considerations, and those
needed to protect the inhabitants of a state against perils from fraudulent
traders and highway hazards are deemed permissible because the interests

they protect are classed as not being economic. These ends, in the Court's

view, are legitimate objectives which states may promote even to the
extent of retarding or constricting the flow of interstate commerce.

Restrictions, however, which are contrived to prevent destructive com

petition or to insure an adequate supply of resources within the state of
their origin are economic in conception and therefore invalid, regardless
of how necessary the accomplishment of either objective is to the local
economy of the state, or to the operation of laws regulating internal trade,
and regardless of how unimportant to national concern is the interstate
commerce that is adversely affected.

Why should the fact that a regulation is designed to promote or protect
local economic interests, as distinguished from any health, safety or

honest dealing purpose, render it invalid in a constitutional sense without

considering the importance of its effect on interstate commerce or the

practical and reasonable necessity for state action in the matter? The
Court answers this question by holding that the underlying distinction
between the powers of a state implicit under its view is "deeply rooted
in both our history and our law"63 and is essential to the economic welfare
of the entire nation.64
To give this thesis historical support the Court adopts the view that

in creating the Constitution, the several states by their action gave birth
to a formidable power over interstate and foreign commerce which Con-

cation, have invariably been a prime consideration motivating states to exert controls over

commerce. However, "economics" means many things to many men, and no term has

been more difficult to define. In its widest sense it may cover almost any material need

or condition. In a more restricted sense, it deals with the production, development, dis
tribution and preservation of material resources. The bare term has little meaning and
needs to be accurately denned. Its unguarded use is likely to create considerable uncertainty.
See 2 Excyc. Soc. Set. 344.

63 Hood v. DuMond, 336 U. S. 525, 533 (1949).
6* Id. at 539.
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gress alone possesses, and which the states readily relinquished in a

desire to see the regulation of such commerce federalized.
And then progressing one step further, it asserts that not only is this

power exclusive in the National Government, but that it was immediately
exclusive. "By common consent, those laws [commercial regulations of
the states] dropped lifeless from their statute books, for want of the

sustaining power, that had been relinquished to Congress."65
But there still remained one last step to fashion the raison d'etre of

the Commerce Clause as a judicial instrument of almost unlimited nega
tion. If state laws regulating commerce were wiped out automatically by
the adoption of the Constitution, then what effect does the inaction of

Congress in covering the ground assumed have over state powers to meet

commercial needs? Here the court is not too explicit.
"While the Constitution vests in Congress the power to regulate commerce

among the states, it does not say what the states may or may not do in the
absence of congressional action, nor how to draw the line between what is and
what is not commerce among the states. Perhaps even more than by interpreta
tion of its written word, this Court has advanced the solidarity and prosperity of
this Nation by the meaning it has given to these great silences of the Consti
tution."66

Actually there have been two meanings of this silence applied by the
Court; one which says that Congressional inaction may permit state

regulation,67 and the other stating that it may act as prohibiting such

regulation.68 Apparently the latter rule is the one to which the Court
wishes to give its approval.
One would search in vain for a more nationalistic conception of the

Commerce Clause. Indeed if this analysis correctly interprets the Court's

opinion, it may be fairly stated to exceed the views of Marshall who up
to now has been conceded the distinction of having founded the most

expansive doctrine of national power over commerce.

65 Id. at 534.
66 Id. at 534.

Welton v. Missouri, 91 U. S. 275 (1875).
68 In Wilson v. Black Bird, 2 Pet. 245 (U. S. 1829) Chief Justice Marshall rejected the

theory that Congress by not exercising its power to regulate commerce intended that com

merce to be free from state control. When the Court reversed itself and accepted this
theory, it divested Congress of much of its practical control over the subject matter of its
commercial power. As was almost inevitable, this produced great discord and confusion.
Compare Leisy v. Hardin, 135 TJ. S. 100 (1890) and Bowman v. Chicago & Northwestern
Ry., 125 TJ. S. 465 (1888), with Clark Distilling v. Western Maryland, 242 TJ. S. 311 (1917),
Rhodes v. Iowa, 170 TJ. S. 412 (1898), and In re Rahrer, 140 TJ. S. 545 (1891).
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In finding historical support for this doctrine, the majority opinion,
almost out of necessity, impliedly subscribes to an equally extreme inter

pretation of the conditions and desires which impelled the states to accept
the Commerce Clause at the Federal Convention as well as to the effects
which were thought to be wrought by it.
The opinion pictures the states as injuring seriously their common

interests by strangling trade among themselves and with foreign nations.
In describing the cause for this serious condition, the Court emphasizes
not the hostile discrimination of the commercial regulations imposed, but
the local nature of the interests and advantages which they served. Hence
it sees the solution as calling for a ripping out by root and branch the
commercial power of the states leaving only some indescribable control
of their internal affairs. Federalized regulation and complete centraliza
tion was, according to the theme, not only absolutely essential but
spontaneously assented to.

"The necessity of centralized regulation of commerce among the states was so

obvious and so fully recognized that the few words of the Commerce Clause were

little illuminated by debate."69

There is of course no question that one of the most compelling reasons

for the movement to strengthen the authority of the central Government
was to free the transportation of goods from restrictions which were then
crippling trade and injuring the growing republic. But the crucial issue
in penetrating the meaning of the Commerce Clause as it was originally
intended, goes to what was then conceived as being included in commerce.

By clear implication the Court in this case proceeded on the assumption
that the meaning of that term as our forefathers understood it applied
to any and all state actions that burdened or constricted the movement
of goods for local economic advantage.
This expansive view of the state powers which were assumed to be

immediately relinquished by virtue of the Commerce Clause is difficult
to support in the light of history.
One responsible authority, after a thorough and exhaustive study of

the records of the Constitutional Convention and contemporary comment
as they pertain to the Commerce Clause, concludes as follows :

"The Commerce power that the courts have given Congress is a rather formid
able creation of indefinite extent. . . . The earlier one, that the Constitution
gave, was a mild, modest little power, confined to three jurisdictions, customs and
fiscal regulation, navigation and maritime affairs, the conduct of large scale mer-

69 Hood v. DuMond, 336 U. S. 525, 534 (1949).
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cantile enterprise. Peripheral matters�the routes and channels of internal com

munication, internal police regulations determinative of whether and on what
conditions articles of commerce might move between state and state�might be
ever so intimately connected with commerce, but they were not commerce, and

Congress had no power over them under, or by implication from, the commerce

clause."70

In understanding what was in the minds of those men who met and

agreed on the necessity for some central regulation of commerce, we

must depend on many extrinsic aids.
We know from Professor Abel's painstaking research that there must

have been a general understanding among the members of the Convention

concerning the extent of the proposed congressional powers over com

merce. How else can the virtually unanimous agreement over the dele

gation of this power, and the paucity of speculation concerning its impli
cation, be explained? The application of Federal control over interstate
commerce was hardly mentioned at all during the entire proceedings.71
There are obvious reasons for this, but even if we disregard them, it
seems too much to say that the states were imbued with any conscious
desire to deprive themselves automatically and entirely of all power to

protect their economic interests by means of local police regulations over

the transmission of goods to and from their domain. There is not the

slightest intimation of such an uprooting of state power in the records
of the Convention or in contemporary thought.72 The evidence to the

contrary is both impressive and explicit.
Beyond any question trade barriers which the states had erected against

their neighbors were fast becoming so serious a problem that the threat
of a civil war hung over the union.73 However, most of the concern over

their ill effects pertained to three types of common regulations which
Madison described as follows:

"The states having ports for foreign commerce taxed and irritated adjoining
states trading through them. Some of the states as Connecticut, taxed imports
from others. ... In sundry instances the navigation laws treated the citizens of
other states as aliens."74

Foreign commerce was the most seriously affected. Story states that

70 Abel, The Commerce Clause In The Constitutional Convention And In Contemporary
Comment, 25 Minn. L. Rev. 432, 481 (1941).
7i Id. at 470.
72 Frankfurter, The Commerce Clause, 12, (1937).
73 Fiske, The Critical Period of American History, 1S2, (1897).
74 V Elliott's Debates, 119 (184S).
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it "was not only crippled, but almost destroyed for the want of general
laws to regulate it."75 The great bulk of this trade was carried on with
Great Britain, who after the Colonies were no longer attached to the
Mother Country, proceeded to deny the Americans freedom to trade with
other parts of the Empire.76 The Continental Congress had no power to

regulate commerce with foreign nations, and this removed much of the
fear of retaliatory measures.

Of course the condition of trade among the states was in almost as

bad a state. But there were no serious barriers to states sharing their
domestic products and resources with other members of the Union.
If anything, at the time of the Convention the Southern states for

instance were most alarmed by the possibility that if they gave Congress
power to regulate commerce, the Northern states might tax Southern ex

ports of its staples as tobacco, rice and indigo.77
Far from a threat of each state prohibiting the export of its own

products according to its estimate of its own interests, there was such
an insistence by the Southern states that the export of their products
be free from the control of Congress that a major crisis arose in the
Convention threatening its continued existence.78 It is true that there
was inserted into the Constitution a clause prohibiting the states from

imposing export taxes, but that was directed primarily against states
with harbor facilities discriminating against the shipment of goods origi
nating from their sister states.79
It should also be noted in the same connection that after the Commerce

Clause was voted on and accepted by the Convention, an attempt to in
clude a prohibition against states levying embargoes was defeated.80
And on the more positive side we know that inspection laws, which

Marshall looked upon as having the economic purpose of improving the

quality of articles for exportation,81 are recognized by the Constitution
as within state police power.82

75 Story, Constitution of United States, 32 (1842).
76 Fiske, op. cit. supra note 64, at 141-145.
77 Warren, The Making of the Constitution, 570-574 (1937).
7S See note 68 supra.
79 3 Farrand, Records of the Federal Convention, 478 (1911).
8� 2 Farrand, Records of the Federal Convention, 435 (1911).
si Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wheat. 1 (U. S. 1824).
82 U. S. Const., Art. I, � 10.
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V

Judicial Conceptions
The majority opinion in Hood & Sons v. DuMond exhibits no apparent

difficulty in finding legal precedent to support its doctrine that states

are constitutionally incapable of burdening interstate commerce for
economic ends.
For the greatest measure of support, it relies heavily on the decision

in one case in particular:
"Baldwin v. Seelig is an explicit, impressive, recent and unanimous condemna

tion by this Court of economic restraints on interstate commerce for local eco
nomic advantage. . . .

"83

This case therefore commands careful consideration. The central issue
involved concerned the right of the State of New York to require Seelig,
a milk dealer selling its products in and around New York City, to con

form to the same minimum price regulations in purchasing its supplies
from producers in Vermont as applied to dealers buying from New York

producers. Nebbia v. New York8* clearly settled the right of New York
State to impose similar price regulations on the milk industry with regard
to intra-state sales. However, one-third of New York City's milk supply
was purchased from out of state sources, and in order to have an effective

pricing program the legislature found it necessary to establish some means

for effecting uniform minimum price control over handlers buying their
milk from producers both in and out of the State.
But how was this to be done? The laws of New York were operative

only within the limits of its territory. They could not follow milk hand
lers into the jurisdictional limits of another state and control the producer
price he paid there.

However, extreme necessities often excite extreme actions, and the
State thought that by a tour de force it could accomplish that objective
by refusing to license the sale of out of state milk in New York unless
its vendors signed an agreement to conform to the state statute and price
regulations.
Mr. Justice Cardozo, speaking for a unanimous Court in a carefully

worded opinion, turned back this cover for what he considered to be an

obvious attempt to erect a barrier "as effective as if customs duties, equal
to the price differential, had been laid upon the thing transported."85

83 Hood & Sons v. DuMond, 336 U. S. 525, 535 (1949).
8* 291 U. S. 502 (1934).
85 Baldwin v. Seelig, Inc., 294 U. S. 511, 521 (1935).
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Here, as the Court found, there was in practical operation a discrimi
nation directed at interstate commerce. And not even the original pack
age doctrine could save the state's licensing program with respect to

imported milk bottled within the State.
These considerations would seem to distinguish the factual situation

confronting the Court in the Baldwin v. Seelig, Inc. and Hood & Sons
v. DuMond cases.

In the former case, New York was attempting to pressure a change in
the economic standards of another state by establishing "what is equiva
lent to a rampart of custom duties"86 having a discriminatory effect

against the sale of milk because of its origin in another state. And of
enormous practical consequence is the fact that because of the extra

territorial effect of the regulation, most of the burden fell on interests
outside the state. This of course is part and parcel of the discriminatory
effect, and considerably lessens the safeguards against ill-considered and
harmful policies which normally are present when a measure has vigorous
opposition as well as support coming from the citizenry of the state who
can make their views felt in the legislature.87
In Hood & Sons v. DuMond, however, New York was concerned with

the establishment of supervision over the marketing of its most important
agricultural product in terms of value by the application of a statute
which was neither directed against conditions outside the state nor

against interstate commerce.

Pursuing the distinction still further, the license restrictions on the
location of receiving plants which Hood & Sons complained against were
equally burdensome against local dealers as on outsiders such as Hood
& Sons. The same absence of discrimination characterizes the economic

advantages which the regulation was intended to produce, for in protect
ing the market against destructive competition, Hood & Sons stood as

a recipient of any of the benefits thus attained.

Furthermore, as far as has been determined with any certainty, the
restrictive effect on interstate commerce in milk which would have re

sulted from upholding the right of New York to deny the application
for a license by Hood & Sons in the one case and Seelig in the other are

by no means comparable.
There is no question that the Commissioner's order stood as an obstacle

to the desire of Hood & Sons to transfer a number of producers from its

86 Id. at 527.
87 South Carolina State Highway Dept. v. Barnwell Bros., 303 U. S. 177, 184 (1938).
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two nearby plants to the proposed plant at Greenwich. But, whether as

a practical matter, denying it this privilege when it held an unlimited
license to purchase at its existing plants, would have had the necessary
effect of limiting its interstate purchases is a question for which, as has
been shown, there is no acceptable answer.88

Seelig, on the other hand, bought its milk in Vermont and transported
it to New York. Once the milk arrived there, however, Seelig was pre
vented from selling it. Obviously if the Commerce Clause stood in the

way of New York's prohibiting Seelig from introducing the milk into the

State, the Clause could not allow the State to outlaw Seelig's selling it
after bringing it within her territory. Beyond any doubt, such a power,
if exerted, would have had the immediate, direct and necessary effect of

preventing the interstate shipment of Vermont milk into New York. The
only way out was for Seelig to allow New York to determine the prices
Seelig paid to producers in Vermont. And New York did not dispute the
fact that it had no power to project its legislation into Vermont.89
But no matter how much one may disregard or reconcile these

apparent differences in the purpose and operation of the regulatory con

trol as applied by New York against Hood & Sons in purchasing its
milk and against Seelig in selling its milk, there is one very important
dissimilarity that has to be recognized. It is that the conditions imposed
on interstate transactions by New York pertained, in the one instance,
to the disposal of a domestic product which accounted for a large share
of the agricultural wealth of the State,90 and in the other instance, to
the sale of a product which was lawfully imported from another state.

The Court in the Hood case found nothing in this distinction to justify
reaching a different result. Grounding its argument on the premise that
the end sought by the State's action was to prevent the export of supplies

88 This deficiency of the hearing record made before the Commissioner is regrettable
for another important reason. It left open the issue as to whether New York could claim

approval or authority from Congress by reason of the fact that its action coincided with
federal policy as expressed in the Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act. The majority of
the Court found no such sanction but grounded its finding on assumption that the order
of the Commissioner would have the effect of obstructing commerce.

89 Baldwin v. Seelig, Inc., 294 U. S. 511, 521 (1935).
90 "The production and distribution of milk is a paramount industry of the state, and

largely affects the health and prosperity of its people. Dairying yields fully one-half of
the total income from all farm products. . . . Dairy farm investment amounts to approxi
mately $1,000,000,000. Curtailment or destruction of the dairy industry would cause a seri
ous economic loss to the people of the state." Nebbia v. New York, 291 U. S. 502, 517 (1934).
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needed locally, it visualized a serious threat against national economic
welfare if the measure were allowed to stand.

"We need only consider the consequences if each of the few states that

produce copper, lead, high-grade iron ore, timber, cotton, oil or gas should
decree that industries located in that state shall have priority. What fantastic
rivalries and dislocations and reprisals would ensue if such practices were begun!
Or suppose that the field of discrimination and retaliation be industry. May
Michigan provide that automooiles cannot be taken out of that State until local
dealers' demands are fully met? Would she not have every argument in favor
of such a statute that can be offered in support of New York's limiting sales of
milk for out-of-state shipment to protect the economic interests of her competing
dealers and local consumers? Could Ohio then pounce upon the rubber-tire

industry on which she has a substantial grip, to retaliate for Michigan's auto

monopoly?"91

Leaving aside the fact that conditions have very rarely been such that
states have found it to their advantage to discriminate against the market
for a local product outside their borders,92 the contention that wide ju
dicial protection is essential to prevent the destruction of national eco

nomic unity by the multiplication of such state embargoes, presupposes
a Congress unbelievably neglectful of its Constitutional responsibilities.
Here then do we see the Court in the role of advance guard, shaping

the range of its control over local and interstate commerce on the strength
of the cumulative effect of possible future repressions.93
Previous determinations governing the authority which the states

possess to prefer their residents and protect supplies needed locally are

not marked by any consistent desire to place the interdependence of
states above all other considerations. In many of these earlier cases, the
Court shows its main interest to be not so much to preserve complete

91 Hood & Sons v. DuMond, 336 U. S. 525, 539 (1949).
92 The economics of trade barriers is of such a nature that their usual purpose is to pro

tect home producers by impeding home consumption of imported goods rather than the
reverse. It has always been assumed that the economic interest of the owners and dis

tributors of products was such that no compulsion to supply their out of state customers

need be applied. It is doubtful, except in times of extreme national emergency, that govern
mental control of this nature can be constitutionally imposed on unwilling owners. See
Mr. Justice Holmes' dissent in Pennsylvania v. West Virginia, 262 U. S. 553 (1923). Pull
man Car Co. v. Missouri Pacific Co., 115 U. S. 587 (1885).

93 "The possible abuse of any power is no proof that it does not exist. Many abuses

may arise in legislation of the States which are wholly beyond the reach of the government
of the nation. The safeguard and remedy are to be found in the virtue and intelligence of
the people. They can make and unmake constitutions and laws. ..." Gilman v. Philadel

phia, 3 Wall. 713, 731 (U. S. 1865).
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freedom from export barriers as to allow the state freedom to safeguard
vital local interests where the measures taken are reasonable and do not
interfere with national commerce in a substantial manner.94
Beginning with Geer v. Connecticut95 it became thoroughly settled that

a state may prohibit a person from transporting game found within its
borders to another state. The source of such power was held to flow
"from the duty of the State to preserve for its people a valuable food
supply."96 Silz v. Hesterberg97 affirmed and extended state supremacy
over the utilization of its fish and game resources by permitting what
amounted to a prohibition against the importation of game found outside
its limits. This was deemed necessary to prevent fraud and deceit from
making it difficult for the state to protect its food supply for the exclusive
use and enjoyment of its residents.
The theory which was advanced to justify this restraint on interstate

commerce for local "economic" advantage was that animals ferae naturae
had no owner and were therefore to be considered as belonging in com

mon to all the citizens of the state. Therefore, acting in its sovereign
capacity, the state could condition the private ownership of such game
as it pleased. Its will in the matter was supreme and national power
could not supersede it.
A few years later, however, large numbers of migratory birds, greatly

valued as a source of food and as a destroyer of insects injurious to

vegetation, were in danger of being exterminated, and the United States
along with Great Britain entered into a treaty providing for their pro
tection. Previous to the treaty Congress attempted to enact legislation
for the same protective purposes but, under Geer v. Connecticut, it was
held unconstitutional.98 The question then arose as to whether the treaty
in question was likewise void.
Mr. Justice Holmes speaking for the Court in Missouri v. Holland99

rejected the common ownership theory of Geer v. Connecticut in the

following words:

"The State as we have intimated founds its claim of exclusive authority upon an

assertion of title to migratory birds, an assertion that is embodied in statute.

94 Seelig, Inc. v. Baldwin, 7 F. Supp. 776, 779 (S. D. N. Y. 1934).
95 161 U. S. S19 (1896).
96 Id. at 534.
97 211 U. S. 31 (1908).
98 United States v. McCullagh, 221 Fed. 288 (D. Kan. 1915) ; United States v. Shauver,

214 Fed. 154 (E. D. Ark. 1914).
99 252 U. S. 416 (1920).
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No doubt it is true that as between a State and its inhabitants the State may
regulate the Mlling and sale of such birds, but it does not follow that its author
ity is exclusive of paramount powers. To put the claim of the State upon title is
to lean on a slender reed. Wild birds are not in the possession of anyone; and
possession is the beginning of ownership. The whole foundation of the State's

rights is the presence within their jurisdiction of birds that yesterday had not

arrived, tomorrow may be in another State and in a week a thousand miles
away."100

It may not be concluded however that Mr. Justice Holmes was not

favorably disposed toward the efforts of states to prefer its inhabitants
in the enjoyment of its natural advantages. Twelve years before he wrote
the opinion in Missouri v. Holland, again speaking for the Court, he held
that a state may retain its fresh water supplies for local use exclusively.101
In this case the issue was decided not on the basis of who owned the water,
but whether the interests of people of the state took precedence over the

right of private owners. And the mere fact that those challenging state

control desired to use it in interstate commerce was held not to make the
state's interest less paramount.
The principle of "balancing interests" to determine the scope of state

police powers was again pronounced by a unanimous Court in Sligh v.

Kirkwood102 where it upheld a Florida statute making it unlawful to

ship or sell unfit citrus fruit. There the Court recognized the importance
of the citrus fruit industry to the state, and found that the shipment of
immature fruit would have a serious "economic" injury on the conduct
of such business.
In this case the Court decidedly rejected the contention that under

the Commerce Clause there is a distinction between the power of a state

to shelter its people from the menaces to their health, safety, or from
fraud and its lack of power to aid or protect local economic interests
and advantages.
Referring to the scope of state police power, the Court held that

"It embraces regulations designed to promote public convenience or the general
prosperity or welfare, as well as those specifically intended to promote the public
safety or the public health."103

One case, Oklahoma v. Kansas Natural Gas Co.,104 is frequently cited

100 Id. at 434.
i�l Hudson Water Co. v. McCarter, 209 U. S. 349 (1908).
!02 237 U. S. 52 (1915).
i�3 Id. at 59.
104 221 U. S. 229 (1911).
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as announcing the principle that a state is without the authority to retain
for its own purposes a natural resource such as gas by prohibiting or

restraining its use in interstate commerce.

In deciding this case the Court accepted the common ownership prin
ciple in Geer v. Connecticut, and in doing so immeshed itself further in
the issue of private property rights. It found that gas, unlike things ferae
naturae, is not the common property of the citizens of the state and
therefore the state may not subject the private ownership of it. Hence,
accordingly, when gas is reduced to possession by those desiring to use

it in interstate commerce, such disposal is an attribute of property with
which the state may not interfere.105
In this connection it should be noted that in Hood & Sons v. DuMond,

New York was regulating the right of Hood & Sons to reduce to pos
session. The milk which it was prevented from purchasing at the pro
posed plant was not shown to be in its possession, and hence Hood &
Sons could not be held to have a property right to dispose of the milk
before it became Hood's.
In this respect, Oklahoma v. Kansas Natural Gas Co., hardly supports,

as the Court seems to think, the proposition that the commercial power
of states under the Commerce Clause may be defined simply on basis of
the purpose or ends for which the power is exercised.
Pennsylvania v. West Virginia,1� usually cited with Oklahoma v.

Kansas Natural Gas Co. because the same question was involved in both
cases, does not refer to possession or title to determine the jurisdictional
limit of the state power concerned, but it does infer that if a state were

to refuse completely to recognize a product as a proper subject of inter
state commerce its authority to protect local supplies might be interpreted
more liberally.
In Foster Packing Co. v. Haydel 101 the Court did exactly this when

it pronounced the right of a state to protect for its people a local food

supply provided it exercised its full authority by excluding the product
as an article of interstate commerce. In Toomer v. Witsell,108 this view
was very recently approved.

105 The opinion in this case comes pretty close to holding that the Constitution confers
a right to do interstate business. Marshall specifically rejected such a contention in Gibbon
v. Ogden. This right, according to Marshall, existed prior to the Constitution from state

laws and Congress through the Commerce Clause was given power to regulate it.
106 262 U. S. 553 (1923).
!07 278 TJ. S. 1 (1928).
108 334 U. S. 385 (1948) ; see also Clason v. Indiana, 306 TJ. S. 439 (1939).
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The theory which justifies the absolute restraint but not the partial
restraint is that the state, by allowing a portion of the food supply to

pass over its borders, is deemed to have terminated the trust upon which
it can control its use for the benefit of its people.109 Why this is so is a

little difficult to understand except that the Court found it a handy means

for extricating itself from the difficulties which arose from incorporating
together the rights of private ownership and the protection of the Com
merce Clause.
Another objective which states sometimes are allowed to further by

restricting interstate commerce is conservation. The decisions demon
strate however a tendency by the Court to closely scrutinize the measures

taken for such purpose and to disallow those found directed against
interstate shipments rather than waste.110 But where it is shown that
the state is truly exercising its basic right of conservation in the interests
of its people, it has been permitted to prorate production even though
the owner of a commodity so controlled intended to sell it in interstate
commerce, and was prevented from doing so.111
But in Parker v. Brown,112 where a California marketing program for

raisins was upheld despite the fact that it operated to control down to

the closest detail the conditions under which producers could and could
not sell their crop for eventual shipment in interstate commerce, a unani
mous Court returned once again to the Cooley principle that the only
workable guide is to find on which side the balance between state and
federal interests He.

"Such regulations by the state are to be sustained, not because they are 'in
direct' rather than 'direct', . . . not because they control interstate activities in
such a manner as only to affect the commerce rather than to command its opera
tions. But they are to be upheld because upon a consideration of all the relevant
facts and circumstances it appears that the matter is one which may appropri
ately be regulated in the interest of the safety, health and well-being of local com-
mutdties, and which, because of its local character, and the practical difficulties
involved, may never be adequately dealt with by Congress." (Emphasis sup
plied.)113

The wisdom of these words by Chief Justice Stone seems unquestion
ably to carry an essential guide for marking the jurisdictional limits of

109 Foster Packing Co. v. Haydel, 278 U. S. 1, 13 (1928).
no Id. at 1; Oklahoma v. Kansas Natural Gas Co., 221 U. S. 229 (1911).
m Thompson v. Consolidated Gas, 300 U. S. SS (1937).
112 317 U. S. 341 (1943).
US Id. at 362.
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state and national power if our Constitutional form of dual government
is to operate effectively amidst the economic pressures of a highly devel

oped economy. Certainly there is little chance of preventing states from

eventually being left with the merest authority now held by local munic

ipal bodies if the Commerce Clause, through its positive application, is
to place in the hands of the Federal Government power to control matters
of local concern from the point where interstate commerce was intended
or when some pretense can be made that it will be affected, while at the
same time the negative implication of the Clause cuts off the power left
to the states to protect their vital local interests whenever there is conflict
with some generality about freedom of commerce from economic
restraints.
Wise adjudication of the Commerce Clause was never more a necessity.

Respect for our constitutional system of dual government presents some

of the most difficult and delicate problems that come before the Court.
Freedom of commerce properly conceived is basic to our society, but
such freedom does not demand over-riding local needs simply because

they do not relate to health or safety. Such narrow technical reasons
should not supplant the accommodation of competing needs for free
national commerce and the well-being of local communities as pertinent
considerations of judicial policy.
The Commerce Clause is essentially a grant of power to Congress and

if there is an economic need to extend the areas of national predominance,
that body has the power to act.114 Until it has expressed itself, the funda
mental inquiry should be whether the activity controlled by the state

is one of predominantly local interest.
Whether one agrees with the functional approach as applied in Hood

& Sons v. DuMond or the Cooley rule or some other view, it is very
essential that the policy of the Court not be clouded by doubt and un

certainty. The Commerce Clause in its negative implications has today
assumed its original importance in shaping the institutions that direct
our existence. Though the particular test chosen to determine the reach
of its protection has enormous consequences, it is equally important that
a choice be made and that it be settled.
Without some practical guide delineating the areas of state power, not

114 Southern Pacific v. Arizona, 325 TJ. S. 761 (1945). In the Federal Power Act, Con

gress declared that a public utility may not "make or grant any undue preference or ad

vantage to any person or subject any person to any undue prejudice or disadvantage.'' 49

Stat. 851 (1935), 16 U. S. C. � 824d (1946).
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only will state executive and legislative officers be uncertain concerning
the extent to which they may act and how to prepare the proper consti
tutional basis for the action they do take, but the records in those cases

which reach the courts on the matter are more than likely to be obscure
in factual details of major importance.115
Under these conditions it becomes exceedingly difficult to maintain by

means of judicial procedures the proper balance between the commercial

powers of the states and the nation.
In this light, the state of flux respecting what may be called first prin

ciples which has patterned the recent decisions of the Court is a fact of

transcending importance. This, together with the split within the Court
over the proper limits of its duty as protector of interstate commerce,
present a consideration having far reaching implications.

115 Mr. Justice Frankfurter made a pointed reference to the existence of this condition
in the Hood case when after making the statement that only about 8 percent of New
York's entire production of milk is sent outside its borders, he stated in a footnote, "For
this information I am indebted to the Department of Agriculture of the United States."
Hood & Sons v. DuMond, 336 U. S. 525 (1949) (dissenting opinion).
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NOTES
OPEN SEASON ON TAX LOOPHOLES�SHOULD SECTION

101 BE MODIFIED?

"The continued escape of privileged groups from taxation violates the funda

mental democratic principles of fair treatment for all, and undermines public
confidence in the tax system."1

With these words in his message to the Congress in the opening days
of the current session, the President took the lead in a rapidly growing
movement for substantial revision of the tax laws in the interests of
more equitable distribution of the revenue load. "A tax concession",
the President continued, "to a favored few is always unfair, but it be
comes gross injustice against the rest of the population when tax rates
are high."2 No one denies the astronomical character of present tax
levies!
The President listed the following loopholes as the most deserving of

congressional attention: excessive depletion exemptions, the abuse of
tax exemption accorded educational and charitable organizations, the

temporary tax-free status of life insurance companies, and partial tax
avoidance through the device of collapsible corporations. To this list,
Representative Noah Mason of Illinois, a leading proponent of tax re

form and member of the House Ways and Means Committee, has added
the competitive business operations engaged in by tax-exempt religious
organizations, cooperatives, and labor unions.3 Individually many of
these loopholes do not involve large sums of potential revenue. Collective
ly, however, there is no doubt that hundreds of millions of dollars of
revenue could be collected from these sources.

Probably the largest single loophole is to be found in total exemption
privileges accorded various types of organizations by Section 101 of
the Internal Revenue Code. It is the purpose of this note to indicate
briefly the magnitude of such current business activities; to trace the
ever-widening spread of tax exemption granted under this particular
section of different types of business enterprise by the revenue laws
from 1909 to the present date; to show how this process has been as

sisted by the interpretations and rulings of the Internal Revenue Bureau
and by decisions of the courts; and to exmaine various remedial meas
ures which have been proposed.

1 H.R. Doc. No. 451, 81st Cong., 2d Sess. 4 (1950).
2 Ibid.
3 81 Cong. Rec. A712, A713 (January 31, 1950).

620
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Magnitude of Present Tax Exempt Activities Under Section 101

There is no truly complete statistical coverage of tax-exempt activities
because a large number of organizations are not required to file any
kind of report with the Federal Government. The most complete and
authoritative source of information on the magnitude of present tax-

exempt activities under Section 101 is provided by the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue based on those returns filed for the tax year 1946.4
In that year a total of 99,467 returns were filed, covering total receipts
of nearly ten billion dollars and business receipts of slightly more than

eight billion dollars. Farmers' cooperatives alone accounted for 57 per
cent of the total receipts or more than five and one-half billion dollars.
In 1946, there were 27,971 tax-exempt organizations of the business

type with total receipts of approximately seven billion dollars. The non

business types numbered 71,496 of which only 25,062 had any income
from business activities. It is of interest to note that 62 per cent of
the total receipts of the so-called nonbusiness types, amounting to
more than a billion dollars, was derived from business activities.
Within the past few years attention has been focused on particular

activities of a number of the classes of tax-exempt organizations as they
have engaged in business operations which had no apparent relation
to their exempt nonbusiness purposes. Among these may be included
the ownership of industries and productive real estate by educational

institutions,5 the use of charitable trusts as a means of acquiring risk

capital and other financial maneuvering,6 related primarily to the possi
bility of private benefits inuring to the founders or donors of such

trusts,7 ownership and income derived by labor unions from real estate

holdings and the operation of retail businesses,8 and, of course, the
extensive business functions carried on by various types of cooperative
organizations.9
Limitations of space and the scope of this note do not permit going

4 United States Treasury Department, Bureau of Internal Revenue, Supplement
to Statistics of Income, Part 2 (1949).

5 Hearings before Committee on Ways and Means on Proposed Revisions to the Internal
Revenue Code, 80th Cong., 1st Sess. 3410 (1947).

6 Sen. Rep. No. 101, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. (1949).
7 Supplementary Treasury Department Statement on Tax Exempt Organizations

for Presentation to the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representa
tives (February 6, 1950).

8 National Tax Equality Association, Facts and Figures (February, 1950).
9 Ibid, and Hearings, supra note 5, at 1867-3167.
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into detail on the extent of such current activities. One or two specific
examples, however, will point up the nature of the problems involved.
In 1946, an auto accessories manufacturing company with total assets
of approximately three million dollars was removed from the tax rolls

by virtue of its sale to a tax-exempt organization which will continue
to operate the manufacturing enterprise and turn over any profits re

sulting therefrom to an eastern university. A year later the same uni

versity acquired the now notorious "spaghetti" plant which is now

also operated on a tax-exempt status.10 In Xew England, six different
charitable trusts were created as a means of providing risk capital for
one of the largest textile manufacturing corporations. According to

the congressional committee investigating this situation, "Over and over

again the trustees have demonstrated that they have been at the beck
and call of the president of this corporation to make available the trust

funds for the benefit of this company."11 Many millions of dollars
have been received by these trusts although only an infinitesimal portion
thereof has been paid to the beneficiaries of the trusts.

An understanding of how the present situation has developed over

the years is facilitated by a review of the legislative, judicial, and ad-
rninistrative evolution of tax exemption under Section 101.

History of Tax Exemption Under Section 101

Contrary to common misconception, the introduction of income taxes

into the United States revenue system did not originate with the passage
of the 16th Amendment. The first enactment of an income tax law
occurred in 1861 as a part of the tariff act of that year and for the

purpose of raising needed revenues to wage the Civil War.12 Review of
this legislation and of subsequent changes in the law until its lapse in
1872 failed to disclose any basic exceptions to this tax aside from

personal exemptions based on minimum income and family status.
The next attempt to introduce a federal income tax was in 1894 as a

part of the Tariff Act of that year.13 This act was more comprehensive
than the Civil War and Reconstruction income tax legislation and in

corporated for the first time an extensive list of organizations to which
the tax would not be applicable. The fist included states, counties, and
municipalities; corporations or associations organized and conducted

10 Hearings, supra note S, at 3411.
11 Sen. Rep. No. 101, supra note 6, at 22.
12 Revenue Act of 1861, �� 49-51, 12 Stat. 309-310 (1861).
13 Revenue Act of 1894, �� 27-36, 23 Stat. 553-560 (1894).
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solely for charitable, religious, or educational purposes, fraternal bene
fit societies, building and loan associations, mutual savings banks, and
mutual insurance companies.14 Despite the fact that this act was found
unconstitutional in the somewhat surprising 5-4 decision of the Supreme
Court in Pollock v. Farmers' Loan and Trust Company,15 the seed of
tax-exemption philosophy had been planted.
When Congress passed a special corporation excise tax in 1909 it

provided exemptions for most of these organizations listed above and
in addition accorded such privilege to "labor, agricultural, or horti
cultural organizations."16 Although this was technically designated
as an excise tax, it was actually levied in terms of net income and had
the effect of a corporate income tax. The exemptions spelled out in this
legislation were tangible evidence that the seed had taken root.
The 1913 Revenue Act, passed subsequent to the adoption of the

16th Amendment to the Constitution, picked up all of the exemptions
provided in the 1909 Act and added a few more. The tax was not to be

applicable to business leagues, chambers of commerce, and boards of
trade so long as they were not organized for profit and no part of the
net income inured to the benefit of any private stockholder or individual.
Likewise, civic leagues or organizations not organized for profit and
operated exclusively for the promotion of social welfare were granted
tax-exemption privileges. Cemetery companies organized for the benefit
of their members were also included.17 The tax-exemption tree was

already a sapling.
Three years later, in the 1916 Revenue Act several important cate

gories of tax-exempt groups were added. These included pleasure and
recreation clubs, farmers' or other mutual hail, cyclone, or fire in
surance companies, mutual ditch and irrigation companies, mutual or
cooperative telephone companies or like organizations of a purely local
character. Also there was a provision covering farmers', fruit growers'
or like associations organized and operated as sales agents for the
purpose of marketing the products of their members.18 It was in this
same act that corporations or associations organized for the exclusive
purpose of holding title to property, collecting income therefrom, and
turning over the entire amount thereof, less- expenses, to an organi-

� Revenue Act of 1894, � 32, 28 Stat. 556 (1894).
15 158 U. S. 601 (1895).
16 Revenue Act of 1909, � 38, 36 Stat. 112 (1909).
IT Revenue Act of 1913, � 11G, 38 Stat. 172 (1913).
I8 Revenue Act of 1916, � 11(a), 39 Stat. 767 (1916).
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zation which itself is exempt, were exempted from income tax. This
latter provision supplied the device by which many different types of

eleemosynary institutions have been able to enter into more direct

competition with tax-paying business operations, and at the same time

insulate themselves from the hazards of an unsuccessful venture or

fluctuations in the business cycle. Our tax-exemption tree was maturing
and branches being added.
The operation of farm cooperatives was broadened considerably in

the 1921 Revenue Act when provision was made for tax-exempt co

operatives organized for the purpose of purchasing farm supplies and

equipment as well as those for the purpose of marketing farm produce.19
In the 1924 Revenue Act the provision granting tax exemption privi

leges to mutual insurance companies was extended to include benevolent
life insurance companies of a purely local character and mutual casualty
insurance companies. In addition, the limitation of "a purely local
character" was abandoned with respect to mutual insurance companies
(other than life), and other miscellaneous companies included in this

exemption in prior acts. Furthermore, this whole class of tax-exempt
organizations was allowed to have income other than dues and assess

ments up to a IS per cent limit.20
The cooperative organizations were given further benefits by the

1926 Revenue Act which allowed them to continue their exempt status
and yet have capital stock provided that the rate of return was no

greater than the local legal interest rate and that the voting stock was

owned entirely by producers using the cooperative facilities.21 It should
be noted that this was the first abridgment of the principle applicable
to practically all of these tax-exempt operations that no part of the

profit or return from the business should inure to the benefit of any
individual shareholder or stockholder. There is little apparent dis
tinction to be found between the return on such stock in a cooperative
enterprise and the dividends paid on the stock of an ordinary tax-

paying business corporation. The 1926 Act also allowed cooperatives
to handle business of nonmembers up to the extent of 15 per cent of
their total activity.

Some new branches on the tax-exemption tree were added by the 1928
Revenue Act when the privilege was extended to farmers' organizations

19 Revenue Act of 1921, � 231, 42 Stat. 2S3 (1921).
20 Revenue Act of 1924, � 231, 43 Stat. 282 (1924).
21 Revenue Act of 1926, � 231, 44 Stat. 39 (1926).
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devoted to the financing of ordinary crop operations. Further, voluntary
employee's beneficiary associations providing for the payment of life,
sickness, accident, or other benefits, and teachers' retirement fund
associations of a purely local character were covered.22
The Revenue Act of 1934 extended an exemption which had been ac

corded to the Federal Land Banks as far back as 1916 to all corporations
organized under act of Congress, provided that the act stated that such

corporations were instrumentalities of the United States and granted
specific tax exemption. A further broadening of the exemption position
of farmers' cooperative organizations came about as the result of a

provision that business done for the United States Government or any
of its agencies should not be considered in determining their tax-free
status.23
An unequivocal congressional approval for a tax-exempt organization

to engage actively in business operations can be found in the Revenue
Act of 1936 which provided that the tax-exemption status of religious
or apostolic associations or corporations would not be altered even

though they engaged in business activity for the common benefit of
their members.24
When the Internal Revenue Code was adopted in 193925 the ex

emptions already established were continued. By another act in the
same year one additional classification of tax-exempt organizations was

created�voluntary government employee's beneficiary associations pro
viding for the payment of life, sick, accident and other benefits to
members or their dependents.26
The legislative tree of tax exemption has not grown since 1939. As

a matter of fact, there has actually been a limited amount of pruning by
the Congress insofar as the exemptions were applied to mutual insurance

companies. The Revenue Act of 1942 limited the privilege only to those

companies whose gross receipts from all sources did not exceed $75,-
000.27 As will be demonstrated in the following discussion, during the
past decade the use of the privileges currently available has increased
substantially. In the same period the need for revenue has multiplied

22 Revenue Act of 1928, � 103 , 45 Stat. 812 (1928).
23 Revenue Act of 1934, � 101, 48 Stat. 700 (1934).
24 Revenue Act of 1936, � 101, 49 Stat. 1673 (1936).
25 Int. Rev. Code � 101.
26 Revenue Act of 1939, � 217, 53 Stat. 876 (1939), amending Int. Rev. Code � 101.
27 Revenue Act of 1942, � 165(a), 56 Stat. 872 (1942), amending Int. Rev. Code

� 101(11).
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many times over, which fact has focused the attention of Congress and
the administration on finding new sources for funds. They have high
lighted the possibility of placing some restrictions on the privileges
granted under Section 101.28

Influence of the Courts on Tax Exemptions

There is a basic principle in the interpretation of taxing statutes that
all exemptions granted are to be strictly construed and the construction
to be adopted is the one which is most advantageous to the interests
of the government. "The statute being a grant of privilege must be
construed most strongly in favor of the grantor."29 A review of the cases

relating to tax exemptions granted to organizations under Section 101
or its various statutory predecessors does not seem to indicate that the
courts have been consistent in the application of this principle.
Strict construction of the exemption privilege has been evident in a

number of cases where an organization, which might otherwise be ex

empt, has forfeited its favored position because it has failed to engage
exclusively in a tax-exempt purpose,30 has derived substantial profits
from activities which are allied to its purpose but which were conducted
with nonmembers 31 has carried on a business of a kind ordinarily con-

28 Section 101 of the Internal Revenue Code as it presently stands provides that the
following classes of organizations are exempt from income taxation: (1) labor, agri
cultural, and horticultural organizations; (2) mutual savings banks; (3) fraternal bene
ficiary societies; (4) building and loan associations and cooperative banks; (S) cemetery
companies; (6) religious, charitable, scientific, literary, and educational organizations and
community chests; (7) business leagues, chambers of commerce, real-estate boards, and
boards of trade; (8) civic leagues and local associations of employees; (9) social clubs;
(10) local benevolent life insurance associations, mutual irrigation and telephone com

panies, and like organizations; (11) mutual insurance companies or associations; (12)
farmers' cooperative marketing and purchasing associations; (13) corporations organized
to finance crop operations; (14) corporations for holding title on behalf of tax-exempt
organizations; (IS) corporate instrumentalities of the United States; (16) voluntary
employees' beneficiary associations; (17) teachers' retirement fund associations; (18)
religious or apostolic associations or corporations; and (19) voluntary beneficiary associ
ations of federal employees. Int. Rev. Code � 101.

29 Cornell v. Coyne, 192 U. S. 418 (1904) at 431.
30 Jockey Club v. Helvering, 76 F. 2d 597 (2d Cir. 1935), (club maintaining horse

breeding bureau but organized mainly to protect and enjoy sport! of horse racing) ; Bear
Gulch Water Co. v. Comm'r Int. Rev, 116 F. 2d 975 (9th Cir. 1941), cert, denied 314 U. S.
652 (1941), (corporation wholly owned by university but engaged solely in water dis
tributing business).

31 National Mah Jongg League v. United States, 75 F. Supp. 769 (S. D. N. Y. 1947)
(club sold mah jongg titles and used income to meet deficits from operations and for
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ducted for profit32 and despite the fact that any profits were distributed
to and used by a tax-exempt organization 33

or has allowed sOme portion
of its profits to inure to the benefit of a private shareholder.34
On the other hand there are a number of instances in which the courts

have adopted fairly liberal constructions of the tax statutes in cases

involving the application of tax-exemption privileges. The keystone
case in a long line of lenient interpretations is the Supreme Court de
cision handed down a quarter of a century ago in Trinidad v. Sagrada
Orden3� This case arose from a suit to recover taxes paid under protest
in compliance with an assessment under the 1913 Revenue Act. The

plaintiff was a corporation sole admittedly organized for the exclusive

purpose of religious, benevolent, scientific, and educational activities,
and none of its income was applied for the benefit of any particular
stockholder or individual. During the year in question, approximately
36 per cent of its income came from rents, about 40 per cent from

dividends, 20 per cent from interest, 2 per cent from contributions, and
the other 2 per cent from business activities. Because so much of the
income was derived from business and commercial operations, the de
fendant argued that the corporation was not "operated exclusively" for
tax-exempt purposes as a literal reading of the statute would require. He

charitable purposes) ; West Side Tennis Club v. Comm'r Int. Rev., Ill F. 2d 6 (2d Cir.

1940) (club derived substantial portion of income from public admissions to matches) ;

Driscoll v. Washington County Fire Insurance Co, 110 F. 2d 48S (3d Cir. 1940) (com
pany did 99 per cent of business with nonmembers) ; Farmers' Co-operative Co. v. United

States, 23 F. Supp. 123 (Ct. CI. 1938) (as much as 30 per cent of income in taxable year
from nonmembers).
32 Stanford University Book Store v. Helvering, 83 F. 2d 710 (D. C. Cir. 1936) (school

and other supplies sold to students by cooperative store organized by university, earnings
going to reserves and as rebates to purchasers) ; Smyth v. California State Automobile

Ass'n, 175 F. 2d 752 (9th Cir. 1949) (association supplied many types of services to auto

mobile owners similar to those furnished by commercial enterprises) ; Apartment Oper
ations Ass'n v. Comm'r Int. Rev, 136 F. 2d 435 (9th Cir. 1943) (supplied business serv

ices of competitive nature to apartment owners, therefore not exempt as business league) .

33 Burr Creamery Corporation v. Comm'r Int. Rev, 62 F. 2d 407 (9th Cir. 1932)
(corporation wholly owned by exempt producers' association denied benefit of its parent's
exemption) .

34 Industrial Addition Ass'n v. Comm'r Int. Rev, 149 F. 2d 294 (6th Cir. 1945) (organi
zation similar to chamber of commerce organized to encourage industries to locate in town

paid regular returns to holders of ownership certificates) ; Aviation Club of Utah v.

Comm'r Int. Rev, 162 F. 2d 984 (10th Cir 1947) (social club derived large profits from
outside sources which were used for permanent improvements and facilities for benefit
of members).

35 263 U. S. 578 (1924).
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contended that the plaintiff was not entitled to recover the taxes which
had been assessed.
The Court quickly disposed of the defendant's position by mdicating

that the tax law ". . . says nothing about the source of the income, but
makes the destination the ultimate test of exemption."36 These are

key words that have been cited in many cases which followed to sup
port the theory that so long as income is devoted to general tax-exempt
purposes, the nature of the activity which produced the income has no

bearing on tax-exemption status.37
In another line of cases, the courts have apparently overlooked the

"destination of income" test, but have reached the same result through
findings that income derived from operations ordinarily not exempt
from taxation was only incidental to the organizations' activities as a

whole.38
On balance it would appear that the courts have been quite generous

in upholding the exemption status of taxpayers who could demonstrate
even so much as a color of right in claiming the privilege. There is
some reason to believe, however, that the Supreme Court is ready to

36 Id. at 581.
37 Cases following this test include: United States v. Cambridge Loan & Bldg. Co,

278 U. S. 55 (1928) (building and loan association not denied exemption despite fact
it received some interest from and made some loans to nonmembers) ; Roche's Beach, Inc.,
v. Comm'r Int. Rev, 96 F. 2d 776 (2d Cir. 1938) (corporation to collect income for a

charitable foundation held exempt even though it operated bathing beach for profit) ;
Koon Kreek Klub v. Thomas, 108 F. 2d 616 (5th Cir. 1939) (fishing and hunting club
whose income included payments from oil leases and profits from livestock raising exempt
even though a portion of this income was used to reduce mortgage on club property) ;
Scofield v. Corpus Christi Golf & Country Club, 127 F. 2d 452 (5th Cir. 1942) (club
having substantial income from oil leases and royalties exempt) ; Debs Memorial Radio
Fund Inc. v. Comm'r Int. Rev, 148 F. 2d 948 (2d Cir. 1945) (income from commercial
broadcasts used to support "sustaining'' public service broadcasts held within civic league
exemption) ; Comm'r Int. Rev. v. Orton, 173 F. 2d 483 (6th Cir. 1949) (income from
business activities of a competitive nature held exempt where profits were plowed back
to foundation for scientific purpose, despite use also for employee profit-sharing plan).

3S Cases following this test include: Santee Club v. White, 87 F. 2d 5 (1st Cir. 1936)
(income of social club from sale of farm and garden produce and from sale of portion
of its land at profit held only incidental to club's general purpose) ; Comm'r Int. Rev. v.
Chicago Graphic Arts Foundation, 128 F. 2d 424 (7th Cir. 1942) (income of business
league from sale of services to members and from other operations of a competitive
nature held incidental or subordinate to principal purpose) ; Milwaukee Ass'n of Com
merce v. United States, 72 F. Supp. 310 (E. D. Wis. 1947) (income of chamber of com
merce held exempt even though 7 per cent of income derived from profits of credit
bureau) .
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adopt a somewhat more literal approach to the statutory wording as the
use of existing tax loopholes becomes more widespread. The language
of the Court in Better Business Bureau of Washington D. C, Inc. v.

United States39 has already been cited by one lower court as a "straw
in the wind."40 In the Better Business Bureau case, the Court was con

struing a provision of the Social Security Act which exempted from
social security taxes a corporation "organized and operated exclusively
for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational purposes. . . ."41
This wording, it should be noted, is identical with the language of Sec
tion 101 (6) of the Internal Revenue Code. The Court said,

"In this instance, in order to fall within the claimed exemption, an organiza
tion must be devoted to educational purposes exclusively. This plainly means

that the presence of a single noneducational purpose, if substantial in nature,
will destroy the exemption regardless of the number or importance of truly
educational purposes."42

Taken literally these words would seem to indicate that litigation by
the Bureau of Internal Revenue of borderline cases will likely serve as

a tighter checkrein on the use of the tax-exemption privilege. It must
be admitted that this approach is slow, laborious, and somewhat un
certain of final results.

Attitude of Administrative Agencies

By weight of the number of decisions, the United States Tax Court
and its predecessor, the Board of Tax Appeals, appears to have followed
the lead of the constitutional courts and of the legislature in adhering
to a fairly liberal approach to granting or upholding the tax-exemption
privileges for the types of organizations included under Section 101.
Most of the significant decisions have held in favor of exemption regard
less of the fact that the organization in question conducted business
operations of a competitive character.43 However, there is a noticeable
disposition to hold the organization liable for income taxes where a

39 326 U. S. 279 (194S).
4�Home Oil Mill v. Willingham, 86 F. Supp. S68 (S. D. Ala. 1949).
� Int. Rev. Code � 1426(b) (8).
42 Better Business Bureau of Washington, D. C, Inc., v. United States, 326 U. S.

279, 283 (1945).
43 Waynesboro Manufacturers Association, 1 B. T. A. 911 (1925) ; Sand Springs Home,

6 B. T. A. 198 (1927) ; Sibley, 16 B. T. A. 915 (1929) ; National Leather and Shoe
Finders Association, 9 T. C. 121 (1947).
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substantially large portion of its income was derived from otherwise

non-exempt activities or from nonmembers.44
The Bureau of Internal Revenue, on the other hand, has generally

been quite strict in its rulings on cases involving tax exemption under
Section 101. 45 An example of a tightening of the Bureau's attitude can

be found in its reversal of a previous tax-exempt position by withdrawal
of its acquiescence in the Roche's Beach decision.46 This case involved
a corporation which collected income from a business of a competitive
character and turned the profits over to an exempt charitable foundation.
It is, of course, this phase of the operation of exempt organizations�
the receipt of income from activites which would otherwise be taxable
and which compete with identical tax-paying enterprises�that has con

vinced some persons of the apparent desirability of establishing some

limitations on the use of this privilege.

A Review of the Proposals for Reform of Section 101

During the Eightieth and Eighty-First Congresses there has been
concerted effort on the part of committees in both houses to investigate
the extent of the use and abuse of the exemption privilege. The pur
pose was to determine whether the continuation of the present public
policy of fostering such activities was outweighed by the loss of
revenue to the Government as well as their impact upon the normal
economic relationship of private business.
Testimony in the hearings conducted by the House Ways and Means

Committee during the first session of the Eightieth Congress dealing
with the subject of tax-exempt organizations fills over 1,700 pages.47
Further hearings were held in the early weeks of the present session at
which time the Treasury Department offered some specific proposals

44 Fidelity Savings & Loan Company, 44 B. T. A. 471 (1941) ; Banner Building Co,
46 B. T. A. 8S7 (1942).
� O. D. 293, 1 Cum. Bull. 201 (1919) ; O. D. 60, 1 Cum. Bull. 193 (1919) ; O. D.

523, 2 Cum. Bull. 211 (1920) ; O. D. 1142, 5 Cum. Bull. 204 (1921) ; I. T. 2636, XI-2
Cum. Bull. 102 (1932) ; I. T. 2906, XIV-2 Cum. Bull. 116 (1935) ; G. C. M. 20647,
1939-1 Cum. Bull. 125; G. C. M. 23688, 1943 Cum. Bull. 283. But cf. O. D. 510, 2
Cum. Bull. 209 (1920) ; I. T. 1906, III-l Cum. Bull. 270 (1924) ; I. T. 2296, V-2 Cum.
Bull. 65 (1926) ; G. C. M. 20853, 1938-2 Cum. Bull. 166.

46 Roche's Beach, Inc. v. Comm'r Int. Rev, 96 F. 2d 776 (2d Cir. 1938). Acquiescence
withdrawn by G. C. M. 23063, 1942-1 Cum. Bull. 103 (G. C. M. 20853, supra note 45,
modified accordingly).

47 Hearings before Committee on Ways and Means on Proposed Revisions to the
Internal Revenue Code, 80th Cong, 1st Sess. 1867-3612 (1947).
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designed to close the loopholes with respect to the business activities
of exempt organizations while at the same time preserving the privilege
for their nonbusiness operations. The Department recommended that

the unrelated business activities of charitable and educational organi
zations, business leagues, labor unions, and social clubs be subject to
tax at the ordinary corporate rates.48 Under this proposal, the tra

ditional sources of income of these institutions, consisting of interest,
dividends, rents, royalties, or capital gains would remain tax exempt.
Dues, contributions, assessments, gifts, grants, and the like would also
continue to be tax exempt. Moreover, only business income which is
not incident or related to the exempt purpose would be taxed. The

Treasury Department recognized in its statement that, after a con

siderable period of litigation, such activities might be taxable under

present law, but pointed out that Congress should provide clearly by
legislation that such should be the case.

Tax exemption for charitable trusts, as indicated previously, is a

particularly thorny problem. After extensive hearings and exhaustive

study, the report of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com
merce of the Senate recommended49 that (1) no such trust be entitled to

tax-exemption benefits unless during the taxable year it has actually
paid to its beneficiary 85 per cent of the gross income received; (2)
because of the large degree of public interest involved in the support
of such activity, the trustees of such trusts be required to render an

nually an itemized accounting to their beneficiaries with copies to be
filed with the Secretary of Commerce; and (3) when such trusts invest
funds or make loans to concerns which manufacture goods entering
into interstate commerce, that such trusts register the indenture creating
them with the Secretary of Commerce and file an annual certified audit
of their operations.
It is obvious that one of the primary objectives of the committee's

recommendations was to bring the facts about the operation of these
charitable trusts out into the open so that it will be possible to dis
tinguish more easily those which have bona fide charitable and benevo
lent purposes and discourage some of the practices which have recently
been exposed. The committee suggests that the first of its recommenda
tions would be of direct benefit to the bona fide foundations as it would

48 See note 7 supra.
49 Sen. Rep. No. 101, supra note 6. The committee's recommendations are set forth in

full on pages 23 and 24.
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encourage payments to the foundations and would discourage speculation
by the donor trusts. The recommendations of the committee were in

corporated in a bill introduced by Senator Tobey of New Hampshire.50
A number of bills proposing various other changes in the tax ex

emptions under Section 101 have been introduced in the Eighty-First
Congress. The vast majority of these proposals have been looking
toward restricting the grant of these privileges, but at least one seeks
to broaden the scope of exemption.51 Probably the most drastic of the
bills which have been introduced is one by Representative Mason of
Illinois who is spearheading the present congressional attack on tax-

exempt organizations.52 His bill would remove completely farmers'

purchasing and selling cooperatives and crop-financing organizations
from exemption privileges under Section 101.53 In view of the magnitude
of the business operations of these organizations, it is interesting to ob
serve that they were not on the list of loopholes enumerated by the Presi
dent or among the recommendations of the Treasury Department outlined
above. Mr. Mason's bill would also tax the business income of all re

maining Section 101 organizations. For the purposes of this bill, "busi
ness income" excludes dividends and interest.54 H. R. 5064 was adopted
in haec verba in the program advocated by the National Tax Equality
Association in the current hearings of the House Ways and Means
Committee.55
Representative Davis of Tennessee has introduced a bill56 in the

current session of Congress which is quite similar to H. R. 5064, but is
not as sweeping in its restriction on the tax exemption privilege 57

Furthermore, it allows recipients of patronage dividends or similar

50 S. 1408, 81st Cong, 1st Sess. (1949).
51 H. R. 3421, 81st Cong, 1st Sess. (1949), which proposes to extend the exemption of

farmers' cooperatives to fishermen's associations.
52 H. R. 5064, 81st Cong, 1st Sess. (1949).
53 Id. � 2.
54 Id. � 1.
55 National Tax Equality Association, The Law 177 (1950).
56 H. R. 7343 , 81st Cong, 2d Sess. (1950).
57 Id. � 1. This bill does not propose to tax the business income of the following:

local benevolent life insurance associations; mutual irrigation and telephone companies;
mutual insurance companies or associations; corporations for holding title on behalf of
tax-exempt organizations; corporate instrumentalities of the United States; voluntary
employees' beneficiary associations; teachers' retirement fund associations; religious or

apostolic associations or corporations; and voluntary beneficiary associations of federal
employees.
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rebates from cooperative organizations to take a direct tax credit in

the amount of the tax imposed on the cooperative with respect to such
funds.58
Another bill59 attacks the problem in two ways: first, it requires the

submission of an annual return by many types of tax-exempt organi
zations which do not now submit informational returns;60 second, in
order to qualify for tax exemption, charitable or educational trusts or

foundations would be required either to distribute for their tax-exempt
purposes 75 per cent of their income exclusive of capital gains added to

principal within 65 days after the end of its annual accounting period,
or to obtain the approval of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue of
a plan which will assure that any undistributed income in excess of 25

per cent is accumulated solely for the purposes of the trust.61 Section
162 of the Internal Revenue Code, which now provides that a trust

may set aside permanently any part of its gross income for charitable

purposes, would be amended by providing that such money could be
so set aside only under a plan approved by the Commissioner.62

Conclusions

To answer the rhetorical question raised in the title of this note, it is
clear that an outright abolition of Section 101 would not be a practical
or equitable solution. Even a reform so drastic as the taxation of busi
ness income for all tax-exempt organizations would have an unwholesome
effect on a number of socially desirable types. Contrariwise, maintenance
of the status quo would only encourage the abuses which have grown out
of the present tax structure. What elements then must be considered
to find a satisfactory middle ground for Congressional action?

58 Id. � 3.
59 H. R. 2976, 81st Cong, 1st Sess. (1949).
60 Id. � 1. This section amends section 54(f) of the Internal Revenue Code and exempts

only the following organizations from filing of annual returns: exempt religious organi
zations, exempt United States wholly owned corporations or their wholly owned sub

sidiaries, and, provided their business income is less than $25,000, fraternal beneficiary
societies, most educational institutions, charitable and cruelty prevention organizations
supported by the federal or state governments or the general public, and subsidiaries of

exempt religious organizations. Section 2 provides for making public returns of the re

maining tax exempt organizations. This should be contrasted with H. J. Res. 347, 81st

Cong, 1st Sess. (1949), which proposes to exempt an additional class of organizations
(social clubs) from filing informational returns.
�i Id. � 3.
62 Id. � 4.
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It must be kept in mind that the original philosophy behind tax ex

emption was to lend encouragement to certain types of activities designed
to better society as a whole or a major segment of it. In any haste to
remove the apparent unfair advantage which has been taken of such

privileges, caution must be exercised to avoid the reduction of possible
sources of income which would cause a retrenchment of such activities.
This is especially true in the case of eleemosynary organizations. It
is a well known fact that the present burden of individual income tax

rates has greatly restricted potential sources of major contributions.
The additional revenue provided by taxing business income of such
bona fide institutions must be carefully balanced against a possible
curtailment of their activities, or, alternatively, government support
in more tangible form to fill the breach. Furthermore, in some of the

categories, incidental business operations are so mtimately connected
with the primary purpose of the organizations that sacrifice of the tax-

exempt status must be weighed against the decreased efficiency in

achieving that primary purpose. This is well illustrated by activities
such as credit bureaus or other miscellaneous services provided by
bona fide boards of trade or chambers of commerce.
The methods of cooperatives in conducting their business activities

have been subject to particularly strong attack. Because of the peculiar
nature of the agricultural economy�a large number of small producers
which must assemble their goods from scattered areas for marketing
in a series of well integrated selling zones�the advantages of the

original exemption accorded cooperative marketing associations must
be offset against the inefficiencies of small-scale operations. On the
other hand, the advantages for farmers and others in cooperative pur
chasing combinations must be considered along with the normal retail
distribution channels involving competition with tax-paying business

enterprises.
Finally, there is the question whether government instrumentalities

engaged in competitive types of business operation should continue to

enjoy tax-exemption privileges. To the extent that the government
in such operations is providing services for its own consumption, the

imposition of a payment in lieu of tax appears to be nothing more than
taking money out of one pocket and putting it in another. To the extent
that such services are provided to the public in its individual and corpo
rate forms, the burden on that portion of the public which is not in
a position to take advantage of the facilities must be viewed in the
fight of the social policy which justified the entry of the government
into such fields.
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It may be that still more study is necessary before the factors outlined
above can be properly evaluated and satisfactory solutions found. A
minimum of action at the present time would seem to require informa
tional returns to be filed by all tax-exempt organizations. Adequate
knowledge about the extent of the operations of these various organiza
tions included under Section 101 is presently lacking in many classifica
tions not now required to file such returns.63 The burden of filing a re

turn would appear to be a small price to pay for the privilege of a tax-

exempt status.
At the time of writing none of the proposals outlined in this note has

received final approval. There is no doubt, however, of mounting public
interest in tax-reform legislation. A tremendous amount of legislative
and administrative study has been devoted to the present problems.
Even though the Eighty-First Congress may adjourn without action in
this field, the necessity for a thorough-going revision appears to be
sufficiently compelling to force some definitive steps in the near future.

CLARKE L. FAUVER

A. STUARD YOUNG, JR.

LOSS OF USE OF A MOTOR VEHICLE AS AN ITEM OF DAMAGES

VK/HAT damages may a plaintiff recover for the deprivation of the use

of his motor vehicle by a collision where such loss is proximately
caused by the negligence of the defendant? Few problems in the field of
negligence have had as many diverse interpretations by the courts as this
one.

To understand the meaning of this question, it would first seem advis
able to do what the courts over a period of some fifty years have failed
to do, that is to define what is meant by the term loss of use. As applied
to this aspect of damages it means simply the loss which the plaintiff
sustains by reason of being unable to use his vehicle, which loss he would
not have incurred had it not been for the negligent act of the defendant.1

Although this may seem self-evident, a careful reading of the cases in

point will show that various misconceptions of the meaning of the term

have led to several stereotyped unreasoned rules of law.

63 See Int. Rev. Code � 54(f).

1 Restatement, Torts �� 928 6, 931 & (1939).
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Loss of Use as a Damage Item

Although formerly the courts were far from in harmony as to whether
they would grant damages for loss of use, today it is recognized as a

damage item in every jurisdiction but Arkansas.2 Generally it is allowed
on pleasure vehicles,3 although sometimes with more limitations than on

business vehicles. Whether the pleasure car owner hires another vehicle
does not affect his right to recover.4 Nor does his right in any way depend
upon the precedent use of the car, although some courts have indicated
that where the plaintiff has in the past used his car only part of the day, he
cannot recover rental value on the basis of full days.5 This limitation
would seem to be unfounded, and later courts have disregarded the dis

tinction, allowing plaintiff to recover where he has shown only a general
use for family pleasure rides or similar occasional uses.6 One of the most
recent cases on pleasure vehicles7 refers to the change which has devel

oped in the law with the tremendous increase in actual number of vehicles
on the roads. The court points out that although at one time no recovery
was allowed unless a substitute was actually hired,8 today it is recognized
that:

"... the right of an owner of the chattel to the use of his property is not

diminished by the use the owner makes of it. The right to use, whether for
business or pleasure, is absolute, and whoever injures the owner in the exercise
of that right renders himself liable for consequent damages."9

Today, then, the same general rules for permitting recovery apply to

both pleasure and business vehicles.

Liability for loss of use, whether of a commercial or a private vehicle,
of course, depends on whether the defendant's negligence was the legal
cause of plaintiff's loss.10 Although this is basically a question for the

2 Kane v. Carper-Dover Mercantile Co, 206 Ark. 674, 177 S.W.2d 41 (1944). See Note,
169 A. L.R. 1074, 1087, 1117 (1947).

3 Malinson v. Black, 83 Cal. App. 2d 375, 188 P. 2d 788 (1948) ; Pittari v. Madison Ave.
Coach Co, 188 Misc. 614, 68 N.Y.S.2d 741 (N.Y. City Ct. 1947). Contra: Hunter v.

Quaintance, 69 Colo. 28, 168 Pac. 918 (1917). Cf. Lucia v. DeLage, 36 So. 2d 53 (La. App.
1948) .

4 Malinson v. Black, supra note 3 ; Pittari v. Madison Ave. Coach Co, supra note 3.
5 Perkins v. Brown, 132 Tenn. 294, 177 S.W. 1158 (1915).
6 Amedeo v. Tyrrell, 57 Pa. D. & C. 236 (1946).
7 Sellari v. Palermo, 188 Misc. 1057, 70 N.Y.S.2d 554 (N.Y. County Ct. 1947).
8 E.g., Carkuff v. Geophysical Service, 179 So. 490 (La. App. 1938).
9 Sellari v. Palermo, 188 Misc. 1057, 1058, 70 N. Y. S. 2d 554, 556 (N.Y. County Ct. 1947).
io Amedeo v. Tyrrell, 57 Pa. D. & C. 236 (1946) ; Korkmas v. Ham, 141 S. W. 2d 433

(Tex. Civ. App. 1940).
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jury, it is somewhat restricted in that plaintiff can recover for his loss
only for a period of time reasonably necessary to restore the car to its
former condition.11 Also the injured party can recover these special
damages only when pleaded12 and proved.13 One court has denied plaintiff
recovery, where it was proved that the vehicle could not possibly have
been used during the repair period because of plaintiff's own incapacity,14
although this would seem an invalid reason for not allowing him at least
the rental value during that period.
Where the car is repairable, generally courts have limited total damage

recovery, including repairs and loss of use, to its value prior to collision15
plus interest.16 Often the courts apply the rule in a practical manner
simply by sending the case back, referring to the damages as obviously
excessive and fundamentally erroneous.17 However, the rule should have
no application where the plaintiff's use loss in fact is of far greater value
than was the vehicle, especially as in cases of loss of business profits or

earnings.
Some few courts have followed the rule that damages for loss of use

may be allowed only when the vehicle can be so repaired as to be restored
to the same condition as it was prior to the collision.18 These courts would

deny loss of use as an item where either the vehicle was completely
destroyed or where the repairs would not put the car in its original shape.
The theory is that in being awarded the market value of the car prior
to collision in the case of destroyed vehicles, or the difference in market
value prior to and after collision in non-restorable cases, the plaintiff is
being completely satisfied.
The cases are most in conflict on the question of whether loss of use

should be allowed for totally destroyed vehicles. An early case on loss of

11 Brown v. Steed, 317 111. App. S41, 47 N. E. 2d 114 (1943) ; Laizure v. Des Moines Ry,
214 Iowa 918, 214 N.W. 480 (1932). But see McCormick, Damages 47S, 476 (193S).

12 Laizure v. Des Moines Ry., supra note 11.

13 Goode v. Hantz, 209 La. 821, 25 So. 2d 604 (1946).
i* Carkuff v. Geophysical Service, 179 So. 490 (La. App. 1938).
is Brooks Transp. Co. v. McCutcheon, 154 F. 2d 841 (D. C. Cir. 1946) (trailer) ; Langner

v. Caviness, 238 Iowa 774, 28 N. W. 2d 421 (1947).
16 Lamb v. Landers, 67 Ga. App. 588, 21 S. E. 2d 321 (1942).
17 Brown v. Spector, 70 S. W. 2d 478 (Tex. Civ. App. 1934) (recovery of five times the

value of a car for wrongful sequestration disallowed).
18 Laizure v. Des Moines Ry, 214 Iowa 918, 241 N.W. 480 (1932) ; Langham v. Chicago,

R. I. & P. Ry, 201 Iowa 897, 208 N.W. 356 (1926). See McCormick, Damages 472, 473

(1935).
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use of the services of a horse19 seems to have been the jumping-off point
for some of the early decisions which flatly denied loss of use under any
circumstances, when the vehicle was destroyed beyond repair.20 Other
courts have sought justification for the rule.21 The fault with these
rationalizations lies in the failure to see that the plaintiff is not made
whole merely by recovering the value of his car prior to its destruction.
If he is deprived of the use of his car, whether due to its being repaired
or because it no longer is useable, he should be allowed to recover damages
for such deprivation. In either situation, as to the plaintiff, the car has
no useable value for a given period, and it is for the loss of this value
that he should be compensated.
If the loss of use of a repairable vehicle is to be limited to time reason

ably necessary to repair, by analogy the owner of a vehicle completely
demolished should be allowed to recover its use value for a time reason

ably necessary to acquire another similar vehicle for his permanent use.
This limitation has been applied in several cases22 and would seem to be
a logical one. The Louisiana courts, although denying loss of use on

destroyed vehicles as a general rule, will permit recovery for the interim
in which it is reasonably necessary for the plaintiff to investigate the

possibilities of repairing the vehicle.23
Kentucky has from a very early time allowed loss of use on totally

destroyed vehicles. In Louisville & I. R.R. v. Sckuester2* the court stated

19 Atlanta Cotton Seed Oil-Mills v. Coffey, 80 Ga. 14S, 4 S. E. 7S9 (1887). Plaintiff

sued for hireable value of his horse during period of sickness caused by defendant's poisoned
stream, but court denied recovery, because the horse died. It was noted that, had the

horse survived, these damages would have been allowable.
20 Pugh v. Queal Lumber Co, 193 Iowa 924, 188 N. W. 1 (1922) ; Barnes v. United Rys.

& Electric Co, 140 Md. 14, 116 Atl. 855 (1922).
21 In Johnson v. Thompson, 35 Ohio App. 91, 172 N.E. 298 (1929) it was decided that

no recovery could be had, because there was no longer any useable value left in the vehicle,
once destroyed. Similar reasoning was expressed in Adam v. English, 21 So. 2d 368 (La. App.
1945) and in Drewes v. Miller, 25 So. 2d 820 (La. App. 1946). But this is exactly why
plaintiff should recover. In Hayes Freight Lines v. Tarver, 148 Ohio St. 82, 73 N. E. 2d 192

(1947) the court held that plaintiff was made whole by recovery of the full value of his

vehicle at the time of destruction, but suggested that had the car been repairable his capital
investment would have lain idle during the repair period, and hence loss of use would be

in order.
22 Louisville & I. R.R. v. Schuester, 183 Ky. 504, 209 S. W. 542 (1919) ; Maggio v.

Bradford Motor Express, 171 So. 859 (La. App. 1937).
23 Adam v. English, 21 So. 2d 633 (La. App. 1945); Drewes v. Miller, 25 So. 2d 820

(La. App. 1946) .

24 183 Ky. 504, 209 S.W. 542 (1919).
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that although originally it was thought that damages for a destroyed
vehicle were limited to the difference in value before and after collision,
this was never directly decided but always generally mentioned. How
ever, this court has always allowed interest from time of destruction until
a replacement could be obtained, where such interest was sought. The
court indicates that the reason for allowing interest rather than loss of
use is simply that the former is more simple of ascertainment and open
to less argument. In Schulte v. L. & N. R.R.,25 an earlier case directly
in point, the court recognized that loss of use, where specially pleaded,
and where reasonably proved, might be awarded in lieu of, but not to
gether with, interest. Here again the court indicates that in order to
make the plaintiff whole either loss of use or interest should be awarded
in addition to the value of the vehicle. Following this theory the court
in the Schuester case, supra, points out that the reason for denying loss
of use formerly was the impossibility of ascertaining the damages. When
this is so, it is conceded, the rule should apply, but:

"... the reason for both the rule and its application fails when consequential
damages, which result proximately and naturally from the wrongful or negligent
destruction of personal property, are capable of accurate ascertainment."26

In this case, since the plaintiff operated his truck daily, the delay in get
ting a new truck constituted his loss of use, and could be compensated
for in rental value.
These cases, by their very logic, strengthen considerably the argument

that damages for use loss should be awarded despite the fact that the
vehicle is destroyed. They are also in keeping with the whole theory of

damages in a tort action which is to put the plaintiff in the same position
as he would have been had there been no injury,27 not, as is erroneously
stated by some of the courts, as he was prior to the injury.28 Surely it is
not such compensation as will make a plaintiff whole to put him where
he was three weeks ago. Who is to account for the intervening time lost
to him?
In a recent case,29 a federal court applying New Jersey law took a bold

step in the direction towards abolishing the fictional line of distinction

25 128 Ky. 627, 108 S.W. 941 (1908).
2� 183 Ky. 504, 511, 209 S.W. 542, 545 (1919).
27 Restatement, Torts � 903 a (1939).
28 Magnolia Petroleum Co. v. Harrell, 66 F. Supp. 559 (W. D. Okla. 1946) ; Hayes Freight

Lines v. Tarver, 148 Ohio St. 82, 73 N. E. 2d 192 (1947).
28 Guido v. Hudson Transit Lines, 178 F. 2d 740 (3d Cir. 1950).
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between recovery where repairable and where demolished. In the words
of the court:

"If his loss is greater than the market value of the chattel at the time of its

destruction, an owner should, on principle, be allowed additional items which will

adequately compensate him unless some of those claimed items are so speculative
as to create danger of injustice to the defendant."30

The decision seeks to emphasize the general tort principle of awarding
such damages as will make the plaintiff whole, and to disintegrate the
artificial barrier which has kept the loss of use item out of destruction
suits. This may well be an indication of the direction the cases will take
in dealing with this situation in the future.

The Measure of Damages Awarded

The early rule as to what damages the plaintiff should be allowed to

recover was the rental value rule.31 That is, the value of the vehicle if it
were to be rented on the mailret during the period of deprivation. This

principle has always been more a rule of thumb than an actual limi
tation. The theory is that the value of the use, which is the subject of
the damages, can best be measured by its worth on the market. The rule
is still one of the most frequently used measures today, and is sometimes
referred to interchangeably with the term loss of use to describe this
item of damages. In the words of the Nebraska court in a late case :

"The reasonable value of the use of machinery for commercial purposes is the
reasonable net rental value upon the market at the place in question of the

machinery involved or machinery of like capacity and performance. . . .

"32

Some of the courts, in adopting this rule, have applied it strictly in
exclusion of any other measure.33 In certain situations this is obviously
the only workable rule which could be applied,34 and in others it is the
closest to an actual measurement of the value of the loss.35 However,

3<> Id. at 742.
si Welter v. Schell, 252 HI. App. 586 (1929) ; Webb-North Motor Co. v. Ross, 42 S.W. 2d

1086 (Tex. Civ. App. 1931).
32 Kunkel v. Cohagen, 151 Neb. 774, 778, 39 N.W. 2d 609, 612 (1949).
33 Wilson & Co. v. Sims, 34 So. 2d 689 (Ala. 1948) ; Kentucky Transport Co. v. Campbell,

299 Ky. 555, 186 S.W. 2d 409 (1945); Webb-North Motor Co. v. Ross, 42 S.W. 2d 1086

(Tex. Civ. App. 1931).
3* Welter v. Schell, 252 111. App. 586 (1929). Only evidence plaintiff could muster was

that similar vehicles usually rented for the amount of his claim for the repair period.
ss Knaus Truck Lines v. Commercial Freight Lines, 238 Iowa 1356, 29 N.W. 2d 204

(1947). Evidence showed that it was common for truckers to rent such vehicles which
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in the majority of the cases this should not be the only or even the pri
mary measure, but rather a reserve rule where other more specific indi
cations of the value are lacking.
Whether the rental value rule should be applied to pleasure vehicles, and

if so to what extent, few courts have decided. A recent Pennsylvania case36
held that rental value is an improper measurement in the case of private
cars, since there is nothing to show that the plaintiff would rent his car

out every day. Also depreciation and the like would have to be figured
in mitigation, and would be exceedingly difficult of determination. The
court suggested that damages should be awarded just as they are for

pain and suffering, or for injury to the character, where no special dam
ages are alleged. A flat jury finding of $50 based on loss of use for

pleasure rides and family use was allowed. However, with the various
aids the courts have developed for finding the damages more specifically,
it is questionable whether such a complete withdrawal from the old rule
is necessary. Some recognition should, nevertheless, be given to the dif
ferent kinds of uses to which pleasure cars and business cars are put.37
Of the courts which have dealt with the problem, many, once granting
that the pleasure car use loss is an item of damages, have without any
further investigation applied the rental value rule.38

Damages under the rental value rule are to be based on a rate for the
overall period, not on a daily rental charge.39 However, testimony of the

plaintiff that his car was worth so much to him per day has often been

admitted, so long as he seeks a lump sum of damages in his complaint.40
In figuring the total damages, the depreciation which plaintiff's car would
have undergone during the repair period must be deducted. Otherwise
the defendant would be bearing the burden of normal depreciation to

plaintiff's car.

Another theory for measuring the recovery allowable is the hired sub
stitute theory. This actually is almost as old as the rental value theory
itself, and was at an early stage recognized as a practical criterion for

have a recognized rental value. Rent of a similar vehicle, then, would most accurately
compensate the injuries.

36 Amedeo v. Tyrrell, 57 Pa. D. & C. 236 (1946).
37 Moses & Sons v. Lockwood, 295 Fed. 936 (D. C. Cir. 1924).
38 Malinson v. Black, 83 Cal. App. 2d 375, 188 P. 2d 788 (1948); Adams v. Barnett,

150 So. 403 (La. App. 1933); Perkins v. Brown, 132 Tenn. 294, 177 S.W. 1158 (1915).
39 Brown v. Spector, 70 S. W. 2d 478 (Tex. Civ. App. 1934) ; Shell Petroleum Corp. v.

Clement, 102 S.W. 2d 289 (Tex. Civ. App. 1937).
40 Shell Petroleum Corp. v. Clement, supra note 39.
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compensation.41 Where the vehicle is one used for commercial purposes.
there could hardly be a more accurate measure, since usually the owner,
as a practical business method, will hire a replacement to avoid business
losses. This has been recognized in some of the modern decisions, and
one court has suggested that this be the primary measure, whether or
not a substitute is actually hired, and would permit rental value as a

yardstick only when no evidence of substitution cost is available.42 Other
courts have gone to the extreme of denying recovery altogether when
proved that no substitute was in fact hired.43 Perhaps the most practical
view of the matter is that taken by the Connecticut courts. There the
decisions indicate that where the plaintiff proves an actual expenditure
in the rental of another vehicle, at no saving to himself, and as applied
to his customary use, this is a proper item of damages.44 Here, too, depre
ciation should be deducted to avoid excess.

As to private vehicles, again the measure might have to be somewhat
altered. It is doubtful that the ordinary plaintiff would normally rent a

substitute to cover all his occasional daily needs and conveniences. Hence
an exact measure of what he in fact spent on a rented car might well fall
short of a just compensation for his loss. Realizing this, and noting that
it is almost impossible in this type of situation to award plaintiff his
exact loss, some courts have permitted plaintiff to offer as a measure

whatever he spent, in taxi fares or sirnilar substitutes within reasonable
limits.45
Although often treated as a separate item of damages, loss of profits,

where permitted, is really no more than a measure of the loss of use,
when no substitute is available. The majority of the older cases entirely
precluded any proof of loss of expected profits, either because a violation
of the rental value rule or as too speculative.46 Some of the later cases,
although expressing the same view generally, have permitted loss of

profits as a measure.47 These cases are restricted to situations where

41 MorteJlaro & Co. v. Atlantic Coast Line R.R, 91 Fla. 230, 107 So. 528 (1926) ; Antokol
v. Barber, 248 Mass. 393, 143 N.E. 350 (1924).
*2 Somervflle v. Deflosa, 56 S.E.2d 756 (W. Va. 1949).
43 Carkuff v. Geophysical Service, 179 So. 490 (La. App. 1938).
44 Hansen v. Costeflo, 125 Conn. 386, 5 A. 2d 880 (1939).
� Eschinger v. Mutual Fire Ins. Co, 61 A. 2d 725 (D. C. Mun. App. 1948). Shown that

amount expended did not exceed the rental value for the repair period.
46 Hastings v. Taylor, 188 N.Y. Supp. 421 (N.Y. Super. Ct. 1921) ; Conley v. Kansas

City RJR, 259 S.W. 153 (Mo. App. 1921). See McCormick, Damages 476 (1935).
47 Wilson & Co. v. Sims, 34 So. 2d 689 (Ala. 1948) ; Kunkel v. Cohagen, 151 Neb. 774,

39 N.W. 2d 609 (1949); Somerville v. Dellosa, 56 S. E. 2d 756 (W. Va. 1949).
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no substitute could possibly have been hired. This limitation is applied
even when the court is confronted with a written lease for the services
of the vehicle, where the plaintiff fails to prove that he was unable to
hire a replacement.48
Conceding that this is a valid limitation, there appears to be no good

reason why loss of profits, unavoidable on the part of plaintiff and
caused by defendant's negligence, should not be a measure. An Indiana
court best expresses the argument:

"... the law does not exclude profits in determining value of the loss of the
use of property merely because they are profits. They are generally excluded
because by their very nature they are usually impossible of ascertainment to any
reasonable degree of certainty. But where the reason for the rule of exclusion
ceases to exist, the rule does not apply. So, where the loss of the use of property
involves a known and established business, the value of such loss of the use of
the property may be determined from the loss of profit if such profits can be
shown with a reasonable degree of certainty."49

In a case where the plaintiff proved a net daily profit for hauling coal,
the court held that this was proper evidence for the jury in determining
loss of use. The court stated:

"It is now well established as a general rule that the loss of profits from the
destruction or interruption of an established business may be recovered if the
amount of actual loss is rendered reasonably certain by competent proof."50

The court then held that "loss of use" was properly submitted to the jury.
The courts have been careful to limit the profits under this theory to

those realizable by the vehicle itself or flowing consequentially from the

deprivation of use of the vehicle. Thus the plaintiff's collateral wages,
for example, would be deducted from the overall profits,51 and should be

pleaded as a separate item for loss of time. Also normal depreciation
should here again be subtracted from net profits.52 Net profit which
plaintiff would have realized in hiring out his own vehicle for a part of
each day may be added to the net profit the plaintiff has lost in his own

use of the car
53 However, where the evidence showed that the plaintiffs,

48 Wilson & Co. v. Sims, supra note 47.
49 Maddox v. Yocum, 52 N.E.2d 636, 639 (Ind. 1944).
so Koren v. George, 159 Pa. Super. 182, 185, 48 A. 2d 139, 140 (1946). See also Com

munity Public Service Co. v. Gray, 107 S.W. 2d 495 (Tex. Civ. App. 1937).
51 Somerville v. Dellosa, 56 S. E. 2d 756 (W. Va. 1949).
52 Shreveport Truck Rental Co. v. Zurich Ins. Co, 42 So. 2d 556 (La. App. 1949) .

53 LeBrun v. American Paper Mfg. Co, 41 So. 2d 94 (La. App. 1949). Taxicab driver
testified that his cab was used twenty-four hours a day. He drove for 12 hours, net profit
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truckers, often rented their trucks out to other parties, recovery was re

stricted to market rental value rather than prospective business profits.64
In a sense this is really only hmiting the plaintiff to a more definite profit
loss. Where the plaintiff has a lease to rent his vehicle, it is concrete

proof of how much profits he lost from inability to rent, and recovery
should be allowed thereon.55
In Southern Air Transport v. Gulf Airways,56 the Louisiana court al

lowed loss of profits amounting to $6,350 for a seventy-four day repair
period to an airplane. Plaintiff's testimony showed the plane's average
monthly income, and this was used as a basis for the judgment award
No discussion was made of the possibility of hiring a replacement noi
of the market rental value. Perhaps this was because the court took ju
dicial notice of the fact that airplanes are not readily rentable, but the
opinion gives no indication of the reasoning.

One of the most radical steps taken in the direction of awarding profit
for loss of use was in the case of Guido v. Hudson Transit Lines,57 dis
cussed above in connection with use loss of destroyed vehicles as an item
of damages. The court based its decision on prior cases allowing similar

profit damages for the destruction of personal chattels, none of them,
however, being vehicles of any kind. Here the plaintiff proved that, due
to post-war conditions, he was unable to obtain a substitute motor truck
and bulldozer to fulfill a 400 day excavation contract entered into prior
to the destruction of his vehicles. He was allowed his net profits over

that period. Apparently the court did not consider the unusual shortage
situation an intervening cause to cut off the defendant's liability, or else
took the view that, as between the two innocent parties, the defendant,
as initial wrong-doer, must suffer the consequences.
A final standard for measuring the damages in the absence of a possible

substitute is the loss of earnings. Again, though often treated as a sep
arate item, it is in fact no more than an instrument for determining the
extent of use loss, especially when applied to earnings loss of the vehicle
itself. In many instances there is no distinction between this and loss of

of $15. His net profit for letting another use the cab for the remainder of each day was

S7.50. Plaintiff allowed to recover $225 for ten days loss.
54 Knaus Truck Lines v. Commercial Freight Lines, 238 Iowa 1356, 29 N. W. 2d 204

(1947).
55 Houlton v. Nichols Truck Line, 23 So. 2d 368 (La. App. 1945).
56 215 La. 366, 40 So. 2d 787 (1949).
57 178 F.2d 740 (3d Cir. 1950).
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profits.58 However, a New York court recently ruled that where, due to

being unable to get to work without his car, plaintiff lost $14 a day for
twelve days of a thirty day repair period, a damage award of $168 was

a reasonable measure of plaintiff's loss.59 Citing cases awarding loss of

profits where computable with reasonable certainty, the court said:

"... the terms, profits and earnings may be considered synonymous when
applied to one whose compensation depends on manual labor performed on a

daily wage basis as was the case with plaintiff."60

This view seems justifiable where the injured party's daily work sub

stantially depends on the use of his car, as with salesmen, collectors,
interviewers, delivery men, and the like.
Other considerations than the scope of the item and the measure of

damages in this field might be mentioned. The jury should not be allowed
to speculate as to damages. Where no evidence is adduced as to the
reasonable value or actual value of the use, a verdict including some

arbitrary figure is improper.61 As in every field of damages, the plaintiff
must take reasonable steps towards minimizing the damages.62 Where the

plaintiff pending trial sells the car and makes a profit, this is immaterial
in the computation of damages.63 This is the rule even in Arkansas,
where loss of use is never a damage item.64 Loss of use is usually limited
to the time reasonably necessary to make the repairs.65 This rule would,
of course, have no application to destroyed vehicles.

Conclusion

From a review of the authorities it might appear that the rules have
become integrated to the point of uniformity. Actually they vary from

58 Somerville v. Dellosa, 56 S. E. 2d 756 (W. Va. 1949). When impossible to replace
the vehicle, or where normal rental value cannot be ascertained, plaintiff may recover loss

of earnings of the truck, less driver's earnings, for the repair period.
59 Sellari v. Palermo, 188 Misc. 1057, 70 N. Y. S. 2d 554 (N. Y. County Ct. 1947) .

60 Id. at 1059, 70 N. Y. S. 2d at 557.
61 Wilson & Co. v. Sims, 34 So. 2d 689 (Ala. 1948).
62 Valencia v. Shell Oil Co, 147 P. 2d 558 (Cal. 1944). No duty, however, where

plaintiff is not financially able to pay the repair bill himself on defendant's wrongful re

fusal to do so, which situation caused increased loss.
<� Langner v. Caviness, 238 Iowa 774, 28 N. W. 2d 421 (1947).
64 Southern Bus Co. v. Simpson, 215 S. W. 2d 699 (Ark. 1948).
65 Malinson v. Black, 83 Cal. App. 2d 375, 188 P. 2d 788 (1948) ; Southern Bus Co. v.

Simpson, supra note 64; Hayes Freight Lines v. Tarver, 148 Ohio St. 82, 73 N. E. 2d 192

(1947). The theory is that where the repair interval is longer than a reasonable time,
without defendant's fault, plaintiff has failed to mitigate.
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jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Where one state may allow loss of profit, but
deny any loss of use whatever for destroyed vehicles, another would fol
low the opposite trend. Few cases have been decided solely on the
question of loss of use. Most often the question arises collaterally in
connection with an appeal from a judgment allowing repair damages.
Consequently the courts have dealt with such questions in a more or less
off-hand manner, centering their attention more on the actual issue of
recovery for restoration of the vehicle. The few cases which have dealt
with the problem specifically are the ones which are bringing about the
changes necessary for a realistic alignment with the current multitude
of motor vehicle collisions.

Every motorist should in theory be allowed to recover for every con

sequential damage resulting from the injury to his vehicle. In this day
it is generally conceded that automobiles are becoming more a necessity
than a luxury, and an injured party usually suffers a real deprivation
from being unable to use his vehicle. For this loss he should be allowed

compensatory damages. Although efforts are being made to arrive at

objective standards, no single jurisdiction has answered all the problems
connected therewith satisfactorily. There is room for co-ordination of

thought.
DONALD W. O'BRTEN

A NEW TREND IN SUBROGATION

E recent case of National Fire Insurance Co. v. Mogan1 shows an

interesting development in a vitally important aspect of subroga
tion. In that case, the insurance company paid a loss to the insured, and
sought subrogation to the rights of the insured against a third person,
bound by a contract of bailment for the same loss. The insurance com

pany then brought an action, in breach of contract, against the bailee,
and recovery was allowed by the state court. It was held that since the

subrogee was suing in tort arising out of a contract, the allegation for
breach of contract was correct. The court followed the spirit of the Eng
lish rule which extends subrogation, but the rule was not adopted in so

many words.
The leading cases in England on this rule are North British Insurance

Co. v. Globe Insurance Co.,2 Darrell v. Tibbitts,3 and Castellain v. Pres-

1 206 P. 2d 963 (Ore. 1949).
2 5 Ch. D. 569 (1877).
3 5 Q.B.D. 560 (1880).
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ton} The first of these is factually analogous to the Mogan case. A bail
ment was involved there also, and in an action to determine the respective
liabilities of the parties concerned it was held that the insurer, paying
the loss to the bailor, was subrogated to the latter's rights on the basis of
tort arising out of contract.
The Darrell case presented a situation where the lessee, bound by con

tract to make repairs, complied with such provision. After compensation
was paid by the insurance company to the lessor, the insurer, upon learn

ing of the previous recovery by the insured, sued and recovered the

money. The court said:

"The doctrine is well established that where something is insured against loss
either in a marine or fire policy, after the assured has been paid by the insurers
for the loss, the insurers are put into the place of the assured with regard to

every right given to him by the law respecting the subject matter insured, and
with regard to every contract which touches the subject matter insured. . . .

"5

In the Castellain case, the insurer made payment to the vendor for
the loss by fire, and when the purchaser subsequently completed the
contract of sale at the original contract price, was allowed to recover for
the money paid the insured. The nature of the fire insurance policy and
the theory of the English rule was stated by the court as follows:

"... this contract means that the assured, in case of a loss against which the

policy has been made, shall be fully indemnified, but shall never be more than

fully indemnified."6

It is important to note at this point that this decision followed a previous
action between the vendor and vendee of the property, in Rayner v.

Preston.1 There the majority of the court refused to allow recovery by
the vendee of the insurance money from the vendor for the reason that
the insurance contract was a personal one and did not run with the land.

This was a harsh and inequitable ruling and placed the loss entirely on

the purchaser who was compelled by law to fulfill his agreement. The

Rayner case has not been followed to any extent in this country, but it
led the way to the recovery had in the Castellain case; otherwise the in

sured would have received double indemnity.8
4 11 Q.B.D. 380 (1883).
5 5 Q.B.D. S60, 563.
6 11 Q.B.D. 380, 386.
7 18 Ch. D. 1 (1881).
8 See Vance, Insurance 659 (2d ed. 1930).
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The conclusions deduced from the English cases are epitomized by
the comments of Lord Blackburn in Burnand v. Rodocanachi9

"Anything which reduces or diminishes that loss reduces or diminishes the
amount which the indemnifier is bound to pay; and if the indemnifier has al

ready paid it, then, if anything which diminishes the loss comes into the hands
of the person to whom he has paid it, it becomes an equity that the person who
has already paid the full indemnity is entitled to be recouped by having that
amount back."10

Here, after the insurance had been paid on a loss of a cargo ship sunk by
the Alabama, Congress passed a statute reimbursing the owners for any
loss in excess of that covered by insurance. It was expressly specified in
the statute that the money paid be exempt from claims of insurance com

panies. There was no right of subrogation involved as Congress ex

pressly excluded the insurance companies.
Subrogation has not been adopted by the American courts with the

same readiness as the English courts have displayed. The American
cases have pointed out that legal subrogation arises by operation of law
from a tort; conventional subrogation is dependent upon an express
provision for it. In the latter, the intention of the parties governs.
By far the majority of the cases deal with legal subrogation. This

doctrine, long known to equity jurisprudence, had its origin in Roman
law.11 It has for its fundamental purpose the equitable adjustment of
liabilities and making whole a party who is not primarily responsible
for the loss incurred. Integrated with the nature of fire insurance is the
basic concept of indemnity, which prohibits any gain to the insured,
merely restoring him to his situation prior to the loss. Legal subroga
tion arises by operation of law upon payment of the loss by the insurer.
To illustrate, in Aetna Insurance Co. v. Hann,12 where insurer, before
payment objected to the insured suing a wrongdoer who caused the loss,
claiming a vested right of subrogation, it was held that legal subrogation
is dependent upon payment, for the insured is not indemnified prior
thereto.
There is unanimity that the insurer has by his equities a right of re

covery, unless waived, against tort-feasors. The general rule being that,
upon payment, the insurer is entitled to be subrogated, pro tanto, to any

right of action which the insured may have against a third person whose

9 7 App. Cas. 333 (1882) .

10 Id. at 339.
11 Howe, Studies in the Civil Law 256 (2d ed. 1905).
12 196 Ala. 234, 72 So. 48 (1916).
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negligence or wrongful act caused the loss.13 Thus the importance of

proving the tort cannot be overemphasized.14
The doctrine of indemnity was seriously questioned, by implication,

at least, in Alexandra Restaurant v. New Hampshire Insurance Co.15
The facts of that case presented a unique opportunity for a study of the
equitable doctrine of subrogation.16 There the insured had two contracts,
one a lease under which the lessor was bound to repair, and the other,
a fire insurance policy. The lessor repaired the premises after a fire, and
the insurer denied liability upon learning of the repairs. The court al
lowed recovery by the insured saying that indemnity means

"... that the party insured is entitled to be compensated for such loss as is
occasioned by the perils insured against, in precise accordance with the princi
ples and terms of the contract of insurance.
"Nor are his damages to be diminished because he has collateral contracts

or relations with third persons which relieve him wholly or partly from the loss
against which the insurance company agreed to indemnify him."17

The court was here citing Joyce, Insurance and New York cases. This
latter statement does not make quite clear just precisely what Joyce
meant for subsequently we find the following:

"Where the insured has entered into a contract with third parties, by the
terms of which such third parties are liable to the insured for any loss or damage
to the property insured, the insurer will, upon payment of the loss, be entitled
to be subrogated to the rights of the insured under the contract."18

The Alexandra Decision can actually be resolved without too much

difficulty. Factually, there was no clause in the policy to create con

ventional subrogation. Furthermore, there was no tort under which legal
subrogation could arise. Thus the insurance company was left without

any grounds whatsoever upon which to base its defense to the claim for

payment. It might be significant to note that the court seemed to feel
that it would be inequitable for the insurer to receive the benefit of the

premiums and yet evade payment of the loss insured.
American law has not enforced subrogation to the same extent as

13 See 29 Am. Jur. 999.
14 See Hall v. Railroad Companies, 13 Wall. 367 (TJ. S. 1871) ; Gales v. Hailman, 11

Pa. SIS (1849).
!5 272 App. Div. 346, 71 N. Y. S. 2d S15 (1947).
!� 36 Geo. L. J. 694 (1948), 60 Harv. L. Rev. 1348 (1947).
17 272 App. Div. 346, 348, 71 N. Y. S. 2d SIS, S17 (1st Dep't 1947). See Joyce, Insur

ance 123, 12S (2d ed. 1917).
18 S Joyce, Insurance 5913 (2d ed. 1917).
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English cases, but it would be incorrect to say that American law is not
in sympathy with the English point of view. As early as 1842, New
York city provided for compensation to an insured after dynamiting
his property; it was held that, upon payment, only a pro tanto recovery
could be had from insurer on the principle of subrogation;19 in 1897,
when insured stamps were destroyed and mdernnified, the insurer brought
action against the United States on behalf of the insured. In allowing
the recovery, the Court held that,

"... payment to the owner by the insurer does not bar the right against another
party originally liable for the loss, but the owner, by recovering payment of
the underwriters, becomes trustee for them, and by necessary implication makes
an equitable assignment to them of his right to recover in his name.''20

Texas courts also follow the rule of "blanket" subrogation. Where the

destroyed insurable interest of a hen-holder was paid for by the in

surer, the latter was subrogated to all the rights of the insured.21 In

Vahlsing v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co., the lessee was bound by contract to

make good any damages. After payment by the insurer, the latter was
allowed to recoup from the lessee, the statement being made that sub

rogation is not only founded in tort but extends to every right that
exists in the hands of the insured.22 In a recent subrogation case in Wis

consin, the Court stated,
"Under Wisconsin law, when an insurer pays to the insured the amount of the

loss, it is subrogated in a corresponding amount to the insured's right of action
against any other person responsible for the loss. The insurer is entitled to all
the remedies and securities of the assured and to stand in his place. The right
of subrogation is not limited to cases where the liability of the third person is
founded in tort; but any right of the insured to indemnity will pass to the in
surer on the payment of loss."23

This adherence to the doctrine of indemnity only, as delineated in the
cases above, has not found acceptance in the majority of jurisdictions
here. The Alexandra opinion24 cannot be taken as representative of
either side of the problem. Under the state of facts there presented, the
insurer might well be considered to have waived his right to conventional

subrogation by failing to provide specifically for it in the policy.
19 Pentz v. Aetna Fire Ins. Co., 9 Paige 568 (N.Y. Ch. 1842).
20 United States v. American Tobacco Co, 166 U. S. 468, 474 (1897) .

21 Washington Fire Ins. Co. v. Cobb, 163 S.W. 608 (Tex. Civ. App. 1914).
22 Vahlsing v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co, 108 S.W. 2d 947 (Tex. Civ. App. 1937).
23 Continental Ins. Co. v. Bahcall, 39 F. Supp. 315, 319 (E. D. Wis. 1941).
2* 272 App. Div. 346, 71 N. Y. S. 2d 515 (1st Dep't 1947).
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Summary

In reviewing the problems involved in insurance subrogation, the
Mogan decision is perplexing. It will be recalled that there a third party
liability arose under a bailor-bailee relationship. There was no possibility
of invoking conventional subrogation due to the absence of such stipu
lations in the policy of insurance. Further, there was no tort involved
by which the issue of legal subrogation could be raised. Therefore, the
court was faced with two possibilities : ( 1 ) follow the English rule either
expressly or impliedly�allow subrogation, thereby precluding double
indemnity, or (2) refuse to recognize subrogation�leading to the in

equitable result of profit to the insured. The former course was the one

taken by the court. Thus the Oregon court achieved the same result as
that reached by the English courts, while still adhering to the principle
of subrogation arising from a tort.
The method used by the court in finding subrogation will in all prob

ability provide a precedent for other courts. This will result in an equit
able resolution of situations in which, otherwise, no subrogation could be
allowed under the American rule. This would afford more protection to
insurers in this country, and would extend subrogation more in accord
ance with the English viewpoint.
Although there is no authority for the following statements in case law,

it is felt that a more equitable result can be obtained. Undeniably there
is merit in both positions outlined above. Adhering to the fundamental
rationale of the indemnity concept, the inequity of utilizing this type of
insurance as a means of profit is evident. This closely proximates the

wager contract of which the law always has been suspicious. There still

remains, however, the objection that any relationship between the insurer
and a third party contract stands on grounds in which there is no privity.
On the other hand, the restriction of the doctrine of subrogation to

situations wherein a wrongdoer has made himself primarily liable for
the injury sustained is deserving of consideration. This makes the
burden fall on the one who caused the loss, but in so doing, the vice
of the enrichment of the insured is not circumscribed but condoned. One
answer to the dilemma, of course, would be to provide for complete as

signment in the contract of insurance. This has always been possible.
Another solution that suggests itself stems from the principles governing
situations wherein there are two insurers of the same property. Pro

portionate recovery among insurers is now provided for in most policies
but even in its absence, the burden is not placed on one party. Instead,
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the law allows contribution which results in injury to no one and justice
to both parties. The extension of this principle to recovery on the in

sured's contract with third parties seems a desirable end.

JAMES P. GLEASON

SAMUEL INTRATER

STATE OWNERSHIP OF FISH AND GAME

TT HAS long been considered that certain things belong in common to

all citizens of the state and are deemed to be held by the state in
trust for its citizens. Wild animals, fish, grazing lands, and public works
have been included in this concept of state ownership,1 generally known
as the proprietary interest doctrine. This doctrine has been used as a

rationale for excluding non-residents from the protection of Article IV,
Section 2 of the Constitution, which provides that the "citizens of each
State shall be entitled to all privileges and immunities of citizens in the

several States."2 The proprietary interest of the state and its citizens
was deemed to be sufficient grounds for barring non-citizens from en

joyment of these common resources of the state.3
Is the proprietary interest doctrine still a valid limitation on the priv

ileges and immunities clause? The answer to this question is the subject
of considerable speculation by reason of the decision of the Supreme
Court in Toomer v. Witsell,4 which is supported by the decision in Taka-
hashi v. Fish and Game Commission5 It is the purpose of this note to

discuss briefly the Toomer case, the historical development of the pro-

1 Geer v. Connectitcut, 161 U. S. S19 (1896) (game) ; Organ v. State. 56 Ark. 251, 19

S. W. 840 (1892) (fish) ; State v. Smith, 71 Ark. 478, 75 S. W. 1081 (1903) (grazing land) ;
Heim v. McCall, 239 U. S. 175 (1915) (public works).

2 The object of the privileges and immunities clause was "to place the citizens of each
State upon the same footing with citizens of other States, so far as the advantages result

ing from citizenship in those States are concerned. It relieves them from the disabilities
of alienage in other States ; it inhibits discriminating legislation against them by other States ;
it gives them the right of free ingress into other States and egress from them; it insures to

them in other states the same freedom possessed by the citizens of those States in the

acquisition and enjoyment of property and in the pursuit of happiness; and it secures to

them in other States the equal protection of their laws." Paul v. Virginia, 8 Wall. 168,
180 (U. S. 1868).

3 Geer v. Connecticut, 161 U. S. 519 (1896) ; Organ v. State, 56 Ark. 251, 19 S. W. 840

(1892).
4 334 U. S. 385 (1948).
5 334 U. S. 410 (1948).
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prietary interest doctrine, the possible interpretations of the Toomer case,
and its place in the pattern of Supreme Court decisions.
In the Toomer case, the plaintiffs were residents of Georgia, who owned

shrimp boats operating in the three-mile maritime belt off the coast of
South Carolina. They sought to enjoin the enforcement of a South Caro
lina statute which required non-resident owners of shrimp boats to pay
a license fee one hundred times as great as that charged resident owners.
In the majority opinion the Supreme Court stated that the ownership
theory was but a weak prop for the South Carolina statute6 and held that
the statute constituted a violation of the privileges and immunities clause
in view of the highly discriminatory license fees. By way of comment,
the Court stated:

"The whole ownership theory, in fact, is now generally regarded as but a

fiction expressive in legal shorthand of the importance that a State have power
to preserve and regulate the exploitation of an important resource. And there
is no necessary conflict between that vital policy consideration and the consti
tutional command that the States exercise that power, like its other powers, so

as not to discriminate without reason against citizens of other States."7

In a concurring opinion, Mr. Justice Frankfurter, joined by Mr. Justice
Jackson, affirmed the proprietary interest doctrine, but found the South
Carolina statute to be a violation of the commerce clause.8
In the Takahashi case, decided the same day as the Toomer case, a

California statute prohibited the issuance of commercial fishing licenses
to "any persons ineligible to citizenship".9 The plaintiff, a Japanese-
born resident of California, who was ineligible for citizenship under fed
eral naturalization laws, brought action for mandamus to compel the
defendant to issue a commercial fishing license to him. In declaring the
California statute invalid under the due process clause of the 14th

Amendment, the Court stated:

"To whatever extent the fish in the three-mile belt off California may be
'capable of ownership' by California, we think that 'ownership' is inadequate to

justify California in excluding any or all aliens who are lawful residents of the
State from making a living by fishing in the ocean off its shores while permitting
all others to do so."10

6 Toomer v. Witsell, 334 TJ. S. 385, 401 (1948).
7 Id. at 402.
8 Id. at 409.
9 Takahashi v. Fish and Game Commission, 334 TJ. S. 410, 413 (1948).
10 Id. at 421.
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History of the Proprietary Interest Doctrine

Under the Roman law animals jerae naturae were considered res

nullius,11 that is, a thing without an owner.12 The power of the state over

fish and game was imperium (governmental power to regulate) rather
than dominium (ownership).13 It has been said that under Roman law
the animals jerae naturae belonged in common to all the citizens of the
state.14 However, it appears from the Institutes of Justinium that owner

ship of wild animals was in no one until reduction of the animals to

possession15 and no reference has been found in Roman law to any pro
prietary interest in unpossessed wild game either in the state or in its

people.
At one time in England it appears that ownership of wild animals was

assumed by the sovereign as a personal prerogative, but by the Magna
Charta and the Charter of the Forest the assertion and exercise of this

right by the sovereign was distinctly limited.16 According to Blackstone,
wild animals were common property,17 and by the law of nature every
person had the right of pursuing and capturing them,18 but this natural

right could be restrained by the laws of the state for the benefit of the

community.19 Since the Magna Charta, "the ownership of wild animals
so far as vested in the sovereign has been uniformly regarded as a trust
for the benefit of the people. . . .

"20

The case of Corfield v. Coryell21 decided in 1823, appears to have
been the first pronouncement of the proprietary interest doctrine by our

courts. There the question before the Circuit Court of the Eastern Dis
trict of Pennsylvania was whether a New Jersey law which prohibited
certain non-residents from gathering oysters in the waters of that state
was repugnant to the privileges and immunities clause of the Constitu
tion.22 The court stated that the property right of,

11 Pound, An Introduction to the Philosophy of Law 198 (1922).
12 Bouvier, Law Dictionary 2915 (1914).
13 Pound, op. cit. supra note 11, at 198.
� State v. Mallory, 73 Ark. 236, 83 S. W. 955 (1904).
15 "Ferae igitur bestiae, et volucres, et omnia, animalia quae mari, caelo, et terra nas-

cuntur, simul atque ab aliquo capta fuerint, jure gentium statim Ulius esse incipiunt. Quod
enim nullius est, id naturali ratione occupanti conceditur." Institutes 2.1.12.
is See State v. Mallory, 73 Ark. 236, 83 S. W. 955 (1904).
it 2 Bl. Comm. *14.
is Id. at *394, *395.
19 Id. at *411.
20 State v. Mallory, 73 Ark. 236, 242; 83 S. W. 955, 956 (1904).
2i 6 Fed. Cas. 546, No. 3,230 (E. D. Pa. 1823).
22 U. S. Const. Art. IV, � 2.
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"... fishing belongs to all the citizens or subjects of the state. It is the

property of all; to be enjoyed by them in subordination to the laws which regulate
its use . . . this right is a right of property vested either in certain individuals or

in the state for the use of the citizens thereof. . . .

"23

The court then held that the privileges and immunities clause did not

amount to a grant to non-citizens of cotenancy in the common property
of the state.

Although the property interest of the state and its citizens in oyster
fisheries had been previously examined by the Supreme Court,24 Mc-
Cready v. Virginia,25 decided in 1876, is considered to be the leading case

enunciating the proprietary interest doctrine. Once more ruling on the
status of oysters, the Court was of the opinion that:

"
. . the States own the tidewaters themselves, and the fish in them, so far

as they are capable of ownership while running. For this purpose the State repre
sents its people, and the ownership is that of the people in their united sover

eignty."26

The foregoing statement of the proprietary interest doctrine was uni

formly accepted until the Toomer case, although Mr. Justice Holmes, in
delivering the majority opinion in Missouri v. Holland, said:

"To put the claim of the State upon title is to lean upon a slender reed. Wild
birds are not in the possession of anyone; and possession is the beginning of
ownership."27

Since the question before the Court was the constitutional extent of
the treaty power of the United States, rather than the privileges and im
munities clause, this case can be taken only as authority for the pro
position that the proprietary interest doctrine does not furnish an excep
tion to the treaty power of the United States.

Possible Interpretations of the Toomer Case

Clearly the Toomer case repudiates all or part of the theory of state

ownership. The following analysis offers three interpretations which

might be placed upon the holding in that case.

23 6 Fed. Cas. 546, 552, No. 3,230 (E. D. Pa. 1823).
24 In 1842 Mr. Chief Justice Taney held oyster fisheries to be the common property of

the citizens of the state held in trust by the sovereign for the common benefit. Martin v.

Waddel, 16 Pet. 367 (U. S. 1842).
25 94 U. S. 391 (1876).
26 Id. at 394.
27 Missouri v. Holland, 252 TJ. S. 416, 434 (1920).
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(1) It may be considered that the doctrine of the Toomer case is to
be limited to natural resources in the three-mile marginal belt off the
coasts and has no application to inland areas of the states. This inter

pretation would be consistent with the holding in the first Tideland Oil
case28 that California was not the owner of the marginal belt along its
coast and the resources therein. To have held in the Toomer case that
the state owned the fish in the maritime belt would have created the
anomalous situation of the state owning resources over but not in the
tidelands. As the Court points out in the Toomer case, the state may
have interests in the area which will support regulations issued under
the police power.29 These regulations, not being based on property rights,
would of course be subject to the privileges and immunities clause.30
(2) Possibly the application of the Toomer case should be limited to

migratory fish and game. In distinguishing the Toomer case from the

McCready case, the Court noted the fact that the instant case involved

free-swimming fish which migrate through the waters of several states
and are off the coast of South Carolina only temporarily while the Mc

Cready case dealt with oysters which would remain in Virginia until
removed by man. Since the decision in Missouri v. Holland31 related to

migratory birds, that case would appear to lend some support to this
explanation.
(3) The third possibility is that considerable significance should be

given the words of the Court in the Toomer case, to the effect that the

proprietary interest doctrine is but a fiction expressing the regulatory
powers of the state over important resources. With the state's authority
depending on police power rather than ownership, it necessarily follows
that this regulatory power must be exercised so as not to discriminate un

reasonably against citizens of other states.
As indicated in the discussion of the history of the proprietary interest

doctrine, the wild game actually present within a state has been regarded,
at least since the Magna Charta, as common property of the people,
either held by them in their own right or held by the state for their bene
fit. This property right inured to the people merely by virtue of the

presence of the game within the jurisdiction of the state 32 Indeed, in
more ancient times one of the primary reasons for the establishment of

28 United States v. California, 332 U. S. 19 (1947).
29 334 U. S. 38S, 393 (1948), citing Skiriotes v. Florida, 313 U. S. 69 (1941).
30 U. S. Const. Art. IV, � 2.
31 252 U. S. 416 (1920).
32 24 Am. Jur. 375.
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boundaries was to allocate the rights to game. Within these boundaries
the tribesmen claimed exclusive rights. Thus interpretation (1), which
repudiates the application of the proprietary interest doctrine in the

marginal belt, represents a departure from custom in that it says in effect
that even though game is within the boundaries of the jurisdiction of a

state, it is not necessarily owned by the state or its people.
Whether game was migratory by nature or whether it wandered in or

out of the jurisdiction was never the basis for classifying property rights
in that game. Admittedly, whenever the game departed from the juris
diction the property right of the state or its people divested, but con

versely, when the game returned, the property interest reattached.

Interpretation (2) would make a distinction between migratory and non-

migratory game and would exclude the former from the operation of the

proprietary interest doctrine. Under both interpretations (1) and (2)
the citizens of the state have been divested of a property right heretofore
recognized.
Interpretation (3), which represents a complete repudiation of the

proprietary interest doctrine, might be supported by the observations of
Dean Pound in An Introduction to the Philosophy of Law. The inference
of Dean Pound on the Court's decision in the Toomer case is obvious.

Pound, in speaking of the state's control of wild game, declared:

"We are also tending to limit the idea of discovery and occupation by making
res nullius (e.g., wild game) into res publicae and to justify a more stringent
regulation of individual use of res communes (e.g., of the use of running water

for irrigation or for power) by declaring that they are the property of the State
or are 'owned by the State in trust for the people'. It should be said, however,
that while in form our courts and legislatures seem thus to have reduced every

thing but the air and the high seas to ownership, in fact the so-called state owner

ship of res communes and res nullius is only a sort of guardianship for social pur
poses."33

From all that has been said, it will be readily seen that to accept this
third interpretation is to recognize the overthrow of what has been, in
the words of Mr. Justice Frankfurter, "one of the weightiest doctrines
in our law".34 This renunciation of the proprietary interest doctrine
would invalidate the provisions of many state statutes which expressly
recognize and adopt the doctrine.35 In addition, with license laws de-

33 Pound, An Introduction to the Philosophy of Law 198-199 (1922).
34 Toomer v. Witsell, 334 TJ. S. 385, 408 (1948) (concurring opinion).

See, for example, Ariz. Code � 57-109 (1949) ; Ark. Stat. � 47-501 (1947) ; Wis.

Stat. � 29.02 (1947).
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pending for validity on police power alone rather than upon a proprietary
right, the privileges and immunities clause would apply and all these laws

would, therefore, have to be re-examined and any substantial discrimina
tion eliminated.36

Conclusion

All three of the foregoing interpretations are indicative of the increas

ing tendency of the Court to limit the powers and prerogatives of the
states. The influence of the Tidelands Oil case37 upon the Court in reach

ing the decision in the Toomer case should not be minimized. However,
the Toomer case is restricted by the facts to the proposition that a state
in regulating the taking of migratory fish within its marginal maritime
belt, must do so within the limitations imposed by the privileges and im
munities clause. It is believed that if presented with the proper fact

situation, the Court will hold that, at least insofar as wild game is con

cerned, the proprietary interest doctrine is no longer valid. How far this

repudiation of the state's proprietary interest will be carried into other

fields, such as grazing lands, and public works, is a matter of conjecture.
H. M. DURHAM AND R. B. HERRINGTON

36 The privileges and immunities clause (U. S. Const. Art. TV, � 2) does not intimate

that, to avoid unconstitutionality, a state must, when conferring a privilege upon its own

citizens, also in terms confer the privilege to the same technical and precise extent upon
citizens of other states. Canadian Northern Ry. v. Eggen, 2S2 U. S. 5S3 (1920).

37 United States v. California, 332 U. S. 19 (1947).



RECENT DECISIONS
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW�Administrative Hearings in Deportation

Proceedings Must Conform to Requirements of the Administrative
Procedure Act.

Wong Yang Sung was arrested and after a hearing before an immigrant
inspector was held for deportation. By writ of habeas corpus in the United
States District Court for the District of Columbia Sung then sought release on

the ground that the administrative hearing was not conducted in conformity
with the Administrative Procedure Act of June 11, 1946, 60 Stat. 237, 5 U. S. C.

�� 1001 et seq. (1946). The District Court discharged the writ, holding the
Administrative Procedure Act inapplicable to deportation hearings. The Court
of Appeals affirmed and the Supreme Court granted certiorari. Held, deporta
tion proceedings must conform to the requirements of the Administrative Pro
cedure Act and since the proceedings in this case did not comply with these

requirements, the prisoner must be released. Wong Yang Sung v. McGrath, 338
U. S. 812 (1950).
The issue in the instant case was whether the requirement of Section 5 (c) of

the Administrative Procedure Act, 60 Stat. 237, 240, 5 U. S. C. � 1004(c)
(1946) that in an administrative hearing "No . . . officer engaged in the per
formance of investigative or prosecuting functions for any agency in any case

shall, in that or a factually related case, participate or advise in the de
cision ..." was intended to apply to deportation proceedings.
The hearing in the instant case followed the uniform practice of the Immi

gration Service. The hearing was before a deportation inspector whose duties
include the presentation of evidence necessary to support the charges in the
warrant of arrest as well as the preparation of a summary of the evidence, pro
posed findings of fact, conclusions of law, and a proposed order. The duties of
such a deportation inspector also include investigation of like cases. See 8 Code
Fed. Regs. �� 150.1 (1940) et seq.
The lower courts have not all reached the same conclusion as the Supreme

Court in the instant case. In Azzollini v. Watkins, 172 F. 2d 897 (2d Cir.

1949) it was held that the Administrative Procedure Act does not apply to de

portation proceedings because Section 7(a) of the Act, 60 Stat. 237, 241, 5
U. S. C. � 1006 (1946) exempts from the operation of the act those pro
ceedings by or before boards or other officers specially provided for by or

designated pursuant to statute. The court held that deportation inspectors are

specially provided by Section 16 of the Immigration Act, 39 Stat. 874, 885

(1917), as amended, 8 U. S. C. � 152 (1946), which provides as follows:

"... inspection ... of aliens, including those seeking admission or readmission
to or the privilege of passing through or residing in the United States, and the

examination of aliens arrested within the United States under this Act, shall be

659
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conducted by immigrant inspectors. . . . Said inspectors shall h-az-e power to ad
minister oaths and to take and consider evidence touching the right of any alien
to enter, reenter, pass through or reside m the United States . . . ." [Emphasis
supplied.]

The court thus interpreted this statute as specially providing for hearing
officers in deportation proceedings. Similar results were reached in United States
ex rel Lee Wo Shing v. Watkins, 175 F. 2d 194 (2d Cir. 1949) ; Chow Kau v.

Clark, 83 F. Supp. 969 (D. D. C. 1949) ; and Wolf v. Boyd, 87 F. Supp. 906
(W. D. Wash. 1949)
The conclusion that deportation proceedings are subject to the requirements

of the Administrative Procedure Act was reached in Eisler v. Clark, 77 F. Supp.
610 (D. D. C. 1948). The contention of the government in that case was that

� 5 of the Administrative Procedure Act, 60 Stat. 237, 240, 5 IT. S. C. � 1004

(1946) establishes a number of formal requirements to be applicable only in

every case of adjudication required by statute to be o^termined on the record
after opportunity for an agency hearing and that a deportation proceeding is not
an "adjudication required by statute" since there is no requirement for a hearing
in the statute authorizing deportation. Section 19(a) of the Immigration Act.
39 Stat. 874. 889 (1917), as amended, 8 U. S. C. � 155(a) (1946). The court,
however, held that since due process of law requires a hearing and since a hear

ing requirement had been read into the immigration Act, supra, by the courts

to save it from unconstitutionality, The Japanese Immigrant Case, 189 U. S. 86

(1903), an adjudication is required by statute within the meaning of Section 5
of the Administrative Procedure Act.

The Supreme Court in deciding the instant case was presented with a choice
of giving the Administrative Procedure Act either a broad and liberal con
struction or a narrow and strict one. If it was to be applied liberally the ex

ception to its operation stated in Section 7(a) of the act was not to be allowed
unless there was an express and specific statutory provision for deportation
hearing officers. If the Court was to give the act a narrow construction it would
not require such a specific showing of a statutory provision to escape its

operation. The Court was also left to determine whether the statement in
Section 5 (c) that these requirements were only to be applicable in adjudications
required "by statute" meant "explicity by statute" or "by statute as that stat
ute has been construed by the courts". If the Court intended to give the Ad
ministrative Procedure Act a liberal construction, it would adopt the latter

meaning, while if it intended to construe the act strictly it would adopt the
former. Thus it can be seen that in arriving at the conclusion presented in the
instant case the Supreme Court has given the Administrative Procedure Act
a liberal construction.

Although the question of judicial review was not before the court in the in
stant case, the broad interpretation given the Aclministrative Procedure Act has

important implications in the future Supreme Court interpretations of those
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sections of the act dealing with judicial review. A discussion of judicial review
is no more than speculation, but in view of the construction given the hearing
sections in the principal case, the Court may be expected to give a similar con
struction to the judicial review sections. A fair picture can thus be obtained of
the meaning of the judicial review requirements of the acts as those require
ments will probably be construed by the Supreme Court.
Section 10(a) of the Administrative Procedure Act, 60 Stat. 237, 243, 5

U. S. C. � 1009(a) (1946) states that,

"Except so far as (1) statutes preclude judicial review ... (a) Any person suf
fering legal wrong because of any agency action . . . shall be entitled to judicial
review thereof." [Emphasis supplied.]

The Immigration Act, � 19(a) provides in part that

"In every case where any person is ordered deported ... the decision of the
Attorney General shall be final" [Emphasis supplied.]

The lower courts which have given the Administrative Procedure Act a liberal
interpretation have held that Section 10(a) applies to judicial review of deporta
tion proceedings in spite of the wording of Section 19(a) of the Immigration
Act. United States ex rel Trinler v. Carusi, 166 F. 2d 457 (3d Cir. 1948) ;
United States ex rel Cammarata v. Miller, 79 F. Supp. 643 (S. D. N. Y. 1948).
These decisions have held that since a writ of habeas corpus, which is a form of

judicial review, has always been available to an alien held for deportation, the
Immigration Act, � 19(a) has not in reality precluded judicial review. Thus
in view of the liberal interpretation afforded Sections 5, 5(c) and 7(a) of the
Administrative Procedure Act by the Supreme Court in the instant case, it is

probable that the judicial review sections of the Act will receive a similar broad
construction following the reasoning of the Trinler and Cammarata decisions,
supra, when the Court gets an opportunity.
The decision in the instant case has halted deportation proceedings in thou

sands of cases. Washington Post, Feb. 23, 1950, p. 1, col. 2. Compliance by
the Immigration and Naturalization Service, Immigration Regulations, Part 151,
� 151.2(d), 15 Fed. Reg. 1300 (1950), will result in an increased cost because
of increased personnel requirements for each deportation proceeding. Since the

question is one of increased costs versus the degree of fairness to be afforded
an alien in a deportation proceeding, it is a proper problem for Congress. Con

gress has been asked for legislation exempting deportation proceedings from the
requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act. S. 2755 and H.R. 6652,
80th Cong., 2d Sess. (1948) ; H.R. 10, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. � 2 (1949).
The significance of the instant case is not by any means confined to the Im

migration and Naturalization Service. It is also a warning to other agencies
to revamp those procedures which may come in conflict with a liberally inter

preted Administrative Procedure Act. If the approach evidenced by the prin
cipal case is followed it will make the Administrative Procedure Act not merely
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a codification of existing law but the basis for sweeping revisions in the present
administrative procedures. The real significance of the decision probably lies
not within the confines of the narrow issues decided in the present case but in
the interpretation of the entire Act as remedial.

JAMES E. STEPHENSON

CIVIL PROCEDURE�Appeal from Final Decree Dismissed Because
Earlier Decree of Trial Court Was Final Judgment as to Appel

lant; Effect and Need of New Federal Rule 54(b) Illustrated.

Dickinson and Lloyd were engaged in promoting the Petroleum Conversion

Corporation. Over ten years ago, Dickinson sued Lloyd to enforce an equitable
lien on certain of the corporation's shares in Lloyd's possession. In that suit,
a group of stockholders and the corporation intervened, claiming that the stock
involved had been fraudulently issued, and demanding that it be cancelled.
The interveners also sought recovery from the litigants of unlawful profits
which allegedly had been obtained by a breach of fiduciary duty. A decree
was entered on April 10, 1947, by which all claims of Dickinson and Lloyd were

dismissed on the merits ; the class interveners had judgment against both parties,
and certain provisions were made by which the share of each stockholder in the

recovery was to be fixed. The corporation received some of the shares in the

possession of Lloyd's administrator, but its claim to other shares was dismissed,
and it was ordered to issue new shares to stockholders of another corporation.
All other claims of Petroleum were dismissed, but no appeal was taken by it from
that decree. On August 3, 1948, a "final decree" apportioning recovery among
class claimants was signed by the district court. No decision of any issue in
volving Petroleum was made in this decree and no changes as to it were made
in the 1947 decree. Petroleum's receiver in bankruptcy appealed from the 1948
decree on the premise that it dismissed the claims of Petroleum. (Actually, it
could dismiss such claims only insofar as it finalized the 1947 decree). The
circuit court of appeals overruled a motion to dismiss the appeal; judgment
was reversed by the Supreme Court. Held, the decree of April 10, 1947, was

a final decree as to Petroleum and one from which it could have appealed; its
failure to do so forfeited its right to review. Dickinson v. Petroleum Conversion
Corp., 70 Sup. Ct. 322 (1950).
The problem involved is the finality of judgments for the purposes of appeal

in cases where there are a number of parties and issues.
In the instant case, in the interim between the 1947 and 1948 decrees, the

new Rule 54(b), Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, went into effect as follows:

"When more than one claim for relief is presented in an action, whether as a

claim, counterclaim, cross-claim, or third-party claim, the court may direct the
entry of a final judgment upon one or more but less than all of the claims only
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upon an express determination that there is no just reason for delay and upon
an express direction for the entry of judgment. In the absence of such deter
mination and direction, any order or other form of decision, however designated,
which adjudicates less than all the claims shall not terminate the action as to

any of the claims, and the order or other form of decision is subject to revision
at any time before the entry of judgment adjudicating all the claims."

This rule was not applicable to the instant case, but the case provides an excel
lent illustration of the need for the rule and touched off a discussion by the
Court as to its effect. The majority of the court felt that the amended rule

might go far in remedying such situations in the future. Justice Black, however,
in his dissenting opinion, doubts that the new rule has charted a clear route

through the jungle. This diversity of opinion would seem to indicate some

future difficulty in the application of the rule.
Federal Rule 54(b), as originally promulgated, was intended to confirm and

complement the general rule of the federal courts that in actions at law and in

equity final judgment is a prerequisite to appeal. The original difficulty in the

application of this rule and resultant confusion seems to have stemmed from
the fact that the original rule provided merely for the entry of judgment and
that such judgment should terminate the action. Federal Rule 54(a) defines a

judgment to include, "... a decree and any order from which an appeal lies."
Thus, the party against whom a judgment had been rendered had, for purposes
of appeal, no criterion on the face of the rules by which to determine whether
the order or decree issued against him was final. The purpose of the new rule,
therefore, is to provide the district court with a means of labelling their decrees
as final. A decree or order is not final unless the court: (1) makes an express
determination that there is no just reason for delay; and (2) expressly directs
the entry of judgment. Thus, in the absence of such action, a party is entitled
to rely on the fact that a decree which is not labelled is temporary, and a

decree which might have been final under the old rule may not be under the
new one. Kuly v. White Motor Co., 174 F. 2d 742 (6th Cir. 1949) ; Kaufman
& Ruderman, Inc. v. Cohn & Rosenberger, 177 F. 2d 849 (2d Cir. 1949).
Judge Frank, in his dissenting opinion in the Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co.

v. Sylvania Industrial Corp., 154 F. 2d 814, 825 (2d Cir. 1946), cert, denied,
328 U. S. 859 (1947), indicates that the court would not dismiss an appeal
merely because the decree was not labelled "final":

"... my colleagues seem to suggest (perhaps I am wrong) that the district
court's dismissal order was interlocutory because the court did not use the talis-
manic term 'judgment' or 'final judgment'. Never until today has this court dis
missed an appeal on that ground."

This statement seems to contain the crux of the difficulty, and the question
presents itself whether the new rule cures the evil. On the face of the present
rule, it seems apparent that the litigant will never be deprived of his right to
appeal, though he may be sent up on futile appeals. That is, he will always
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know that a judgment not labelled in the manner provided is interlocutory,
though he may not always be certain that a labelled judgment is final. The

appellate court may decide that a labelled judgment is actually only inter

locutory. In the face of a line of such decisions, might not the litigant again
choose to delay his appeal pending the final outcome of the controversy in the

light of these decisions? By the fact that the judgment is labelled he is of
course put on notice that the district court considers it final, but he may choose
to avoid the unnecessary expense of a futile appeal, relying on previous de
cisions. He is again thrown back on his own judgment. If he attempts to appeal
a later judgment the court may decide that the first was appealable and he
has lost his right.
On the other hand, it is difficult to imagine a more workable rule than the

present rule 54(b). Merely adding the label "final" will not obviate the problem
here discussed. While the possibilities of the situation are somewhat remote,
it seems that Justice Black's comment is based on solid ground. How well the
rule works will depend apparently on the sound discretion of the district judges
and how clearly they label their adjudications. This discretion will, of course,
be limited by previous decisions of the appellate courts. Whether or not the
amended rule is the ultimate solution to the problem remains to be seen.

FRANCIS M. O'CONNOR

CIVIL PROCEDURE�In a Federal Court Action by a Minority Share
holder to Compel the Declaration of Dividends, a Majority of the
Corporation's Board of Directors Are Not Indispensable Parties.

Plaintiff, as a holder of 120 shares out of a total of 100,000 shares of pre
ferred stock issued by the defendant corporation, brought a class action in
the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania to

compel a declaration and payment of accumulated dividends of over 55,850,000.
Jurisdiction of the federal court was based on diversity of citizenship in that
plaintiff is a resident of New York and the defandant is a Delaware corpora
tion whose principal office is in Pennsylvania. Defendant's articles of incorpora
tion provide that the holders of preferred stock shall be entitled to recover

dividends at the annual rate of six dollars per share when and as declared by
the board of directors. The corporation's by-laws permit a majority of the board
of twelve members to constitute a quorum for the purpose of transacting busi
ness. Plamtiff alleged that the failure of the board of directors to declare
dividends was the result of bad faith by the directors and was in violation of
their duties as fiduciaries for the holders of preferred stock. Inasmuch as

personal jurisdiction could not be obtained over a majority of the board of
directors, the district court granted defendant's motion to dismiss. Plamtiff
appealed. Held, a majority of the corporation's board of directors are not in-
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dispensable parties in this action. Kroese v. General Steel Castings Corp., 13
Fed. Rules Serv. 19a.l-17 (3rd Cir. 1950).
A logical starting point in the determination of the proper ruling on defen

dant's motion to dismiss would appear to be a conclusion as to whether state
or federal law should determine the indispensability of parties. There is con

siderable direct authority that federal law should be determinative. The state

ment in 3 Moore's Federal Practice, 2153, 19.07 (2d ed. 1948) that
whether parties are indispensable should be determined in federal court by
federal rather than state rules is supported by the authority of considerable
federal case law. E.g., De Korwin v. First National Bank of Chicago, 156 F.
2d 858 (7th Cir. 1946); New England Mutual Life Insurance-Co. v. Branden
burg, 8 F. R. D. 151 (S. D. N. Y. 1948); Ford v Adkins, 39 F. Supp. 472

(E. D. III. 1941). But see Thompson v. Butler, 136 F.2d 644, 646 (8th Cir.

1943). The court, however, noting in passing that the decisions on the subject
present a seemingly inexhaustible well, reached the conclusion that state law
should govern. The doctrine of Erie R. Co. v. Tompkins, 304 U. S. 64 (1938)
requires that federal courts, where exercising jurisdiction based solely on di

versity of citizenship, must follow state law if to do otherwise would substan

tially affect the enforcement of the right. Guaranty Trust v. York, 326 U. S. 99

(1945). For a full discussion of the Erie doctrine as extended by more recent

cases, see Note, 38 Geo. L.J. 115 (1949). Moreover, the finding that state
rather than federal law should determine indispensable parties was, for the

purpose of the instant case, apparently reduced to a question of academic in

terest by the court's observation in footnote one of the opinion that the result

at which we arrive can be reached by either route.
Federal case law foreshadowing Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 19(b)

as to the definition of an indispensable party is best expressed by the language
used in the landmark case of Shields v. Barrow, 17 How. 130, 139 (U. S. 1854) :

"Persons who not only have an interest ... of such a nature that a final decree
cannot be made without either affecting that interest, or leaving the controversy
in such a condition that its final termination may be wholly inconsistent with

equity and good conscience."

The test of the Shields case is still the test under the new rules. See De Korwin

v. First National Bank of Chicago, supra.
Having decided that reference should be made to state rather than to federal

law to solve the question of indispensable parties, the court noted that there is

no Pennsylvania decision in point. In the absence of direct authority on the

indispensable party question, the decision was made to turn on whether a

literal application should be made of a fundamental principle of the law con

cerning jurisdiction in personam, set out by the court as follows,

"It is hornbook law that there must be personal jurisdiction over an individual

who is to be bound by a judgment at law or a decree in equity." Kroese v. Gen

eral Steel Castings Corp., supra, at 19a, 1-19.
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In refusing to settle the case by a mechanical application of this rule, the court

avoided a position historically abhorrent to a court of equity�i.e. declaring
the existence of a legal right without providing a remedy.
Shuckman v. Rubenstein, 164 F.2d 952 (6th Cir. 1947), cert, denied, 333

U. S. 875 (1948) is the only case in which the precise issue before the court

in the instant case has been previously decided. An opposite result was reached
in the Schuckman case, primarily on the basis of a statement to the effect that

jurisdiction over less than a majority of the directors makes it impossible for
the court to render an effective decree. By pointing out the broad powers of
enforcement available to an equity court through attachment and sequestration,
the court in the instant case clearly overcomes the objection in the Schuckman
case.

Inasmuch as there was no single state or federal jurisdiction in which personal
jurisdiction could be obtained at that time over a majority of the directors
of the defendant corporation, the decision reached appears inherently just and
equitable. But in a situation where the amount of the dividend sought is not

defined by the articles of incorporation or otherwise, the method pointed to by
the court in the instant case�rendering a decree against the corporation itself�

would appear to clash with the principle stated in the classic case of Dodge v.

Ford Motor Co., 204 Mich. 459, 500, 170 N. W. 668, 682 (1919) that,
"the directors of a corporation, and they alone, have the power to declare a

dividend . . . and to detenrhne its amount."

Whether or not a decree against the corporation alone could accomplish the
desired result is at least open to speculation.

Considered as a contribution to the body of law dealing with the determina
tion of indispensable parties, the holding of the instant case represents no new

or revolutionary principle. It does present a relatively new factual situation in
this field, however, and by implication affirms a conclusion made by Judge
Learned Hand in Roos v. Texas Co., 23 F.2d 171, 172 (2d Cir. 1927) that
the question of indispensable parties is "entirely practical . . . dependent in
each case upon the facts." In the absence of an express precedent the broad

equitable test of Shields v. Barrow, supra, is apparently still the rule.
EVERETT J. OLLNDER

CIVIL PROCEDURE�Two Dismissal Rule Under Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure Is Operative As an Adjudication upon the Merits
Though Defendants Be Not the Same in Both Actions.

Plaintiff filed a declaratory judgment suit as to patents in a New York
federal court against a New York corporation. The suit was brought under the
belief that the New York corporation owned the patents involved. Upon being
informed that a Maryland corporation, defendant herein, owned the patents,
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plaintiff brought this suit, dismissing the New York action. After plaintiff filed
suit in the Maryland court, the Maryland and New York corporations merged;
so that the New York corporation became the owner of the patents in con

troversy. Plaintiff filed notice of dismissal of Maryland suit under Federal
Rule of Civil Procedure 41(a) (1), whereupon Maryland defendant moved for
dismissal of Maryland action with prejudice pursuant to the same rule. The
rule provides,

"Unless otherwise stated in the notice of dismissal or stipulation, the dismissal
is without prejudice, except that a notice of dismissal operates as an adjudication
upon the merits when filed by a plaintiff who has once dismissed in any court of
the United States or of any State an action based on or including the same claim."
[Emphasis supplied.]

Held, defendant is entitled to an order dismissing the present action with preju
dice, notwithstanding defendants in both suits were not the same. Robertshaw-
Fulton Co. v. Noma Electric Corp., 84 USPQ 221 (D. Md. 1950).
It was argued on behalf of plaintiff that before the rule in question could be

given the interpretation which the court placed upon it, the defendant must be
the same in both suits. The court found no ambiguity in the terms employed
in the rule and concluded that the clear intent was that it was operative whether
the defendants be the same or not.

Prior to the promulgation of the federal rules in 1938, procedure in federal
courts in actions at law was regulated by the so-called Conformity Act, Rev.
Stat. � 914 (1878), repealed, 62 Stat. 992 (1948). See Barrett v. Virginian
Ry. Co., 250 U. S. 473 (1919). This statute provided that proceedings in civil
causes in federal courts should conform to the practice, pleadings, and forms
and modes of proceeding existing at the time in like causes in the courts of
record of the state in which such federal court was sitting. State statutes, in
general, recognized the right of a plamtiff to take a nonsuit any time prior to

the retiring of the jury to consider their verdict, Templeton v. Wolf, 19 Mo.
101 (1853), or at any time before verdict. Huffstutter v. Louisville Packing Co.,
154 Ala. 291, 45 So. 418 (1908). A judgment of nonsuit, whether voluntary
or involuntary, generally was not considered a bar to another action for the same

cause. Gummier v. Village of Omro, 50 Wis. 247, 6 N. W. 885 (1880). Fre

quently this right of either party to take a nonsuit was used indiscriminately
and abusively; so that often-times a defendant was subjected to repeated,
harassing actions for no justifiable cause. The federal "two-dismissal" rule was

designed to prevent and discourage such duplicative, wasteful and harassing
litigation. See Cleveland Trust Co. v. Osher & Reiss, 31 F. Supp. 985 (E. D.
N. Y. 1939).
The rule is a novelty. Analogous only are provisions of the codes of Alabama

and Minnesota. Ala. Code tit. 7 � 254 (1940); see Bullock v. Perry, 2 Stew.

& P. 319 (Ala. 1832) ; M. A. S. � 546.39; see Walker v. St. Paul City Ry. Co.,
52 Minn. 127, 53 N. W. 1068 (1892); Brennan v. Keating, 128 Minn. 49, 150
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X. W. 397 (1914); but cf. Hineline v. Minneapolis & Co., 78 F. 2d 854 (8th
Cir. 1935). There are but few decisions on the "two-dismissal" rule, and none

precisely in point. It has been held that the plaintiff must be the same in both
actions. Huskey v. United States, 29 F. Supp. 283 (E. D. Tenn. 1939). Ap
parently, however, the construction does not warrant the inference that defen
dant need be the same. It is true that sub-division (d) of Rule 41 provides for
the awarding of costs in a previously dismissed action based upon or including
the same claim against the same defendant. However, there is no such qualifica
tion, in subdivision (a) of the rule, of the words, the same claim. As the court

pointed out in the instant case, this omission indicates that no such qualifica
tion was intended.

Any prejudice with which the rule might be conceived to operate in universal

application is palliated by certain other of the federal rules. Thus a party
plaintiff may seek to amend his pleadings, which he may do once as a matter

of course, Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(a) ; or to drop a party at any stage of the action,
a misjoinder of parties not being a ground for dismissal of an action, Fed. R.
Civ. P. 21; or in a case of any transfer of interest, as in the instant case, the
action may be continued by the original party, unless the court upon motion
directs the person to whom the interest is transferred to be substituted in the
action or joined with the original party, Fed. R. Civ. P. 25(c). In the instant
case defendant's counsel suggested that a motion based on Rule 25(c) for an
order substituting parties defendant be made to the court on the ground that

by merger the New York corporation became the owner of the patents in con

troversy. Counsel for plaintiff refused to consent to the proposed substitution.
If under like circumstances such substitution be made, the party plaintiff may
then ask for a change of venue, for it is permissible for a district court in which
a civil action is commenced to transfer that action to any other district court.
28 U. S. C. � 1404 (Supp. 1948). This course of action would serve incidentally
to obviate any problem of obtaining jurisdiction over the new defendant.

Together with the rule for discovery, in particular Fed. R. Crv. P. 26(b),
33 and 34, a sound and flexible means of avoiding injustice is afforded. It is
to be observed that the federal rules were meant to operate as a harmonious
whole. Although certain injustices might be predicated of a single rule, con

sidered in itself, the instances of mal-function become minuscule when its

operation is reckoned to the complete system, each phase being interdependent
with each other. A party cannot complain of prejudice where the means of

avoiding it are complete.
JOHN B. LETTERMAN
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CONSTITUTIONAL LAW�Separation of the Races in the Public

Schools of the District of Columbia Is Not Prohibited by the Fed
eral Constitution, Provided That There Is Substantial Equality
of Treatment.

The plaintiff was a minor who sued the defendant Superintendent of Schools
and others by her father and next friend. She alleged that in the fall of 1946
she was a regularly enrolled student at Browne Junior High School, a public
school in the District of Columbia for colored students. By reason of excessive
enrollment, the students at said school were required to attend classes in two

shifts; each shift was for four hours of instruction. Contrasted with this, the
students at the next adjacent junior high school for white students attended
classes for six hours a day, as provided by statute. The plaintiff alleged that
she presented herself to the proper officials and demanded that they transfer
her to Eliot Junior High School, the next adjacent junior high school for white
students. The defendants refused to do so because Eliot was designated for
white students only. Plaintiff prayed that the defendants be ordered to allow
her to attend the school nearest her home which would give her a proper educa

tion, and that the court declare that segregation in the public schools of the
District of Columbia is illegal. Instead the court granted the defendants' motion
to dismiss. Held, the temporary nature of the shift system did not constitute

inequality of treatment or discrimination, and the established policy of segrega
tion, as regards white and colored students is not forbidden by the Federal
Constitution. Carr v. Corning, 18 U. S.L. Week 2377 (D. C. Cir. February 14,
1950).
The Court of Appeals was split in its decision. The minority opinion held

that there is inequality of treatment in the schools and that segregation itself is
unconstitutional .

The majority opinion follows in the line of cases which have given rise to a

principle known as the "separate but equal doctrine." For the most part these
have been cases where the wrong complained of has been done by the state or

its political subdivision. Thus these cases are based on the Equal Protection
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The question of the validity of segrega
tion in public schools first arose shortly after the Civil War. One of the early
cases was that of Bertonneau v. Board of Directors of City Schools, 3 Fed. Cas.

294, No. 1,361 (C. C. La. 1878). This case held that where the officers of a

city provide separate schools of equal excellence for the white and colored race

there has been no violation of the rights of either race under the Federal Con
stitution. However, the funds allotted to the public schools for colored children
cannot be limited to taxes collected from colored taxpayers. Claybrook v. City
of Owensboro, 23 Fed. 634 (C. C. D. Ky. 1884) ; Davenport v. Cloverport, 72

Fed. 689 (D. Ky. 1896). The schools provided for colored students must be

reasonably accessible. United States v. Buntin, 10 Fed. 730 (C. C. S. D. Ohio

1882). In states where the races are segregated the student cannot be required
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to go beyond the state's borders to get the education that he desires. State of
Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada, 305 U. S. 337 (1938). A state which segre
gates the races must provide a colored student with the same type of education
that is given any other group and as soon as it is applied for. Sipuel v. Board of
Regents, 332 U. S. 631 (1948).
If the separation of the races is accepted as valid, it remains to be determined

in the instant case if the measures adopted by the defendants constitute dis
crimination. In the opinion of the majority, there was no denial of equal treat
ment since the double shift complained of had been used as a temporary ex

pedient in the public schools of both white and colored students over the past
twenty years. The fact that the double shift complained of by the plaintiff had
been abandoned by the time the case was tried gave weight to the temporary
nature of the measure. In addition, the defendants could point to the fact that
the measures adopted were suggested by the first assistant superintendent of
schools in charge of colored schools who is a Negro.
The plaintiff in the instant case prayed that the court declare the defendants

to have exceeded their authority in requiring the segregation of the white and

Negro races. The question, as the majority of the court saw it, was whether
the Constitution of the United States had withdrawn the problem of segrega
tion from the legislatures and flatly prohibited separation of the races in public
schools. In answering the question, the court stressed that such problems lie in
the field of legislation and that nowhere could they find positive evidence of
intent on the part of the makers of the first ten amendments in 1789, nor of the
Fourteenth Amendment in 1866, to "foreclose legislative treatment of the prob
lem in this country." To support their view of the intent of the makers, the
majority relied on the general actions of Congress, the discussion in the Civil
Rights Cases, 109 U. S. 3 (1883), and the fact that Congress enacted specific
legislation in 1862, 1864, 1866, and 1874 which provided for segregation in
the public school system of the District of Columbia. The legislation passed in
1866 was approved by the same Congress that had proposed the Fourteenth
Amendment. Subsequent Congresses in 1906, 1924, and 1947 have repeatedly
provided for two assistant superintendents, one for the "white schools" and the
other for schools "in which colored children are taught."
The central issue in this case is the constitutional validity of segregation. The

majority of the court accepted segregation as valid because of the "separate but

equal doctrine." See Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U. S. 537 (1896), McCabe v.

Atchinson, Topeka and Sante Fe Ry. Co., 235 U. S. 151 (1914), State of Mis
souri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada, supra. The opinion in Plessy v. Ferguson, em
phasized that the separation of colored and white passengers on a train in intra
state traffic could be assumed to be necessary under the police power to maintain

public peace and good order. Segregation on interstate carriers has been held
invalid because of the burden on interstate commerce. Morgan v. Virginia, 328
U. S. 373 (1946). Enforcement of restrictive covenants by the courts of a state,
where the purpose of the covenants, is to exclude persons of a designated color,
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is violative of the Constitution. Shelly v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1 (1948). The
Supreme Court has held unconstitutional a city ordinance which prohibits Ne

groes from moving into a house on a city block where the majority of houses
located thereon are occupied by white families. Buchanan v. Warley, 245 U. S.
60 (1917). That case held that such action was a denial of due process of law.
The minority opinion in the instant case contended that enforced segregation
in schools is even more arbitrary and violates the Due Process Clause. The
Supreme Court in a recent case stated:

"Due process of law thus conveys neither formal nor fixed nor narrow require
ments. It is the compendious expression for all those rights which the courts must
enforce because they are basic to our free society." Wolf v. Colorado, 338 U. S.
25, 27 (1949).

It is said that in 1866 Congress did not intend to have non-segregated schools
in the District of Columbia. In the principal case Judge Edgerton points out,
"What was good for the Negro 80 or 160 years ago is not necessarily what is
good for him now." In his book The Growth of Constitutional Power in the
United States 171, Mr. Carl B. Fisher states:

"... it should be repeated that the Constitution has been accepted as a righteous
instrument and that it has been kept righteous by the infusion of new concep
tions of righteousness as they developed in the national community."

It is argued by those who oppose segregation that righteousness now requires
that race and color no longer be used as criteria in determining what school a
child shall attend.

According to the dictionary, segregation is separation from the main body,
isolation or exclusion. Merriam Webster New International Dictionary

(1948 ed). (Webster's New International Dictionary, Second Edition.) The

opponents of segregation hold that separate and equal are diametrically opposed
and can not exist together. Therefore, separate facilities can not be equal. State-
enforced discrimination is unconstitutional under the Fourteenth Amendment
to the Federal Constitution, Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1 (1948); enforce
ment of discrimination in the District of Columbia is contra to public policy,
Hurd v. Hodge, 334 U.S. 24 (1948); and discrimination is banned by the
Fifth Amendment if so arbitrary as to violate due process. Detroit Bank v.

United States, 317 U.S. 329 (1943). It is further advanced that segregation
builds a wall which separates the Negro population from the white. If all men
are equal as pronounced in our Declaration of Independence, there is no basis
in law or morality for separating a portion of the people from the rest solely
on the basis of race. Segregation engenders and fosters disunity among the
citizens of our country.
The majority opinion in the instant case followed the indicated path of

of judicial decision. It assumed that segregation is valid as a general policy and
concluded that it is therefore valid in the public schools. The minority opinion
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relied on broader considerations of social justice and righteousness to support
the proposition it advanced. Before the end of the current term, the Supreme
Court will have an opportunity to pass on the broad issue presented here, Hen
derson v. United States, Docket No. 25; Oklahoma State Regents v. McLaurin,
No. 34; Sweatt v. Painter, No. 44. As decided, the instant case holds that segre

gation in the public schools of the District of Columbia is not contrary to the

requirements of the Federal Constitution. It may prove to be the last of its line.
ROBERT A. MARMET

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW�Summary Dismissals in Pursuance of Pro

visions of the Federal Loyalty Program Are Constitutional.

Plaintiff, Dorothy Bailey, was suspended from her position with the United

States Employment Service in November, 1948, and was dismissed from gov
ernment service the following February. The order of dismissal also prohibited
the plaintiff from taking civil service examinations for a period of three years.
It was brought out in hearings before a regional loyalty board and the loyalty
review board that Miss Bailey had been accused of membership in the Com
munist party and in Communist-front organizations. She appeared, testified,
presented many witnesses and numerous affidavits in assertion of her loyalty
to the United States and in denial of the charges against her. No witnesses
other than those presented by the plaintiff appeared. The materials used

against her were unsworn and anonymous statements, presumably derived from

the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The plaintiff requested at the hearings
to be given the names of her accusers and to be confronted by them. This

request was refused for security reasons. She brought this action for a declaratory
judgment and for an order directing her reinstatement in government employ.
The trial court granted the defendant's motion for summary judgment. Held, dis
missal in pursuance of the provisions of the federal loyalty program plus
proscription from Government service for a period of three years is the infliction
of punishment without compliance with the Sixth Amendment of the Constitu
tion but dismissal alone in accordance with the provisions of the loyalty pro
gram does not violate the constitutional rights of a federal employee. Bailey
v. Richardson, 18 U. S. L. Week 243 (D. C. Cir. March 22, 1950).
President Truman's executive order No. 9835, 3 Code Fed. Regs. 132

(Supp. 1947), establishing the federal employees loyalty program, provides
for the dismissal of employees in the executive branch of the Government
where officials have reasonable grounds to doubt the loyalty of the employees.
The order also allowed the investigative agency to refuse disclosure of con

fidential informants for security reasons.

The appellant contended her dismissal upon loyalty grounds was a violation
of her constitutional rights and consequently invalid. She asserted that this
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dismissal was the infliction of punishment without judicial trial and thereby
violated the jury trial and confrontation by accusers requirements as provided
for by the Sixth Amendment. The appellant claimed such a discharge was a

deprivation of her property without due process of law violating the Fifth
Amendment. This dismissal for loyalty reasons was alleged by the appellant
to be an infringement of her right of freedom of political thought and her

right freely to associate as guaranteed by the First Amendment.
The court agreed with the appellant that the imposition of proscription from

Government employ for three years was the infliction of punishment without
compliance with the Sixth Amendment and invalid under United States v.

Lovett, 328 U. S. 303 (1946). However the court in the instant case declared
that dismissal on loyalty grounds, standing alone, violated no constitutional

provisions.
This case clearly shows 'that the claims of the appellant are without legal

support as there can be no violation of a right where no right exists. There is
no inherent right to a government position. Public offices and employment are
mere agencies, Butler v. Pennsylvania, 10 How. 402 (1850), and not property,
Taylor v. Beckham, 178 U. S. 548 (1900), nor contract rights, Field v.

Geigengack, 64 U. S. App. D. C. 40, 73 F. 2d 945 (1934). Government employ
ment is a privilege extended to the employee. The employee who accepts a

position under this privilege takes it with the conditions and subject to the

regulations deemed necessary for the successful and efficient exercise of gov
ernment powers. The power to exclude altogether generally includes the
lesser power to impose conditions and may permit a degree of regulation not

admissible in an activity engaged in as a matter of right. Packard v. Banton,
264 U. S. 140 (1924).
The executive order here involved is such a condition upon Government

employment. The President has declared that the public interest and the
functions of Government are best served by dismissing from Government serv
ice all persons whose loyalty is reasonably in doubt. This is an exercise of
his power as head of the executive branch of the Government, to protect the
civil service from disloyal and subversive elements. See Corwin, The President

�Office and Powers, 121-136 (3d ed. 1948).
The judicial process requirements of the Sixth Amendment are not applicable

to a pure exercise of executive power. Such an extension would be contrary
to the basic concept of the separation of powers of the various branches of
the Government. The discharge of an executive employee is an executive
function only. Humphrey's Executor v. United States, 295 U. S. 602 (1935).
The judiciary has no legal authority to review such an exercise of constitutional

powers. Bartlett v. Kane, 16 How. 263 (1853) ; United States ex rel. Taylor v.
Taft, 203 U. S. 461 (1906); Myers v. United States, 272 TJ. S. 52 (1926);
Levine v. Farley, 70 App. D. C. 381, 107 Fed. 186 (1939), cert, denied, 308
U. S. 622 (1940).
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The Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment pertains only to judicial
or quasi-judicial proceedings. Twining v. New Jersey, 211 U. S. 78 (1908).
It does not apply to the employer-employee relationship as between the Gov

ernment and its employees. An employer does not have to grant his employee
a formal trial before discharging the employee. Washington v. Clark, 84 F.

Supp. 964 (D. D. C. 1949).
The vigorous dissent conceded that most dismissals, including those for

colorless or undisclosed reasons and dismissals for incompetence, do not re

quire a judicial trial or even a full administrative hearing. However, the

minority of the court upheld the appellant's contention that dismissal for

loyalty reasons was an exception to the previously discussed precedents showing
no right to the elements of a judicial trial. Such a dismissal, the dissent said,
was the infliction of punishment; therefore every requirement of the Sixth
Amendment must be satisfied before a Government employee could be dis

charged. The sole authority presented for this exception was United States v.

Lovett, supra, interpreted by the dissent to hold that all dismissals from the

Government on loyalty grounds were punishment which required a judicial
trial.
The Lovett case was concerned with an Act of Congress forbidding payment

of salary or compensation to certain named Government employees. The

Supreme Court stated that the true purpose of the act was to bar the individual

permanently from Government service. The Court decided that this was the
infliction of punishment without judicial trial and therefore was a bill of
attainder. The decision was based upon permanent proscription by an Act of

Congress. The more logical interpretation of the Lovett case is that the validity
of loyalty dismissals was not then before the court.

It should also be noted here that the Lovett case dealt with a constitutional
check of the judiciary upon the legislature�the bill of attainder clause. It
is well to question what power the judiciary would have to review the ex

ercise of a purely executive function�discharging a purely executive employee
�had the Chief Executive imposed permanent proscription from employment
in the executive branch. In light of the Myers and the Humphrey's cases,
supra, the court has no such power.
The dissenting views of Judge Edgerton would require a full judicial trial,

including right to cross examine witnesses, trial by jury, before there could
be a loyalty firing from Government employment. Such a trial would necessi
tate the identification of undercover agents, revelation of counterespionage
methods and probably endanger the lives of the agents. This requirement
would clearly result in a serious impediment to the efforts of the Government
to combat the present menace of communism. No effective loyalty program
is possible if persons can be discharged only upon complete legal proof and
not upon suspicion or information.
The dissent upheld the appellant's claim that this dismissal was a trans-
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gression of her rights of freedom of speech and assembly. Actually, there was

no denial of the right to speak, think, act, or associate. What has been denied
is the position of the appellant as an employee of the United States Government
because there were reasonable grounds to believe that she failed to conform
to a qualification prescribed for continued employment. Miss Bailey is free
to believe and act as she so desires but she cannot contravene the standards
set forth in the President's executive order and still retain her job in the Gov
ernment. As Justice Holmes said,

"The petitioner may have the constitutional right to talk politics, but he has
no constitutional right to be a policeman." McAidiffe v. Mayor of New Bedford,
155 Mass. 216, 220, 29 N. E. 517 (1892).

Legally, the majority of the court in the instant case stands upon well es

tablished legal precedents. To agree with the emotional appeal of the dissent
is to allow a Government employee an inherent right to his position, such a

right to take precedence over security considerations for the protection of our
Government from destruction by disloyal elements from within.

William H. Madden, Jr.

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW�The Action of a State Court in Rendering

Judgment for the Amounts Due Under a Contract Previously
Required by the Federal Communications Commission to be Given
"No Further Effect" Does Not Contravene the Supremacy Clause
of Article VI of the Constitution.

A previous contract between the petitioners, Regents of the University Sys
tem of Georgia, and the respondents, plaintiffs in the trial court, having been
found to be a violation of the Communications Act of 1934, 48 Stat. 1064,
47 U. S. C. � 151 et seq. (1946), by the Federal Communications Commission,
the two parties then entered into the stock purchase contract now in question.
Upon application by the petitioner for a renewal of a radio license, there was

a determination by the Commission that unless the new contract were given
"no further effect" it would not be in the public interest to renew the license.
As a consequence the petitioners unilaterally repudiated the contract by which
they were to purchase the stock of the respondents, who were not parties to
the proceedings before the Commission. Thereupon, the license was granted,
and subsequently renewed. In a subsequent suit in a state court, the contract
was given effect by the rendering of a judgment for the amounts due respondents
under the contract. Held, the action of the state court in rendering judgment
does not contravene the Supremacy Clause of Article VI of the Constitution.
Regents of the University System of Georgia v. Carroll, 338 U. S. 586 (1950).
This unanimous decision of the seven participating justices recognizes the
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power of the FCC to prescribe the conditions under which it will issue or

renew a license, but it holds, supra at 600, that under the present statute,
the Communications Act of 1934, this power of the Commission "cannot di

rectly affect the applicant's responsibilities to a third party dealing with the

applicant." It is clear from decisions of the Court that the Commission's

regulatory powers are limited to the grant, refusal, or revocation of licenses.
National Broadcasting Co. v. United States, 319 U. S. 190, (1943); FCC v.

Sanders Bros. Radio Station, 309 TJ. S. 470 (1940). Since there were findings
by the Commission to the effect that the contract in question was contrary to

the public interest in that it weakened the petitioners financially, the Com
mission was faced with a dilemma. If it issued the license in spite of the con

tract, it would violate its rules for operation and its duty to "insure that only
the financially able may be licensees;" if it did not issue the license because
of the contract, "it must deprive the public of the advantage of a station"
which was found to be in the public interest except for the contract. The
Court's answer, supra at 601, was that "if the Commission was placed in a

dilemma from which it had no escape, that dilemma was the inevitable result
of the statutory scheme of licensing."
There is authority for the proposition that if there is a conflict between a

private contract and the order of an administrative agency based on the

exigencies of the public welfare, the latter must prevail. In Union Dry Goods
Co. v. Georgia Public Service Corp., 248 TJ. S. 372, 375 (1919) there was a

conflict between an existing contract for power and a new rate order determined
in an appropriate manner by a public service commission and it was held that

"private contract rights must yield to the public welfare. . . ." In the same

vein inlc> .V R.R. v. Mottley, 219 U. S. 467, 483 (1911) it was held that
"After the commerce act came into effect no contract that was inconsistent
with the regulations established by the act of Congress could be enforced in

any court." And, in Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Ry. v. Scarlett, 300 TJ. S.
471, 474 (1937) it was stated that "The judgment of the trial court and jury
cannot be substituted for that of the commission." In Venner v. Michigan
Central R.R. Co., 271 U. S. 127 (1926) a state court was held not to have
power directly or indirectly to adjudicate the validity of an order of the Inter
state Commerce Commission.
A similar principle was operative in Federal Radio Commission v. Nelson

Brothers Bond & Mortgage Co., 289 TJ. S. 266 (1933), where the Court up
held the action of the predecessor of the FCC in granting a frequency to an

Indiana station, previously licensed to respondent Illinois stations. The Court
decided that Congress had the power to authorize the Federal Radio Com
mission to delete stations, despite the vested interests affected, because those
operating radio stations have no rights superior to the Commission's power of
regulation and make their contracts and investments in the light of and
subject to that authority.
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National Broadcasting Co. v. United States, supra, was the denouement

of litigation arising out of regulations promulgated by the Commission, after
extensive hearings, banning as inimical to the public interest certain practices
by networks and their affiliates. The fact that the practices were embodied in

contracts between the networks and their affiliated broadcasting stations did

not restrict the Commission's power to proscribe them by regulation, as the

Court held that the Commission had the power to issue such regulations
pursuant to its authority to regulate the use of the radio waves so as to secure

the maximum benefits of radio to the people. The consequence of the regu
lations was, of course, that stations applying for the issuance or reissuance of

a license would be denied the same where they were subject to contracts

embodying the banned relationships with the networks. The practical effect
was that the stations served notice on the networks of cancellation or re

pudiation of the contracts.

The Commission's responsibility is to measure applications for licenses by
the standard of public convenience, interest, or necessity, FCC v. Pottsville

Broadcasting Co., 309 U. S. 134 (1940), and resulting economic injury to

a rival station coincident upon the grant of a license to another is not of itself
and apart from that standard an element the FCC must weigh in passing on an

application for a broadcasting license, FCC v. Sanders Bros. Radio Station,
supra. The broadcast field is open to anyone where a frequency is open without
interference and the applicant shows competency, adequate equipment, and
financial ability. Thus in judging the ability of the applicant to render the
best practicable service to the community, the Commission may inquire into
financial qualifications, but may not, of course, regulate the business (super
vising programs, business management, or policy), FCC v. Sanders Bros.
Radio Station, supra.

Since the Commission has the power to lay down conditions for the issuance
of a license which may in effect jeopardize existing contract rights of radio
broadcasters and those over whom it has jurisdiction (e.g., chain broadcasters) ,

and since the Commission is empowered to make financial inquiries, and is

required to incorporate into its standard of licensability the financial ability
of the applicant to render practicable service to the community, its order
to Regents in the instant case was by no means ultra vires. The novelty in
the case lies in the fact that here both parties to the contract affected by that

requirement were not before the Commission or subject to its jurisdiction, as

the respondents are neither broadcaster, licensee, or network chain. It is the

broadcasting licensee of the Commission, however, who is subject to the rule
of Nelson Brothers case, supra, that contracts and investments are made in
the light of the Commission's authority. Respondents here were not so sub

ject, and their contract rights exist unimpaired by the desire of Regents to

satisfy the Commission's condition precedent for a license renewal by getting
rid of the disfavored contract. It would thus appear that the Regents chose
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a poor method to divest themselves of the contract. They might have at

tempted an accord and satisfaction or rescission on the ground that the con

tract was contrary to public policy, being prepared to do restitution for the
value of respondents' transferred assets to vitiate unjust enrichment. Certain
it is that the Commission did not purport to adjudicate the contract as invalid.
The Supremacy Clause was in no jeopardy.

Arturo G. Ortega

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW�While a Racial Restrictive Agreement May
Not Be Specifically Enforced, Breach of Contract Action Based
on the Restrictive Covenant, Held Not to Violate the 14th Amend
ment.

Plaintiffs and defendants Leaon are parties to a private restrictive agreement
which provides that none of the lots in an area in which they each own land may
be devised, sold, leased or occupied by Negroes. As defendants Leaon sold or

were about to sell their lot to defendants Street, persons of the Negro race,
plamtiffs sought to enforce the restrictive agreement by petitioning for a decree

cancelling any conveyance of the land made between the defendants and an in

junction restraining their violation of its terms. The trial court dismissed the
entire action. Plaintiffs appealed from a dismissal of their amended petition
against defendants Leaon which sought to enforce the agreement or in the al
ternative to recover damages for its breach. Held, the original petition and
counts of the amended petition seeking judicial enforcement of the racial restric
tive agreements were properly dismissed, but the trial court may hear and de
termine an action for damages for the breach of the agreement by one of the

parties thereto without violating any provision of the federal or state constitu
tions. Weiss v. Leaon, 225 S.W. 2d 127 (Mo. 1949).
By permitting an action for damages in the Weiss case, supra, the Missouri

court answered in the negative the question as to whether allowing damages
for breach of a racial restrictive agreement by one of the parties thereto is that

type of state action in enforcing a restrictive agreement which is prohibited by
the Fourteenth Amendment. As this question was a natural consequence of the

Supreme Court's decision in Shelly v. Kraemer, 334 U. S. 1 (1948), it must be
considered in the light of that case.

The Supreme Court in the Kraemer case, supra, decided that private agree
ments to exclude persons of designated race or color from the use or occupancy
of real estate for residential purposes do not violate the Fourteenth Amend

ment; but it is violative of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment for state courts to enforce them. Prior to this case it had long
been held that the discrirninatory action prohibited by the first section of the
Fourteenth Amendment is only such action as fairly may be said to be that of
the states and does not include private conduct. Civil Rights Cases, 109 U. S.
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3 (1883). In this regard ordinances imposing racial restrictions have uniformly
been held to be unconstitutional as constituting state action. Buchanan v. War-

ley, 245 TJ. S. 60 (1917); Harmon v. Taylor, 273 U. S. 668 (1927); Richmond
v. Dean, 281 TJ. S. 704 (1930). However, some courts on being asked to enforce
racial restrictive agreements entered into by private individuals have granted
the relief sought on the theory that their action did not amount to a deprivation
of rights guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment. Burkhardt v. Lofton, 63
Cal. App. 2d 230; 146 P.2d 720 (1944), Lyons v. W'alien, 191 Okla. 567; 133
P.2d 555 (1942).
The court in the Kraemer case disregarded this attempted limitation of the

concept of "state action" and found that it mattered not whether the discrimi
nation was of state origin or arose from individual agreement, the discrimination
remained and any enforcement of it by the courts was state action. It went on
to say that any action of a state to which the Fourteenth Amendment has refer
ence is state action, even if by the courts of that state. The question that re
mains is whether certain types of state action offend the Amendment's pro
hibitory provisions, not whether a court's acts are immunized.
The court in the present case found that the Supreme Court's holding in the

Kraemer case was limited to denying specific performance of a racial restrictive
agreement by judicial decree and that the question whether the Fourteenth
Amendment also forbids an action for damages for the breach of a restrictive

agreement between parties thereunder was not raised or discussed. It then dis

tinguished between legal and equitable contract remedies, and determined that

injunctive relief to enforce a restriction may be denied without impairment to
the covenant as a basis for damages for its breach. The court then concluded
that as the remedies are separate, the unconstitutionality of specific enforce
ment of restrictive agreements need not affect the remedy by way of damages
unless under the circumstances it too is unconstitutional. As this latter question
has not been decided, the court concluded that such relief was constitutional.
Weiss v. Leaon, supra.
Following the Kraemer case, numerous legal writers attempted to anticipate

the scope of its application and to determine the means which might be used to

limit and circumvent its effect. The most universally considered and rejected
possibility was that of allowing damages for breach of the agreement. Crooks,
The Racial Covenant Cases, 37 Geo. L. J. 514, 524 (1949) ; Ming, Racial Re
strictions and the Fourteenth Amendment: The Restrictive Covenant Cases, 16
U. of Chi. L. Rev. 203, 216 (1949) ; Note, 48 Col. L. Rev. 1241 (1948).
That an action at law for damages resulting from a breach of contract will

lie in many instances where equity will deny specific enforcement of the contract

is accepted contract law. 49 Am. Jue. 10 (1943). On the basis of this dis
tinction the court in the Weiss case chose to regard restrictive agreements as

normal contracts for which damages alone will lie. But these agreements are

not normal contracts. In speaking of them in the Kraemer case the court said:
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"... the restrictive agreements standing alone can not be regarded as violative
of any rights guaranteed to petitioners by the Fourteenth Amendment. So long
as the purposes of those agreements are effectuated by voluntary adherence to

their terms, it would appear clear that there has been no action by the State and
the provisions of the Amendment have not been violated." [Emphasis supplied.]
Shelly v. Kraemer, supra at 13.

In the light of this holding, these agreements may be considered as valid
but unenforceable contracts which in this respect are akin to oral contracts that
have not satisfied the requirements of the Statute of Frauds. It would appear
that the parties to such agreements are free to terminate them at will and are

protected from court action in so doing. It has already been seen that court
action for purposes of the Fourteenth Amendment is state action, and logically
it seems that adjudication of a suit for damages based on a restrictive agreement
would be enforcement by state action. It then becomes necessary to consider
whether such state action impairs the voluntary nature of the agreements.
If a landowner were aware that he could be subjected to an action for damages

once he chose to dispose of his land counter to the terms of the racial restrictive

agreement, he would be deterred from so conveying. He would in effect invol

untarily practice discrimination to avoid paying damages or incurring expenses
of litigation. There would be discrimination and only because of the coercive
power of the courts standing behind the agreement. The result would be that
the courts would accomplish by indirection what has been denied directly. It
seems clear that the present Supreme Court, having emphasized the protective
aspect of the Fourteenth Amendment, will not be deterred in its recognition of

existing social pressures by a mere change in form or method of effecting dis
crimination by the states. To hold otherwise would be to disregard the clear
intent of the undivided Court when it said:

"... The Constitution confers upon no individual the right to demand action by
the State which results in the denial of equal protection of the laws to other in
dividuals." Shelly v. Kraemer, supra at 22.

The parties to the agreements are still free to contract but access to the courts
to effectuate the discriminatory purpose of these agreements is denied because
judicial relief in such matters is prohibited by the Fourteenth Amendment.

JAMES F. SCHREMP

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE�United States Court of Appeals May Re
verse with Orders for a New Trial Even Though Error Consisted
ln Refusal of District Court to Grant Motion for Judgment of
Acquittal.

Appellant's motion for judgment of acquittal at trial in the federal district
court was denied. A verdict of guilty was returned, and motion for judgment
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of acquittal or in the alternative for a new trial, was renewed. That motion
was denied, and judgment was entered on the jury's verdict. On appeal, the
United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit reversed, holding that the
evidence was insufficient to support the verdict and ordered a new trial. Appel
lant then moved that the court of appeals amend its order by directing entry
of judgment of acquittal, rather than a new trial, in order to conform to Rule
29(a) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. Following denial of that
motion, certiorari was granted by the Supreme Court. Held, Rule 29 of the
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure refers only to proceedings in the district
court, and does not affect the power of the court of appeals when remanding
a case to the district court. Bryan v. United States, 338 U. S. 552 (1950).
This is the first instance in which the Supreme Court has been called upon

to determine the effect of Rule 29. Section (a) of the rule directs that:

"... The court on motion of a defendant or of its own motion shall order
the entry of judgment of acquittal ... if the evidence is insufficient to support
a conviction of such offense or offenses. ..."

Except for the change in name, the motion for judgment of acquittal is the
same as the motion for directed verdict in the practice prior to the Rules. The

power of the appellate court to remand for a new trial in such a case as this
was never questioned in federal practice prior to the Rules. It was the duty of
the district court to grant defendant's motion for directed verdict, if the evi
dence was insufficient to support a verdict of guilty. Ishell v. United States, 227
Fed. 788 (8th Cir. 1915); Curley v. United States, 160 F. 2d 229 (D. C. Cir.
1947). Yet, the circuit courts of appeals in many instances remanded a case

to the district court with orders to grant a new trial, although the district court's
error consisted in its refusal to grant defendant's motion for directed verdict.

See, e.g., Enrique Rivera v. United States, 57 F. 2d 816 (1st Cir. 1932) ; United
States v. Di Genova, 134 F. 2d 466 (3d Cir. 1943) ; Pines v. United States, 123
F. 2d 825 (8th Cir. 1942). Nevertheless, it was appellant's contention that
a defendant acquires an indefeasible right to entry of judgment of acquittal
by proper motion under Rule 29(a) if the evidence is insufficient to support
a conviction; and, therefore, that when the court of appeals determines that
defendant's motion for judgment of acquittal was erroneously denied, its order
to the district court may not be for a new trial, but must be for entry of judg
ment of acquittal.
The Third, Seventh, and Ninth Circuits had held that Rule 29 allows the

circuit courts of appeals to order entry of judgment of acquittal non obstante

veredicto, United States v. Bozza, 155 F. 2d 592 (3d Cir. 1946); United States
v. Gardner, 171 F. 2d 753 (7th Cir. 1948); Karn v. United States, 158 F. 2d
568 (9th Cir. 1946), but no decision supported appellant's contention that
Rule 29(a) makes such a practice mandatory on the courts of appeals.
The powers of the appellate courts are set out in 28 U. S. C. � 2106 (Supp.

1948). The only limitation on the discretion of the appellate court in its direc-
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tions on remand is that the "judgment, decree, . . . order, or . . . further pro
ceedings ... be just under the circumstances." Even under the practice prior
to the Rules, it was the duty of the district court to grant defendant's motion
for directed verdict if the evidence was insufficient to support a contrary verdict,
so now Rule 29(a) imposes a similar duty on the district court. It does not

follow from the fact that it was error for the district court to refuse to enter

judgment of, acquittal, however, that it is error for the court of appeals not to

order the district court to take such action when it reverses and remands. The
discretion of the court of appeals when remanding is not limited to ordering
the district court to do what it should have done in the first place. Such a

direction would often be impracticable and in many cases would not serve the
ends of justice. This was the court's reason for refusing to direct entry of

judgment of acquittal in the present case. Bryan v. United States, supra at 229.

See^Note, 38 Geo. L. J. 285. 296 (1950).
The "vested right" theory of appellant finds its only support in the holding

of the Karn case, supra. In that case, the trial in the district court was held

shortly before the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure became effective. In

considering the effect of defendant's motion for directed verdict, the court set

forth a novel doctrine:

"The right of appellant to a verdict of acquittal fully matured when he made
his motion. To remand the case with directions to grant a new trial would, in
our judgment, be a serious invasion of rights which accrued to him in the lower
court. . .

" Karn v. United States, supra at 573 [Emphasis supplied].

The court clarifies this holding:
"It remains a question of law properly to be decided by the appellate court, and
when so decided, there remains nothing to be done by the district court save

enter a judgment of acquittal." Ibid.

This holding finds no support in previous cases. The court refers ;to Ex

parte United States, 101 F. 2d 870 (7th Cir. 1939), to corroborate its reason

ing. However, that case did not hold that a motion for directed verdict gave
defendant an absolute right to judgment of dismissal if the evidence was in
fact insufficient to support a contrary verdict. Rather, it held that the district
court had the power to enter judgment of dismissal non obstante veredicto. Ex

parte United States, supra at S78. The order to enter judgment of acquittal
in the Karn case might be justified under 28 TJ. S. C. � 2106 (Supp. 1948), as
the only order just under the circumstances. However, the holding that a

"vested right" is acquired by motion for directed verdict (judgment of acquittal
under the Rules) unduly restricts the 'discretion granted the courts of appeals
by � 2106, and is in direct conflict with the weight of authority as indicated in

previous cases remanded for insufficiency of evidence. See Enrique Rivera v.

United States, supra.
At the time the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure were drawn up, the
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appellate court practice of directing a new trial when reversing for insufficiency
of evidence was well established. Still, there is no suggestion in the language
of Rule 29(a) of an intent to abridge the broad discretion granted by 28 U. S. C.
� 2106 (Supp. 1948).

"If the statute merely constitutes a reaffirmance of the existing law it becomes
doubtful that any innovations were intended." 2 Sutherland, Statutory Con
struction � 5305 (3d ed. 1943); cf. Thummess v. Von Hoffman, 109 F. 2d
291 (3d Cir. 1940).

Moreover, the notion that any innovations were intended is refuted by the

Advisory Committee's statement that the motion for judgment of acquittal is
of the same nature as the motion for directed verdict, being different in name

only. Notes to the Rules of Criminal Procedure for the District Courts
of the United States 28 (U. S. Gov't. Printing Office 1945).
Trial courts have always had the power to grant a new trial in order to

correct an error of law, even though the error has been its refusal to direct a

verdict. An interesting discussion of this prerogative in civil cases is found in
Cone v. West Virginia Pulp and Paper Co., 330 U. S. 212, 215 (1947). The

principal case recognizes that the district court still has this prerogative in
criminal cases. Rule 29(b) allows the district court to enter judgment of

acquittal or grant a new trial. The end of law is the common good. Therefore
the judge has a duty to the community as well as to the individual defendant.
If the defect in proof is slight, and may easily be supplied on a new trial, justice
is better served by granting a new trial. The protection of the individual lies
in the proper exercise of this discretion by an impartial bench. In the interests
of justice, the discretion* allowed the district court by Rule 29(b) is equally
necessary to the court of appeals.

JOHN D. CRAWFORD

EQUITY�Writ of Sequestration Used to Enforce Order of Court Al
though Action Filed Did Not Seek Any Monetary Relief.

Freda Ippolito filed a complaint on August 25, 1949 with the Superior Court
of New Jersey, Chancery Division, to enjoin her husband's foreign divorce suit,
and to obtain a writ of sequestration against his property located in New Jersey.
Pursuant to the verified complaint an order was made on August 25, 1949

whereby defendant was restrained from proceeding with his divorce action else
where than in New Jersey, and a writ of sequestration was awarded to preserve
his property pending hearing and to enforce compliance with orders of the
court. The writ of sequestration was issued and executed and a motion by de
fendant to dissolve the restraints was denied. A hearing on the order to show
cause of August 25, 1949, was held on September 30, 1949, at which time the
restraints were continued until further order of the court. The defendant ap-
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pealed to the Supreme Court of New Jersey. Held, the court had authority to

issue the writ of sequestration to preserve the husband's property pending hear

ing and to enforce compliance with orders of the court. Ippolito v. Ippolito et al.,
71 A. 2d 196 (N. J. 1950).
That equity has inherent authority to issue writs of sequestration without

benefit of statute cannot be denied. This writ has been used by both federal
and state courts in the United States as a mesne process of attachment, against
a person in contempt, to secure performance of a decree and to preserve property
pending suit. Appelgate v. Applegate, 39 F. Supp. 887 (E. D. Va. 1941);
Clements v. Tillman, 79 Ga. 451, 5 S. E. 194 (1888); Manning v. Mercantile
Securities Co., 242 111. 584, 90 N. E. 238 (1909), aff'd per curiam sub. nom.
Rhodus v. Manning, 217 U. S. 597 (1910); White v. White, 233 Mass. 39, 123
N. E. 389 (1919).
However, general seizure of assets in advance of trial finds no support in the

principles of equity. Cities Service Co. v. McDowell, 13 Del. Ch. 109, 116 Atl.
4 (1922); Piatt v. Elias, 101 App. Div. 518, 91 N. Y. Supp. 1079 (1st Dep't
1905). The cases in which the writ has been used as a means of preserving
property pending suit, are those in which the plaintiff asserts some specific right
to, interest in or lien upon the property sequestrated. Harrison v. Farmers' Loan
and T. Co., 94 Fed. 728 (5th Cir. 1899) ; Ringold v. Goyer Co., 164 Miss. 261,
144 So. 706 (1932). The great majority of courts have adhered to this rule even

to the extent that without benefit of statute, in a case where defendant had acted

fraudulently and was a non-resident with his property in the state not subject
to legal process, equity refused to impound assets upon which the plaintiff had
no sort of lien. Tennessee Fertilizer Co. v. Hand, 147 Ga. 588, 95 S. E. 81

(1917). A few cases are contra. Dean v. Boyd, 86 Miss. 204, 38 So. 297 (1905) ;
Lee v. Lee, 135 Miss. 865, 101 So. 345 (1924). In his dissent in the Lee case,
supra at 877, Smith, C.J., pointed out that the decision in the Dean case, cited
by the majority opinion, should be considered as one in which the plamtiff
claimed a lien upon the property sequestrated.
In the Ippolito case, supra, the court reasons from equity's inherent power to

issue writs of sequestration to a result which in effect uses sequestration in the
manner of attachment. The statute regulating sequestration in New Jersey has
been repealed. Laws of N. J. 1948 c. 358, � 45. Even if still in effect, ad

mittedly, the statute would have granted no basis for relief in this case, as no

money decree was sought. N. J. R. S. 2:29-89.

The court relied on Rule 3:72 of the New Jersey Rules of Civil Practice as

one of the bases of its decision:

"Writs of sequestration or proceedings in the nature thereof are superseded
except to enforce a judgment or order of the court."

The court reasoned that since historically, the writ was issued as original as

well as final process the rule necessarily could not be limited to final order.
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The difficulty with this reasoning is that historically sequestration was not

proper as an original process as used in the instant case, wherein the plaintiff
makes no claim of a specific right or lien upon the property.
In relation to the sequestration of the bond and mortgage assigned by the

defendant husband to his father nine months prior to the institution of his for

eign divorce action, the court stated that the plaintiff was not asserting a claim
on the property. The complaint alleged that the assignment was fraudulent
and that equitably the property remained that of the defendant husband. The

complainant sought sequestration of this property on the ground that the assign
ment was made to defeat the enforcement of the jurisdiction of the State of
New Jersey over the matrimonial status of the plaintiff and defendant. The
court however based its jurisdiction on the marital res within New Jersey, stating
that the incidental relief sought by the complainant, namely, the payment by
her husband of counsel fees and costs, was not the basis for the issuing of the
writ of sequestration.
It has been held in New Jersey that a wife's right to set aside a transfer of

her husband as being fraudulent as to her depends upon her status as a creditor.
Clark v. Clark, 13 N.J. Misc. 49 (Ch.), 176 Atl. 81 (1935). New Jersey
Rules of Civil Practice, Rule 3:18-2 provides:

"Whenever a claim is one heretofore cognizable only after another claim has
been prosecuted to a conclusion . . . the two claims may be joined in a single
action. ... In particular, a plaintiff may state a claim for money and a claim to
have set aside a conveyance fraudulent as to him, without first having claimed a

judgment estabhshing the claim for money."
As admittedly, the claim for money damages in this case was only incidental,
no money decree having been sought, and in the light of the decision of Clark
v. Clark, supra, the contention of the defendant, affirmed by the court, that
Rule 3:18-2 was inapplicable, was sound.
The rationale of the court's opinion stems from the basic reason, said to be

based on equity's inherent power and historic procedure, that inasmuch as the
courts of New Jersey have been liberal in allowing injunctive relief against
fraudulent foreign divorce suits where the situs of the marital res is in the State,
therefore the same liberality should be exercised in granting additional prelim
inary relief to insure compliance with the orders of the court.

Although a court is liberal in granting injunctive relief against the prosecution
of such divorce suits, it does not follow that a writ of sequestration should be
issued pending suit as additional preliminary relief. The "liberality" theory
upon which the court based its decision authorized, for all purposes and effect,
sequestration in the nature of attachment and affords an excellent example of

judicial legislation.
PAUL r. madden
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EVIDENCE�Police Officer's Conduct Indicating It Would Be Better
for the Accused to Tell the Truth Makes Confession Obtained
Thereby Inadmissible.

Defendant was convicted for the murder of a couple parked in an auto

mobile. The confession was given to the captain of detectives after the accused
was shown a letter from a state prisoner which indicated that it would be better
for the defendant if he told the truth. The defendant charges that the confession
was not voluntarily given. Held, the defendant was induced to make the con

fession by the production of the letter, and therefore the original confession
and subsequent confessions were not voluntarily made, and should have been
excluded from evidence. Edwards v. Maryland, 71 A. 2d 487 (Md. 1950).
A confession of guilt by the accused is admissible against him when, and

only when, it is freely and voluntarily made, without having been induced by
the expectation of any promised benefit, or by the fear of any threatened injury
or by the exertion of any improper influence. Cox v. State, 64 A. 2d 732 (Md.
1949). A confession induced by a promise or a threat is under certain con

ditions testimonially untrustworthy. State v. Cooper, 2 N. J. 540, 67 A. 2d 298

(1949). For this reason, where the statement is made, "You had better speak
the truth," courts show a tendency to construe it as a promise of leniency and
as ground for exclusion when made to a prisoner by one in authority. Jordan
v. State, 77 Ga. App. 656, 48 S. E. 2d 756 (1948). If the exhortation to speak
the truth is connected with attending circumstances and other language in the
same or prior interviews, which show the confession was made under the in
fluence of some threat or promise, it will be excluded. Turner v. State, 203 Ga.

770, 48 S. E. 2d 522 (1948). But where no threats or promises can be implied
from the circumstances, a mere adjuration to speak the truth will not invalidate
the confession. People v. Lazenby, 403 HI. 95, 85 N. E. 2d 660 (1949). In
such a situation there are no circumstances to show that you can not trust

what the accused says. Martin v. United States, 166 F. 2d 76 (4th Cir. 1948).
It would appear that the only question is whether the inducement held out

to the prisoner tended to make his confession untrustworthy. The difficulty
arises in determining what inducements are sufficient to make a confession testi

monially untrustworthy. Generally, there are two tests for determining the
testimonial trustworthiness of confessions so obtained:

(1) The test used by the majority of American courts is. Was the con

fession induced by threat, promise, fear or hope? 3 Wigmore, Evidence � 825

(3d ed. 1940). Like the minority test it is based on the principle that a con

fession will be excluded if it cannot be trusted. The fault of the test lies in
the fact that it is a rule of thumb. It is applied in plain disregard of the

question whether the confession so obtained is true in fact.

(2) The test used by the minority of American courts is, Was the induce
ment of a sufficient degree to elicit an untrue confession of guilt? People v.

Fox, 319 HI. 606, 150 N. E. 347 (1925). In People v. ILazenby, supra at 663,
the court said:
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"The real question presented to the court is not whether there is evidence of
threats or promises, but whether there has been any threat or promise of such
a nature that a prisoner would be likely to tell an untruth from fear of the threat
or hope of profit from the promise."

A search of the reports seems to indicate that the federal courts would follow
this test rather than that of the majority. In Lewis v. United States, 74 F. 2d
173 (9th Cir. 1934), the court rejected the contention of Lewis that a confession
induced by threats, promises, fear or improper influence is involuntary as a

matter of law. Instead, the court held that even if the confession was induced

by any of the above factors, the jury was to consider these factors in determining
the weight they would give to the confession. In Martin v. United States, supra,
the court held that telling the accused that it would be better to speak or tell
the truth was not a sufficient inducement to render the confession untrustworthy.
Some courts have a third test of '"voluntariness," but it is usually associated
with the majority test and serves to explain and make that test more certain
and specific. State v. Johnson, 39 N.W. 2d 123 (Iowa 1949).
The application of the majority test often has the effect of striking down

conscientious efforts of a police officer in the valid exercise of his duties. The
test was important in the latter part of the 1 7th century, when the accused was

brutally treated and the confessions taken from him could not be trusted. It
was to overcome this inhumaneness that English judges devised strict rules on

the use of confessions as evidence of guilt. The minority test tries to determine
what were the advantages open to the prisoner and whether in the light of such
advantages there was a risk of its being false.
If the court in the instant case had applied the minority test they probably

would have permitted the confession to stand because the advice to tell the
truth in view of all the circumstances was not of a sufficient degree to make the
confession of Edwards untrustworthy.

ROBERT C HEENEY

LABOR LAW�A Labor Union May Peacefully Picket the Home of an

Employer With Whom It Has a Labor Dispute.

Plaintiff had a labor dispute with the defendant labor union. The union

proceeded to picket the plaintiff's private residence. There was no allegation
or suggestion of disorderliness or lack of peacefulness in the picketing. The

complaint averred that the picketing was outside the area of the labor dispute,
was a violation of the employer's right of privacy and tended toward a breach
of the peace. Held, a labor union which has a labor dispute with an employer
may picket peacefully the residence of the employer. Zeeman v. Amalgamated
Retail and Department Store Employees' Union, 18 U. S. L. Week 2375 (Cal.
Super. Ct. Feb. 1, 1950).
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It is settled that peaceful picketing is an exercise of the right of free speech
and press guaranteed by the First and Fourteenth Amendments of the Consti
tution and a lawful means of communicating the grievances of a bona fide labor

dispute to the public. Carlson v. California, 310 TJ. S. 106 (1940) and Thornhill
v, Alabama, 310 U.S. 88 (1940). However, the right to picket peacefully is
not inviolate. Picketing which has an unlawful purpose may be enjoined,
Giboney v. Empire Storage and Ice Company, 336 U. S. 490 (1949), and picket
ing may be restricted to the area of the industry affected by the labor dispute,
Carpenters and Joiners Union v. Rater's Cafe, 315U.S.722 (1941). Thus, the
enjoining of peaceful picketing of plaintiff's residence, on the ground that his
home was outside the orbit of the labor dispute, would have been a valid exercise
of the court's power within the constitutional guarantees of free speech and
free press as comprehended by the Supreme Court.
The California court adroitly disposed of the alleged violation of the

employer's right of privacy by holding the principal to apply only in cases of
unauthorized use of a picture and in other situations not within the purview
of this case. Yet the principal of the right of privacy which has become a part
of the common law of California is not necessarily so limited. It is in fact

premised upon the right to pursue and obtain safety and happiness without

improper infringement thereon by others. Melvin v. Reid, 112 Cal. App. 285,
297 Pac. 91 (1931). Hence, it was within the province of the court, empowered
by the common law of the state, to declare that the right of privacy included
protection from intrusions upon the sanctuary of the home. Moreover, the

Supreme Court, while upholding the right to picket peacefully, has alluded to
the right of privacy and declared the duty of the- state to protect its citizens
against an invasion of this right. See Carlson v. California and Thornhill v.
Alabama, supra. The picketing of an employer's home by a domestic servant
was enjoined in the case of State v. Cooper, 205 Minn. 333, 285 N.W. 903
(1939) wherein the court concluded that the home is a sacred place to go and
be at rest, and not be bothered with the turmoil of a labor dispute. In State v.

Perry, 196 Minn. 481, 265 X. W. 302 (1936), the court held that it was a

breach of the peace to carry into the home and domestic life an industrial
controversy properly left elsewhere. Certainly it is in the Anglo-Saxon tradition
that a man's home is his castle, as fully guaranteed against encroachment as

the royal domain. Is it not foreign to our jurisprudence to relegate the dwelling
to the same social status as the place of business; is it not a dangerous precedent
to hold that a labor dispute follows the individual, even to his private residence?
Peaceful picketing of private residences has been held improper on grounds

other than those already suggested. Where home owners were deprived of gas
and electric service, through refusal of union members to cross a picket line
established within a housing development, the court enjoined the picketing
holding the results of its exercise to be unduly severe. Schivera v. Long Island
Ughting Company, 61 X. Y. S. 2d 430 (1946). Conversely, picketing of an

employer's home was upheld where the residence was used as the employer's
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place of business. Senn v. Tile Layers Union, 301 U.S. 468 (1937). And the

right to picket a home has been expressly granted by the legislature in at least
one state, Arizona Code � 26-109 (1939).
The decision in the instant case is novel in that it answers squarely the legal

question of the right peacefully to picket a private residence. In upholding the
union's right to picket an employer's home, as a matter of law, the court wholly
disregarded a fundamental concept of the home as a unique place of asylum and
reprieve utterly isolated from the strife of a labor dispute.

ARTHUR R. BARRY

LABOR LAW�A Mere Ultimate Objective Classifiable Under Section
8(b)(4)(A) of the Labor Management Relations Act of 1947 Will
Carry Peaceful Picketing from the Category of Protected "Per
suasive" Speech into the Banned Classification of "Coercive"
Speech, Unprotected by the First Amendment or Section 8(c) of

the Act.

A contractor constructing a private home in Connecticut subcontracted elec
trical work to a New York subcontractor who used two nonunion electricians
on the job. Business agent of electrical workers' union picketed the job carrying
a sign stating, "This job is unfair to organized labor," and bearing the name

of the electrical workers' local. Two union employees of the carpentry sub
contractor walked off the job, and the agent stopped picketing. Told by the
contractor to get union men to finish the job, the electrical subcontractor re

leased the builder from his contract, and the carpenters returned to work. The
electrical subcontractor complained to the NLRB, charging the union with an

unfair labor practice. The trial examiner held that the picketing was no more

than "speech," there being no relationship between the electrical union and the

carpenters' union making members of the latter subject to orders, commands or

signals of the former. The NLRB reversed the examiner's decision that the

picketing was not a violation of �8(b) (4) (A) of the Labor Management Rela
tions Act of 1947, 61 Stat. 136, 29 U. S. C. � 151 (Supp. 1948), and held that
the section prohibited peaceful picketing despite � 8(c) of the Act. On appeal
to the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, the union contended that the

picketing was mere non-coercive speech protected by the First Amendment to
the United States Constitution as well as � 8(c) of the Act. Held, the picketing
induced the carpenter's employees to refuse to work for him in order to force the
contractor to cease doing business with the electrical subcontractor in violation
of � 8(b) (4) (A) of the Act, and neither the First Amendment nor � 8(c) of the
act protects picketing which has such an unlawful purpose. /. B. E. W., Local
501 v. N.L.R.B., 18 U. S.L. Week 2410 (2d Cir. February 21, 1950).
Peaceful picketing is a phase of free speech, Cafeteria Employees Union v.

Angelos, 320 U.S. 293 (1943), but not necessarily of privileged speech, Car-
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penters & Joiners Union of America v. Rater's Cafe, 315 U. S. 722 (1942), and
the weight of federal and state authority is that peaceful picketing for an

unlawful objective is enjoinable, Allen Bradley Co. v. Local Union No. 3,
I. B. E. W., 325 U. S. 797 (1945) ; Empire Storage & Ice v. Giboney, 351 Mo.

671, 210 S.W. 2d 55 (1948), affirmed, Giboney v. Empire Storage & Ice Co.,
336 U.S. 490 (1949). Congress, consistent with free speech guarantees, has

authority to enact legislation reasonably adapted to the protection of interstate

commerce against the harmful encroachments of secondary boycotts, United

Brotherhood of Carpenters & Joiners v. NLRB, 170 F. 2d 863 (10th Cir. 1948).
Section 8(b)(4)(A), Labor Management Relations Act, 1947, supra, makes

it an unfair labor practice for a union to induce or encourage employees of any

employer to engage in a concerted refusal to work with the object of forcing
any employer to cease doing business with any other person. Section 8(c) of

the Act, however, provides that the expressing of any views shall not constitute
or be evidence of an unfair labor practice under the Act if such expression
contains no threat of reprisal or force or promise of benefit. Significant in the

legislative history is the statement that the bill provides that the Board is

prohibited from using as evidence against employer, employee, or union any
statement that by its own terms does not threaten force or economic reprisal.
[Emphasis supplied.] Report No. 245, House Committee on Education &

Labor, 80th Cong., p. 8, 33. It also indicates, Report No. 105, Senate Com
mittee on Labor & Public Welfare, 80th Cong., p. 23, an intent to require the
Board to conform to Thomas v. Collins, 323 U. S. 516 (1945), holding that
the Constitution guarantees freedom of speech on either side of a labor contro

versy, and that restraint of orderly persuasion must have clear support in

actual, impending public danger.
The Chairman of the NLRB has stated that

"the most important and most difficult problem that the Board had encountered
under the L.M.R.A. of 1947 . . . (was) to solve the dilemma created by the
conflict between Sections 8(c) and 8(b)(4)(A)," United Brotherhood of Car

penters & Joiners of Amer., Dist. Council of K.C. et al., 81 N. L. R. B., No. 127,
at 820 (1949) (concurring opinion).

The Supreme Court has not directly passed upon the interrelationship of these
sections of the Act. The lower federal courts have ruled on the sections singly
and together. Employer's anti-union letters to employees are protected by
� 8(c), Pittsburgh Steamship Co. v. NLRB, 50 Am. Lab. Cas. 159 (6th Cir.
1950) ; otherwise innocent employer statements are not protected in back
ground of coercive conduct, NLRB v. Kropp Forge Co., 178 F. 2d 822 (7th Cir.
1949) . Section 8(b) (4) (A) is not contra to First and Fifth Amendments where
a union encouraged liquor distributor employees to refuse to handle struck
distilling company's business, NLRB v. Wine, Liquor & Distillery Workers
Union, 178 F. 2d 584 (2d Cir. 1949); picketing to further "product boycott"
is not protected by �8(c) or First Amendment, Douds v. Confectionery &
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Tobacco Jobbers Employers Union, 85 F. Supp. 191 (S. D. N. Y. 1949) ; where
a union in dispute with a subcontractor called its men off the construction job,
three employees of other subcontractors leaving the job, the union was guilty
of an illegal secondary boycott, Shore v. Bldg. & Const. Trades Council of
Pittsburgh, 173 F. 2d 678 (3d Cir. 1949); strikers' picket line around trucks
and rail cars bringing goods to struck employer was within � 8(b)(4)(A) and
was not protected by � 8(c) as mere expression of views, being an appeal to
solidarity implying both promise of benefit and threat of reprisal, Printing
Specialties & Paper Converters Union v. LeBaron, 171 F. 2d 331 (9th Cir.
1948) ; circulating a blacklist and picketing the premises of an intrastate firm
was not protected by � 8(c) or First Amendment, it being the intent of Congress
under the Act to ban secondary boycotts against such firms purposing to affect
business with firms in interstate commerce, United Brotherhood of Carpenters
& Joiners of America v. NLRB, supra; but picketing of a subcontractor by a

union in dispute with the contractor is not necessarily a secondary boycott
where the firms are so closely allied that the subcontractor is in fact a party
to the dispute, Douds v. Metro Fed. of Architects, Engineers, Chemists &
Technicians, 75 F. Supp. 672 (S. D. N.Y. 1948).
In the leading NLRB case of United Brotherhood of Carpenters & Joiners

of America, Dist. Council of K.C., supra, the Board held (3-2) that � 8(c)
does not immunize peaceful picketing where � 8(b) (4) (A) is involved, Congress
intending in prohibiting secondary boycotts to prohibit any peaceful means of
inducement. Previously, however, the Board had held, United Brotherhood of
Carpenters & Joiners, AFL & Ira A. Watson Co., 80 N. L. R. B. No. 91 (1948),
that peaceful picketing of the employer's store as part of a campaign to unionize
his installation employees was protected by the First Amendment. Later, unions
peacefully picketing a building project, causing members of local trades council
to quit work with the object of forcing the contractor to cease doing business
with a nonunion subcontractor, were held guilty of a secondary boycott and
not protected by � 8(c). Denver Bldg. & Const. Trades Council, 82 N. L. R. B.
No. 137 (1949). There the men who left their jobs were members of unions
affiliated with the local trade council which itself made the decision to picket;
in the instant case the men who left their jobs were neither members of the
union doing the picketing nor bound in any way by trade council affiliation to

cooperate with the picketing union.

Picketing is enjoinable where in the course of a labor dispute pressure is
brought to bear on a neutral in order to bring a disputing party to terms.

Determining who is a neutral presents the problem: if a picket is trying to
induce a person to do something which it is not directly possible for him to do,
or if the picketed person shares no unity of interest with a disputant, he may
be classified a neutral, Cushman and Herrick, A Re-examination of Picketing
and Free Speech, 34 Cornell L. Q. 81 (1948) ; Blackwell, The Secondary Boy
cott, 1 Labor L.J. 101 (1949).
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Labor would seem entitled to endeavor to persuade a general contractor to

use union labor throughout a construction project. Where a form of persuasion
undertaken is a bare statement that the job is unfair to organized labor, pub
lished by a sole picketer's sign, and where other unions on the job are not

bound, tied, or expected by virtue of trade council regulations to conform to

the picketing union's persuasive tactics, it seems inaccurate to label the picketing
"coercive." Certainly the picketer's sign did not by its own terms threaten
force or economic reprisal. Nor would labeling it an unfair labor practice under

� 8(b) (4) (A) seem in conformity with Thomas v. Collins, supra. It is not open
to doubt that speech will not be protected if its objective is unlawful, but
it is questionable if mere persuasive speech answers the requirements of

� 8(b)(4)(A) in the absence of coercive conduct or some reasonable causal

relationship between the utterance of the speech and the results which attend
its utterance, qualifying it is a signal, threat, or promise. It is just as reasonable
under the facts of the instant case to suppose that the objective of the picketing
was to persuade the general contractor to provide for a union-wide job as it is
to suppose that the objective was to coerce unaffiliated workers to quit their
jobs in order to force the general contractor to come to the same conclusion.
The instant case goes farther than any of the court or board decisions cited

where picketing was enjoined. In each of them some element of coercion, threat,
promise, or trade council interrelationship between the employees encouraged
to refuse to work and the picketers existed to characterize the picketing as more

than mere persuasive speech. The significance of the case is the extreme to

which the court was willing to go to find that a union's speech had crossed the
line between persuasion and coercion to fall under the ban of �8(b)(4)(A)
as an induced secondary boycott. In effect, when the court found results to

correspond to an illegal purpose, it pronounced the speech coercive rather than
persuasive.

EUGENE L. STEWART

PATENTS�In Rev. Stat. � 4915 Action Invention Is a Question of Fact,
and on Appeal the Decision of the District Court Will Not Be
Overruled Unless Clearly Erroneous; the Appellate Court Must
Find Clear Evidence of Creative Genius to Reverse.

Appellant's application for a patent covering a method and apparatus for
completing and bringing into production oil and gas wells was rejected by the
Patent Office tribunals as being unpatentable over the prior act. New evidence
in an action de novo in district court illustrated that appellant's device produced
three gallons of oil per minute, whereas the basic prior art device produced
only one-fifteenth gallon per minute. The district court found that appellant's
device was "immeasurably superior" to the prior art, but lacked invention there
over. On appeal, the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia concurred
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in the immeasurable superiority of appellant's device, but held, invention is a

question of fact, and where the "flash of creative genius" was not apparent in
appellant's contribution, the appellate court could not say that the District
Court was clearly erroneous in denying patentability, and the lower court's
action would not be reversed, Standard Oil Development Co. v. Marzall, 84
U. S. P. Q. 363 (D. C. Cir., 1950).
Invention, fact or law, is an oft-disputed topic. The Supreme Court treats

the question as one of fact. Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. v. Ray-O-Vac Co.,
321 TJ. S. 275 (1944) ; Thompson Spot Welder Co. v. Ford Motor Co., 265 TJ. S.
445 (1924) [Goodyear split the Court 5-4; Mr. Justice Black, dissenting,
termed invention law, citing Mahn v. Harwood, 112 U.S. 354 (1884)]. The

importance of the question lies in the scope of appellate review which attaches
to the answer. If invention be fact, the appellate court must adhere to the

"clearly erroneous" rule and disturb lower court findings only where accom

panied by clear error. Fed. R. Civ. P. 52(b). If invention be law, the appellate
court is not thus fettered.
The circuits are divided, with the 1st, 3d, 8th, 9th, and District of Columbia

holding patentable novelty to be a question of fact and adhering to the "clearly
erroneous" test on review, Trico Products Co. v. Apco-Mossberg Corp., 34 F. 2d
672 (D. Mass. 1929); Hazeltine Corp. v. General Motors, 131 F. 2d 34 (3d
Cir. 1942); Strong-Scott Mfg. Co. v. Weller, 112 F. 2d 389 (8th Cir. 1940);
Reinharts, Inc. v. Caterpillar Tractor Co., 85 F. 2d 628 (9th Cir. 1936) ; Besser

v. Ooms, 154 F. 2d 17 (D. C. Cir. 1946) ; and with the 2d and 5th granting a

broad review, without mention of the clear error rule. Weidhaas v. Loews, Inc.,
125 F. 2d 544 (2d Cir. 1942) ; Butex Gas Co. v. Southern Steel Co., 123 F. 2d
954 (5th Cir. 1941).
The 7th circuit alone categorically states "Patentable invention is a question

of law." National Slug Rejectors Inc. v. A.B.T. Mfg. Corp., 164 F. 2d 333,
336 (7th Cir. 1947), cert, denied 333 U. S. 832 (1948). Holding invention,
authorship, novelty, and utility to be questions of fact, that court termed patent
able invention one of law. Where those four basic facts are given, however,
patentable invention is self-evident, and the question is not one of law, but
pure mathematics. See Rev. Stat. � 4886 (1897), 35 U.S.C. � 31 (1946);
43 III. L. Rev. 535 (1948).
The Supreme Court has treated closely related issues as law rather than fact,

Heald v. Rice, 104 U. S. 737 (1881) (identity of invention where original and
reissue patents are involved is, where the Court can determine the inventions

by face comparison of the patents, a question of law) ; see also Mahn v. Har

wood, supra; Singer Mfg. Co. v. Cramer, 192 U.S. 265 (1904) (where the

inventions could be determined by a mere comparison of the instruments, the

question of infringement or no infringement is one of law); United States v.

Esnault-Pelterie, 303 U. S. 26, 30 (1938) (affirming the rule of these cases).
The most logical solution of the problem is thought to be presented in

Hanovia Chemical and Mfg. Co. v. David Buttrick Co., 127 F. 2d 888 (1st Cir.
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1942) suggesting that novelty, utility, and advance in the art are fact issues

beyond which lies the legal question of patentable invention. The rule would

appear just and advantageous in patent causes, since in the main they reach
the appellate stage with the bulk of evidence being documentary and the parties
often in accord as to the answers to the fact questions. As the cases seldom
turn upon the credibility of experts, there seems little logic in compelling the
appeals court to weigh heavily the trial court's finding of invention by adhering
to the clearly erroneous rule. The rule of the Hanovia case is that invention is
a mixed question of fact and law. Well might that rule have been applied in
the instant case where the court admitted:

"The facts regarding the prior art and the claims . . . are not in dispute. The
dispute is over what opinion on patentability should be reached from the facts."

In Hanovia, the court gave an infringement case broad review and declared
an existing patent invalid. Similar access to a pronouncement of invalidity on

existing patents may be considered a motive of Justices Black and Douglas in

dissenting in the Goodyear case, supra, on the ground that invention should be
a law question. The Supreme Court's treatment of invention as fact may actu

ally be holding the Court to a more liberal patent result than if they were to
follow the broader scope of review rule of invention as law. See Goodyear
Tire and Rubber Co. v. Ray-O-Vac Co., supra (concurrent findings of validity
and infringement by the lower courts of the 7th circuit affirmed, since under
the invention as fact rule the evidence was not clear enough to justify reversal) ;
see also Faulkner v. Gibbs, 338 U.S. 267 (1949); but cj. Cuno Engineering
Corp. v. Automatic Devices Corp., 314 U.S. 84 (1941) (conflict between cir
cuits permitted the Court to grant a broad review, choose the stricter circuit
decision, and declare the patent invalid). Hanovia is not followed in its own

circuit, Bellavance v. Frank Morrow Co., 141 F. 2d 378 (1st Cir. 1944), the
Hanovia author bowing to the Supreme Court's failure to accept his proposed
mixed question of law and fact rule by continuing to treat invention as fact.
The rule that the subject matter of a patent application is not a patentable

invention unless a "flash of creative genius" called it into being was originally
laid down by the Supreme Court in Cuno Engineering Corp. v. Automatic De
vices Corp., 314 U.S. 84 (1941). A storm of conflicting opinion has followed
in its wake. It has been characterized as the first mandate levied by the Court
against the Patent Office and its "passion for granting patents," Frank, U. S.
Supreme Court 1948-49, 17 U. of Chi. L. Rev. 1, 19 (1949); as an indication
that the present Court has the misguided conception that the great inventions
of the past have "burst full-blown from Athene's brow," when in truth revo

lutionary discoveries, such as Bell's telephone, etc., consisted of but a minor
structural variation over the prior art, which converted failure into great com
mercial success. Dodds and Crotty, The New Doctrinal Trend, 30 J. Pat. Off.
Soc'y 83 (1948). Mr. Justice Frankfurter has well challenged this trend, see
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Marconi Wireless Co. v. United States, 320 U.S. 1, 63 (1943) (dissenting
opinion) :

"To find in 1943 that what Marconi did really did not promote the progress of
science because it had been anticipated is more than a mirage of hindsight."

The appellate court in the instant case, although recognizing that patent
ability, lying in the realm of subjective opinion, called for wider latitude by
the Court on review than accorded objective facts, followed the majority rule

treating invention as a fact question and the trend positing invention as a flash
of genius, and, through the interrelation of those rules, formulated a severe

conclusion of unpatentability against an "immeasurably superior" device. In

appeals under Section 4915 of the Revised Statutes, the patent applicant is

invariably the appellant, since the Patent Office by custom does not appeal the
district court's findings. The adoption of the logical rule of the Hanovia case,
supra, that for purposes of appellate review invention is a mixed question of
fact and law, would permit the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
to broaden its scope of review with the probable result being the issuance of a

patent where the device in suit is an immeasurable improvement in the art.

JOSEPH M. FITZPATRICK
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THE CASE OF GENERAL YAMASHITA�by A. Frank Reel. The University of

Chicago Press, Chicago, III, 1949. Pp. vi, 324. $4.00.

THE CASE OF GENERAL YAMASHITA�A MEMORANDUM�by Courtney
\Vhitney, Brigadier General, United States Army. General Headquarters Su
preme Commander for the Allied Powers, Government Section. 1949. Pp. 82.

On February 4, 1946, the Supreme Court of the United States decided
the fate of Japanese General Tomoyuki Yamashita.1 The opinion of the
Court provoked a vigorous dissent from Justices Murphy and Rutledge
and caused a great deal of uneasiness to those of us who regard the com

mon law concept of due process as the basic minimum necessary to fair
trial. Some lawyers holding unimpeachably conventional views of the
Constitution felt that the trial and conviction of Yamashita weakened
its most highly cherished guarantees.
General Yamashita, captured by American troops, was tried by a rnili-

tary commission, found guilty, and sentenced to death for atrocities
committed by troops under his command on the Philippine Islands. At

trial, on appeal to the Philippine Supreme Court and the United States

Supreme Court he was represented by counsel appointed to defend him.
All defense counsel were Army officers then on active duty and assigned
by the Army to this particular task. Of counsel was A. Frank Reel, then
a captain in the United States Army and formerly a practicing attorney
in Boston.
Mr. Reel, returned to civilian life, has written a book called The Case

of General Yamashita. It is an angry book and it contains much which
will disturb American lawyers.
The author presents a very strong case to show that Yamashita's judges

disregarded even the elementary standards of judicial fairness. Random

examples will serve to illustrate. In chapter XIII Mr. Reel says:
"Speed was the keynote of the trial. General Yamashita came down from the

hills and surrendered to the American forces on September 3, 1945. On Septem
ber 25 he was charged with being a war criminal. Two weeks later he was

arraigned and served with a bill of sixty-four particulars. Trial was set for Oc
tober 29.
"The three weeks that intervened between the arraignments and the trial were

used by General Yamashita's lawyers in an attempt to build a defense to the

sixty-four particulars. The bill alleged murder, massacre, rape, and pillage of
innocent non-combatant civilians . . . and destruction of public, private and re-

1 In re Yamashita, Yamashita v. Styer, 327 TJ. S. 1 (1946).
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ligious property. We knew that to make even a pretense of investigation of
these crimes, involving thousands of people and hundreds of miles of territory
would take many months.2 . . .

"As the Monday that had been set for the opening of the trial approached,
defense counsel felt that . . . they at least were ready to deal with the prosecu
tion's case as outlined in the bill of sixty-four particulars. But late on the final
Friday evening, a messenger arrived with a new bill of particulars, a supplemental
bill. It contained fifty-nine new items. We were dumbfounded. We had ex

pected that perhaps one or two or three new items might be added; but here we

were, just two days before trial, and the charges that we would have to meet
were almost doubled�from sixty-four to one hundred and twenty-three, and
practically all of them involving new places, new persons, new witnesses.
"Of course, we would ask for a continuance. . . .

"3

The commission denied this requested continuance indicating, how

ever, that they would reconsider such request at the close of the prosecu
tion's case on the original bill of particulars.4 The defense, at the com

mission's suggestion, then evolved the procedure of meeting the allegations
of the supplemental bill on a day to day basis depending on a promised
continuance at the end of the prosecution's evidence in order to prepare
their affirmative case.5 This continuance never materialized. Shortly be
fore noon, on November 20, 1945, the prosecution rested its case and the
commission recessed until 8:30 the following morning in order to enable
the defense to prepare its opening statement.6 Continuance?

Chapter XVI is must reading for all those who believe that limitations
on cross-examination are not to be imposed merely to expedite trial.7
The admission of evidence concerning the Palawan Incident, seemingly
not in any way linked to General Yamashita; the admission of unsup
ported affidavits;8 the admission of the moving-picture film Orders from
Tokyo9 and the multiple examples of hearsay thrice removed10�incontro-

vertibly prove that the commission knew nothing of and cared less about
the evidentiary rules of the common law. Yamashita's counsel were, in

most of these cases, unable to confront and examine adverse witnesses.

2 Reel, The Case of General Yamashita 76 (1949).
3 Id. at 77.
* Id. at 78-79.
5 Id. at 79-80.
6 Id. at 83.
7 Id. at 97-100.
8 Id. at 112-119.
9 Id. at 142.
10 For one example, Id. at 99.
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Furthermore, no one can estimate the weight given to such evidence by
the commission.
All this has a powerful cumulative effect on the reader but the most

damning items in Mr. Reel's indictment are: (1) not a single member
of the military commission had any legal training,11 (2) less than forty-
six hours after closing arguments the commission announced its findings
�this in a case in which the record was over 4,000 pages in length and in
which 423 exhibits had been presented to the commission.12 It seems

clear that no comprehensive review of the evidence was undertaken prior
to the decision.
Under separate covering letter of January 7, 1950, the army has issued

a publication entitled The Case of General Yamashita�A Memorandwn.
The memorandum is 82 pages long and has four main divisions: (1)
Memorandum for the Record, (2) Decision of United States Supreme
Court, (3) Notes on the case of General Yamashita, from Law Reports
of Trial of War Criminals, United Nations War Crimes Commission, (4)
Review of Trial Record.
The avowed purpose of the memorandum is set out by the author in

the following language:
"This memorandum is to delineate and record the pertinent facts bearing

upon the public controversy which has arisen with respect to the desire of the

University of Chicago Press to publish in the Japanese language for sale and
distribution in Japan, the book entitled, The Case of General Yamashita, by A.
Frank Reel.13

"The book is essentially an attack upon our American system of jurisprudence
�indeed, it might better be said upon our American system� in the refusal of
the author, a practicing attorney, to accept the judgment of the United States
Supreme Court, acting through a majority thereof, on issues both argued before
that tribunal and discussed in the book. Instead, in an almost hysterical en

deavor to propagate the minority viewpoint, subscribed to by only two of the

eight participating justices, by re-pleading anew his identical views pled and lost
before the trial commission and the highest forums of civil appeal and military
review, the author but shows himself unable to accept the ethical base estab
lishing in our country the primacy of majority decision. For the judgment of
the Supreme Court upon the issues was final and controlling and so remains,
despite the intervening years which have dimmed the memory of those with
out access to, or detailed knowledge of, the judicial record."14

11 Id. at 41.
12 Id. at 166.
13 Whitney, The Case oe General Yamashita�A Memorandum 1 (1949).
14 Ibid. It might be noted here that Mr. Reel's book is concerned with unfairness of

trial �an issue not decided by the majority of the Court. 327 U. S. 1 et seq.
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This Memorandum, therefore, is the Army's published answer to Mr.
Reel's accusations and, as such, should be read together with that au
thor's book. The first 22 pages of the Army's Memorandum take the
form of a digest of the trial record with argument drawn therefrom to

support the contention that the trial was basically fair. The second sec

tion15 sets out the opinion of the Court in In re Yamashita and Yamashita
v. Styer.16 Significantly, only the majority opinion is included. For those
readers who might wish to look at the dissents, reference is hereby made
to Mr. Reel's book.17 Appendix B of the Memorandum is apparently an

analysis of the Yamashita case by the United Nations War Crimes Com
mission. An able argument is set out to demonstrate (1) the legality of
the trial on established principles of international law, (2) the non-

applicability of the Geneva Convention, (3) the admissibility, in war

crimes proceedings, of depositions, affidavits, hearsay and opinion evi
dence, (4) the propriety of stressing expeditious procedure, and (5) the
legal basis underlying the theory of command responsibility.18 The argu
ment loses force since some of the cases cited in support of the Yama
shita decision are either contemporaneous with or subsequent to that
case. This is particularly true with respect to the discussions of admissi
bility of evidence, expeditious procedure, and command responsibility.
At times these Notes by the War Crimes Commission come perilously
close to saying that the Yamashita case was good law because the same

rules have been applied several times since then.
Part V of the Memorandum is a review of the trial record by a military

review board.19 It affords a comprehensive summary of the evidence ad
duced at trial and presents a reasoned discussion in support of the con

viction.

The reviewer concludes that Mr. Reel's book and General Whitney's
Memorandum deserve the careful consideration and critical appraisal of
every member of the Bar in this country. Issues are raised, too important
to be casually dismissed. The discussion of these issues by their pro
ponents should be assessed in the light of a re-reading of the opinions of
the Supreme Court in the case.

Without venturing into the merits of the case the best that can be

15 Id. at 23 et seq.
16 See note 1 supra.
17 See note 2 supra at 2S1 et seq.
18 See note 13 supra at 38 et seq.
19 See note 13 supra at 60 et seq.
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charitably said is that the Army missed a golden opportunity to give the
world a true example of democracy in action.

LEO A. HUARD*

TAX PLANNING FOR ESTATES�by William J. Bowe. The Vanderbilt University
Press, Nashville, Term., 1949. Pp. 93. $2.00.

This book is not and does not purport to be an exhaustive treatise on

estate planning. It certainly is not a book which will make clear to a be

ginner in the tax field the steps leading to the conclusions reached. It
does set forth, however, in as nontechnical language as the subject will
permit, a summary of what is involved in intelligent estate planning, with
illustrative computations; and its footnotes provide a starting point for
more thorough research, if that be necessary.
Here is an example of the painstaking and time-consuming writing,

revising, and editing necessary to produce a brief, clear, and readable
book on a subject which is not inherently simple. Its very brevity�
ninety-three pages, including title page, foreword, table of contents, text,
and index�is a tribute to the author. It could easily have been twice as

long and only half as good.
Professor Bowe warns that in some instances he sacrificed technical

accuracy in the interest of simplicity. I am glad that he did. The result
is a book which can be read and understood by law students, general
practitioners and tax specialists. Perhaps only the last mentioned group
will fully appreciate the wealth of technical information gleaned from
statutes, regulations, court decisions, and experience which is condensed
and packed between its covers. All, however, can read it, and with

profit. It will afford to the student a bird's eye view of the integration,
or the lack thereof, of the income, estate, and gift taxes. It will do the
same for the general practitioner and for some so-called tax specialists,
as well as suggest many factors for consideration which might otherwise
be overlooked in drafting a will or a trust. With taxes what they are,
clients simply cannot afford the luxury of haphazard drafting of such
instruments.
I hope that many lawyers will read this book. If they do, it may lessen

the number of cases which reach tax attorneys in a hopeless condition

* Professor of Law, Faculty Adviser of the Law Journal, Georgetown University
School of Law.
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because suffering from incurable congenital defects. If it gives them an

appreciation of and curiosity about often overlooked tax factors, the book
will have served a useful purpose; their clients' families, unknowingly,
may be richer than otherwise they would have been.

JOHN W. AHERN*

LEGAL PHILOSOPHY FROM PLATO TO HEGEL�by Huntington Cairns. Johns
Hopkins Press, Baltimore, Md., 1949. Pp. 584.

This book consists of fifteen chapters, an introductory chapter on

Philosophy as Jurisprudence, followed by chapters on the Philosophies
of Law espoused by Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, St. Thomas Aquinas, Bacon,
Hobbs, Spinoza, Leibniz, Locke, Hume, Kant, Fichte and Hegel and a

concluding chapter on Jurisprudence as Philosophy.
The author tells us in the Preface that "This Book is a study of the

legal systems put forward by philosophers from Plato to Hegel. It seeks
to ascertain the views which these philosophers took of law, what prob
lems they considered significant, and the nature of the solutions they
proposed."
The object of the book is "To construct the foundation of a theory of

law which is the necessary antecedent of a possible jurisprudence". The
author is not attempting to give the reader a history of legal philosophy
or to present a systematic view of the field.
The book has a secondary or subsidiary object and that is to show that

modern jurisprudence in its essentials is a prolongation of the great
philosophical systems of the past.
To evaluate the worth of this book several pertinent questions have

to be answered:

1) Is there a need of a book such as this one?

2) Does it give an adequate, correct and clear picture of the legal
philosophies of the period which it covers?

3) Does it construct the foundation of a theory of law which is the

necessary antecedent of a possible jurisprudence?
4) Does it demonstrate that current jurisprudence is a prolongation of

the great philosophical systems of the past?
The answer to the first question should be an emphatic yes. To a

great extent, laws reflect the philosophy of courts and of legislative
bodies. Some if not many of the philosophies expounded in this book

* Professor of Law, Georgetown University School of Law; member of firm of Nash,

Ahem, and Abell.
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have had a varying amount of influence on law making bodies. The stu
dents of legal history and legal philosophy should know what those
philosophical influences were.

Another cogent reason for the existence of a book such as this is the
nature of current legal philosophies. Most of the philosophies treated
in this book proposed complete philosophies of the world and man, so

ciety and law. Jurisprudence or legal philosophy was tied in with the
whole. For the most part, current legal philosophers do not give us a

complete philosophy. They treat legal philosophy as though it were an

independent, self-sustaining branch of knowledge. Actually, whether

they are conscious of it or not, they have an underlying metaphysics.
They have adopted consciously or unconsciously parts or all of some of
these philosophies of the past. I believe that is what is meant by the
author when he says that modern legal philosophies are prolongations
of past philosophies. A clear understanding of the past is accordingly
helpful in understanding these current writers. Without such a back

ground of information, one is apt to be quite baffled in his attempt to
understand current writers on the subject of law.
As regards the second question, I must say that the author accepted

a stupendous assignment. Many writers have considered it a life's work
to understand and expound one or a few of these philosophers such as

Kant, Hegel, Plato and Aristotle. Most of those who have attempted a

work such as this have contented themselves by borrowing the fruits of
others labors. The author gives abundant evidence of original work and

scholarly investigation not alone in regard to the philosophies treated but
of many others which cast light on the same. In short, it is a work ear

marked with great learning.
"Whether his selection is the best or his exposition correct, adequate

and clear, is, of course, another question. I am rather surprised that he
did not give more space and consideration to Natural Law. He deplores
the fact that modern philosophy cuts itself off from Jurisprudence and

Jurisprudence cuts itself off from Philosophy. That is the one thing the
followers of St. Thomas have never done. As has been said, Natural Law
has always buried its undertakers. When men, whether laymen or law

makers, have to think very seriously and carefully because of serious so

cial or international ills, there is always a recurrence to Natural Law for

guidance in the solution. It is strange then that the author did not give
a more adequate picture of Natural Law as expounded by St. Thomas
and have included also such great writers as Suarez and Bellarmine,
whose contributions have been much more significant than that of some
of the authors treated.
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I am not at all certain that the average laymen or lawyer is going to

get an adequate and clear picture of the legal philosophy of Kant or Hegel
or Fichte or a clear picture of the similarities or radical differences of

many of the philosophies presented. The author tells us in the preface
that he thinks it important to look at law from three points of view, that
of the social sciences, that of logic and the empirical sciences, and that of

philosophy. I feel confident that he kept those three starting points in
mind in his treatment of each philosopher.
The emphasis given to each is, of course, another question. I have

always found that if I can get a clear picture of a writer's philosophy of

man, I have less trouble understanding his philosophy of Law. I regret
that the author did not give more emphasis to that point.
Does the author construct the foundation of a theory of law which is

the necessary antecedent of a possible jurisprudence? His last chapter
certainly proposes one, but inmy opinion, the book far from demonstrates
his conclusion. He is perfectly correct in holding that a common denom
inator of all these philosophies is not the solution. His solution is that of

hypothetical suppositions and ideals tested and retested by consequences.
Of course, this is the Ongoing of Dewey and Walter Wheeler Cook all
over again. It is an Ongoing without knowing where we are going or

whether where we are going is good or bad for man or society. There are

no ultimate stable values for comparison. The only test is does it work.
As Walter Wheeler Cook pointed out, it will work if we have the

means, and so means and ends (or ideal) are one and the same.

This is really a Force theory in disguise. We have recently condemned

individuals of a nation and the entire people of that nation, for com

plying with such a philosophy of law. That does not mean that a hypoth
esis-consequences theory may not have some place in a philosophy of

law. I believe the functional approach may be used especially in deter

mining the value of many indifferent acts in their relation to ultimate

unchanging values. The theory is dangerous when it is proposed as a

universal substitute for ultimate absolute Norms.

By his fairly constant comparison of the past philosophies of law

with modern theories such as Realism, Kelsen and Pound, the author

has shown quite definitely that current philosophers of law have adopted
concepts of the past and hence may be considered as prolonging the

same views. This was the subsidiary and secondary object of the Book.

The primary object was to show that none of the philosophies which

he treats suffices, that a common denominator of them is impossible, and
that nothing remains but the hypothesis-consequences approach. After
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what we have seen of hypothesis-consequences theory in practice, the
sooner it is discarded the better it will be for law and society.

FRANCIS E. LUCEY, S.J.*

RELATIONS BETWEEN THE FEDERAL AND STATE COURTS�by Mitchell
Wendell. Columbia University Press, New York, 1949. Pp. 298.

The creation of a dual system of judicial tribunals operating in the
same area, each with different jurisdiction, but overlapping in parts, is
a unique contribution of the United States to political science and to juris
prudence. A history of the relation between these two groups of courts,
forms the subject matter of Mr. Wendell's interesting monograph. His
work represents a constructive contribution to a study of the history of
the Federal judiciary in its relation to State courts. The author ap
proaches the topic from an historical point of view. Unlike most legal
works, the material used in this book is not confined to the opinions of
the courts, but includes considerable historical background, thereby
enhancing the value of the work as well as making it more interesting.
Necessarily the principal theme of the book is Swift v. Tyson and its

epoch-making overruling by Erie Railroad Co. v. Tompkins. Federal

jurisprudence started with the principle formulated in the Tyson case,
that on matters of common law, as distinguished from local statutes, the
Federal courts would develop a uniform body of law of their own, in
stead of following decisions of State courts. A complete somersault was
turned by Erie Railroad Co. v. Tompkins, as a result of which the Fed
eral courts now apply the substantive law of the States, be it common
law or statutory law, the principal exception being in cases arising under
Federal statutes. Thus, whereas previously the Federal courts followed
State procedure but developed a substantive law of their own, now, the
Federal courts have a procedure of their own but follow the substantive
law of the States. This story is well developed in this book in an inter

esting manner.

Mr. Wendell raises a very interesting question in suggesting that Erie
Railroad Co. v. Tompkins has not gone so far as to do away entirely with
Federal common law. It is pointed out that a body of Federal common
law does exist, for example, in such matters as unfair competition,
interstate commerce, and other similar topics. The author gives consider-

* Regent of the Law School, Professor of Law, Georgetown University.
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able food for thought in his challenging discussion of this rather obscure
but important aspect of the subject.
The author discusses the arguments for and against the maintenance

of Federal jurisdiction based solely on diversity of citizenship. He sug
gests that the decision in the Tompkins case does away with some of the

arguments in favor of maintaining this jurisdiction. He urges that the

possibility of prejudice in local courts against outsiders has been con

siderably diminished. He does not, however, deal with the possibility
that there are those who prefer the Federal to State courts because of the
different type of jury trial afforded in the former, than that which pre
vails in the latter. Federal courts draw their juries from larger areas,
thereby minimizing the possibility of local feeling. Another important
aspect of the matter is found in the fact that Federal courts, unlike most

State tribunals, maintain the common law power of the judge to charge
the juries orally, summarize the evidence, and to comment on it when
desirable. This is a type of guidance to which juries are entitled, but
which in most States they are not allowed to receive.
The author has made a helpful and constructive contribution to a very

interesting subject. The book is well written and is exceedingly readable,
in addition to being scholarly.

ALEXANDER HOLTZOFF*

* Judge, United States District Court for the District of Columbia.
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